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Abstract

Email is a key communication medium in business environments, where it is often
used to assign and delegate tasks. Existing research has established that task-oriented
communication is built upon the exchange of request and commitment speech acts—
collectively, obligation acts—between interlocutors, but email software has so far ig-
nored this insight; it has not adapted to support task management, despite its popular-
ity as a medium for such workflows. The lack of task awareness in email software has
been repeatedly highlighted as a key factor in the ‘information overload’ that burdens
many email users. In particular, the difficulty of distilling tasks from the ever-increasing
email flow leads to obligations that remain unfulfilled.

This thesis explores how to address this problem by making email more actionable.
We begin by analysing data from a series of annotation experiments through which
we gathered independent human judgements about requests and commitments across
a collection of more than 2000 real-world email messages. These annotated messages
provide insight into how obligation acts are realised and interpreted. We identify and
analyse a range of complex phenomena involved in these speech acts, and provide
definitions for identifying them in email.

Building on this analysis, we then present effective computational techniques for
detecting obligation acts at three levels of granularity within email messages: the mes-
sage, paragraph and sentence levels. Message-level identification determines whether
or not an email message contains obligation acts, and aims to assist users to triage their
messages by focusing on those containing actionable content. Paragraph-level identifi-
cation builds on this to classify each paragraph in the same manner; this enables, for
example, the production of extractive summaries of messages. Finally, sentence-level
identification classifies each sentence in an email message, and allows requests and
commitments to be extracted to external task lists. We use our annotated email data
to train supervised machine learning algorithms for each of these classification tasks.
These classifiers also exploit a novel classification system that segments the text of
email messages into different functional zones, identifying material such as signatures,
advertising, and quoted reply content. This enables our obligation classifiers to focus
on only relevant email text when identifying requests and commitments.

In sum, this thesis provides both theoretical and practical foundations for managing
obligation acts in real email data. Our empirically-grounded analysis and the software
tools developed on the basis of this analysis demonstrate how it is possible to make
email actionable today, as well as providing a platform for future task-related email
research.
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“[Managers] would like to be able to track outstanding promises they
have made to others, promises made to them, requests they’ve made
that have not been met and requests made of them that they have
not fulfilled.”

Denise E Murray (1991, p. 27)

1
Introduction

Email is one of the most successful software applications yet devised, with many hun-
dreds of millions of people around the world relying on it daily for personal and profes-
sional communications. Although recent trends, including the use of social messaging
platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, are threatening to break its dominance for
personal communication, email remains the de facto standard for online communica-
tion, particularly in the workplace.

As part of its role in business communication, email is widely used for assigning and
delegating tasks. Unfortunately, despite its popularity as a medium for working with
tasks, email software generally does not provide well integrated support for task man-
agement. A prime example of this is that email users are not easily able to distinguish
and manage task-related content separately from other text in their email messages.
The lack of general task awareness in email software has been repeatedly highlighted
as a key factor in the ‘information overload’ that burdens many users.

Existing research has established that task-oriented communication is built upon
the exchange of directive speech acts, which request or demand action from the
receiver, and commissive speech acts, which commit the author or speaker to action.
Throughout the thesis, we refer to directive utterances which place an obligation on one
or more recipients as requests, and commissive utterances which place an obligation
on the sender (or any non-recipient) as commitments. Collectively, we refer to request
and commitment acts as obligation acts. Requests and commitments form the basis
of task-oriented communication, but email software has so far ignored this insight.

To fill this gap, this thesis provides a comprehensive exploration of how people
issue requests and make commitments in real-world, workplace email communication.
We build on the insights from our analysis to design, develop and evaluate a series of
automated systems designed to improve how people work with task-related content in
their email communications. Our goal is to provide better support for users to manage
actionable content in email.

1



2 Introduction

We begin this chapter with an overview of the history of email, and the technology
and standards that define the content and transport of email messages. This provides
a grounding for our review of the problem of email overload experienced by the many
users who struggle to cope with their overflowing inboxes. We then look at how email
has been adopted in the workplace, and in particular, how it is commonly applied to
managing tasks in the workplace, the focus of this thesis.

We close the chapter by outlining the structure and contributions of this thesis.
We begin with our theoretical and empirical analysis of how people make requests and
commitments in email. Our work builds on influential ideas proposed by Winograd
and Flores (1986) in taking a ‘language/action’ perspective and identifying speech acts
in email. This approach differs from that of most existing email systems, which have
for the most part treated the content of email messages as homogeneous bags of words.
We then describe our work designing, building and evaluating systems to automate the
detection of obligation acts at a range of different granularities within workplace email
messages. Finally we introduce the integration of our systems into a commercial email
software suite, with a view to creating a platform for conducting future email research
in real-world contexts.

1.1 A Brief History of Email

The first networked email message was sent in late 1971 by BBN engineer Ray Tom-
linson (Tomlinson, 2006). Local messaging programs that allowed users to exchange
messages from different accounts on the same computer had existed for some time,
since at least the early 1960s. It was Tomlinson, however, who extended the existing
SNDMSG application for the Digital PDP-10 computer to allow messages to be sent
to users at other computers connected over ARPANET, the precursor to the modern
Internet. As part of this modest technological change, Tomlinson also introduced the
now ubiquitous ‘@’ symbol to distinguish recipients on remote machines from local
recipients.

Tomlinson was at first reluctant to trumpet his innovation; his colleague at the
time, Jerry Burchfiel, told Forbes magazine in 1998: “When he (Tomlinson) showed it
to me, he said, ‘Don’t tell anyone! This isn’t what we’re supposed to be working on.’”
(Cavender, 1998).1 It was not long, however, before the appeal of fast, cheap, conve-
nient communication over short or long distances began to win over the first of what
would become billions of email users.2 Larry Roberts, a director of DARPA, the govern-
ment agency that ran the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET)
on which email was transported, was an early user of Tomlinson’s modified SNDMSG
system and began using electronic mail for almost all his communication needs. That,
in turn, encouraged researchers dependent on DARPA for research funding to also

1Tomlinson politely disputes this version of events; his take is that it was a colleague who made
this comment, and that it was actually “said in jest because we were, after all, investigating ways in
which to use the ARPANET”(Tomlinson, 2006).

2The Radicati Group estimates that, in 2011, there were 3.1 billion active email accounts; see
http://www.radicati.com/?p=7269.

http://www.radicati.com/?p=7269
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start using email for communication. At this point, the network effect had begun, and
email quickly went from being a convenience to becoming the ‘killer application’ of the
Internet.3

More than 40 years after Tomlinson’s first message was sent, email has become an
integral part of many people’s lives, both within and outside the workplace. Hundreds
of millions of people around the world rely on email for personal and professional
communication. In a comprehensive survey from the United States, 86% of those who
used email at work stated that it was essential or important to their work (Fallows,
2002). Its use also continues to grow: in research comparing email use between 1996
and 2006, Fisher et al. (2006) found that the average number of emails stored in an
email account had increased tenfold from 2,482 messages in 1996 to 28,660 in 2006.

Many studies of email communication in the workplace have highlighted the diverse
uses of email. In their survey of related research, Whittaker, Bellotti, and Gwizdka
(2006) consolidate these into three main functions:

1. Task management;

2. Personal archiving; and

3. Contact management.

As noted earlier, our focus is on the first of these three functions: task management.
We work to address limitations in existing email software by automatically detecting
and identifying requests and commitments within email messages, to help users give
appropriate attention to and track the real-world obligations that are expressed or
implied by each email message that they send or receive.

Popular media have been quick to trumpet more recent communication trends and
tools, including the use of social messaging platforms such as Facebook and Twitter.
Claims are made that such tools threaten to break the communication dominance of
email. Despite the rapid growth in use of alternate communication software, however,
email remains the de facto standard for online communication. It is especially unclear
whether these newer platforms will ever replace email for task management in the
workplace. Even as communication continues to spill across different media and devices
to other platforms and tools, predictions for business use of email suggest continued
growth into the foreseeable future. Table 1.1 shows predictions of worldwide email
volumes out to 2016, based on analysis by the Radicati Group (Hoang, 2012). Of
particular interest for our work is the continued dramatic increase in email volumes
for business use, with predicted cumulative growth of more than 60% between 2012
and 2016. This contrasts quite sharply with the predictions for personal email use,
with predicted personal message volumes to fall by 13% over the same period. These
numbers suggest that, at least in the near-term future, it is the personal rather than
the business email usage that will be displaced by the alternate messaging platforms
such as Twitter and Facebook.

3“Forget the World Wide Web, Internet telephony, streamed video, even online pornography. When
it comes to the Internet’s ‘killer application’, email is it.” (Lai, 1996)
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012–2016

Total Emails Per Day (billion) 144.8 154.6 165.8 178.3 192.2 +47.4
Year-on-Year Change (%) +7% +7% +8% +8% +33%

Business Emails Per Day (billion) 89.0 101.0 114.3 128.6 143.8 +54.8
Year-on-Year Change (%) +13% +13% +13% +12% +62%

Personal Emails Per Day (billion) 55.8 53.6 51.5 49.7 48.4 −7.4
Year-on-Year Change (%) −4% −4% −3% −3% −13%

Table 1.1: Predictions of worldwide daily email traffic for 2012–2016, according to The
Radicati Group, Inc. (Hoang, 2012, p. 3).

1.2 A Technical Overview of Email

At its heart, email is a computer-mediated communication system that allows peo-
ple and systems to communicate by writing and exchanging textual messages. These
messages are transmitted from the sender via a series of connected computers and
computer networks to one or more designated recipients, where each receiver can open,
read, interpret and potentially act on the message content. The format of, and method
for transporting, each email message is defined in a series of Requests for Comment
(RFCs) published by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) (Resnick, 2008).
These RFCs have evolved over time as technology and user requirements have changed,
but remarkably, the core email standards remain almost unchanged from their earliest
incarnation.

In terms of format, each email message is divided into lines of characters and consists
of two main sections: the header section of the message, followed by the message
body. The header section contains a collection of metadata about the message; the
message body contains the content of the message being sent. An example message
showing these parts is given in Figure 1.1.

The header section is represented as a sequence of lines of text that contains struc-
tured and semi-structured header fields, and includes information about the sender,
recipients, date, transport path from sender to recipient, metadata about the email soft-
ware used to send the message, a globally unique message identifier, and often, details
of spam detection, virus and malware scanning performed on the message by one or
more email servers. This metadata is represented in the form of key–value pairs. Typ-
ically, an end-user email application will display only a handful of the available header
fields, such as the sender, recipient list, date and subject line, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.2 shows the full header section for the email message in Figure 1.1.

We draw attention to this contrast between available and visible information to
demonstrate that information that may be useful for computation, but not intended
for a human reader, can be transmitted along with the message content without bur-
dening the email recipient. This is important when we begin to think about ways to
encode explicit information about the presence or location of request and commitment
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Figure 1.1: An email message showing the header section and body that make up each
message.

utterances that occur within the body of a message, without interrupting the user’s
consumption of the email content itself. Such information can be unobtrusively stored
within key–value pairs in the header section to be processed by task-aware email clients,
and quietly ignored by legacy clients. We return to such issues when we discuss our
prototype Microsoft Outlook integration software in Chapter 6.

The message body contains the free text content of the message. Originally, this
was envisaged to include only textual content. Through the use of MIME (Multi-
purpose Internet Mail Extensions) standards (Freed and Borenstein, 1996), however,
the body of an email message can also encapsulate any media types or binary data,
including images, video, audio, documents and files, encoded as a stream of text.
These capabilities have allowed email to become a common tool for the exchange of
files and data, in addition to its intended communication role. That email has been
successfully adopted for such originally unforeseen uses is a testimony to the flexibility
and robustness of the original protocols and transport mechanisms.

1.3 The Problem of Email Overload

As we saw in Table 1.1, there were almost 145 billion emails sent every day in 2012. The
sheer volume of incoming messages creates significant challenges for people using email.
As early as the 1980s, researchers began to study how email was being employed in
organisations. Denning (1982) was one of the first to write about the rise in electronic
message volumes, and was an early advocate for the automated filtering of incoming
messages. Sumner, another early researcher in this field, interviewed and surveyed
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Figure 1.2: The full set of header lines for the email message in Figure 1.1.

users at an organisation with an electronic email system in heavy use (Sumner, 1988);
she found that email was displacing previous communication modalities and warned
that access to electronic mail systems might lead to information overload, where users
feel overwhelmed by the number of email messages they receive and frustrated by the
amount of time they need to spend dealing with them.

To try to understand why email overload occurs, Thomas et al. (2006) reviewed the
email logs of managers in an “acquisition program agency” within the US Department
of Army. Based on an analysis of the data and interviews with staff, they identified key
reasons for email overload, including that it was easy and cheap for users to broadcast
their messages to many users, and that there was a perception of constant pressure
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to be available and responding to email, even while completing other tasks. Dabbish
et al. (2005) have drawn a direct link between email overload and task management;
they found that the impact of feelings of email overload includes a reduced ability to
coordinate work. Fisher et al. (2006) also suggest that, as email continues to be used
for all manner of information storage and communication, email overload will continue
unabated.

Spam, or unsolicited commercial email (UCE), is another factor in email overload;
Jones (2008) is one researcher who has highlighted how people feel particularly frus-
trated by the amount of this material they receive. In recent years, however, several
studies have suggested that spam no longer causes the same level of pain for users as
it once did. Research from the Pew Internet and American Life Project, for example,
reveals that email users are increasingly using the filters offered by their email providers
or employers to block spam (Fallows, 2007), and that, while the overall volume of spam
being sent is increasing, surveyed email users are becoming less bothered by it. This
is likely due to the more effective spam filtering techniques that have been developed
and deployed on widely used email systems such as Gmail and Hotmail, as well as in
corporate email systems. These are able to prevent most spam messages from reaching
a user’s inbox.

In summary, despite technological innovations reducing the burden of spam for
many email users, the problem of email overload more generally remains a significant
issue, and ongoing research suggests that feelings of email overload will continue to
grow, particularly for those dealing with concurrent, task-related conversations in the
workplace.

1.4 Using Email as a Task Management Tool

Email is widely used for task-oriented organisational communication, which has con-
tributed to many users complaining of being overwhelmed by the volume of messages
they receive. Despite its popularity as a means for exchanging, delegating and report-
ing on tasks, there remain significant problems in using email as a tool to manage and
track tasks (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Bellotti et al., 2003). Despite research and
wide personal experience that clearly demonstrate a range of difficulties that people
face in executing and managing tasks via email, modern email clients have largely
failed to adapt to or accommodate such uses. Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that
current interfaces for managing email provide poor support for the task management
activities for which users have adopted them (Hiltz and Turoff, 1985; Whittaker and
Sidner, 1996; Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001). The result is that many users continue
to have difficulty giving appropriate attention to the requests and commitments that lie
hidden in their email requiring action or response. Studies of task-focused email usage
repeatedly uncover problems with “keeping track of lots of concurrent actions: One’s
own to-dos and to-dos one expects from others” using existing email clients (Bellotti
et al., 2003, p. 346).

Dabbish et al. (2005) determined that email users in their study wanted those
messages that requested action to be kept visible in their email client, but struggled to
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achieve this with their available email software. The authors suggested that systems
could be developed to make these important aspects of messages more visible, or to
provide mechanisms to “disassociate the reminders from the message themselves”.

Making important aspects of messages more visible can be addressed at the mes-
sage level. For our purposes, this requires tools and techniques to determine whether
an email message contains requests or commitments. Extracting tasks or reminders
from the messages themselves must be addressed at the utterance level; this re-
quires an ability to determine precisely where and how each request or commitment is
expressed. In this thesis, we address both these tasks, with the aim of creating tools and
systems to assist email users by automatically detecting requests and commitments in
incoming and outgoing email. This capability affords the types of interfaces requested
by Dabbish et al.’s studied users, for example in the form of markers on messages
containing requests or commitments, and through extracting request and commitment
utterances to structured task lists.

1.5 The Contributions of this Thesis

The work described in this thesis makes several contributions to both understanding
and automatically identifying requests and commitments in workplace email. The
thesis:

• explores real-world usage of requests and commitments in workplace email and,
based on analysis of actual data, presents comprehensive definitions that account
for the complexity observed;

• develops and evaluates a series of classifiers for automatically identifying requests
and commitments at three levels of granularity, with significantly better perfor-
mance than baseline systems;

• proposes and evaluates a novel coarse-to-fine classifier ensemble to counter high
levels of data skew, which reliably improves the performance of automated com-
mitment identification at fine granularities;

• develops and evaluates a novel system for automatically identifying functional
zones within email messages, with cross-validation accuracy of more than 90% in
two-zone and three-zone configurations;

• introduces an annotated corpus of 1000 zone-annotated email messages that has
been made publicly available for research use, under a Creative Commons Non-
Commercial Attribution licence;4

• demonstrates that performing automated zoning prior to identifying requests or
commitments in an email message improves classification accuracy by 5–16%;

4Available from: http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/data.php.

http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/data.php
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• creates and exploits a series of manually annotated email corpora, culminating
in a span-annotated corpus of 1000 email messages that has been made publicly
available for research use, under a Creative Commons licence;5 and

• develops a prototype software plug-in for Microsoft Outlook that integrates message-
level and sentence-level request and commitment classifiers into the world’s most
widely used business email software.

The combination of in-depth analysis, email annotation tools, automated classifiers
and the software we have developed to integrate these into Microsoft Outlook provide
a well grounded foundation and a tangible platform for other researchers to conduct
further empirical task-related email research with real-world data and in real-world
contexts.

1.6 The Structure of this Thesis

Our aim in this thesis is to create tools that assist email users to identify, manage and
ultimately react or respond appropriately to requests and commitments in incoming
and outgoing email. We focus on requests and commitments, as they have been shown
to be the communicative obligation acts at the heart of task-based communication
(Winograd and Flores, 1986). In order to build software tools that can recognise these
acts, we first seek to understand how task-oriented communication is conducted via
email in real-world interactions. This exploration begins in Chapter 2, where we pro-
vide an overview of related work, and review the linguistic theories underlying the work
in this thesis. We focus on Speech Act Theory, a theory from the study of the philos-
ophy of language that focuses on identifying and categorising the functional meaning
of utterances. We examine how Speech Act Theory can be applied to email communi-
cation, and how others have categorised and attempted to automate the identification
of different speech acts for utterances in spoken and written language.

Chapter 3 then outlines our analysis of how requests and commitments are made
in email. As with any other pragmatic analysis of language, we face the challenge
of needing to establish which language forms can be used to represent requests and
commitments, a task we approach by gathering and analysing judgements from mul-
tiple human annotators. Our empirical observations are thus drawn from analysing
a large collection of manually labelled requests and commitments in real-world email,
assembled via a series of annotation experiments. From our analysis, it is clear that
much previous work has overlooked the complexity involved in how people exchange
requests and commitments in real-world email. This chapter provides the foundations
for future task-oriented email research, by providing a systematic account of the com-
plexities that must be considered when coding or classifying email text, along with a
set of comprehensive definitions and annotation guidelines for recognising request and
commitment acts.

5Available from http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php.

http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php
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We then consider how to build effective tools and systems to automatically identify
actionable content within email messages. Chapter 4 describes the system that we de-
signed, built and evaluated for automating the detection of requests and commitments
in email. This system operates at the message level, classifying each message according
to whether or not it contains one or more requests or commitments. This chapter also
describes the design, implementation and evaluation of a system called Zebra that we
developed to automatically segment the body text of email messages into their different
functional sections, a task we refer to as Email Zoning. Our evaluation experiments
provide another key contribution from this thesis: that knowledge of the locations of
the different email zones within an email message improves the performance of request
and commitment classifiers by allowing them to focus only on the relevant text within
each message, ignoring spurious content such as advertising, email signatures, legal
disclaimers and quoted content from previous messages.

Building on our message-level classification work, in Chapter 5 we then adapt our
approach to automatically identify requests and commitments at finer levels of gran-
ularity, specifically at the paragraph and sentence level. This builds the foundations
required to provide further assistance to people working with tasks in email, in the form
of services such as extractive summarisation of actionable content or the automatic ex-
traction of requests and commitments to external task management systems. This
chapter demonstrates the additional difficulties that arise due to the highly skewed na-
ture of data at this finer granularity. Despite these challenges, our work demonstrates
that ensembles of fine- and coarse-grained classifiers working together outperform the
same fine-grained classifiers working independently. This is an important result that
has implications for other classification tasks with different hierarchical levels at which
classification can be performed.

In Chapter 6, we discuss our experimental work to apply and integrate our auto-
mated message, paragraph and sentence classification systems into Microsoft Outlook,
one of the most widely used software products for business email. The aim of this
work is to increase the visibility and role of tasks within email clients, relative to the
status they have in commonly used commercial email applications. We prototype how
to expose message and sentence classifications within Microsoft Outlook and consider
how these could be built upon to provide further user support such as action-oriented
summaries of email messages and threads; task-based navigation and visualisations;
and dashboards that provide overviews of the state of an email inbox or collection with
much greater fidelity than is possible with current tools.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we reflect on the work presented in this thesis and point to
opportunities for future experimentation and evaluation based on our research.



“Organizations exist as networks of directives and commissives”

Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores (1986, p. 157)

2
Literature Review

Despite its relatively short history, business, government and other organisations have
grown to depend on email for workplace communication. As noted in Chapter 1, the
volume of email messages sent and received has been increasing dramatically for many
years, and email is used for an extremely wide variety of purposes from document
distribution to task and contact management.

In this chapter, we dig more deeply into relevant work from the literature that has
analysed workplace email usage and task-oriented communication. We begin in Sec-
tion 2.1 by reviewing previous ethnographic, linguistic and computer science research
that has examined workplace communication. Together, these studies have confirmed
the importance of task-oriented communication in the workplace. More significantly,
as we noted in Chapter 1, task-oriented email communication has been analysed and
distilled down to the electronic exchange of directive and commissive communicative
acts as a fundamental abstraction of the way work is delegated and completed within
organisations. As the basis of task-oriented communication, we focus our research in
this thesis on these obligation acts, which we term requests and commitments.

In the context of this focus, we review Speech Act Theory, from which the notions
of directive and commissive acts are drawn, in Section 2.2. Speech Act Theory, and
other related work in linguistic pragmatics, seeks to analyse and identify the inten-
tions and actions that lie behind utterances, and provides the domain-independent
abstraction of task-oriented conversations that we seek to identify in email messages.
In Section 2.3, we review previous work where Speech Act Theory has been applied
to analysing email and other forms of computer-mediated communication (CMC). We
look specifically at previous categorisations and definitions of speech and dialogue acts,
with a view to re-using these for our own work. As our discussion makes clear, none of
the surveyed categorisations meets our specific needs for robustly identifying request
and commitment speech acts in email. Consequently, we adopt specific aspects and

11
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make use of insights, mistakes and successes from the design and application of the sur-
veyed taxonomies to guide and inform our own analysis and to motivate the definitions
of requests and commitments that we develop in Chapter 3.

Finally, in Section 2.4 we analyse and review experimental software systems that
have been developed to assist users to work more efficiently with actionable content in
email. Again, our goal in reviewing these systems is to identify promising approaches
and insights, as well as gaps and opportunities, to improve support for people working
with tasks in email. We explicitly build on our insights from these systems when
we present our own prototype integration with Microsoft Outlook email software in
Chapter 7.

This chapter lays the foundation for our analysis of the nature of requests and
commitments in Chapter 3, as well as for our computational research that focuses on
automatically identifying requests and commitments in email messages and how to
present this information to users (Chapters 4, 5 and 7).

2.1 Characterising Workplace Email Communica-

tion

The nature of workplace communication, of which email is a highly significant part, has
been well studied over many years. Much of this research has characterised face-to-face
workplace communication as consisting of brief, frequent interactions and communica-
tion (Reder and Schwab, 1990; Kraut et al., 1992; Whittaker, Frohlich, and Daly-Jones,
1994). Rather than taking the time to batch up information to exchange with a col-
league, we tend to repeatedly interact with them when we have new information to
exchange with them or a new request to make of them. Whittaker et al. (Whittaker,
Frohlich, and Daly-Jones, 1994; Whittaker and Schwarz, 1995) have analysed workplace
conversations through a continuously recording video camera in an office environment
and discovered similar patterns: communications were brief, unplanned, frequent and
dyadic, that is, direct communication between two people or two groups of people.

Another consistent observation is that workers frequently engage in multiple sepa-
rate interactions in order to complete a task. Complicating matters further, workers are
also usually engaged in several concurrent conversations. They must track these sepa-
rate conversational threads and switch context as appropriate (Whittaker and Schwarz,
1995). This suggests that tools designed for workplace communications should read-
ily accommodate conversations that consist of many brief interactions between two or
more participants.

Studies of email communication within organisations, for example (Whittaker and
Sidner, 1996; Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001; Fisher et al., 2006), have uncovered
communication patterns that reflect those observed for face-to-face communication,
as outlined above. It is presumably for these reasons that most email software has,
somewhat belatedly, added better support for allowing people to view and interact
with email as conversations, rather than only as discrete messages.

Beyond these commonalities, however, email has also brought significant change,
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especially in terms of the volume and rhythms of organisational communication. Syn-
chronous electronic media such as instant messaging, video conferencing and telephones
allow participants to take part in the same conversation from different physical places,
but they still require all people to be simultaneously available at some nominated time.
As an asynchronous electronic medium, email frees participants from the constraints of
both time and space, allowing senders and recipients to interact at times and in places
that are convenient to each (Sproull and Kiesler, 1991). Together with technologies
such as smart phones and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) that have brought work-
place email into people’s personal time and space, the nature of email means that, in
many organisations, the flow of workplace conversations continues around-the-clock,
rather than abating when people physically leave the office.

Of course, there is a lot of organisational communication that does not neatly fit
into the text-only, asynchronous, message-oriented communication for which email was
originally designed. People also want to have synchronous or near-synchronous in-
teraction that is richer and more conversation focused than the discrete interactions
around which email was originally developed. They want to routinely exchange infor-
mation (documents and other non-textual files) and manage their contact lists, not
just take part in conversation. As Whittaker, Bellotti, and Moody (2005) note, the
malleability of email has been a crucial factor in its popularity; email has adapted to
many purposes which were not considered in its design, such as to operate as a task
manager, to deliver and disseminate documents, and to create and maintain a contact
management system (Mackay, 1988; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Bellotti et al., 2003).
Increasingly, email is also used to provide a legally-recognised record of organisational
interactions, as evidenced by the rapidly growing field of eDiscovery, which deals with
the archiving, search and exploration of electronic organisational archives, primarily
email repositories, for legal purposes (Baron, Lewis, and Oard, 2006).

As usage of email has broadened, email has naturally become the medium for a
growing proportion of organisational communication. Ducheneaut and Bellotti have
examined workplace email usage in some detail (2001; 2003), in particular looking at
how and when users communicate via email in the workplace. Unsurprisingly, their
research confirms that email is the major means of non face-to-face communication in
the workplace, as well as a common means of document exchange. More surprising,
however, is that even when collaborators work in plain sight of one another, they still
send each other a substantial amount of email, suggesting that there are qualities of
the email medium that make it the preferred medium for certain types of workplace
communication, above face-to-face conversation. Ducheneaut and Bellotti also find
that users are increasingly appropriating their email clients as a ‘habitat’ in which
they spend most of their workday.

Despite its ubiquity in the workplace, however, email still has its problems. As
we saw in Chapter 1, email overload remains a significant problem. Jackson, Daw-
son, and Wilson (2003) investigated the effect of email interruptions in the workplace,
by electronically monitoring employees’ activities. They found that the way the ma-
jority of users handle their incoming emails gives rise to far more interruptions than
expected. This suggests that there is a place for email clients to do more to help users
manage email interruptions in the face of ever-growing email volumes. Hair, Renaud,
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and Ramsay (2007) further observed that individual users respond differently towards
email and potential email overload issues and developed a typology of user orientations
or predispositions towards email based on the results of an online survey into email
behaviours, as follows:

• Relaxed: email exerts no undue pressure. These users deal with emails as
and when they see fit and experience email as an asynchronous communication
medium.

• Driven: email exerts pressure. These users feel the need to reply almost instan-
taneously to emails and expect the same in return, and thus experience email as
a near-synchronous communication medium.

• Stressed: email exerts stress. These users do not find email a useful medium, and
in particular, find the pressure to respond to be a negative factor.

We believe that improving the efficiency and reducing the friction involved for users
managing tasks in email has the potential to lower stress levels and increase produc-
tivity for all email users, regardless of how they respond to email and feelings of email
overload.

2.1.1 The Challenges of Task Management in Email

As we touched on in Chapter 1, existing research has repeatedly confirmed that email
is a popular tool for negotiating, delegating and reporting on tasks in the workplace
(Mackay, 1988; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001; Whittaker,
2005; Fisher et al., 2006). A particularly lucid summary of how users would like to
work with task-oriented content in email comes from work by Murray (1991), whose
ethnographic research into the use of electronic messaging at IBM highlighted that:

“[Managers] would like to be able to track outstanding promises they have
made, promises made to them, requests they’ve made that have not been
met and requests made of them that they have not fulfilled.”

(Murray, 1991, p. 27)

Unfortunately, while this is how people would like to work with tasks in email, they
frequently have difficulty organising and managing their email messages, and they
experience significant problems in using email as a tool to manage collaborative tasks
(Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Bellotti et al., 2003). In the literature, it is widely
acknowledged that current interfaces for managing email provide poor support for the
task management activities for which users have adopted them (Hiltz and Turoff, 1985;
Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001).

For example, studies of email usage (Venolia et al., 2001; Whittaker, 2005) have
shown that one very common and simple strategy for managing commitments in email
is to respond or forward the original message to others who need to take action, and
to leave the original message in the inbox as a reminder about that task. Users know
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that they will return to the inbox to access new messages, and hope that they will see
the original message and recall the outstanding task. Although this strategy can work
reasonably well as a reminder about requests that one receives, it is much less effective
when trying to keep track of tasks that are delegated to others or reminding one about
commitments made to others. Most email programs keep a copy of sent messages, but
these are generally stored in a separate ‘sent mail’ folder, and users do not routinely
see these when they access new email.

Having to remember to access sent mail makes it especially hard to keep track of
actions that one is “owed”, for example, from requests made in outgoing messages.
One of Whittaker’s study participants, a software support manager, describes exactly
this challenge:

“Well let’s say that someone has asked me something. And I say I don’t
know. I will forward it to someone on my staff. Copy that person and say,
“I need some help with this”. And that’s what, I will keep that sent
message as a reminder. But the problem is that I still have to remember
to open my sent mail to remind myself that they haven’t replied yet.”

(Whittaker, 2005, p. 54)

The same issue arises for keeping track of actions that stem from commitments that
one makes in email sent to others.

Some users attempt to resolve this particular issue by copying themselves on every
sent message to generate inbox reminders, but this overloads the inbox still further,
and simply shifts the problem back to dealing with an overflowing inbox. Gwizdka
(2002) notes that email interfaces generally do not make it easy for users to track and
manage future information and actions. This deficiency serves only to exacerbate the
challenges faced by users who must repeatedly review messages left in their inbox for
required action as time and memory permits.

There are users who manage to use their inbox effectively as a to-do list, capitalising
on the fact that when they view incoming email, they are visually reminded of the
majority of their outstanding tasks. This is, however, increasingly difficult given the
ever-growing volume of email people receive. Many users seldom review their inbox for
outstanding messages (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996). This task monitoring becomes
all but impossible as users’ inboxes become cluttered with email, because outstanding
tasks are quickly displaced and scroll out of sight as new messages are received. Under
such conditions, there are no longer visual cues to remind users of the state of their
current conversations and tasks. With the volumes of workplace email experienced
today, opportunistic reminding and task tracking within current email clients usually
fails to keep up. This can easily lead to important tasks and actions being overlooked.
In turn, an overloaded inbox leads to email users feeling overwhelmed and daunted by
the time it takes to deal with all the incoming work (Hiltz and Turoff, 1985; Whittaker
and Sidner, 1996).

Together, these challenges have motivated new research into tools and approaches
that can assist people to more efficiently triage and more reliably manage tasks in their
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incoming and outgoing email messages. Later in this chapter, we look at a range of
categorisation approaches that have been applied to identify and track tasks in email, as
well as several experimental systems that have worked to address some of these issues.
Our contribution to improving task management in email stems from the comprehensive
approach we take to understanding the language of task-based email, which we use to
inform the design, development and evaluation of new tools to automatically identify
task-related content in email. In the next section, we look at the abstraction we use to
analyse patterns of language use in task-based email, as the foundation of our approach.

2.2 Analysing Speech Acts in Email Communica-

tion

Email is an example of computer-mediated communication, and represents a “hybrid
register that resembles both speech and writing and yet is neither” (Veselinova and
Dry, 1995). Baron (1998) notes that many email users consider email to be “speech
by other means”, while still acknowledging their more formal messages to be more like
“letters by phone”. Email text combines written conventions with characteristics of
spoken language in a form that continues to evolve into its own register (Danet, 1998).
Since the register is relatively new in linguistic terms, “many email writers are drawing
on their experience of both written and spoken communication when composing in this
medium” (Daly, 1996). The dialogic nature of email also means that threads of email
conversations can often share many similarities with conversational speech.

As we have already seen, email is used in wildly different ways for widely different
purposes. Underlying many of these diverse uses, however, is a commonality of facilitat-
ing communication between two or more people. Given this, we follow in the footsteps
of previous researchers and apply approaches and techniques used for linguistic analysis
of spoken and written human discourse to email discourse.

2.2.1 Speech Act Theory

Our focus on identifying request and commitment utterances in email is based on
concepts from Speech Act Theory, which originates from the study of the philosophy
of language. Austin (1962) was the original author of Speech Act Theory, which was
later refined by his student, Searle (1969; 1976; 1979; 1989). Speech Act Theory has
been widely applied and adapted within various areas of linguistics and philosophy.

The primary aim of Speech Act Theory is to account for the functional meaning of
utterances, beyond an interpretation of their propositional meaning. The core tenet of
Speech Act Theory is that when someone speaks, they also act. Austin’s work began
from a dissatisfaction with the then commonly adopted, but clearly false, philosophical
assumption that “the business of a [sentence] can only be to ‘describe’ some state of
affairs, or to ‘state some fact’, which it must do either truly or falsely”(Austin, 1962,
p.1). Austin observed that there are many utterances which on the surface appear to
be fact-stating, but are actually quite different, and that cannot be assessed on their
truth or falsehood. He focused on utterances such as the following:
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(2.1) You’re fired!

(2.2) I quit!.

In utterances such as these, the intention of the speaker is clearly not (primarily) to
state a fact that may be true or false, but to effect some change on the world.

From this work emerged the term speech act, which refers to what is done, as
contrasted with what is said, when someone utters something. This is at the heart of
Austin’s insight that each utterance in a dialogue is a kind of action being performed
by the speaker. For example, in the following utterance the speaker has just made a
promise:

(2.3) I promise I will send you the document today

A promise is one example of a speech act (though not all speech act schemes would
identify it with exactly that label). Other common classes of speech acts are requests,
orders and questions, which all attempt to place an obligation for action or response
on the intended recipient.

Austin originally outlined his theory of speech acts by introducing the concept of
performative language. He created a clear distinction between performative utter-
ances that change the state of the world, and what he called constantive utterances:
statements that attempt to describe reality and can be judged true or false. Con-
sider, for example, the utterances in Examples (2.1) and (2.2) above; these are both
performative utterances. Another example is the utterance:

(2.4) I promise that I will come.

In this example, as in Examples (2.1) and (2.2), the speaker is performing the act of
promising, as opposed to making a statement that may be judged true or false. In
contrast, consider an utterance like the following:

(2.5) That car is blue.

This can be judged as being true or false in the context in which it was uttered. For
most performative utterances, however, it does not make sense to ask whether the
utterance is true or false, but rather whether it is felicitous – that is, whether it is
appropriate to the context in which it is uttered. Through the course of his work, Austin
came to the conclusion that most utterances are in fact performative in nature, that
is, the speaker is nearly always doing something by saying something. Today, speech
acts are recognised as a widely applicable approach to modelling and investigating the
pragmatics of utterances.

Austin and Searle distinguished three types of acts or effects that may be performed
simultaneously when someone performs an utterance:

1. Locutionary Acts: simply uttering words;

2. Illocutionary Acts: the action performed in making an utterance; and
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3. Perlocutionary Acts: some external effect on the actions or attitudes of
others that occurs as a result of the utterance.

Sometimes a further distinction is made at the locutionary act level between semanti-
cally empty utterances such as Oh!, and propositional utterances, for example in the
work of Jackson (1874) and Van Lancker (1987). The linguistic field of semantics
focuses on the study of propositional utterances.

The illocutionary act performed in making an utterance captures the speaker’s in-
tention, and is the focus of the linguistic field of pragmatics. The illocutionary act
is referred to by Searle as the illocutionary force of a speech act. Depending upon the
context, the words used, and the speaker’s intention, a given utterance might be con-
ventionally interpreted as a statement, a command, a question, a request, a promise,
and so on. Sometimes, the illocutionary effect can be made explicit, as in Exam-
ples (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4). Such utterances are examples of the explicit performative
utterances on which Austin originally focused. For other utterances, the illocutionary
force of an utterance can be implicit or indirect, as we will see in Example (2.7). These
form examples of indirect speech acts, which we discuss further in Chapter 3.

The perlocutionary act, or perlocutionary effect, associated with an utterance is the
effect it has on the thoughts, beliefs or actions of the hearer. Consider the following
two utterances:

(2.6) I’m asking you to close the window.

(2.7) It’s cold in here.

The illocutionary force behind both these utterances might be a request to close the
window. The intended perlocutionary effect might be to actually have the hearer walk
across the room and close the window. As discussed above, the illocutionary effect can
be implicit, and interpreted by convention and context, as in Example (2.7), or explicit,
as in Example (2.6). The perlocutionary effect of an utterance cannot, however, be
made explicit; it is not possible to felicitously utter an utterance like I convince to you
close the window in the course of normal conversation.

Speech Act Theory, as developed by Searle, focuses on categorising and identifying
the illocutionary force behind each utterance. For the work in this thesis, we take a
similar focus, seeking to identify utterances where an email sender intends the illocu-
tionary effect to be either directive or commissive. As we have explained earlier, we
adopt the terms request and commitment respectively to refer to these classes of speech
acts.

2.2.2 Dialogue Acts

While Austin and Searle’s speech acts are a useful and widely used characterisation
of one kind of pragmatic force, other approaches have built on the ideas in order to
model a greater number of conversational functions that an utterance can play. These
enriched speech acts are often called dialogue acts.
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While the term is frequently used with different degrees of formality, a dialogue act
generally has two main components: a semantic content and a communicative function
(Bunt et al., 2010). The semantic content specifies the objects, relations, actions,
events that the dialogue act is about; the communicative function refers to the speech
act performed.

Bunt (1994) describes dialogue acts as functions that update the dialogue context.
He distinguishes between several types of context:

• the linguistic context, which refers to the surrounding utterances;

• the semantic context, which refers to the underlying task and domain;

• the physical context, which refers to the location of the participants and the
interaction in time and space;

• the social context, which refers to the type of situation and roles the participants
play with respect to each other, including rights and obligations; and

• the cognitive context, which refers to the mental states of the participants.

In addition, Bunt differentiates between task-oriented acts and dialogue control acts.
All acts affect the linguistic and cognitive context, but the former also changes the
semantic context, while dialogue control acts affect the social or physical context. More
concretely, task-oriented acts concern the actual task being discussed, and include acts
such as requests, questions, answers and instructions; dialogue control acts are focused
on the communicative task surrounding the actual task under discussion, and include
acts such as acknowledgements and turn-taking signals that deal with the meta-task
of maintaining the dialogue between the participants.

Ultimately, the main distinction between speech acts and dialogue acts is that
speech acts usually represent one dimension of a more wide-ranging dialogue act clas-
sification. The other dimensions in dialogue act modelling attempt to capture infor-
mation about the interaction in which the speech act occurs. Specifically, dialogue
act modelling attempts to capture aspects such as whether the act is responding to a
previous act or looking for a future act in response, as well as information about the
physical and social setting in which the interaction occurs.

We restrict our work to identifying the illocutionary force of utterances in email.
In future work, it could be interesting to extend our work to examine the forward and
backward looking connections between utterances, to piece together the connections
between task-oriented utterances over the course of email conversations. Such work
would build upon the early work done by Winograd and Flores, looking at conversations
for action (Winograd and Flores, 1986; Winograd, 1987). This is also the path followed
by more recent research, such as that of the Semanta system (Scerri et al., 2009; Scerri
et al., 2010).
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2.3 A Review of Speech Act Taxonomies

As noted briefly in Chapter 1, the electronic exchange of request and commitment
speech acts has been identified as a fundamental basis of the way work is delegated and
completed within organisations; from their work on the Coordinator system, Winograd
and Flores concluded that

“Organisations exist as networks of directives and commissives”
(Winograd and Flores, 1986, p. 157)

By this, Flores and Winograd mean that the exchange of requests and commitments is
how tasks actually get distributed and acted upon within organisations. From an organ-
isational perspective, staff are involved in a network of conversations, both internally
and with external parties such as customers, suppliers and partners. The organisation
actually achieves outcomes such as selling goods or providing services through requests
and commitments that are made and received in conversations to fulfil obligations.

Given the central importance of requests and commitments, our goal is to find
reliable ways to identify these speech acts within task-based email conversations, and
to draw these to people’s attention as a way of making tasks a more central aspect of
email software. In this section, we thus review previous definitions and categorisations
of speech acts from the literature, particularly where these have been applied to or are
derived from analyses of computer-mediated communication (CMC) such as email.

While investigating particular surface forms of language is relatively unproblematic,
it is widely recognised that it is very difficult to establish a definitive set of surface
forms that correlate with a particular speech act (Archer, Culpeper, and Davies, 2008,
p. 614). Winograd and Flores (1986, p. 159) go further, and posit that it is actually
impossible to formulate a precise correspondence between the surface forms of utter-
ances in a conversation and the structure of obligations that are conveyed. This is
largely because, in the normal course of human communication, the complete intent of
any piece of discourse cannot be determined by lexical or semantic analysis alone, but
must be determined by context. This is especially true for indirect speech acts,
which are particularly common in email text (Hassell and Christensen, 1996). We ex-
plore indirect speech acts further in Chapter 3, but briefly, they are utterances where a
literal interpretation of the propositional content does not capture the speaker’s desired
illocutionary effect. Consider the following utterance:

(2.8) I’d love a drink.

Conventionally, this would be intended as a request for a drink, but this interpreta-
tion requires a non-literal interpretation. The literal interpretation would be that the
speaker is simply revealing that he likes drinking or that he would be happy if he hap-
pened to have a drink. For this reason, under the request interpretation, this utterance
is an example of an indirect speech act.

The point to be made here is that the complexity and context-sensitivity associated
with identifying speech acts, especially indirect speech acts, leads to subjectivity, and,
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as we will see below, this in turn leads to significant variation in the taxonomies,
categories and definitions that we survey. Unfortunately, despite the wide variety of
taxonomies that we survey below, none are a good match for our needs in reliably
identifying requests and commitments in real-world email. Instead, as we elaborate
on in Chapter 3, we derive our own definitions based on lessons from this collection
of taxonomies and definitions, coupled with insights from our empirical annotation of
real-world email messages.

2.3.1 The Verbal Response Modes Taxonomy

Verbal Response Modes (VRM) (Stiles, 1992) is a principled taxonomy of speech acts
that can be used to classify the illocutionary force of utterances. Each utterance is
coded twice, once for its literal meaning, and once for its communicative intent or
pragmatic meaning. The same eight VRM categories are used in each case.

The VRM categories are based on a principled division of utterances along three
binary dimensions:

1. Source of Experience: The experience that a speech act concerns may be
the speaker’s own, as when the speaker reveals his/her own feeling or opinions,
or it may be some other person’s experience, as when the speaker asks a question
or describes some other’s feelings.

2. Presumption About Experience: In performing any speech act, the speaker
may or may not need to presume to know what the other’s experience was, will
be or should be.

3. Frame of Reference: The meaning that an experience has in a particular
speech act derives from the associated ideas, memories, connotations etc. with
which it is linked. This is called the frame of reference of the speech act, and
may be coded as either the speaker’s or some other’s viewpoint.

To elaborate on these dimensions, under the VRM system, every utterance from one
person to another can be considered to concern either the speaker’s or some other’s
experience. For example, consider the utterance:

(2.9) I play with Lego.

In this case, the speaker is talking about their own internal belief, so the source of
experience is the speaker. In contrast, consider the utterance:

(2.10) Do you play with Lego?

In this case, the speaker is posing a question that seeks to understand the hearer’s
internal belief, so the source of experience is marked as other (non-speaker).

Further, in making an utterance, the speaker may or may not need to make pre-
sumptions about the other’s experience. For example, in the utterance shown above in
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Example (2.10), the speaker does not need to presume to know what the other person
is, was, will be, or should be thinking, feeling, perceiving or intending. Such utterances
require only a presumption of experience of the speaker. In contrast, consider the
utterance:

(2.11) Play with Lego!

As a directive act, this utterance attempts to impose an experience (playing with Lego)
on the hearer, and thus is marked as other for the presumption of experience.

Finally, in producing an utterance, a speaker may represent the experience either
from their own personal point of view, or from a viewpoint that is shared or held
in common with the other. The utterances shown above in Examples (2.9), (2.10)
and (2.11) all use the speaker’s frame of reference, because the experience is
understood from the speaker’s point of view. In contrast, the utterance:

(2.12) You play with Lego.

takes the other’s frame of reference, representing the experience as the other views it.
These three principles—source of experience, presumption about expe-

rience and frame of reference—form the basis of the VRM taxonomy. The
principles are dichotomous—each can take the value of speaker or other—and thus
define eight mutually exclusive VRM categories, as shown in Table 2.1.

VRM applies two categories for each utterance classification: one to classify gram-
matical form and the other pragmatic meaning. This neatly handles the case
of indirect speech acts which are not modelled as explicitly in many of the other tax-
onomies surveyed: utterances where the grammatical form and pragmatic meaning
share the same VRM category are instances of direct speech acts; those where these
categories differ are indirect speech acts. Stiles’s VRM taxonomy therefore theoreti-
cally allows for sixty-four types of speech acts (each of the eight VRM categories in
combination with every other VRM category). In practice, however, many of these
combinations of grammatical and pragmatic VRM classifications are either uncommon
or implausible in real-world discourse, so the number of observed VRM categories for
real-world data is considerably less than this.

To validate the VRM taxonomy of speech acts, several hundred annotators have
used it to classify several million utterances (Stiles and White, 1981; Miller and Stiles,
1986; Rak and McMullen, 1987; Hinkle, Stiles, and Taylor, 1988; Kline, Hennen, and
Farrell, 1990; Meeuswesen, Schaap, and van der Staak, 1991; Stiles, 1992; Lampert,
Dale, and Paris, 2006; Goldspink, 2007), making it almost certainly the most widely
used speech act taxonomy that we survey. Surprisingly, however, we found no evidence
that the VRM taxonomy had been used within the computational linguistics or natural
language processing communities. We can only surmise that it has been overlooked
because it was developed and has been applied in fields that fall outside the usual
spheres of influence for NLP and CL work.

We began our work in this thesis using VRM as our initial taxonomy. As best we
can tell, we were the first to automate the coding of VRM categories for utterances
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Source of Presumption Frame of VRM Description
Experience about Reference Mode

Experience

Speaker Speaker Speaker Disclosure (D) Reveals thoughts, feelings,
perceptions or intentions.

Other Edification (E) States objective informa-
tion.

Other Speaker Advisement (A) Attempts to guide be-
haviour; suggestions,
commands, permission,
prohibition.

Other Confirmation (C) Compares speaker’s experi-
ence with other’s; agree-
ment, disagreement, shared
experience or belief.

Other Speaker Speaker Question (Q) Requests information or
guidance

Other Acknowledgement (K) Conveys receipt of or recep-
tiveness to other’s commu-
nication; simple acceptance,
salutations.

Other Speaker Interpretation (I) Explains or labels the other;
judgements or evaluations of
the other’s experience or be-
haviour.

Other Reflection (R) Puts other’s experience into
words; repetitions, restate-
ments, clarifications.

Table 2.1: The taxonomy of Verbal Response Modes.

(Lampert, Dale, and Paris, 2006), work that has since been built upon by a range
of other researchers in the Natural Language Processing community—e.g., (Mildinhall
and Noyes, 2008; De Felice and Deane, 2012). After that initial work, however, we found
challenges in aligning our interest in task-oriented request and commitment speech acts
with the VRM categories. Requests were reasonably consistent, frequently occurring
as Advisements or Questions in terms of their pragmatic meaning. Commitments,
however, were less consistent. Some commitments, such as:

(2.13) Bob will send the document later today

would be classified as Edifications, but this fails to distinguish them from the many
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other utterances that have no commissive intent, such as the utterance in Exam-
ple (2.12), that would also be labelled as an Edification. Other commitments like:

(2.14) I’ll do it

would be marked as Disclosures, but again, they share this category with many other
non-commissive acts such as:

(2.15) I like green eggs and ham

As a result of this inability to reliably identify and distinguish commitments, we moved
away from using the VRM taxonomy, and thus do not make use of it in the rest of the
work in this thesis.

2.3.2 The VerbMobil Taxonomy

The first speech act taxonomy that we review is the VerbMobil scheme (Alexandersson
et al., 1998), which was developed for use in annotating speech acts in two-party
scheduling dialogues within the VerbMobil project (Wahlster, 2000). The speech act
scheme used in the VerbMobil project contained a hierarchy of thirty-two acts which
are sometimes grouped into three sets: one set describes control of the dialogue (e.g.,
greet and bye which are used to handle social obligations, rather than deal with a
specific task); the second deals with management of the task conversation (e.g., init
for initiating a dialogue segment that deals with a task and defer for deferring the
dialogue segment that deals with a task); and the third manages solving or getting
on with the actual task (e.g., request and commit actions). This hierarchy of acts,
grouped into these three categories, is shown in Figure 2.1.

The VerbMobil hierarchy works as both a convenient structure for understanding
the available speech acts and as an annotation decision tree. When coding an utterance,
the annotator navigates the tree in a top-down fashion, answering a question at each
branching node to decide which branch to follow. If an answer cannot be given, traversal
stops, and the label at the current node is used for annotation. Thus, utterances can be
labelled with both leaf and non-leaf nodes from this tree. Every bold label in the tree
shown in Figure 2.1 is a legal annotation tag, so it is valid to label a speech act with
a request tag, rather than the more specific request suggest, but it is not valid
to mark any speech act with a promote task, manage task, control dialogue
or dialogue act label.

The work on speech acts for VerbMobil was one of the largest early speech act
annotation experiments undertaken, with 76210 dialogue acts coded across German,
English and Japanese dialogues.1 Its primary focus was on exploiting knowledge of
dialogue acts to improve machine translation of spoken dialogues. Based on this work,
the VerbMobil taxonomy was an influential starting point for later work on the DAMSL
standardisation effort (Core and Allen, 1997), which we will discuss in Section 2.3.3.

1These statistics are published at http://verbmobil.dfki.de/facts.html.

http://verbmobil.dfki.de/facts.html
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Figure 2.1: The VerbMobil taxonomy of speech acts.

The VerbMobil taxonomy has excellent processes defined for controlling and guid-
ing the annotation process, and for training human annotators. The taxonomy has
also been developed over a multi-lingual corpus of conversations and used to annotate
dialogues in English, German and Japanese. It is therefore demonstrably language
independent.

Despite these appealing characteristics, however, the taxonomy has, to our knowl-
edge, only been applied to data in the travel planning and appointment scheduling
domains which were the focus of the VerbMobil projects. As such, the speech act cate-
gories reflect the language used in scheduling, and have not been shown to be applicable
to other domains of discourse. The VerbMobil researchers themselves acknowledge that
their taxonomy is very useful in their domains of focus, but does not cover all aspects
of natural dialogues that might occur across other domains (Alexandersson et al., 2000,
p. 451).

There can also be ambiguity in some of the distinctions drawn by the VerbMobil
categories. Consider, for example, the following brief exchange:

(2.16) Alice: Shall we meet on the 27th?
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Bob: The 27th sounds fine.

Bob’s utterance can be legitimately coded as either a Commit or a Feedback Pos-
itive, depending on whether we consider that Bob is simply acknowledging and ac-
cepting a suggestion, or committing to future action. In some contexts, VerbMobil
actually prefers to categorise Bob’s utterance with Accept Date, a more specific
form of Feedback Positive label. The Accept Date category feels more like a se-
mantic category than a pragmatic one, that is, it seems to capture the content of what
is being discussed, rather than the communicative function. Our aim is to capture only
pragmatic distinctions in our speech act taxonomy, to allow task-related speech acts
to be recognised across many domains of email conversation.

More pragmatically, despite making approaches to several researchers who had been
involved in the project, we were unable to identify any publicly available, annotated
data that we could use to better understand the annotation outcomes or use as training
or testing data for human annotators or algorithms. We have certainly drawn insights
from the detailed and well-grounded VerbMobil taxonomy and annotation guidelines;
however, based on the points discussed above, we do not directly adopt them in our
own work.

2.3.3 The DAMSL Taxonomy

The Dialogue Act Markup with Several Layers (DAMSL) taxonomy (Core and Allen,
1997) is one of the most well-known dialogue act coding schemes. It was developed
by the Discourse Resource Initiative (DRI) as a joint effort between several dialogue
research groups, including those involved in the VerbMobil project, to standardise
a single coding scheme for dialogue acts. Initially, DAMSL was focused on specific
domains of task-oriented dialogues, though its focus later extended to developing a
generic, domain-independent dialogue annotation scheme.

The DAMSL annotation scheme is divided into four layers of description for each
utterance:

1. Communicative Status: Records whether an utterance is intelligible and
whether it was successfully completed;

2. Information Level: A characterisation of the semantic content of an utter-
ance;

3. The Forward Looking Function: How the current utterance constrains the
future beliefs and actions of the participants, and how it affects the discourse;
and

4. The Backward Looking Function: How the current utterance relates to
the previous discourse.

In this structure, we see the wider-scoped characterisation of dialogue acts that we
discussed back in Section 2.2.2. Only two of these levels are really relevant for speech
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act annotation: the forward and backward looking functions. The forward looking
function corresponds to the illocutionary force of an utterance. The backward looking
function draws on concepts from the field of conversation analysis, and specifically
on the notion of adjacency pairs, focusing on the relationship of an utterance to
previous utterances by the other speaker. Adjacency pairs are sequential pairs of
utterances that commonly occur in dialogue, such as Question and Answer or Propose
and Accept.

Adjacency pairs capture the tendency for an utterance of the first type (e.g., Ques-
tion) to create an expectation for an utterance of the second type (e.g., Answer) to
be issued in response. While a hearer is not strictly required to produce the expected
speech act in response, they must be ready to justify their response if they choose to
diverge from the expected response, and to accept responsibility for any inferences that
the speaker might make as a result (Schlegloff and Sacks, 1973). The backward looking
function of a DAMSL act attempts to capture these adjacency relationships between
speech acts.

It is worth noting, however, that adjacency pairs capture only one form of sequenc-
ing in dialogue, and there are many interactions that do not conform to this pairing
structure. Schlegloff (1972) provides examples of other specific dialogue sequences that
are not adjacency pairs, such as rhetorical questions. Tsui (1989) argues that a three-
part exchange is a more adequate basic unit of conversation analysis than adjacency
pairs, due to the large number of conversation units that are observed that use the
three-part structure; consider, for example, the following:

(2.17) Alice: Could I have that please?
Bob: Sure
Alice: Thanks

While we have only touched on the topic here, determining the relationship between
utterances is clearly a complex undertaking; for our purposes of identifying task-related
speech acts in email, we restrict our scope to identifying the communicative function
of utterances. In DAMSL terms, this means that our focus is limited to the forward
looking functions of utterances.

The forward looking communicative functions proposed by DAMSL are as follows:

• Statement

– Assert

– Reassert

– Other-statement

• Influencing-addressee-future-action

– Open-option

– Action-directive

• Info-request

• Committing-speaker-future-action
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– Offer

– Commit

• Conventional Opening Closing

• Explicit-performative

• Exclamation

• Other-forward-function

The most relevant categories for requests are the categories under Influencing-
addressee-future-action and Info-request; for commitments, the relevant cat-
egory is the Committing-speaker-future-action category, which includes the
Offer and Commit sub-categories.

One issue with DAMSL’s communicative functions is that the decision trees that
guide annotators sometimes require the annotator to see how the listener responds to
the speaker to determine what the speaker’s actions were, and then annotate a particu-
lar utterance. This approach works well for retrospective analysis of conversations, but
cannot be applied when annotating in-progress and incomplete dialogues, as we aim to
do when detecting task-related utterances in email messages. This is clearly more of
an issue for asynchronous email conversations than synchronous spoken conversations,
where the gap between speaker turns is ordinarily very brief.

Finally, due to the generality and comprehensiveness of DAMSL, several researchers
have argued that DAMSL is impractical for use in training a statistical classifier. To
assess the complexity of DAMSL coding, consider the dialogue fragment, drawn from
the TRAINS corpus, shown in Example (2.18):

(2.18) Alice: Can I help you?
Bob: yes

In Example (2.18), Bob’s single-word utterance is annotated as:

• Agreement=Accept

• Answer=Yes

• Influence-on-speaker=Commit

• Info-level=Communication-management

• Response-to=“utt2”

• Speech=“-s 1.71275 -e 2.25275”

• Statement=Assert

As is clear from this annotation, there is significant complexity in annotating even short,
simple utterances. Stolcke et al. (2000) attempted to use DAMSL to label dialogue
acts in human-to-human telephone dialogue and found the taxonomy too unwieldy for
practical use. In particular, they found DAMSL too complex for their aim of building
a statistical classifier that could automatically categorise utterances according to their
embodied dialogue acts.

Although there are only four levels of utterance annotations, some levels (particu-
larly the forward and backward looking functions) have multiple dimensions that can
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be coded. With eight dimensions in the forward looking function, and four in the back-
ward looking function, in addition to the four levels of annotations, there are around
four million possible combinations of DAMSL tags (Clark and Popescu-Belis, 2004),
which make for a massive space of possible annotations. This is problematic for both
human annotator agreement and automated classification.

Despite these issues, the DAMSL speech acts are generally carefully defined, and we
borrow from these definitions for scoping our own definitions and examining real-world
requests and commitments in Chapter 3.

2.3.4 Camino’s Taxonomy

Camino et al. (1998) analysed requests and corresponding answers in the context
of exploring the efficacy of structured email messages. They defined a message-level
annotation scheme which was used to classify requests based on the form of the expected
answer. Their set of expected answer forms is:

• One-of-list choice, where the sender provided the recipient with two or more
choices, from which the recipient was expected to choose only one;

• Several-of-list choice, where the sender provided the recipient with two or
more choices, from which the recipient was expected to choose one or more;

• Free Text, where the answer to a request was judged to require explanatory
text, or where choices were unlimited;

• Date, where the sender did not provide any explicit choices, and requested a
date in response;

• Time, where the sender did not provide any explicit choices, and requested either
an hour of the day or an explicit time;

• Number, where the sender requested a number not satisfying one of the above
categories; and

• Exception request, where the sender requested that the recipient acknowledge
some state (e.g., that the sent information was useful, received, or correct).

Camino et al. also distinguished requests requiring an email response—“a question
or command or some other directive for which a response was important or could
reasonably be expected” (Camino et al., 1998, p. 765)—from those requiring a physical
action. Under these definitions, the request:

(2.19) When is the conference deadline?

would be considered a “request for an email act”, requiring an answer via email, while
a request such as:

(2.20) Let’s talk about this in my office, now
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would be classed as a “request for a non-email act”.
Camino’s taxonomy is generally well considered for requests, but does not cater for

real-world usage of conditional requests. The authors note that “Exception requests
were considered unique because they are conditional: recipients are not expected to
reply at all unless some exception state existed” (Camino et al., 1998, p. 766). This
definition is the only one that covers conditionality in requests, and thus restricts
conditional requests to being Exception requests. This, however, makes it unclear
how to label common utterances such as the following:

(2.21) If you’d like to attend, please let me know which date suits you best

While the utterance in Example (2.21) clearly conveys a conditional request, the request
does not fit the Exception request definition, nor any of the other defined request
types. As we demonstrate in Chapter 3, such conditional requests are very common in
email communication.

Camino’s taxonomy also only caters for requests; there are no suitable categories
for identifying commitments. More generally, the taxonomy is clearly also very focused
on form-based aspects of classification, rather than distinguishing requests based on
their illocutionary force. This focus does not align well with our needs for identifying
requests and commitments in open domain email text, given the loose coupling between
form and function that we have discussed earlier in this chapter.

2.3.5 Khosravi and Wilks’ Taxonomy

Khosravi and Wilks (1999) were among the first researchers to attempt to automate
the detection of speech acts in email. We consider their work to be both pragmatic and
innovative. Later in this chapter, in Section 2.4.2.1, we discuss Pyam, their prototype
software implementation that was built to embody a rule-based approach to identifying
the acts in their taxonomy.

Their work focuses on recognising requests in email messages from a university help
desk. They identify three classes of requests:

1. Request-Action in which the sender tries to get the receiver to take action
(e.g., Please close the door);

2. Request-Information in which the sender is seeking information (e.g., What
is the time? ); and

3. Request-Permission in which the sender asks for permissions to have some
information or to perform some action (e.g., Can I put files on the group disk
area? ).

From these three classes, the authors posited ten speech act categories that combined
these acts, presumably based on utterances that were empirically observed in their
email corpus:

1. Request-Information;
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2. Yes/No question and Request-Information;

3. Wh-Question and Request-Information;

4. Literally Yes/No Question and Indirect Request-Information;

5. Request-Action;

6. Literally Yes/No Question and Indirect Request-Action;

7. Request-Permission;

8. Literally Yes/No Question and Indirect Request-Permission;

9. Request Permission or Request Action; and

10. Request Permission or Request Information.

As we saw with Camino’s taxonomy, many of the categories and distinctions drawn
are syntactic rather than functional (e.g., the difference between a yes/no question
and a wh-question). This syntactic focus of the categorisation also applies at the high
level, in that each class of request (action/information/permission) is defined in terms
of predetermined surface forms, rather than by the sender’s intention. The authors
acknowledge this, noting that their approach is “not a strongly theoretical approach
for identifying speech acts” (Khosravi and Wilks, 1999, p. 249). As with Camino’s
taxonomy, Khosravi and Wilks’ taxonomy also does not accommodate commissive
speech acts, which limits its direct application for use in our work.

2.3.6 The DAMSL Switchboard Taxonomy

To address the limitations imposed by the complexity of working with DAMSL, Stol-
cke et al. (2000) derived their own smaller taxonomy from DAMSL for use in their
Switchboard project. Before deciding to create their own taxonomy, a collection of
utterances from the Switchboard corpus were first annotated with DAMSL tags. They
observed that only about 220 combinations of tags occurred in their data. These 220
labels were clustered into 42 tags to further reduce the search space. This derived tax-
onomy is referred to as SWBD-DAMSL or the DAMSL Switchboard taxonomy, after
their corpus of telephone switchboard conversations.

The set of acts in the DAMSL Switchboard taxonomy is shown in Table 2.2. The
three most frequent acts from the taxonomy that occur in the Switchboard data are
statement, backchannel/acknowledge and opinion, which together make up
68% of all acts. Note that none of these are task-related acts. The most frequent acts
that are relevant to actionable content are the yes-no questions, which represent
less than 2% of acts in the Switchboard corpus.

The DAMSL Switchboard taxonomy focuses on tags that are both ‘linguistically
interesting’ and readily identifiable from surface forms (with the intention of making the
problem of automatically identifying such acts more feasible). The resulting DAMSL
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Tag Examples %

STATEMENT Me, I’m in the legal department 36%
BACKCHANNEL/ACKNOWLEDGE Uh-huh 19%
OPINION I think it’s great 13%
ABANDONED/UNINTERPRETABLE So, -/ 6%
AGREEMENT/ACCEPT That’s exactly it 5%
APPRECIATION I can imagine 2%
YES-NO-QUESTION Do you have to have any special

training?
2%

NON-VERBAL 〈Laughter〉, 〈Throat-Clearing〉 2%
YES ANSWERS Yes 1%
CONVENTIONAL-CLOSING Well, it’s been nice talking to you 1%
WH-QUESTION What did you wear to work today? 1%
NO ANSWERS No. 1%
RESPONSE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Oh, okay 1%
HEDGE I don’t know if I’m making any

sense or not
1%

DECLARATIVE YES-NO-QUESTION So you can afford to get a house? 1%
OTHER Well give me a break, you know 1%
BACKCHANNEL-QUESTION Is that right? 1%
QUOTATION You can’t be pregnant and have

cats
0.5%

SUMMARIZE/REFORMULATE Oh, you mean you switched schools
for the kids

0.5%

AFFIRMATIVE NON-YES ANSWERS It is. 0.4%
ACTION-DIRECTIVE Why don’t you go first? 0.4%
COLLABORATIVE COMPLETION Who aren’t contributing? 0.4%
REPEAT-PHRASE Oh-fajitas 0.3%
OPEN-QUESTION How about you? 0.3%
HOLD BEFORE ANSWER/AGREEMENT I’m drawing a blank 0.3%
RHETORICAL-QUESTIONS Who would steal a newspaper? 0.2%
NEGATIVE NON-NO ANSWERS Uh, not a whole lot 0.1%
SIGNAL-NON-UNDERSTANDING Excuse me? 0.1%
OTHER ANSWERS I don’t know 0.1%
CONVENTIONAL-OPENING How are you? 0.1%
OR-CLAUSE or is it more of a company? 0.1%
DISPREFERRED-ANSWERS Well, not so much that 0.1%
3RD-PARTY-TALK My goodness, Dianne, get down

from there
0.1%

OFFERS, OPTIONS & COMMITS I’ll have to check that out 0.1%
SELF-TALK What’s the word I’m looking for 0.1%
DOWNPLAYER That’s all right 0.1%
MAYBE/ACCEPT-PART Something like that < 0.1%
TAG-QUESTION Right? < 0.1%
DECLARATIVE WH-QUESTION You are what kind of buff? < 0.1%
APOLOGY I’m sorry. < 0.1%
THANKING Hey thanks a lot < 0.1%

Table 2.2: The taxonomy of 42 DAMSL Switchboard speech acts.
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Switchboard taxonomy has the advantage of a significantly smaller set of tags. This
facilitates better inter-annotator agreement and larger collections of data for each tag
type.

In focusing on distinctions that are evident in surface forms, however, the DAMSL
Switchboard taxonomy draws a range of category distinctions that are not relevant for
our focus on domain-agnostic identification of task-related speech acts. While both
the wh-question and a yes-no question, for example, are relevant as task-related
speech acts, the distinction between these categories is one grounded in form rather
than the functional or pragmatic differences that our work seeks to identify. There
are also a range of acts in the DAMSL Switchboard taxonomy that, while interesting
to analyse in email communication, fall outside our scope of identifying task-related
content. In particular, given the project’s focus on conversational speech, there is a
certain bias towards informal, conversational categories which reflect that genre. The
categories in DAMSL Switchboard are also defined primarily by canonical examples,
rather than by means of a comprehensive definition of the scope and edge cases of each
category. In combination, these factors led us to not adopt the DAMSL Switchboard
taxonomy for our analysis and detection of request and commitment acts in email.

2.3.7 The Meeting Recorder Dialogue Act Taxonomy

The ‘Meeting Recorder Dialogue Act’ (MRDA) taxonomy was developed and used to
annotate dialogue acts in the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI) Meeting
Corpus (Alexandersson et al., 2005). Labels in this taxonomy consist of a general
tag that may be followed by one or more special tags and an optional disruption
mark. The general tags consist of:

1. Statement;

2. Question;

3. Backchannel; and

4. Floor Management.

Augmenting these general tags are forty special tags that describe aspects like posi-
tive, negative or uncertain response, restatements, politeness mechanisms and other
functions. Disruptions forms are also marked by labels such as ‘interrupted by other
speaker’, ‘abandoned by speaker’, and ‘indecipherable’.

In their description of annotating the ICSI corpus, however, Alexandersson et al.
(2005) noted that only 82 labels occur more than 100 times. The vast majority of the
total 2050 labels occur very infrequently, with almost 1000 tags occurring once across
the entire dataset. This strongly suggests that the MRDA taxonomy is too fine-grained
to be practically useful for classification purposes. MRDA’s top-level general tags also
fail to accommodate speech acts such as the commissive acts that are required for our
work.
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Figure 2.2: The Cohen, Carvalho and Mitchell (CCM) taxonomy of email speech acts.
The underlined category labels represent classes for which they built classifiers.

Finally, and more fundamentally, the MRDA taxonomy is focused on speech an-
notation rather than text annotation; many of the special tags such as ‘interrupted
by other speaker’ and ‘abandoned by speaker’ are generally not applicable to asyn-
chronous, message-based email conversation.

2.3.8 Cohen, Carvalho and Mitchell’s Taxonomy

Cohen, Carvalho, and Mitchell (2004) approached the classification of speech acts in
email by developing separate taxonomies of verbs and nouns to define a taxonomy of
message-level Email Acts, as shown in Figure 2.2. We refer to this as the Cohen,
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Carvalho and Mitchell (CCM) Taxonomy. Their verb taxonomy includes a number of
categories that cater for request and commitment content: Request, Commit, Pro-
pose, Amend and Refuse. The nouns cater for common entities such as meetings,
but due to the need to cater for open domain email data, also includes categories such
as Other Data and Other Short Term Task.

Unfortunately, while their definitions fit their corpus of email data well, the CCM
taxonomy mixes concepts of conversation state—whether an email message initiates,
continues or concludes an email conversation—and illocutionary force in a manner that
ties the definition of specific speech acts to particular conversation states. Conversa-
tion state is modelled through abstract categories such as Initiate, Conclude, and
Negotiate, as shown in Figure 2.2. The presence of these conversation states in
the taxonomy is problematic because, rather than consider conversation state and il-
locutionary force as orthogonal aspects of annotation, as in DAMSL or other dialogue
act taxonomies, Cohen et al. define their Email Acts as children of these conversa-
tion states. As a result, every Commit act, for example, is defined as being part of
the Conclude conversation state. Under this definition, Commit acts can only be
marked in email messages that finish an email thread, which clearly is not a constraint
that can cater to the range of real-world email communication.

Defining the speech act categories in terms of specific conversation states in this
way also requires the creation of separate, overlapping categories in the taxonomy:
the Propose and Amend acts, for example, differ only on whether the act occurs in
a message that is the first in a new email thread or in a message that continues an
ongoing email thread. These differences do not relate to the illocutionary force of the
speech act being performed, but rather to the conversational context in which they
occur. This mixing of concerns also causes problems for the coverage of the definitions.
It is unclear, for example, how a commitment such as:

(2.22) I’ll send you the document with further details

that occurs in a conversation-initiating email should be classified, since no defined class
caters for this particular combination of a commitment speech act occurring in the first
message of a thread.

While acknowledging that a single email message may contain multiple acts, the
CCM taxonomy is also premised around avoiding the labelling of multiple acts for a
single message. Partly because of this, the taxonomy does not cleanly capture the
relationships between categories. It is not at all apparent, for example, that each of
the Propose, Amend and Commit acts share the property of committing the sender.
Partly this is due to their organising the taxonomy by categories that capture conver-
sation state, but the decision to create separate categories (Propose and Amend)
for speech acts that have both a directive and commissive function also affects the
clarity of the taxonomy. Representing the directive and commissive components inde-
pendently (as types of Request or Commit acts respectively), and applying multiple
categories to each message, would actually make the speech act structure clearer. It is
also interesting to note that the inter-annotator agreement is lowest for the Commit
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and Propose categories, quite possibly because of confusion between these overlap-
ping categories that share illocutionary force but differ on the conversation state in
which they occur.

Cohen et al. note that the decision to create additional categories that combine
atomic speech acts in this way is motivated by a desire to “reflect observed linguistic
behavior [rather] than to reflect any abstract view of the space of possible speech
acts”(Cohen, Carvalho, and Mitchell, 2004, p. 310). We share similar goals of wanting
to reflect the nature of requests and commitments in actual email in a taxonomy for
requests and commitments in email (which is why we base our own taxonomy on
the results of multiple annotation experiments performed with a real-world corpus of
business email). We also, however, want to ensure, as much as possible, that our
categorisation does not unnecessarily combine atomic linguistic phenomena, and thus
cloud the interpretation and analysis of any application of the definitions.

Of most interest to our needs, the Carvalho and Cohen taxonomy defines both
commit and request acts. Both are, however, defined in terms of a static component
of a conversation; requests are considered to be Initiate acts, while commitments are
defined as Conclude acts. Additionally, the lack of detail in the published definitions
leaves some utterances without a clear classification. For example, it is unclear whether
an act of advice or suggestion such as:

(2.23) I think you should include the figures in section 2

should be classified as a Request. Similarly, no guidance is given for how to classify
conditional requests and commitments, except for a specific class of acts that request
a response and conditionally commit the sender if the recipient responds (e.g., let’s do
lunch). These are identified as Propose acts.

Overall, while there is strong alignment with our interest in requests and commit-
ments, the focus on both propositional content, in the form of their noun ontology,
and the limitations that stem from integrating conversation state in the speech act
definitions led us to not adopt the CCM taxonomy in our work.

2.3.9 Leuski’s Taxonomy

Leuski (2004) offers yet another speech-act-inspired taxonomy and uses it to categorise
email messages with the aim of distinguishing the roles of different email authors based
on the patterns of speech act usage in their incoming and outgoing email. He uses labels
at the message level to attempt to identify roles (for example, graduate student and
research assistant) and to determine the relationship between a pair of interlocutors
(for example, a supervisor of relationship between a research adviser and a graduate
student).

Leuski’s taxonomy focuses heavily on requests and includes the following categories:

1. Request Info: e.g., Do you have the url?

2. Request Advice: e.g., What should I do next?

3. Request Action: e.g., Please reserve a room.
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4. Request Meeting: e.g., Let (sic) meet and discuss this.

5. Plan: e.g., We are going to do ...

6. Provide Info: e.g., Here is the url you wanted.

Leuski’s chosen categories unfortunately are limited in their detail and scope. The
published category definitions are limited to a single out-of-context example sentence
or phrase for each category. These phrases are included in the set of categories which we
enumerate above. It is unclear how other utterances, such as requests for permission,
should be coded. As with Camino’s taxonomy, the focus is solely on requests; there is
no category to mark commitments, such as promises or offers.

The fairly nuanced distinctions adopted between the different classes of request
speech acts identified also increases the potential for ambiguity in labelling, particularly
given the lack of detailed definitions. It is unclear, for example, how the following
utterance should be labelled:

(2.24) Let me know if you’d like to meet on Friday.

Should this utterance in Example (2.24) be labelled as a Request Info because the
sender expects an answer, or should it be a Request Action because the sender
would like the recipient to organise a meeting, or should it be a Request Meeting?
In Leuski’s work, it is understandable that such distinctions may be salient for distin-
guishing between roles (e.g., a manager might request action from their subordinates,
while the subordinate might request advice in return). For our work, however, the
value derived from such distinctions does not justify the additional complexity and
ambiguity that arise in attempting to identify the boundaries between these classes.

Together, these issues make Leuski’s categories unable to be easily adopted for
robust annotation or computational classification of requests and commitments. We
do, however, draw insight from Leuski’s idea of exploring patterns of speech acts over
time between different interlocutors, and consider this to be an interesting application
that could be built on top of our own analysis, classifiers and email platform.

2.3.10 The SmartMail Taxonomy

The SmartMail system (Corston-Oliver et al., 2004) attempts to automatically extract
and reformulate action items from email messages for the purpose of adding them to
a user’s to-do list. Unlike most of the other taxonomies discussed, which focus on
categorising email at the message level, the SmartMail taxonomy was designed to be
applied at the sentence level.

The taxonomy of SmartMail categories is actually a mixture of syntactic and func-
tional categories. The set of available categories are:

• Salutation;

• Chit-chat: social discussion unrelated to the main purpose of the email mes-
sage;

• Task: items that can be added to an ongoing to-do list;
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• Meeting: a proposal to meet;

• Promise;

• Farewell;

• Sig Name: the name component of an email signature;

• Sig Affiliation: the affiliation component of an email signature;

• Sig Title: the title component of an email signature;

• Sig Location: the location or address component of an email signature;

• Sig Phone: the phone number component of an email signature;

• Sig Email: the email address component of an email signature;

• Sig URL: the URL component of an email signature;

• Sig Other: any other components of an email signature; and

• none of the above: A default category to ensure every utterance can be
labelled.

For requests and commitments, the three categories of interest are: Task, Meeting
and Promise.

Unfortunately, in Corston-Oliver et al.’s published work, no mention is made of
the use of the promise category, and no explanation is given for what constitutes
a promise. Meeting speech acts are defined as “a proposal to meet”, without any
further detail. Tasks are defined as sentences that “look like an appropriate item to
add to an ongoing ‘to do’ list”, with the explicit exclusion of simple factual questions on
the basis that the act of responding fulfils any associated obligation (meaning nothing
is placed on a task list).

What constitutes a “simple factual question” is not specified, and it is not clear
how to distinguish such requests from those that would result in a new action being
added to a task list. Consider, for example, the utterance:

(2.25) When is the contract expiring?

This utterance might be answered immediately without the need to add anything to a
task list if the recipient knows the response. Alternatively, it might require the recipient
to issue requests to other people or systems; tasks that might reasonably be added to
the recipient’s task list. In either case, an obligation is placed on the recipient, and
unlike Corston-Oliver et al., we believe this should be reflected in the classification of
the utterance as a request under either interpretation.

Corston-Oliver et al.’s annotators were also restricted to applying a single tag to
each sentence, meaning that a sentence could not embody both a request (task) and
a commitment (promise), which, as we illustrated earlier in Example (2.26), is an
artificial restriction.

Overall, the SmartMail taxonomy is close to what we adopt for our work, in that
we use a single category for requests and another category for commitments. This
similarity, however, comes with a significant caveat: that we are much more careful
and methodical in defining which utterances are and are not requests or commitments.
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2.3.11 Bennett and Carbonell’s Taxonomy

Bennett and Carbonell (2005) explored the automatic classification of action items in
email. They define an action item as “an explicit request for information that requires
the recipient’s attention or a required action”, and asked annotators to label both
messages and segments of continuous text or sentences containing action items. They
report agreements of κ=0.85 at the message level and κ=0.82 at the sentence level for
recognising action items. Interestingly, they note that most disagreements were due
to “different interpretations of conditional statements”. Unfortunately, their definition
of action items is quite restrictive, excluding all implicit requests. Their definition
also requires value or importance judgements to be made about requests, which we
seek to avoid due to the inherently context-dependent and subjective nature of such
judgements. Bennett and Carbonell (2005) cite the following utterance as an example
of an action item: If you would like to keep your job, come to tomorrow’s meeting. By
way of contrast, they cite the following utterance as a non-action item: If you would
like to join the football betting pool, come to tomorrow’s meeting. Unlike Bennett and
Carbonell, we consider both these utterances to be (conditional) requests.

Ultimately, we adopt an approach that is similar to Bennett and Carbonell’s in that
we create definitions, albeit more comprehensive ones, that define our phenomena of
interest (requests and commitments) and label these at both the sentence and message-
level across our corpus. In terms of specifics, however, Bennett and Carbonell’s action
item definition is too narrow and lacking in detail to be directly applied. Additionally,
as with several of the other taxonomies surveyed, commitments are not accounted for,
despite their correlation with action items that occur in outgoing email.

2.3.12 Goldstein and Sabin’s Taxonomy

In their work on categorising email messages and identifying different email genres,
Goldstein and Sabin (2006) defined their own message-level taxonomy of email speech
acts that includes twenty-three speech act categories. This taxonomy is shown in
Figure 2.3, in the form of an annotation decision tree.

Goldstein and Sabin’s taxonomy imports the concepts of forward looking and back-
ward looking functions from DAMSL. Rather than keeping these aspects separate, as
they are in DAMSL, Goldstein and Sabin choose to couple specific conversation states
within their speech act definitions. Like the CCM taxonomy, this results in many of
the speech act categories in the Goldstein and Sabin taxonomy being distinguished
only by their sequence in conversation, rather than by the illocutionary force of the
utterance. For example, request and commitment speech acts that respond to previous
acts are classified into different categories depending on whether further response is
expected. This distinction is, however, not captured for requests or commitments in
an email message that initiates an email conversation.

Another limiting factor is that requests and commitments are defined as being
mutually exclusive; under Goldstein and Sabin’s application rules, a message cannot
simultaneously request something from the recipient and commit the message sender.
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Figure 2.3: The Goldstein and Sabin taxonomy of email speech acts, including a decision
tree of definitions (Goldstein and Sabin, 2006, p. 3).

This limitation is problematic for both message and utterance-level annotation. Con-
sider an utterance such as

(2.26) Let me know if you’d like a copy of the document

This utterance requests a response and conditionally commits the sender to sending the
document. Under Goldstein and Sabin’s taxonomy it is quickly apparent that there is
no valid classification for this utterance; it is only possible to label a Commit or Offer
if the annotator answers ‘No’ to the question ‘Does S want R to do something?’. Our
annotation experiments show that such utterances are relatively frequent in business
email. Messages that convey both commitments and requests are even more frequent.
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To their credit, Goldstein and Sabin include conditionality in their definition of
commitments in that separate categories are defined for Offer and Commit acts,
depending on whether the commitment is conditional. These categories are, however,
defined only by example phrases such as Would you like me to ... and I can ... . As
with Khosravi and Wilks’ taxonomy, such form-based definitions are problematic, for
the reasons outlined in the introduction to Section 2.3, there is not a simple mapping
between linguistic forms and the illocutionary force of utterances.

Overall, the complexity of Goldstein and Sabin’s taxonomy is not justified by our
requirements, and some of the category definitions lack the detail required for the
unambiguous annotation of real-world data. Additionally, as with the CCM taxonomy,
the limitations that stem from mixing conversational state in the speech act definitions
discouraged us from adopting this categorisation.

2.3.13 A Summary of Speech Act Taxonomies

In his review of available speech act taxonomies, Verschueren makes the point that:

“There is no logical end to the number of possibilities (of speech act tax-
onomies); and every new taxonomy will necessarily prevent us from seeing
certain things, because each one focuses on a selection from a wide range
of relevant dimensions of variation.”
(Verschueren, 1983, p. 173)

As we discuss above in our analysis of each categorisation, none of the speech act
taxonomies we have surveyed has quite the right focus on relevant dimensions to make
it sufficient for our purposes.

As we have seen, some categorisations, such as the VerbMobil taxonomy, are limited
to their application within a particular domain; many others, including the SmartMail,
Leuski and CCM taxonomies, lack detailed definitions that would enable an unambigu-
ous classification at the utterance level. Still others, including the CCM and Goldstein
and Sabin’s taxonomy, intertwine conversation state into their speech act categories,
which results in an explosion of possible categories, not all of which are represented in
the taxonomy, even when those categories have been empirically observed.

Additionally, despite the importance of commitments, it is notable from our survey
how little research has specifically focused on understanding commitments, particularly
in email. Waldvogel (2002) is one exception who has qualitatively examined commit-
ment in workplace email from a speech act perspective. In a small corpus of email,
Waldvogel found commissive acts made up 6% of speech act functions and were the
main function of only 4% of email messages.

Our research suggests that commitments have a much bigger role to play; across our
real-world email corpus, we have found somewhere between 22% and 37% of messages
were agreed by annotators to contain commitments. In our fine-grained annotation
experiments, at least one annotator marked a commitment in 48% of the email mes-
sages. Suffice to say that, at least in the data we have worked with, commitments
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occur more frequently than the previous studies have suggested. All of the taxonomies
above each have deficiencies in dealing with commitments. Some, such as the Leuski
and Camino taxonomies, do not deal with commitments at all. Others, such as the
SmartMail taxonomy, do not cater for conditional commitments.

As a result of this collection of issues, we do not adopt any single existing taxonomy
or set of definitions for our work in this thesis. Instead, as noted in our discussion of
each taxonomy, we draw on a range of aspects and insights from the categories and
approaches that are employed in each of the taxonomies we have surveyed to guide our
own definitions of request and commitment acts that we elaborate on in Chapter 3.

2.4 A Review of Actionable Email Systems

Building on the analyses and categorisations of speech acts surveyed above, there are
also a number of systems and ideas that have been prototyped to improve the way that
actionable, task-oriented content is dealt with in email software.

Within the literature of systems that have been developed to assist users work
with actionable content in email messages, there are two main strands of research:
manual systems that provide the opportunity for users to identify tasks within their
email content, and automated systems that focus on creating fully or semi-automatic
techniques for identifying actionable content. Below we review a range of significant
systems in the literature from which we look to draw insights and lessons for our own
research.

2.4.1 Systems Supporting Manual Task Identification

In order to ease the burden on users, several systems have been proposed which increase
the visibility and role of email threads or conversations within email clients, relative to
commonly used commercial email applications. The aim of these systems is generally
to make better use of the conversational structure in email. In this section, we step
through some of the major systems that have promoted manual task identification and
management.

Some, such as the Coordinator system, focus on patterns of acts over conversations,
while others, such as the TaskMaster and ReMail systems, focus more on interface issues
around how to keep tasks visible to encourage user action.

A common limitation of systems that require manual task identification is that
their adoption by users is frequently hampered by the effort and overhead that people
need to expend in manually identifying tasks. Rather than focus on these limitations,
however, our aim is to learn from these systems about ways to intuitively integrate
tasks into existing email interfaces, as well as positive and negative design issues that
promoted or hindered user adoption.

2.4.1.1 The Coordinator

Winograd and Flores (1986) were pioneers in considering electronic messaging from a
theoretical linguistic point of view, and their ideas have been highly influential. Their
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Coordinator system drew on Speech Act Theory to model conversations within organ-
isations as networks of obligation acts. Users of the Coordinator system were required
to select explicitly among a small set of predefined speech acts in order to specify
the commissive and directive acts embodied in each message they sent. Users were
also required to identify relationships with other speech acts and important temporal
characteristics that might be used to identify when communication breakdowns had
occurred, that is, when a conversation that should have resulted in completion of some
action had failed to reach a successful conclusion in the expected time frame. The
idea was that this additional information from each sender would allow the status of
conversations actioned via electronic messages to be easily monitored and reported.

Unfortunately, deployment of the Coordinator system largely failed in practice. Ac-
cording to several studies, e.g., (Carasik and Grantham, 1988; Robinson, 1990), this
was primarily because the burden of manually classifying every message into the ex-
plicit categories that the Coordinator imposed proved too onerous, or at least not worth
the effort for many users. Another significant and fundamental issue was that the rigid
approach of the Coordinator, which obliged users to explicitly identify communicative
acts in their messages, proved too restrictive for the highly flexible and nuanced reali-
ties of workplace conversation. People were reluctant to remove all ambiguity from the
meaning of their messages by making their intentions so explicit. While such explic-
itness seems effective from a productivity perspective, Carasik and Grantham (1988)
found that this requirement was in conflict with common communicative approaches
like the use of indirect language to soften directive acts, and with the nature of human
communication, which, by accident or design, permits and even encourages ambiguity
which is resolved collaboratively between interlocutors.

The lessons from the design and application of the Coordinator system are numer-
ous. High on that list is to ensure that any systems that attempt to create or identify
structure within conversations should be highly flexible and adaptive, to deal with the
needs of real workplace conversations. This is something that we focus carefully on in
the application of our own work to email software in Chapter 7.

2.4.1.2 Issue Based Information System (IBIS)

A similar idea to the Coordinator system was the Issue Based Information System
(IBIS) (Rittel and Kunz, 1970). Begeman and Conklin later developed gIBIS, a graph-
ical implementation of IBIS for Sun workstations (Conklin and Begeman, 1988). gIBIS
was a hypertext environment for the structured discussion of design issues. gIBIS used
a stringent classification scheme to organise the data. In the structured graph-based
visualisation offered, there are three node types (issues, positions, arguments) that
identify the propositional type of a piece of content, and eight link types that capture
the role it has relative to other content. The eight link types were:

1. Responds-to;

2. Questions;

3. Supports;

4. Objects-to;
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5. Specializes;

6. Generalizes;

7. Refers-to; and

8. Replaces.

Similar to the issues identified with the Coordinator system, studies have observed that
the overhead of explicitly specifying structure can be an obstacle to its use (Conklin
and Begeman, 1988). The tendency of discussions to be sidetracked by debates on the
correct use of the IBIS structure further suggests that an imposed structure may be
too rigid.

Again, the lesson for our work from IBIS is that we should work to support rather
than constrain people’s communication, and, as much as possible, minimise the burden
on people in making any changes to the processes that people follow in writing, and
sending emails.

2.4.1.3 Zest

More recently, the Zest system (Yee, 2002) attempted to provide conversation-based
visualisation of mailing list messages. Unfortunately, despite the author’s criticism of
the manual work required for users to classify messages in previous systems, the Zest
system requires users to manually insert textual symbols called criticons, which mark
paragraphs within emails with one of four types:

1. Question;

2. Statement;

3. Supporting Argument; or

4. Opposing argument.

This four-type categorisation was claimed to provide “most of the useful semantics
of IBIS, but [be] simpler and easier to remember” (Yee, 2002, p. 124). Yee also
includes a separate ‘special criticon’ to mark a section of text as a proposed resolution
of a discussion and to flag an entire thread as resolved. In this way, Zest focuses on
conversation state, and on making the structure of contributions within each thread
explicit.

Zest aims to allow participants in a mailing list to see quickly which issues are
resolved or open, and to determine which questions have already been asked and an-
swered. As with the gIBIS and Coordinator systems, this benefit only comes after
investing a significant amount of time tagging the messages manually. Our aim is to
alleviate some of this burden through the development and application of automated
and semi-automated classification techniques.

2.4.1.4 ReMail

The Remail system (Rohall and Gruen, 2002; Kerr and Wilcox, 2004) took a design-
focused approach to changing the way users interact with email. One aspect of this was
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Figure 2.4: The ReMail system.

their approach to dealing with actionable items in email. Users were able to manually
mark messages with a to-do label, which would then associate the message with a to-do
List. Once a to-do item was completed, users could then mark it as a Completed
to-do item, and the message would be archived with other completed tasks.

To-do items could be accessed from the Calendar and Inbox, and the top message in
the to-do list would resurface each day in the inbox to keep outstanding tasks in sight,
as can be seen in Figure 2.4. This resurfacing was explicitly designed to address tasks
in the inbox scrolling out of sight under the deluge of incoming mail. While ReMail
introduced a range of interesting and novel ideas for improving email, their focus on
task management was minimal. Their approach deals only with tasks at the message
level, and relies entirely on user input to identify and manage tasks.

2.4.1.5 TaskMaster

The Taskmaster system (Bellotti et al., 2003) introduces the concept of thrasks,
which are threaded, task-centric collections of messages, drafts, documents and URL
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Figure 2.5: The TaskMaster system. The top pane provides the thrask list, the middle
pane shows the message and other thrask member items, and the bottom pane provides a
preview of selected content.

links. The Taskmaster interface is shown in Figure 2.5. Thrasks are created semi-
automatically based on email threads in the inbox. Users are also able to add and
remove messages to and from existing thrasks, or to create new thrasks manually, and
can annotate thrasks and sub-items manually with meta-information about deadlines,
reminders and actions.

In real-world use, it became apparent that Taskmaster requires constant user actions
in order to maintain a useful set of thrasks. One of the small set of Taskmaster test
subjects found that unread messages in Taskmaster quickly built up, making it too
time consuming for him to recover after one week (Bellotti et al., 2003).

This process of dealing with a backlog of messages is often referred to as email
triage. Specifically, email triage is the process of going through unhandled email and
deciding what to do with it. Email triage can quickly become a serious problem for
users as the amount of unhandled email grows. Neustaedter, Brush, and Smith (2005)
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Figure 2.6: The Email Valet system.

investigated the problem of email triage by presenting interview and survey results
that articulate user needs. Their results suggest the need for email user interfaces
to provide additional salient information in order to bring important emails to the
forefront against the background noise of other email messages. The inability of a
user to keep using the Taskmaster system after one week of email build-up raises some
doubt about the ability of the Taskmaster design to scale and function well in the real
world, where email triage is all too common.

2.4.1.6 The Email Valet

The Email Valet system (Kokkalis et al., 2013) offers a novel twist on automated
systems for identifying task-related content in email.2 Rather than attempt to auto-
matically extract tasks, the Email Valet offers an email client, shown in Figure 2.6,
that interfaces with remote human assistants who have been recruited from a crowd-
sourcing marketplace to manually annotate each email with its implied tasks. The
actions of the human assistants populate a task list that contains tasks extracted from
the user’s email messages.

In this way, the EmailValet system offers a novel hybrid of manual and automatic
task detection: to the email user, it appears that tasks are automatically extracted,
since they need expend no effort themselves. Behind the scenes, however, there are no
algorithms or rules, but other people manually identifying tasks on behalf of the email
user.

The Email Valet is a refreshingly innovative approach to dealing with accurate task
detection in email. Kokkalis et al. note, however, that there are unresolved issues of
security and privacy with their system, given the level of trust an email user must place

2Note that this system is unrelated to the EmailValet System developed by Macskassy, Dayanik,
and Hirsh (1999), which was designed to detect urgent and important messages.
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in anonymous human assistants. They also point at issues around the lack of context
for the assistants extracting tasks, and the variable quality of the work done by those
assistants, as potential barriers to adoption.

2.4.2 Systems Supporting Automated Task Identification

There is some work in the literature about extending the ideas of Winograd and Flores
in office environments to remove much of the burden of manual classification that
impeded uptake and use of systems like the Coordinator, TaskMaster and IBIS, as
discussed above.

The possibilities of performing automatic task identification are appealing, though
the challenges are significant, for all of the reasons that we discussed in Section 2.3. In
this section, we review systems that have attempted to apply rule-based and statistical
machine learning techniques to recognise requests, and sometimes commitments, in
email messages. In many cases, the focus is on the algorithms themselves, rather than
on how such techniques would be integrated into email software.

We look to gather promising approaches and insights from this work to guide our
own statistical speech act classification work in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.4.2.1 Pyam

Khosravi and Wilks (Khosravi and Wilks, 1999) were among the first to automate
message-level speech act classification in email for their Pyam system that they de-
scribed as ‘Routing Email by Purpose Not Topic’. They adopted cue-phrase based
rules to classify three classes of requests, Request-Action, Request-Information
and Request-Permission, as described above in Section 2.3.5. The Pyam system
would then extract the sentences that were deemed to represent requests of the above
types, and provide a textual summary of the original message, as shown in Figure 2.7.

The Pyam prototype presents the users with labels from the full set of syntactically
focused request categories that we discussed in Section 2.3.5. The distinctions within
this set of categories might well have a role under the hood of Pyam, since it uses simple
syntactic rules to identify which sentences should be marked with which category.
Users, however, are highly unlikely to react differently based on whether a question
arrives in a yes/no form or a what/where/when form. Such distinctions do not represent
differences in illocutionary force, but in the surface form used to convey the sender’s
illocutionary force.

The corpus used by Pyam consisted of 1000 email messages from a university com-
puter helpdesk. Rather than rely on a priori intuitions to hand-craft the cue phrases
used to recognise requests, Khosravi manually annotated each sentence in the corpus,
then used n-gram word frequencies for each class of request to build rules to recognise
them. While this approach is generally applicable, the rules they extracted naturally
reflect the specific domain of their email data, and are very specific to the computer
support domain from which their email data was drawn. A dramatic drop in perfor-
mance was observed when the system was trialled on data from a different domain.
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Figure 2.7: The Pyam email request system.

2.4.2.2 Ciranda

A more recent example is the work by Carvalho and colleagues which involved apply-
ing statistical text classification techniques to identifying ‘email speech acts’ (Cohen,
Carvalho, and Mitchell, 2004; Carvalho, 2005; Carvalho and Cohen, 2006). Their work
explicitly draws inspiration directly from Flores and Winograd’s work. Their original
Ciranda system (Cohen, Carvalho, and Mitchell, 2004) used machine learning-based
classifiers for recognising a number of speech acts in email text. They performed man-
ual segmentation of email messages into different functional parts as pre-processing,
but did not explore the contribution this made to the performance of their various
speech act classifiers, as we do in Chapter 4. For identifying requests, they report peak
F-score of 0.69 against a majority class baseline accuracy of approximately 66%.

Cohen, Carvalho and Mitchell found that unweighted bigrams were particularly
useful features in their experiments, outperforming other features applied. They later
applied a series of text normalisations and n-gram feature selection algorithms to im-
prove performance (Carvalho and Cohen, 2006). We adopt similar normalisations in
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Figure 2.8: The SmartMail system.

the message-level classification work that we present in Chapter 4.
Ciranda only deals with classification at the message level, without explicitly con-

sidering which specific utterances embody each specific act. This limits the applications
of their work.

2.4.2.3 SmartMail

The SmartMail system (Corston-Oliver et al., 2004) is probably the most mature pre-
vious work on utterance-level request classification. SmartMail, shown in Figure 2.8,
attempted to automatically extract and reformulate action items from email messages
for the purpose of adding them to a user’s to-do list.

The SmartMail system employed a series of deep linguistic features, including phrase
structure and semantic features, along with word and part-of-speech n-gram features.
The authors found that word n-grams were highly predictive for their classification
task, and that there was little difference in performance when the more expensive deep
linguistic features were added. This result is consistent with the results published
by Cohen, Carvalho and Mitchell. Based on this insight, we do not employ the ex-
tra resources required to model deep linguistic features in our classification work in
Chapters 4 and 5.
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The results reported reveal only the aggregate performance across all classes, which
involves a mix of both form-based classes (such as signature content address lines and
URL lines), and intent-based classes (such as requests and promises). Results were
also published as precision/recall curves, without explicitly identifying the results or
peak F-score achieved. It is thus very difficult to directly compare the results with
other systems. From the published graphs, however, it appears that peak F-score
across all classes of speech acts, would be around 0.4 for sentence classification and
0.6 for message classification, which highlights the difficulties of automatic speech act
classification at the utterance level.

The experiments with SmartMail were performed over a large corpus of messages
that are not available for use by other researchers. In contrast, in our own work, we
use messages from the widely-available Enron email corpus (Klimt and Yang, 2004) for
our experiments.

2.4.2.4 Semanta

The Semanta system is another prototype system that encompassed an ambitious ap-
proach to providing support for workflows in email (Scerri et al., 2009). Within that
program of work, attempts were made to automate the identification of speech acts in
email messages. The only published results use a rule-based approach which demon-
strates relatively poor levels of accuracy. Specifically, the authors report an F-score of
0.58 in detecting requests across a small sample of 116 email messages (Scerri et al.,
2010). While their plans for future work included employing statistical approaches for
the classification task, no results from this work have yet been published.

One things that we take away from the Semanta work is a reinforcement of the dif-
ficulty of manually creating rules that capture the nuances of the wide variety of forms
in which requests and commitments can be expressed. The low F-score scores achieved
across the evaluations to date for requests will likely be lower for commitments, given
the lack of a commissive mood, and thus their looser coupling to syntactic forms. We
discuss this in more detail in Section 3.1.3.3. The relatively low F-scores in the results
of this work support the approach of using relatively shallow features in a machine
learning framework, rather than attempting to encode deep linguistic knowledge. As
we discuss in Chapters 4 and 5, this is the approach we take for our computational
experiments.

2.4.2.5 RADAR

A similarly ambitious program of work that touches on actionable email is the RADAR
system, developed over many years (Freed et al., 2008). Part of the RADAR system
is an email classifier that attempts to extract tasks from email messages, supported
by a domain-specific ontology and other resources. One view of RADAR’s Action
List (Faulring et al., 2009) is shown in Figure 2.9, populated by the email classifier.
It is immediately apparent that RADAR is designed to work within known domains
of tasks, such as conference organisation, rather than being focused on open domain
task recognition. Although most evaluation has focused on extrinsic evaluation of the
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Figure 2.9: The RADAR System showing the Action List.

RADAR system as a whole, results from one published study demonstrate a macro-
averaged F-score of 0.67 for the email classification component (Freed et al., 2008),
which uses a regularised logistic regression suite of classifiers for this task. The system
attempts to identify eight task types.

Because we aim to work on open domain email, the nature of our approach is nat-
urally different to that of the RADAR program. We do not, for example, attempt to
model the semantic meaning of utterances in terms of formal ontologies. We do, how-
ever, draw encouragement from the fact that RADAR has been extensively evaluated
(Steinfeld et al., 2007; Faulring et al., 2010) and that the results have demonstrated
that RADAR can provide useful support for assisted task management in email, the
same style of support that we seek to offer in a more open domain.

2.4.2.6 Email Sentence Classification

Khoo, Marom, and Albrecht (2006) focus their work on sentence-level speech act de-
tection in a corpus of real-world help desk email messages. They explore a range of
classification algorithms, feature selection and pre-processing techniques for classifying
sentences using a subset of the DAMSL Switchboard taxonomy.

They found that Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification generally outper-
formed the other algorithms that they experimented with, and that SVMs were largely
insensitive to feature selection. Importantly, they found that, as sentences contain less
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textual information than documents, in pruning the feature space one needs to be very
careful not to eliminate strong discriminative features, especially when there is a large
class distribution skew. They also observed that lemmatisation and stopword removal
proved detrimental to classifier accuracy, in contrast to the demonstrated useful di-
mensionality reduction they provide in document-level text classification. These are
insights that we leverage in our own work in this thesis.

Ulrich et al. (2009) have also experimented with speech act classification in email,
for the purposes of email summarisation. They found that the automatically gener-
ated labels they used at the message level were too coarse grained to be useful for
summarisation, and that manually generated speech act labels at the utterance level
were indeed useful for summarisation. This is encouraging for our own work, where we
see one application of our sentence-level classifiers being the enabling of action-oriented
summaries of email messages, building upon the early work done by the Pyam system,
discussed in Section 2.4.2.1.

2.4.2.7 TOEIC Assessment

Recent work by De Felice and Deane (2012) focuses on building classifiers that at-
tempt to automatically identify speech acts in second language learners’ email mes-
sages, specifically in the context of a Test of English for International Communication
(TOEIC) writing test for learners of English as a Foreign Language (EFL). This work
is presented as the first step towards automating the scoring of these test items.

The corpus is derived from an exercise where students are instructed to write an
email containing specific actions, such as asking for information or making a request—
items that can easily be mapped onto expected speech act categories. A key criteria
for scoring each student’s answer is that all speech acts required by the prompt should
be present in the answer text, making automatic speech act identification a useful
component of automated scoring for this task.

De Felice and Deane use the Verbal Response Modes (VRM) taxonomy of speech
acts discussed in Section 2.3.1 as their categories, and report accuracy up to 79.28%
across six VRM categories. The six categories they employ are:

• Advisement (AA): Requiring action from the hearer, or a change in their men-
tal state;

• Disclosure (DD): First person statements sharing thoughts that cannot be
verified;

• Commitment/Factual Statement (DE): First person statements conveying
verifiable facts;

• Indirect Advisement (QA): Polite or indirect requests or orders;

• Simple Question (QQ): Requests for information, not action; and

• Other Statements: Exclamations, third person statements, and any other
utterances.

It is particularly interesting to note the conflated Commitment/Factual Statement
category. De Felice and Deane have clearly identified the same weakness we saw with
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VRM in identifying commitments, specifically in its inability to easily distinguish com-
mitments from other types of utterances.

The authors readily acknowledge that their results are aided by the prevalence of
direct speech acts, a consequence of the typically more limited repertoire of syntactic
forms that EFL students are confident in using. This is confirmed by a significant
drop in accuracy to 65.19% when their classifiers are run across email data from native
English speakers.

As a general observation, De Felice and Deane note that requests, both in the form
of imperatives and questions, are the most clearly identifiable. Conversely, the lower
precision scores for commitments reinforce the more difficult nature of automatically
recognising these acts.

2.4.2.8 Unsupervised Classification

Another recent thread of emerging research is the use of unsupervised and semi-
supervised learning techniques for speech act recognition in textual conversations.

Jeong, Lin, and Lee (2009) developed a semi-supervised method for automatic
speech act recognition in email and forum conversations. To overcome the lack of
labelled data in these two genres, they apply domain adaptation techniques using
labelled data from the DAMSL Switchboard and the Meeting Recorder Dialogue Act
projects.

Ritter, Cherry, and Dolan (2010) were among the first to apply unsupervised meth-
ods to speech act recognition in textual conversation, using data from Twitter. They
made some progress towards identifying the sequence patterns of tweets across con-
versations, though did not tackle the challenge of applying appropriate category labels
to each message. Joty, Carenini, and Lin (2011) build on this work and apply similar
unsupervised techniques to recognising speech acts in forums and email conversations.
They find that the sequence dependencies can be more effectively learned by taking the
conversational structure into account than by relying on structural or lexical similarity.

These techniques are still developing, and it is not yet clear how such a context-
sensitive activity like learning the pragmatic meaning of utterance can be approached
in an unguided, fully unsupervised manner. Given the ever-increasing volumes of
textual conversation and the high cost of creating gold-standard, manually annotated
corpora of such phenomena, however, it is likely that unsupervised and semi-supervised
techniques for speech act recognition will receive increasing attention in future research.

2.4.3 A Summary of Systems for Task Management in Email

Collectively the systems surveyed above provide a range of insights that inform our
own approach to building systems that assist with email task management. From the
reviews of the Coordinator and TaskMaster systems, we recognise the need to minimise
the manual effort required from users to identify tasks to encourage user adoption. We
approach this goal by integrating automatic classifiers to alleviate the burden of manual
obligation act identification. We describe these classifiers in Chapters 4 and 5, and
describe how they are integrated into user-facing email software in Chapter 6.
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Additionally, we recognise that it is important for users to maintain control over
which requests and commitments are identified in their email, as not all message types
and obligations are of equal relevance to users. As we describe in Chapter 6, we allow
users to vet and confirm or reject automatic classifications, as well as to manually mod-
ify, create or delete obligation acts, as appropriate. As evaluation of the Coordinator
system concluded, there are times that people do not want to remove all ambiguity
from their messages by making their intentions completely explicit. We aim for our sys-
tem to be flexible enough to provide useful support, but also allow the user to control
when and where that support is deployed.

From the automated systems reviewed in this section, we recognise the need to
provide support to users, regardless of the specific topics or workflows that emerge in
their mailbox. Instead of encoding support for specific workflows, we aim to provide
maximum flexibility by identifying requests and commitments in content from any
domain. We start with a set of generic classifiers and tune these over time to suit the
particular language styles and topics in each user’s inbox, based on the user’s implicit
and explicit feedback. This avoids the need to manually encode rules, as in (Khosravi
and Wilks, 1999; Scerri et al., 2010), which struggle to identify the wide variety of
forms in which requests and commitments can be expressed across an open set of
possible domains. Related to this, we acknowledge that the additional complexity of
using deep-linguistic information does not necessarily improve the accuracy of speech
act recognition (Corston-Oliver et al., 2004; Scerri et al., 2010). Instead, our approach
is to be use mostly syntactic and lexical information for classification, features have
been used with wide success for related problems.

2.5 Summary

Email is a critical medium through which much task-based communication is executed
in the workplace. Previous research into the nature of such communication informs
us that requests and commitments are the fundamental building blocks by which such
‘conversations for action’ take place. It is for this reason that, for the remainder of this
thesis, we focus our attention on the nature of these two classes of speech acts, and on
building systems to automatically identify these acts in email messages.

As we have highlighted through our review of related literature in this chapter,
attempts to categorise and identify speech acts in computer-mediated communication
such as email are not new. Unfortunately, despite the significant body of work that we
have reviewed, none of the existing taxonomies and definitions are completely suitable
for our needs, leading us to use a combination of empirical and theoretical techniques
to derive our own definitions of requests and commitments in Chapter 3.

Similarly, we have seen that the idea of providing better support for task-related
conversations in email is also not new. Although commercial email systems provide
poor support for task management, there are many prototype systems that have tried
to innovate in this space. Many of these systems have done so without formalising or
deeply understanding the complexity of the requests and commitments that they seek
to identify and surface. Again, this is a key limitation that we address in Chapter 3.
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Additionally, we take important lessons from the collection of these systems to inform
the design and implementation of our own approaches and systems for identifying
task-related content in workplace email.



“I live in the inbox and that is kind of my to-do list. I’ll keep things
in there ... that I have to deal with”

Email user, quoted in (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996, p. 281)

3
An Examination of Requests and

Commitments in Workplace Email

As discussed in Chapter 2, studies have repeatedly highlighted that communicating
actionable information and delegating tasks are important and frequent uses for email.
Our research focuses on such task-oriented email usage, and specifically on identifying
requests (directive speech acts) and commitments (commissive speech acts). As we
have begun to see from our discussion of Speech Act Theory in Chapter 2, the expression
and detection of such phenomena are frequently complex. The key contribution of this
chapter is an examination and account of how requests and commitments acts are
conveyed in real-world, workplace email communication. We focus on the way these
acts function and the manner in which they are realised and interpreted. This builds the
foundation for our work on automating the recognition of requests and commitments
in email communication that is presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

We begin this chapter by carefully scoping in Section 3.1 how we identify utterances
which convey some obligation for future action in the form of requests and commit-
ments. In this way, we start to define our focus on identifying the utterances that are
involved in exchanging, delegating and otherwise creating obligations for future action.
At its core, the task of identifying requests and commitments is one of recognising an
email author’s intention. This makes our task an instance of the more general prob-
lem of recognising the speech acts (or the intentions) behind an author’s utterances, a
class of problems which are by their very nature subjective and context-sensitive. We
work through this ambiguity to present definitions for identifying both requests and
commitments in email text.

In Section 3.2 we support and refine our definitions with empirical evidence. We
provide an overview of a series of annotation experiments we performed to observe
and analyse how people make requests and commitments in real-world email messages.

57
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The results of our annotation experiments clearly demonstrate the significant com-
plexity and context-sensitivity that is involved in the way people make requests and
commitments. This makes the reliable identification of requests and commitments a
challenging task. To address this difficulty, in Section 3.3 we identify, categorise and
analyse a range of phenomena, such as the use of phatic obligation acts, and acts that
function simultaneously as requests and commitments, which have led to disagreement
among our independent human annotators when asked to identify requests and com-
mitments.

The theoretical and empirical observations and analysis in this chapter lay the
foundation for the rest of this thesis, and for other researchers exploring task-based
language in computer-mediated communication (CMC) in general, and email in partic-
ular. Having a firm grasp of what constitutes a request or a commitment in real-world
email usage is obviously required in order to design and build systems for automati-
cally identifying such actionable content. The analysis in this chapter provides such
a grounding, facilitating our work on automating the identification of requests and
commitments in later chapters.

3.1 The Nature of Requests and Commitments in

Email

Consider the following utterance in an email from one workplace email user, Finn, to
his colleague, Ronan:

(3.1) Finn: Please let me know if you plan to attend the meeting.

Finn’s utterance acts as a request for a response from Ronan. Now, consider Ronan’s
response:

(3.2) Ronan: Yes, I will be there.

In this case, Ronan’s response acts as a commitment, placing an obligation for future
action on Ronan to turn up to the meeting.

Our focus is on exploring how such requests and commitments are used in workplace
email. We are not focused on the propositional content of what is being requested or
promised; instead we focus on the common abstract intentions that lie behind all such
utterances, regardless of the topic of conversation. Speech Act Theory, as we discussed
in Section 2.2.1, provides just such abstractions; Searle would call our requests directive
speech acts, and our commitments commissive speech acts. Both these classes of speech
acts are concerned with utterances that convey or impose obligations for future action
on the author or recipient. An interesting property in email is that requests and
commitments utterances tend to mirror each other, in terms of whom the obligation
for future action is placed upon: requests place an obligation on a recipient of a message,
and commitments commonly place an obligation on the sender.

To illustrate this symmetry in requests and commitments, consider a second request,
this time sent in an email from Ronan to Finn:
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Figure 3.1: A taxonomy of request and commitment speech acts.

(3.3) Finn, please send me the latest version of the document.

This request places an obligation on Finn to send the latest version of the document, or
otherwise respond to Ronan’s request. From Ronan’s perspective, there’s an obligation
pending on Finn to act on his request. That obligation is essentially the same as
the obligation created by an incoming commitment sent by Finn, as in the following
utterance:

(3.4) I’ll send the latest version to you today.

The same mirroring is seen from Finn’s perspective. The utterances in both Exam-
ple (3.3) and Example (3.4) place an obligation on him to send the latest version of
the document to Ronan.

This mirroring is important, since it explains why email users need to track obliga-
tions in both incoming and outgoing email messages: an incoming request received by
Ronan can create an obligation for action for him in the same way as Ronan sending a
commitment to do something. The same mirroring is seen for incoming commitments
and outgoing requests: both are obligations that Ronan does not have to action him-
self, but in both cases Ronan might well want to follow up on their execution with the
responsible party.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a taxonomy of requests and commitments in a more visual way.
Both types of speech act are focused on future action. We use the term obligation
acts as a superset of both requests and commitments to encapsulate all speech acts
that create or confirm an obligation for someone to take action. As can be seen in
this figure, our use of the term request is much broader than the single sub-category
of directive speech acts sometimes referred to by linguists; we refer to all types of
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directive acts (e.g., commands, suggestions, invitations and requests1) as requests.
Similarly, we refer to all commissive acts (e.g., offers, promises, acceptances, refusals
and threats) as commitments.

We see the same set of sub-classes for both requests and commitments in Figure 3.1.
The actionable sets of acts refer to the requests and commitments which actually
place an obligation on either the sender or a recipient to take action. These include
requests like Please send me the document, and commitments like I’ll send the docu-
ment this afternoon. The phatic acts refer to speech acts that resemble requests or
commitments, either via their literal meaning or by convention, yet place very little or
no obligation on anyone to act. Common phatic requests include utterances like Let
me know if you have any questions; common phatic commitments include utterances
like Talk to you soon that convey little, if any, commissive obligation on the sender.2

We discuss phatic requests and phatic commitments further in Section 3.3.1.

3.1.1 Understanding Requests and Commitments

As discussed in Chapter 2, a body of previous research has defined a range of speech
act taxonomies. Despite a detailed survey of this existing work, we have not found
any single taxonomy directly applicable for our purposes, due to a range of different
limitations (Section 2.3). We briefly revisit a few of the more pertinent issues below.

One common limitation is a lack of guidance around whether conditional requests
and commitments should be identified as obligation acts. Conditional requests and
commitments are those where the obligation to perform the associated action is con-
tingent upon some other state holding true, as in Example (3.5) below.

(3.5) If we finish early, can you please let Greta know?

We explore conditional obligation acts in more detail in Section 3.1.7.
Another constraint is that many of the taxonomies are constructed based on the

use of short, simple definitions or a sample of canonical examples to define each of
their speech act categories. Leuski (2004), for example, defined his request action
category with a single example utterance: Please reserve a room. We experimented
with using a similarly simple approach in our early annotation experiments (Lampert,
Paris, and Dale, 2007), and the resulting levels of disagreement between human anno-
tators clearly demonstrated that such definitions lack the detail and clarity required
for reliable and consistent identification and classification of the complex requests and
commitments we find in real-world email. Other researchers have since recognised sim-
ilar problems with relying on unrealistically simple definitions (Scerri et al., 2008). We
discuss some of the specific issues that arose in our early annotation experiments in
Section 3.2.3.

1Note that here we use the word ‘request’ in its narrower linguistic meaning, as a specific sub-type
of directive speech act. Through the rest of the thesis, we use the word ‘request’ to mean the class of
all directive speech acts.

2The phatic acts we refer to are very similar to Clark’s (1997, p. 318) ostensible communicative
acts.
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To provide a set of guidelines for our manual and automated annotation tasks, in
this chapter we carefully define how we identify speech acts that are (and those that are
not) requests and commitments. For us, the ontological foundation of our request and
commitment definitions is the notion of an action. Actions are carried out by agents,
which are the people, organisations or other groups involved. Importantly, we consider
the linguistic realisation of a request or commitment to be distinct from the request
or commitment act itself. This allows us to adopt the traditional linguistic distinction
between direct speech acts and indirect speech acts. A direct speech act is
one where either the literal interpretation of the realisation matches the underlying
speech act, or alternatively, where the realisation is a well-understood, conventional
form of the underlying act. Examples of direct requests include:

(3.6) Please send me the document.

(3.7) Details please.

An indirect speech act is one where the literal interpretation of the surface form of the
act does not match the underlying speech act. Examples tend to be context sensitive,
but could include the following act as a request to finish editing the document by
Friday.

(3.8) I’d love to have the document finished by Friday.

Separating the realisation from the underlying act also allows us to talk about multiple
realisations of the same underlying request or commitment within an email message.
Consider, for example, the message in Figure 3.2.3 This messages contains two separate
utterances, shown as Example (3.9) and Example (3.10), that repeat and reword the
same request for Bruce, namely for him to contact Sean.

(3.9) I was just wondering where we are at now.

(3.10) If you get a chance, either e-mail me or give me a call.

We elaborate on these definitions below, focusing on requests in Section 3.1.2 and
commitments in Section 3.1.3. Our definitions are then supplemented by deep analysis
of particular cases of ambiguity and complexity that we explore in detail in Section 3.3.

3.1.2 Defining Requests in Email

We define any utterance from an email sender that places an obligation for future
action on one or more email recipients as a request. The associated action may be to:

1. Perform a physical action—e.g.,

3Example email messages used are drawn from the Enron email dataset. We use the data in
its publicly available, unanonymised form, noting that particularly sensitive messages were redacted
before the corpus was publicly released.
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Figure 3.2: An email that contains two distinct surface realisations of the same underlying
request, as highlighted.

(3.11) Please replace the toner in the downstairs printer.

2. Perform some speech act—e.g.,

(3.12) Please let me know if this is ok with you.

Where a response by means of some speech act is required, the response is frequently
required to be communicated back to the requestor, but may instead need to be directed
to other identified agents. An example of such a request is:

(3.13) Please let Michelle know if you’re coming.

As well as the distinction between physical action and communicative action, we can
also distinguish between immediate and future actions. Requests for future actions may
involve the recipient scheduling, rather than actually performing an action. Consider,
for example, the utterance in Example (3.14) that does not require any immediate
action from the recipient, unlike the utterance in Example (3.3).

(3.14) Please send me the document on Friday.

We discuss this distinction further in Section 3.3.2.
In linguistic terms, requests are directive speech acts. The class of directive acts

includes a range of specific speech acts such as:
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(3.15) Requests4—e.g., Can you please send me the document?

(3.16) Commands – e.g., Send me the document by 4pm.

(3.17) Suggestions – e.g., Why don’t you send me the document?

(3.18) Questions—e.g., Can I get a copy of the document?

(3.19) Advice—e.g., I think you should just send the current version to Robert.

We consider each of these classes of directive acts to be requests. Labov and Fanshel
(1977) focused specifically on analysing requests in institutional discourse, and found
a wide range of request types in use, including:

(3.20) Requests for action—e.g., Please lock the door at 5pm.

(3.21) Requests for information—e.g., How much capacity do we have remaining?

(3.22) Requests for permission—e.g., May I finish early to attend the training?

(3.23) Requests for confirmation—e.g., You’re coming to the meeting, right?

(3.24) Requests for agreement—e.g., Agreed?

(3.25) Requests for evaluation—e.g., Let me know what you think of him.

(3.26) Requests for interpretation—e.g., What are your thoughts on the issue?

Again, we include all of these within the scope of requests that we seek to identify in
workplace email. Some linguists (for example, Sinclair and Coulthard (1975)) have dis-
tinguished between speech acts that require a physical response from those that require
a verbal or information response. However, we follow Searle’s (1969) original approach
and consider utterances requiring either physical or speech act responses to both be
classes of requests. We thus explicitly include questions seeking an informational re-
sponse as requests, since they represent an attempt by the sender to elicit an action
from the recipient, in the form of a speech act.5 Given our focus on unconstrained,
real-world email, we also consider the set of possible actions to be open, and thus do
not attempt to enumerate the set of valid actions.

Also important to note is that the type of speech act required in response to a
request is open; frequent acts that might be made in response to a request include, but
are not limited to:

(3.27) Informing—e.g., I think it costs about $10.

4As noted earlier, request in this context refers to a specific sub-type of directive act. Throughout
the rest of this thesis, we use the term request to mean the set of all types of directive acts.

5Note, however, that not all questions function as requests, rhetorical questions being the most
obvious example of non-request questions. Some researchers have claimed that email text exhibits
more frequent use of rhetorical questions than other media (Crystal, 2001, p. 122).
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(3.28) Permitting—e.g., Yes, you may leave early today.

(3.29) Committing—e.g., Sure, I’ll see you at 10am tomorrow.

(3.30) Accepting—e.g., Thanks, I’d love some.

(3.31) Refusing—e.g., I don’t need any, thanks.

Our definition of a request is deliberately broad. We are interested in identifying all
utterances in an email message that place obligation for current or future action on a
user who receives that message.

3.1.2.1 The Representation of Requests

In terms of our ontology, we define a request as an utterance that places an obligation
from one agent (the requestor) on another agent (the requestee) to carry out the
requested action. Formally, a request (R) is represented as:

R = 〈Action, Requestor, Requestee〉

Here’s how we represent the utterance in Example (3.11) (Please replace the toner in
the downstairs printer.) when sent in an email from Ronan to Finn:

R = 〈Action=Replace Printer Toner, Requestor=Ronan,
Requestee=Finn〉

As well as representing the underlying request act, we also separately represent each
realisation of a request act. We call each separate realisation an uttered request
(UR), represented as:

UR = 〈Direct/Indirect, Utterance, Request〉6

As we saw in the message in Figure 3.2, senders sometimes repeat and reword the
same request within the same message. The two uttered requests from the message in
Figure 3.2 would be represented as shown below in Example (3.32). Note that both
uttered requests refer back to the same underlying request.

(3.32) R1 = 〈Action=Phone/Email, Requestor=Sean Crandell,
Requestee=Bruce Sukaly〉

UR1 = 〈Indirect, I was just wondering where we are at now, R1〉
UR2 = 〈Direct, if you get a chance, either e-mail me or give me a call,

R1〉

A different case is illustrated in the email message in Figure 3.3, which also contains
two realisations of a similar underlying request. In this case, however, because the two
uttered requests are addressed to different recipients, they are, by definition, distinct.
The first uttered request is modelled in Example (3.33).

6We use the term ‘utterance’ as a size-independent label for a text fragment used to convey a
request or commitment.
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Figure 3.3: An email containing two realisations of the same underlying request, one
declarative and one interrogative, addressed to different recipients.

(3.33) R = 〈Respond, Amy Gambill, Michelle Cash〉
UR = 〈Indirect, following up on this again ... I know you’re busy!, R〉

The request in Example (3.33) is addressed explicitly to Michelle, and while phrased
as a declarative act, is clearly intended to function as a request. Because the literal
meaning does not belie its function as a request, we consider this realisation to be an
indirect speech act. Our own analysis of workplace email confirms previous studies
that have highlighted more frequent use of indirect speech acts in email than in other
media (Hassell and Christensen, 1996).

The second request in Figure 3.3 is represented in Example (3.34). This request
realisation, phrased as an interrogative act, also clearly functions as a request for the
addressee, in this case, Diane, one of the two primary recipients of the message.

(3.34) R = 〈Respond, Amy Gambill, Diane Goode〉
UR = 〈Direct, Diane, any ideas?, R〉

The two required actions represent two distinct instances of the same type of response,
to be completed by two different recipients. The requests in Examples (3.33) and (3.34)
also demonstrate how different utterances in the same message are often addressed to
different audiences, an issue we return to in Section 3.1.4.
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3.1.2.2 Common Request Surface Forms

There are three surface forms that are most commonly used to express requests:

1. Imperative

2. Interrogative

3. Declarative

Of course, in addition to these, there are innumerable forms in which an utterance
may represent an indirect request in some context. In this section, we do not attempt
to produce an exhaustive set of request forms (as noted earlier, this would be impossible
due to the loose coupling between form and function), but rather we aim to describe
and exemplify the major forms used for issuing requests in email text.

Imperative Requests
The imperative form conveys a sender’s intention to influence a recipient’s be-

haviour or actions. Commonly, the imperative form is used to express direct commands
or requests. It can, however, also be used for other speech acts, such as wishing (e.g.,
Have a great weekend!).

For requests, there are at least four common classes of imperative usage:

1. Base Form Verb — where a bare, imperative verb with no subject is used. e.g.,

(3.35) Send it!

2. You + Imperative — where the imperative command is prefixed by you. e.g.,

(3.36) You send it.

3. Let’s + Imperative — where the imperative command is prefixed by Let’s.
e.g.,

(3.37) Let’s send it.

4. Embedded if clause — where an if clause containing the request is embedded
within a sentence. This form may also occur with the word whether. e.g.,

(3.38) See if you can send it.

(3.39) Let’s just see if you can send it.

(3.40) Let me know whether you can send it.

Interrogative Requests
Questions are the most prototypical type of request expressed using the interrog-

ative form. There are two common subtypes of interrogative usage:

1. Modal Interrogative — where the question is phrased with a modal verb. e.g.,
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(3.41) Can you send it?

2. Non-modal Interrogative — where the question is phrased using other ques-
tion words e.g.,

(3.42) What about if you just send it?

Declarative Requests
Although not a canonical form, we also frequently see requests conveyed as declar-

atives, as in Example (3.43) and Example (3.44).

(3.43) Another thing I’d like to know is who else at Enron is listed as an officer of
EPMI.

(3.44) We will require you to fill out a form.

There various imperative and interrogative surface forms are highly indicative of re-
quests. Declarative requests present an additional challenge when working at the sur-
face level, since this form of utterance can also represent many other non-directive
speech acts, such as simple statements about the world (e.g., Popcorn is yellow). The
purpose of surveying these common request forms, and particularly in identifying addi-
tional patterns within the collection of imperative and interrogative forms, is to inform
the statistical machine learning classifiers that we develop in Chapters 4 and 5. We
encode information about many of these surface forms in the feature sets for those
classifiers, based on the cues they provide for recognising requests using both lexical
and syntactic patterns.

3.1.3 Defining Commitments in Email

Consider the following utterance sent in an email from Greta to her colleague Archie:

(3.45) I will send you the latest version of the document by 5pm today.

This utterance places an obligation on Greta to follow through and complete her
promised future action of sending the latest version of the document by the speci-
fied deadline. This utterance is an example of a commitment.

We define a commitment as any utterance that places an obligation for future action
on the email sender or other party. In linguistic terms, such acts are considered to be
commissive speech acts. Searle succinctly defines commitments as “those illocutionary
acts whose point is to commit the speaker (again in varying degrees) to some future
course of action” (Searle, 1976, p11). Austin notes similarly that “the whole point of
a commissive is to commit the speaker to a certain course of action” (Austin, 1962,
p156). One point of variation is that we expand the scope of commitments beyond
that defined by Austin and Searle to include utterances that commit other parties, as
we discuss further in Section 3.1.3.2.

Example commissive acts include:
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Figure 3.4: An email with a reported threat being used to convey humour.

(3.46) promises—e.g., I’ll send you the document today.

(3.47) offers—e.g., Would you like me to send you the document today?

(3.48) threats—e.g., If you don’t help, I’ll send the document to your boss!

In focusing on workplace email communication, we include promises and offers as com-
mitments. Threats are another interesting case, though quite rare in the workplace
email we have analysed. The threats that we do see in our corpus typically do not con-
vey a real obligation that is relevant for workplace task management, and are instead
used as instruments of humour or irony, often in the form of reported speech. An ex-
ample of such usage is shown in Figure 3.4. Threats of this nature function much more
as phatic commitments than true commitments. We discuss the distinction between
threats and promises in Section 3.3.3.3.

3.1.3.1 The Representation of Commitments

In terms of our ontology, we define a commitment as an utterance that places an
obligation from one agent (the committor) on another agent (the committee) to
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perform some future action. In email communication, the committee is frequently, but
not always, the sender. Formally, a commitment (C) is represented as follows:

C = 〈Action, Committor, Committee〉

As with requests, we separately represent each realisation of a commitment act as an
uttered commitment. Each uttered commitment (UC) is realised as either a direct
or an indirect speech act, represented as:

UC = 〈Direct/Indirect, Utterance, Commitment〉

Consider the commitment utterance in Example (3.46) in an email sent from Ronan
to his colleague Finn. In that context, the utterance commits Ronan to sending the
document, and is represented as follows:

(3.49) C = 〈Action=Send Document, Committor=Ronan,
Committee=Ronan〉

UC = 〈Direct, I’ll send you the document today, C〉

A useful, though not conclusive, diagnostic test for identifying a commitment is whether
you might expect to find the future action as an entry in the responsible agent’s task
list or calendar. If it is unclear whose task list should contain the future action, then
the committee for future action is not readily identifiable, and the we do not consider
the utterance in question to be a commitment. There is little value in knowing that
someone was going to perform a task if we do not know whom to follow up with.
Consider the example below, as it occurs in an email from Ronan to Finn:

(3.50) Someone will let you know.

While this utterance is made by Ronan, he is not necessarily the person who will un-
dertake the associated action. The distinction between unattributable commitments,
such as this one, and actual commitments is, however, often not clear cut. In Exam-
ple (3.50), Finn may still hold Ronan accountable as the committor, even if Ronan did
not promise to take the action himself. Alternatively, consider the following utterance,
which is also extracted from an email sent by Ronan to Finn.

(3.51) Lunch will be served

The utterance in Example (3.51) may or may not function as a commitment. Out of
context, it is not clear that Ronan, or any other identifiable agent, is committed to serve
or arrange the serving of lunch. If no agent can be identified for the associated action,
then we would consider this to be an ‘unassigned’ action, and thus not a commitment.
Ultimately, however, the wider context of the message might create a clear obligation
for Ronan as the sender to follow through on the commitment, in which case the
utterance would be considered a commitment, with Ronan identified as the committee
and committor.
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Figure 3.5: An email with an utterance that functions as both a third-party commitment
(for Steve and Mike), and a request (for Steve, as a recipient of the message).

3.1.3.2 Commitments for Non-senders

In contrast to most other work that has considered commitments, including Austin
(1962), Searle (1976) and more recent, email-specific work by Corston-Oliver et al.
(2004), we consider utterances that place an obligation on a person, group of people, or
organisation other than the sender to also be commitments. This definition represents
an expansion of Austin and Searle’s definitions of commitments, which were limited to
commitments placed only upon the speaker/sender. An example of an utterance where
the committee is someone other than the sender is shown in Example (3.52), taken
from an email message sent from Ronan.

(3.52) Michelle will send through the revised document by Friday

This utterance would be represented as:

(3.53) C = 〈Action=Send Document, Committor=Ronan,
Committee=Michelle〉

UC = 〈Direct, Michelle will send through the revised document by Friday, C〉

Observation of the real-world Enron email corpus that we work with shows that com-
mitment utterances such as these that place obligation on a committee other than the
sender are relatively common. Such utterances, which we refer to as third-party
commitments, can be quite nuanced in their intention. They can, for example, si-
multaneously function as a commitment for some recipients and a request for other
recipients. An example of an utterance which demonstrates this duality is shown in
Figure 3.5.

From the perspective of both Drew Fossum and Mike McGown, the utterance high-
lighted in Figure 3.5 and extracted as Example (3.54) is unambiguously a commitment.
From the perspective of Steven Harris, however, the same utterance can function as a
request, as represented in Example (3.55).
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(3.54) C = 〈Follow up with Tom, Committor=Mike McGowan,
Committee=Mike McGowan, Steven Harris〉

UC = 〈Direct, Drew — Steve and I have been discussing our options and we
will follow up with Tom, C〉

(3.55) R = 〈Follow up with Tom, Requestor=Mike McGowan,
Requestee=Steven Harris〉

UR = 〈Indirect, Drew — Steve and I have been discussing our options and
we will follow up with Tom, R〉

The request interpretation in Example (3.55) represents the utterance from the per-
spective of Steven Harris, where Mike McGown’s emailed commitment to Drew Fossum
(... we will follow up with Tom) can function as an indirect request asking or reminding
Steve to follow up with Tom.

3.1.3.3 Common Commitment Surface Forms

Unlike requests, commitments are not realised syntactically in a particular sentence
type or modality. One theory for this lack of a commissive mood, advanced in (Van-
derveken, 1990), is that commitments are simply less important in communication
than, say, requests. Additionally, Vanderveken notes that “speakers usually commit
themselves indirectly by way of, for example, asserting literally that they will do some-
thing or that they intend to do something. In such cases, whenever they do not
keep their commitment, they can always pretend they were only making a predic-
tion” (Vanderveken, 1990, p. 109). The resulting lack of a prototypical syntactic form
makes recognising commitments more difficult than requests. Even without a com-
missive form, however, mail senders can choose to make their commitment explicit by
using a performative utterance with a commissive verb, e.g., I promise to send you
the document, or I agree to send you the document. This combination of indirect and
performative ways of uttering a commitment are considered sufficient for the purposes
of communication.

One of the most common ways that email senders commit themselves to action is
simply by writing a variant of the utterance I will do it. Even such an utterance can,
however, be ambiguous; the sender may be making a commitment, but may also be
simply expressing an intention (meaning I will try to do it), or making an unbinding
prediction (meaning I predict that I will do it). This makes distinguishing a commit-
ment from a prediction or a statement of intention challenging. Usually the context
will make clear what the sender intended, but if there is uncertainty, the sender can
resolve the ambiguity by using a performative verb (e.g., I promise) to mark their
intention explicitly. In the email communication we have analysed, however, the use
of such performatives is quite rare.7 In order for I will to count as a commitment, it
must make sense for the recipient to offer a challenge, such as Do you promise? with
an appropriate response

7Across the 3 million sentences in the Enron corpus, there are less than 350 instances of the phrase
I promise and less than 50 instances of the phrase I predict.
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Figure 3.6: An example email message showing the three classes of email recipients: ‘To’,
‘Cc’, and ‘Bcc’.

3.1.4 Considering the Email Audience

Email is a complex and flexible medium that can be used for both one-to-one and one-
to-many communication. Additionally, the audience for a message can include both
public and private participants in the conversation.

As a starting point, the audience for an email message can be identified from the
header information in an email message. This information captures the set of recipients
that the email sender explicitly identifies as the intended audience for their message.
There are, however, some types of recipient addresses, such as mailing lists, that can
obfuscate the identification of people included in the audience for a message. The email
in Figure 3.6 shows a message which illustrates the three classes of email recipients
that are commonly accepted within email conversations: to, carbon copy (‘Cc’)
and blind carbon copy (‘Bcc’) recipients. Note that only the sender is able to see
the inclusion of any ‘Bcc’ recipients; the message leaves no evidence for other recipients
that a ‘Bcc’ recipient has been included.

In Figure 3.6, the sole ‘To’ recipient is Laura Johnson. The message also has
ten ‘Cc’ recipients, and a single ‘Bcc’ recipient. By design, the ‘To’ field recipients
are the primary audience of the message, ‘Cc’ field recipients are others whom the
sender wishes to publicly inform of the message, and ‘Bcc’ field recipients are those
surreptitiously being informed of the communication. It would be convenient if, for the
purposes of identifying obligation acts, we could assume that actionable content would
be addressed only to ‘To’ recipients. In practice, however, this neat separation of the
different roles of various participants often fails to reflect the actual participant roles.
We frequently see, for example, obligation acts on which a carbon-copied recipient is
required to act.
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Figure 3.7: Different roles within the audience for an email message, adapted from (Clark,
1997, p14).

Figure 3.8: Different roles within the audience for a spoken utterance (Clark, 1997, p14).

Figure 3.7 presents a model for the various audience roles in an email conversa-
tion. This is an adaptation of a model proposed by Clark (1997, p. 14) for spoken
conversation that is shown in Figure 3.8. The primary difference is the inclusion of an
additional class of Undisclosed participants who can be part of the audience in
an email conversation. We justify this modification below.

The primary participants in an email conversation are the sender and recipi-
ents. For any utterance in an email message, there are one or more addressees. An
addressee may be explicitly identified, as in the utterance Finn, please send me your
comments before 4pm today, or may be implicitly associated with an utterance through
the use of an opening message greeting (e.g., Dear Finn and Ronan), or simply from
the list of message recipients identified in the email headers. In an email message,
the set of addressees may vary for different utterances in the same message, in the
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same way that spoken utterances may be directed at different participants in a group
during the course of a conversation. Email messages can also obscure the identity of
the recipients because an email address may be unique to a person or may represent a
mailing list or other group, the membership of which is not always revealed. Where an
email is sent to a list such as managers@enron.com, for example, it can be unclear to
any single recipient exactly who else is being addressed by the content in that message,
even though the address itself is visible.

In addition to the implicit or explicit addressees, there may also be other side
participants. In a canonical email conversation, the side participants would be the
group of carbon copy recipients. In practice, however, the set of side participants for
any particular utterance includes any email recipients, whether to or cc recipients,
who are not being directly addressed by that utterance.

In a departure from Clark’s original model of conversational participation, we in-
troduce an additional class of participant: the undisclosed participant. An undis-
closed participant is someone in the set of blind carbon copy recipients. These recipients
are generally known only to the email sender. Neither the public recipients, nor any
other ‘Bcc’ recipients of the message, are aware that these participants are observing
the conversation. Undisclosed participants differ from Clark’s bystanders in a number
of important ways. Firstly, undisclosed recipients are participants in the conversation,
unlike bystanders, since the sender is aware of their presence, and has chosen to ad-
dress his or her message to them. Also unlike bystanders, undisclosed participants
are not openly present; their presence in the conversation is not public to any of the
participants, other than the sender.

Despite the conversation itself happening in a virtual space, the email users who
are participating are inevitably situated in physical space. There thus exists a similar
opportunity for bystanders, overhearers who are openly present for the sender or
recipient but are not part of the conversation. In an email conversation, bystanders
would primarily be people who are in the same physical space as the email user, such
as colleague in the user’s cubicle or office space, who can see the user’s email displayed
on the screen.

The final category of eavesdroppers includes people who are not participants, but
observe the email conversation without the sender’s or any of the recipients’ awareness.
As a written medium, eavesdroppers to an email conversation (and other varieties of
overhearers noted by Clark) may include IT staff monitoring email communication
within company networks, or law enforcement and intelligence organisations performing
targeted interception of email communication.

For the purposes of interpreting requests and commitments in a message, we focus
on the addressees and side participants, and occasionally on undisclosed participants.
We ignore the possible existence of bystanders and eavesdroppers, as any requests
or commitments in a message are unlikely to be intentionally addressed to such an
audience.
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3.1.5 Adopting a Specific Perspective

As we saw in Examples (3.54) and (3.55), the same utterance can simultaneously con-
vey different speech acts to different audiences. Discerning whom the sender intends to
address with an utterance can be informed by both the audience of a message, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.4, and by the specific addressivity of a message or utterance.
We use the term addressivity to refer to whom a particular utterance, collection of
utterances (e.g., a paragraph), or message is directed towards. In the case of a request,
this also identifies who the agent of the associated action is. Because the interpreta-
tion of a request or a commitment depends on whose perspective is adopted, variations
in addressivity add further complexity to identifying requests and commitments. In
this section, we consider how to identify the intended audience for a message or an
utterance, and how this can affect interpretation of specific utterances.

Terms of address are one way of identifying the intended audience of a message or
utterance. Terms of address frequently occur at the message level, generally in the form
of a message greeting. With or without a message greeting, specific request utterances
can also be addressed to different people or groups, as in Example (3.56).

(3.56) Finn, please don’t forget to send me your thoughts.

When we ask annotators to analyse utterances in an email message, we instruct them
to consider the email text from the point-of-view of a single, specific recipient, drawn
from the set of all identifiable recipients of the message. In our search of the literature
around identifying speech acts in email, we have found that this framing of whose
perspective is adopted when interpreting requests and commitments is not explicitly
discussed. It is, however, important, since whether a particular utterance (or message)
functions as a request or commitment can be different for different recipients. The
example email in Figure 3.9 demonstrates this point. Although both Mark Haedicke
and Jeffrey Keeler are recipients of the message, the content only contains a request
for Jeffrey, not for Mark. Other messages can contain different sets of requests or
commitments for different recipients. We have seen one example of an utterance that
acts as a request for some recipients and commitment for others in Examples (3.54) and
(3.55). Another example is shown in Figure 3.10, where different tasks are explicitly
addressed to different recipients. If we were adopting Mitch Robinson’s point-of-view
as our specific perspective for identifying obligation acts, then we would not identify
the utterance addressed to Richard (Richard, any ideas or comments?), since this does
not represent a request for Mitch; it only functions as a request for Richard.

We also recognise that messages and utterances can legitimately function simulta-
neously as both requests and commitments from the perspective of a single recipient.
For example, the utterance Let me know if I can help with editing the document in an
email from Ronan to Finn should be identified as both a request—‘please respond to
me’—and a commitment—‘I will help to edit the document if you accept my offer’. We
show both these interpretations represented below:
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Figure 3.9: An email illustrating that requests and commitments may differ between
recipients of the same message.

(3.57) R = 〈Action=Respond, Requestor=Ronan, Requestee=Finn〉
UR = 〈Direct, let me know if I can help with editing the document, R〉
C = 〈Action=Edit Document, Committor=Ronan,

Committee=Ronan〉
UC = 〈Indirect, let me know if I can help with editing the document, C〉

The utterance in Example (3.57) is considered an Offer. This duality of interpretation
is particularly common for offers, which by their very nature are often commitments
conditioned on a response, request or acceptance from the recipient. We talk more
about conditional requests and commitments in Section 3.1.7, and focus specifically on
analysing offers in Section 3.3.3.1.

3.1.6 Focusing on New Content from the Current Author

Content in an email message may be new content from the current sender, or may
represent content that comes from previous messages in an ongoing email conversation.
Because email is a written medium, a sender may, for example, forward another sender’s
message to an audience entirely different from its original or intended audience. When
identifying task-related content, such usage can be ambiguous as to whether requests
and commitments in the original (forwarded) message are actually now directed at the
new recipient, intending to make them an active participant in the original conversation,
or whether the current recipients of the forwarded message are simply being added as
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Figure 3.10: An email illustrating that requests and commitments may differ between
recipients of the same message.

side participants, bystanders or eavesdroppers. This adds complexity to the process of
identifying requests and commitments.

An email message usually has several different functional parts, which we call email
zones, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. We instruct our annotators to only identify re-
quests and commitments within the specific zones that contain new content authored
by the current message sender that are directed at the identified recipient of the mes-
sage. We do not seek to identify any requests or commitments which appear in text
that is directed at another agent, or in the content quoted from earlier messages, or
in other email zones that do not contain content authored by the current sender, such
as email signatures, automatically inserted advertising or legal disclaimers. We aim
to use such material only to interpret or clarify the intent of new content in an email
message. In practice, in our annotation experiments, annotators exercised their own
judgement, and occasionally marked requests or commitments in forwarded content
where they interpreted such content as conveying an obligation for the specified email
recipient, despite the content being authored by a third-party.

We discuss how we identify these different email zones within a message during
automatic request and commitment classification in Section 4.4.

3.1.7 Dealing with Conditional Requests and Commitments

Consider the following request from Tim Belden to a group of recipients from the
perspective of one of the recipients, Robert Badeer:

(3.58) R = 〈Action=Contact Debra, Requestor=Tim Belden,
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Figure 3.11: Different email zones in an email message.

Requestee=Robert Badeer〉
UR = 〈Direct, please let Debra know if you have a scheduling conflict and
cannot attend, R〉

This request demonstrates an obligation to respond that is only created for Robert
Badeer, as a recipient of the message, if the initial condition (having a scheduling
conflict) holds true. We call such requests conditional requests. Conditional
requests are very common in the workplace email communication we have examined.
The conditionality can involve stated or implied actions, as well as specific states or
other criteria that are required to occur or be satisfied before the obligation for a
recipient in a request is triggered. The stated condition is often included in the same
utterance as the request, but may instead be elsewhere in the email message, such as
in the subject line, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: An example of a message with conditionality defined in the subject line
which has scope over the entire message, including the request in the second sentence.

To adequately capture conditional requests, we add an additional conditional
attribute to our ontological representation. In doing so, it is important to note that
the conditionality of a request or commitment is a property of the underlying act
itself, rather than of a specific realisation of the act. For this reason, we capture
conditionality in the representation of the request or commitment. Below we augment
the representation of Example (3.58) to capture the conditionality:

(3.59) R = 〈Action=Contact Debra, Requestor=Tim Belden,
Requestee=Robert Badeer,
Condition=Scheduling Conflict/Cannot Attend 〉

Another example of a conditional request is shown in the email in Figure 3.13. This
message has two separate conditional requests from Kimberly highlighted, both of
which are extracted below:

(3.60) UR = 〈Direct, if so, please let Perry know that you are the marketing
contact, R 〉
R = 〈 Action=Contact Perry, Requestor=Kimberly Watson,

Requestee=Michelle Lokay,
Condition=Have time to handle 〉

(3.61) UR = 〈Direct, if not, please let me know so that I can pass it on to
someone else, R 〉
R = 〈 Action=Contact Kimberly, Requestor=Kimberly Watson,

Requestee=Michelle Lokay,
Condition=No time to handle 〉

Given that the conditions applied to these two requests are mutually exclusive—either
Michelle has the time to handle the request, or she does not—only one of the two
requests will be actionable for Michelle.
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Figure 3.13: An email containing two mutually-exclusive conditional requests.

Commitments may similarly be conditional, and we refer to such utterances as con-
ditional commitments. An example of a conditional commitment is the utterance
below extracted from an email sent from Mara Bronstein to Kim Ward:

(3.62) C = 〈 Action=Print Document, Committor=Mara Bronstein,
Committee=Mara Bronstein,
Condition=Ask Mara to print 〉

UC = 〈Direct, if you would rather me just print this out for you, I will, C 〉

In Example (3.62), Mara is only committed to the future action of printing the docu-
ment if Kim, the recipient, requests her to complete the action. This particular exam-
ple is an offer, a common form of conditional commitment that we discuss further in
Section 3.3.3.1.

Conditional commitments are frequently realised as offers, although they can be
conveyed by a range of conditional commissive acts, including:

(3.63) Offer: I’ll finish it for you if you don’t finish that work today.
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(3.64) Threat: I’ll fire you if you don’t finish that work today.8

(3.65) Conditional Promise: If you finish the document early, I promise you can go
home early.

(3.66) Conditional Invitation: If you have not already done so, please visit our
Finance Centre for more information.

Utterances may also simultaneously convey both a conditional commitment and a
request. Both our own observation of annotated data, and previous linguistic work
(Hancher, 1979), suggest that conditional commitments frequently join a request and a
commitment together. Example (3.67) shows such an utterance, drawn from an email
sent from Rick Buy to Dave Thomas that conveys both a conditional commitment and
a conditional request.

(3.67) C = 〈 Action=Put in touch with Risk Assessment representative,
Committor=Rick Buy, Committee=Cassandra Schultz,
Condition=Question asked 〉

UC = 〈Direct, if you have any questions, please contact Cassandra Schultz
who will put you in touch with the appropriate Risk Assessment
& Control representative, C 〉

R = 〈 Action=Contact Cassandra Schultz, Requestor=Rick Buy,
Requestee=Dave Thomas,
Condition=Have question 〉

UR = 〈Direct, if you have any questions, please contact Cassandra Schultz
who will put you in touch with the appropriate Risk Assessment
& Control representative, R 〉

As we discuss in Section 3.2, our experiments in asking people to identify requests and
commitments in real-world email messages suggest that there is some contention about
whether utterances such as Example (3.67) contain only a request for the recipient,
or whether they also convey a commitment from the speaker to follow through with
the stated action if the recipient accepts or acts on their offer. In the specific case
of Example (3.67), the explicit nature of the commitment suggests that this utterance
conveys both a conditional request (please contact Cassandra if you have any questions)
and an offer (Cassandra will put you in touch with the appropriate people if you contact
her).

In definitional terms, both conditional requests and conditional commitments are
valid forms of obligation acts, given our goal of identifying all requests and commit-
ments present in an email message that are implicitly or explicitly addressed to the
specified recipient.

8As we discuss in Section 3.3.3.3, we do not consider threats to be commitments for our work in
this thesis.
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Figure 3.14: An email message with numerous request utterances. The set of obligation
utterances that should be identified depends on the end application.

3.1.8 Considering the Purpose and Relevance

As a final consideration in our definitions, we take account of the purpose of identi-
fying and extracting requests and commitments, in the sense of considering the end
application or intended use of the identified requests and commitments. Intended use
is a particularly important consideration, since different sets of uttered requests and
commitments from the same email message would be considered relevant for different
end uses and purposes.

When a user is reading an email message with access to the entire message content,
for example, the uttered requests and uttered commitments that users would like to
have highlighted are likely to differ from those that should be extracted and aggregated
into a separate task list or task dashboard, where the requests and commitments will be
read and interpreted in isolation from their original message content and context. The
set of tasks to include in an action-based summary of a message or thread, displayed
in the inbox alongside existing message metadata (such as sender, date, subject and so
on), would be different again.

As a simple example, consider a request for inaction, such as:

(3.68) Please do not distribute the attached draft document.

It might well be relevant to highlight the uttered request in Example (3.68) within
the message body to help focus the attention of a user browsing the complete message
content to the actionable content and obligations. In a different context, however,
where we are identifying requests to extract to a user’s task list, this same request
would not be relevant to identify. We discuss requests and commitments for inaction
in more detail in Section 3.3.6.
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The issue is broader than requests for inaction. Consider the email in Figure 3.14.
If our goal is to highlight requests and commitment in situ, then it might be relevant
to identify all the following uttered requests and commitments:

(3.69) Dianne Sieb in our office told me to ask if you could send me an updated list of
all the Executed Master Agreements.

(3.70) I need an up to date version.

(3.71) Can you help me?

(3.72) Please let me know.

If, however, our goal is to extract obligations to a standalone task list, we would
focus on extracting or synthesising a single representative task entry for each distinct,
underlying request and commitment. We would not create a separate task entry for
each uttered request or commitment, since they frequently restate the same underlying
obligation. In Figure 3.14, for example, we might add a single request to the user’s
task list, which captured the underlying request to provide Stacey with an updated list
of all the Executed Master Agreements. The exact wording of the extracted task could
be that of a representative uttered request, or might involving combining, expanding or
re-writing a series of related uttered requests or commitments to capture the required
context so that the task can make sense separate from the message context from which
it was drawn. In this case, for example, we might re-write the extracted request to
something like Send Stacey an updated list of all the Executed Master Agreements.

When manually or automatically identifying obligation acts, we aim to identify
all requests and commitments that would be useful to highlight for a recipient while
they are reading an email message. We thus attempt to identify all realisations of
every request and commitment. We consider the task of selecting from these identified
utterances for specific applications as a separate and subsequent task that can be
tackled with approaches such as ranking or filtering of the obligation act result set for
each message. We do not address this ranking or filtering task in this thesis; instead
we leave this challenge to future work.

3.1.9 A Summary of the Scope of Requests and Commitments

In this section, we have specified definitions for identifying both requests and com-
mitments in workplace email. Requests are utterances that place an obligation for
current of future action on one or more email recipients. Commitments are utterances
which place an obligation for current or future action on the email sender, or some
other party. We have outlined the possible participants in an email conversation, and
discussed the importance of adopting a specific perspective and purpose, as well as
the need to consider the functional structure of the message, to ensure only relevant
requests and commitments are identified. To support a deeper analysis of these obliga-
tion acts in Section 3.3, we have also presented a formal representation that captures
the agents and communicators of each act, along with detail about any conditions that
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must be met for the obligation to hold, and detail of the specific utterance that was
used to realise the act.

3.2 Creating Annotated Email Corpora

The definitions and analysis that we presented in Section 3.1 draw on both theoretical
work in Speech Act Theory, and on empirical observations of real-world request and
commitment use in workplace email. To facilitate this empirical understanding of how
people use requests and commitments, we have gathered independent human interpre-
tations of obligation acts within messages drawn from the Enron email corpus. The
resulting annotated datasets provide the empirical basis on which we have built our
definitions and our understanding of requests and commitments. The analysis of this
data has allowed us to better understand how people make requests and commitments
in real-world email communication, and has clearly demonstrated that requests and
commitments are more complicated than a purely theoretical treatment might lead
one to believe.

In this section, we describe both the Enron email corpus that provides our source
of real-world email messages, and the annotation experiments that we have undertaken
to enrich data from the Enron corpus with pragmatic interpretations and annotations.
We present an overview of our annotation experiments, the task guidelines we provided
to our human annotators, the resulting inter-annotator agreements between our anno-
tators, and some analysis of the major sources of disagreement for each experiment. We
then analyse and reconcile common cases of subtle ambiguity and complexity as spe-
cific functional features of obligation acts in Section 3.3. More detail on the guidelines
and experiments is included in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.

3.2.1 The Enron Email Corpus

In the early 2000s, a large corpus of real-world email messages was subpoenaed from
Enron Corporation and placed on the public record during a US Federal Energy Reg-
ulatory Commission (FERC) investigation (Klimt and Yang, 2004). Thanks to the
work by several academics, an electronic version of this corpus was made available to
researchers and has since become a widely used data source for email research. There
are several different versions and formats of the corpus available. The raw data of
the Enron corpus consists of over 500,000 email messages from the email accounts of
approximately 150 senior managers at Enron over approximately an 18 month period.

We employ the database dump of the corpus curated and released by Andrew Fiore
and Jeff Heer.9 This version of the corpus has been processed in an attempt to remove
duplicate email messages and to normalise sender and recipient names, resulting in a
collection containing just over 250,000 email messages. The content of these messages
contains almost 12 million lines of text and more than 3 million sentences.10 Within this

9This corpus is available from http://bailando.sims.berkeley.edu/enron/enron.sql.gz.
10These metrics are derived using our own line and sentence-splitting tools over the Fiore and Heer

version of the Enron corpus.

http://bailando.sims.berkeley.edu/enron/enron.sql.gz
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collection, there are more than 20,000 distinct senders, and more than 78,000 different
email recipients. This version of the corpus does not include attached documents,
which creates some additional ambiguity for classes of requests that involved acting on
content in an attached document, but is otherwise inconsequential, given our focus on
the language in the actual email messages, rather than in business documents more
generally. In all our annotation experiments, we annotate text from the message body
and subject line content of emails extracted from this corpus.

Each of the annotation tasks we describe in this chapter was undertaken using real-
world email messages that are sampled from Fiore and Heer’s version of the Enron
Email Corpus.

3.2.2 A Summary of Our Email Annotation Experiments

We conducted a series of seven separate annotation tasks in which independent human
annotators explicitly identified requests and commitments in email messages, drawn
from the Enron dataset, at different levels of granularity:

• Message level: applying annotation judgements to an entire email message;

• Sentence level: applying annotation judgements to each sentence from the content
of an email message; and

• Span level: identifying relevant spans of text of variable length from an email
message, and applying annotation judgements to these spans.

In aggregate, across these experiments we gathered two or more independent sets of
annotation for more than 2750 distinct email messages. This collection of annotated
data facilitates our analysis of real-world requests and commitments in this chapter.
The inter-annotator agreement levels that we present in the next section demonstrate
that there are areas of disagreement which belie the underlying complexity in the way
requests and commitments are realised and used in workplace email communication.
The specific instances of disagreement provide data to support our analysis of the
complex functional phenomena that we present in Section 3.3.

Overall, however, despite the observed complexity, our annotation experiments
demonstrate levels of agreement that are sufficient for the generated labelled data
to be used to train and evaluate the automated request and commitment classifiers
that we present in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Below we briefly present our series of annotation experiments, along with a synopsis
of issues discovered along the way, and changes we made to our annotation guidelines
in response. Further details of each annotation experiment is included in Appendix B.

3.2.3 Our Fixed Unit Annotation Tasks

Table 3.1 shows a high-level summary of inter-annotator agreement scores from the
first five of our manual annotation experiments, which were all fixed unit annotation
tasks, focused on identifying of requests and commitments at the message and sentence
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3-way κ

Experiment Annotators Msgs Sentences Request Commit

Sentence 1 3 54 310 0.78 0.54
Sentence 2 3 350 750 0.80 0.74
Message 1 3 100 – 0.84 0.78
Message 2 5 209 – 0.79 0.80 12

Message 3 3 664 – 0.85 0.86

Table 3.1: Three-way κ agreement from fixed-unit email annotation experiments.

levels. Details of how messages were selected for each experiment, and the annotation
guidelines that were provided to annotators, are described in detail in Appendix B. In
each case, messages and sentences were independently marked by between three and
five different people. Agreements are reported as three-way Cohen’s κ scores, which
represent pair-wise κ scores averaged across each pair of annotators. These agreements
refer to binary agreement about whether a specific sentence or message contains one
or more requests or commitments. The first two experiments required annotators to
identify requests and commitments at the sentence level,11 while the third and fourth
experiments involved annotations at the message level. In both cases, the unit of
annotation was fixed as either a single sentence or the entire message, so the annotator
agreement reported refers to the labels applied to these fixed units of text.

Our first annotation experiment (Sentence 1 in Table 3.1) is described in detail in
Section B.1. We used the annotation guidelines included in Section B.1.4, and had
annotators mark real-world email messages using a web-based annotation tool shown
in Figure 3.15. This annotation tool required annotators to provide two judgements
for each sentence in each annotated message:

1. Are there any requests, and if so, what strength of obligation does it represent?

2. Are there any commitments, and if so, what strength of obligation does it repre-
sent?

This first annotation experiment was the only time that we asked annotators to indi-
cate the strength of obligation for requests and commitments, as one of weak, medium
or strong for each obligation act that was marked. The definitions for each of these
levels of strength are included in Section B.1.4. Identifying the strength of an obli-
gation act turned out to be a highly subjective task, and one that was impossible to

11We use the SentParBreak sentence and paragraph segmenter (Piao, Wilson, and McEnery, 2002),
augmented with our own email specific preprocessing, in order to identify sentences to annotate in
our sentence annotation tasks.

12These results represent the best three-way agreement across our five annotators.
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Figure 3.15: The web-based annotation tool we developed and used in the first sentence-
level annotation task.

do systematically without having better access to the context around each message.
For these reasons, our remaining annotation tasks focus only on the identification of
obligation acts, without asking annotators to rank their strength.

In addition to marking requests and commitments, we asked each annotator to indi-
cate whether there were any processing errors, such as incorrect sentence segmentation
or invalid character encodings. This was done to provide us with some quantitative
feedback on the error rates of our sentence segmentation, message filtering and data
extraction processes and tools.

From the annotations of our three independent annotators who took part in this
initial experiment, we drew the following tentative conclusions about human agreement
in identifying requests and commitments in email:

1. There is good agreement (κ = 0.78) about which sentences embody a request.

2. There is some tentative agreement (κ = 0.60) about the strength of requests.

3. There is poorer agreement about which sentences embody a commitment (κ =
0.54) and poor agreement about the strength of those commitments (κ = 0.37).

A systematic source of disagreement between annotators concerned whether to clas-
sify a sentence that embodies an offer as a commitment. An example from this pilot
annotation task is shown in Example (3.73).
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(3.73) If you have any questions, please contact Cassandra Schultz who will put you
in touch with the appropriate Risk Assessment & Control representative

Our annotators disagreed as to whether the utterance in Example (3.73) commits
Cassandra Schultz to some future action. Some annotators classified this sentence as
containing only a request for the recipient, while others judged that it contained both
a request for the recipient and a commitment for Cassandra, who implicitly promises
to make good on their offer if the recipient accepts or acts on it. Almost 40% of
disagreements from this initial experiment stemmed from similar disagreements as to
whether offers are considered to represent commitments.

Another common source of disagreement stemmed from interpretations of implicit
requests. In our pilot annotation corpus, these occur frequently as statements about
meetings. Consider, for example, the sentence:

(3.74) Ken wants to have a meeting this afternoon in regard to California from a PR
standpoint.

Our annotators disagreed as to whether the sentence in Example (3.74) represents a
request to attend a meeting. In the original email this sentence is followed by this
explicitly directive sentence:

(3.75) Please let me know if you will be able to attend

Example (3.75) is clearly a request, but its presence creates some confusion over the
interpretation of Example (3.74). In the absence of Example (3.75), the sentence in
Example (3.74) should, we would argue, be interpreted as an indirect request for the
recipient. When followed by Example (3.75), however, this interpretation as an indirect
request is now redundant, given the explicit restating of the request that follows. For
our pilot annotation task, we originally directed annotators to annotate each sentence
“in the context of the entire email message”, which created some confusion around
whether the first sentence should not be annotated as a request. It became clear to us
that our annotation guidelines needed to provide more specific guidance to annotators
about how to interpret such situations. From this stemmed the guidance we discussed in
Section 3.1.8, around marking all uttered requests and commitments. In this example,
it would mean that annotators should identify both Example (3.74) and Example (3.75)
as requests.

Another issue noted by some of our annotators was that differences in the rela-
tionship between the sender and the specified recipient (specifically, differences in the
‘importance’ of the sender) would affect the strength they associated with requests or
commitments. A specific example on which annotators commented is:

(3.76) You might like to organise the paper from a broad overview of the electrical
market in the west (including basic descriptions, timelines, fundamentals etc.)
down to a specific description of what you did at Enron
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Two annotators commented that their interpretation of the strength of any request
would be different depending on the organisational relationship between sender and
receiver. If this represented, for example, a manager assigning a task to a direct
report, then the sentence would be interpreted to have a different strength than if it
were a request from a peer.

For practical reasons in regards to access to appropriate data, none of our anno-
tation tasks included any information about the relationships between senders and
recipients. We do, however, return to this issue in our discussion of in-context annota-
tion in Section 6.3.2.

Analysis of disagreements from our first experiment led us to include greater detail
and guidance for classifying what we began to think of as edge cases. Our revised
guidelines for the second annotation task, which are included in Section B.2.1, specified
that both requests and commitments should be explicitly classified as conditional or
unconditional, to emphasise the inclusion of conditional requests and commitments. We
also asked annotators to mark requests and commitments as either implicit or explicit,
aiming to encourage more careful consideration of implicit speech acts. These two
changes were made to address the major classes of disagreement in our first annotation
task. We consider that our first annotation task results demonstrate that annotators
require guidance about how to classify conditional requests and commitments to achieve
even moderate inter-annotator agreement. Others have since replicated this finding
(Scerri et al., 2008).

The second annotation task (Sentence 2 in Table 3.1) is described in Section B.2,
and was performed using a modified version of the same web-based annotation tool.
The modifications to the tool were in the categories with which each sentence was
marked, as shown in Figure 3.16. Rather than choosing the relative strength of each
request and commitment marked, annotators were required to identify both the condi-
tionality (conditional or unconditional) and explicitness (implicit or explicit)
of each request and commitment marked. Conditionality is as discussed in Section 3.1.7.
Explicit or direct requests were defined as those that state the request explicitly, ei-
ther in imperative or interrogative form, while implicit or indirect requests do not.
Similarly, explicit or direct commitments state the promise for future action explicitly.
Implicit or indirect commitments do not state the promise to complete future action.
We elaborate on these definitions in Section B.2.1.

Another significant difference was that we did not allow all sentences from each
email message to be annotated. Given the low density of requests and commitments
observed on our first annotation task, the intention was to increase the number of
positive requests and commitments identified per unit of annotation. Although all
author text content was shown to provide context for interpretation to each annotator,
only a subset of sentences were selected to be annotated. Sentences were selected for
annotation based on cue phrases correlated with requests and commitments. These
cue phrases were derived from the data annotated in our first annotation experiment.
In total, annotators marked 750 sentences drawn from 350 email messages which were
themselves randomly sampled from the Enron corpus.

While acknowledging that the results are not directly comparable, our inter-annotator
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Figure 3.16: Our web-based annotation tool used in our sentence-level annotation tasks.

agreement scores increased for both requests and commitments compared with our first
experiment, particularly for commitments. The improved agreement seemed to benefit
from the better guidance about how to annotate conditional commitments (and to a
lesser degree, requests).

Binary three-way κ agreement scores for requests increased from 0.78 to 0.80, and
for commitments from 0.54 to 0.74. At the fine-grained level, requiring consensus on
conditionality and explicitness, three-way request agreement remained the same as fine-
grained agreement for strength in our first annotation experiment at 0.60, while fine-
grained commitment agreement increased significantly from 0.37 to 0.70. Of course,
for the fine-grained κ scores, we are not comparing like with like, since the original
scores are based on agreements about strength, and the current scores on agreement
about explicitness and conditionality.

The biggest improvements are in the agreement for identifying commitments, both
at the binary level (Does this sentence contain any type of commitment? ) and at
the finer-grained level (Does this sentence contain a conditional/unconditional im-
plicit/explicit commitment? ).
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3-way Binary κ Fine-grained κ
All Non-Error All Non-Error

Request 0.80 0.84 0.60 0.62
Commitment 0.74 0.76 0.70 0.72

Table 3.2: Three-way κ agreements for classifying requests and commitments in the
second annotation experiment, contrasting results where sentences marked with errors are
included and excluded.

In our second annotation task, many cases of disagreement stemmed from the way
annotators marked quoted text and forwarded material in email messages. Annotator
B generally marked requests and commitments in quoted and forwarded text as if they
were written for the specified recipient. Annotator C generally did not mark requests
or commitments in these text sections, and Annotator A varied across different cases.

We attempted to remove forwarded and quoted reply content from messages be-
fore they were presented to annotators. Where such text remained, annotators were
instructed to indicate failed pre-processing using an appropriate error category (e.g.,
Forwarded Content). Given the significant disagreement observed in interpreting obli-
gation acts in forwarded and quoted content, we calculated agreement scores after
excluding all text marked by at least one annotator with an error. Table 3.2 shows
fine-grained and binary three-way κ agreement scores after sentences marked with an
error have been removed. These results, which are better for binary and fine-grained
agreement across both requests and commitments, suggest that agreement on sentences
of interest is actually higher than our original results suggest. A non-trivial fraction of
disagreements are related to processing errors in our pre-annotation pipeline that at-
tempts to remove non-author text and segment email text into sentences. These errors
are at least partially attributable to our annotation process, rather than necessarily
being genuine disagreements about interpreting requests and commitments.

Our third, fourth and fifth annotation tasks (Message 1, Message 2 and Message
3 in Table 3.1) continued from the approach in our first two annotation tasks, with
email annotated at the message level. The Message 1 annotation task recorded three-
way agreement of κ = 0.84 for requests and κ = 0.78 for commitments. The second
message experiment (Message 2 in Table 3.1) introduced two non-expert annotators,
and saw maximum three-way agreement of κ = 0.79 for requests and κ = 0.80 for
commitments. Five-way agreement, however, was markedly lower, with κ = 0.66 for
both requests and commitments. Much of this disagreement stemmed from confusion
between phatic and obligation acts, leading us to more carefully define the distinction
in the third message-level experiment (Message 3 in Table 3.1). This saw three-way
agreement lift back to κ = 0.85 for requests and κ = 0.86 for commitments. The
annotated data from our Message 3 experiment was then used as training data to
build our message-level classifiers that we present in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.17: The web-based annotation tool we developed and used in our span annota-
tion tasks.

3.2.4 Our Free Text Span Annotation Tasks

As requests and commitments are not realised with fixed units of text, we also com-
pleted two free text annotation tasks that required annotators to both identify the
extent of text they wished to annotate, and then choose the appropriate label. We re-
fer to these tasks as span annotation tasks. They avoid problems with segmenting
email messages, which frequently contain sentence fragments and other non-sentential
text, into sentences, by allowing annotators to mark text spans that do not necessarily
correlate with paragraph or sentence boundaries.

Both our span annotation tasks were performed using another custom-built anno-
tation tool, shown in Figure 3.17. This tool allows annotators to mark textual units
of any size, from a single character up to the entire content of an email message, and
then to label the span as a request, a commitment, a phatic obligation act, or combi-
nations of these. As shown in Figure 3.17, an annotator first highlights a span of text
in the message body or subject, and then selects a label from the closed set of available
annotations.

Two independent annotators used our span annotation tool to mark all request and
commitment spans in a collection of 1000 business email messages, drawn from the
Enron email corpus. The annotation guidelines which they were given are provided
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2-way F-score

Experiment Annotators Msgs Spans Marked Request Commit

Span 1 3 50 221 0.91 0.86
Span 2 2 1000 3397 0.86 0.72

Table 3.3: F-score agreement from manual free text span email annotation experiments.

in Appendix A.1. The annotated spans were used to create gold-standard training
and evaluation corpora for both our paragraph-level and sentence-level request and
commitment classifiers. We describe how this is done, including how we deal with
annotation disagreements, later in this section.

The resulting annotated corpus contains 3397 labelled spans of text. The longest
annotated span was 2198 characters long (379 words across 23 sentences), containing
a sequence of instructions to follow in the event of receiving a package suspected of
containing Anthrax, marked as a request; the shortest agreed span was one word of
7 characters, consisting of the utterance cancel?, in response to an interview request
email, which was marked as a request by both annotators.

Because annotators must both identify the appropriate span of text, and then apply
a label to the span, calculating inter-annotator agreement involves two distinct aspects
of agreement that must each be measured. We use F-score to measure inter-annotator
agreement, following the standard approach used in named entity recognition (NER)
research, which also deals with marking and labelling free spans of text (Hachey, Alex,
and Becker, 2005). This is in contrast, to our message- and sentence-level annotation
tasks where the units of annotation were fixed. Once we have identified text spans
that are considered the same, we then measure agreement using a pairwise F-score
metric. With no obvious gold standard available, we again follow the standard approach
used in NER research by treating the annotations of one annotator as the ‘correct’
annotations, and measuring agreement from the second annotator against those of
our first annotator. Note that it does not matter which annotator’s annotations we
choose to be the ‘gold standard’, since reversing the choice simply reverses our values
for precision and recall, which results in the same overall F-score. Where more than
two annotators are involved, as in our Span 1 experiment, we calculate each pairwise
F-score, and then average the results.

As noted above, to calculate agreement, we need to first establish when two anno-
tators are marking the ‘same’ span of text, and then to establish agreement in labelling
those agreed spans. A reasonable question is how we measure text spans and labels
which are the ‘same’. The näıve answer to both these questions is to consider only
exact matches as agreement, but, as we discuss in Section 5.1, this approach is overly
restrictive and does not match human intuitions about agreement. To measure whether
two spans of text are the same, we use a window of overlapping words with a threshold
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of overlapping words to decide when two spans are equivalent. To measure whether
two labels are the same, we consider agreement only for the obligation act of interest.
This means, for example, that if we are looking for agreed requests, and annotator
A has marked a span with a request, and annotator B with a request and a commit-
ment, then we would consider the span to have an agreed request label. We provide
more detail on how these metrics are calculated in Section 5.1 where we present our
work on automated, fine-grained request and commitment classification, for which the
annotated corpus generated in the Span 2 experiment forms our training dataset.

Our inter-annotator agreement F-scores for our two span annotation experiments
are shown in Table 3.3.

3.3 Functional Features of Requests and Commit-

ments

As can be readily discerned from the annotation experiments and annotation agree-
ment described in Section 3.2, one of the key findings from our empirical examination
of requests and commitments is that the utterances which convey these actionable in-
tentions are frequently open to differing interpretation. While this should come as no
surprise to anyone familiar with linguistic work in the field of pragmatics, it stands
in stark contrast to the simplicity assumed by almost all previous work that we have
surveyed which attempts to automate the detection of task-related speech acts.

In this section, we provide detailed examples and guidance for a range of features
and phenomena in request and commitment utterances that we uncovered during our
empirical analysis. The phenomena that we cover are:

• Phatic obligation acts that look like obligation acts, but do not convey signif-
icant obligation and are primarily intended to make an email message appear
professional, polite, or to conform with social norms. We cover phatic acts in
Section 3.3.1.

• Obligation acts that require ongoing action. These acts have different charac-
teristics than acts that request one-time action. Ongoing actions, for example,
often cannot meaningfully be added to a task list and completed. We discuss the
distinction between these types of obligation acts in Section 3.3.2.

• Conversations where the creation and activation of the obligation is separated
over different messages. Examples include offers, invitations and threats, where
the obligation is created by these acts, but triggered by action or response from
the recipient at some later stage. We discuss these acts in Section 3.3.3.

• Transitive obligation acts that are uttered by a third party and conveyed by
an email sender. Reported requests and commitments and forwarded obligation
acts are common examples that we discuss when we examine this phenomenon
in Section 3.3.4.
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• Processes and instructions that can create ambiguity around whether their con-
tent is actionable or to be filed for later use. We discuss these types of utterances
in Section 3.3.5.

• Obligations for inaction require recipients not to act. Such obligation acts do
not fit neatly into a user’s task list, and can cause confusion for annotators. We
discuss these acts in Section 3.3.6.

• Obligation acts that are frequently supported by additional utterances providing
rhetorical support, such as justification or elaboration for a request or a com-
mitment. In Section 3.3.7, we discuss how to deal with supporting text when
identifying requests and commitment.

• The genre and functional layout of content in an email message. These can
have a significant effect on how specific parts of its content are interpreted from
the perspective of identifying requests and commitments. We discuss these in
Section 3.3.8.

• Email messages that have documents and other media attached to them. Should
requests that make reference to reading, saving or otherwise acting on these
attached documents be marked as obligation acts? We consider these issues in
Section 3.3.9.

Together, these phenomena blur the boundaries between utterances that represent obli-
gation acts and those that do not, and reveal the complexity that underlies obligation
acts in real-world usage. An important implication of the phenomena and features
identified in this section is that they should be explicitly considered before one at-
tempts to either manually or automatically identify requests or commitments in email
text.

3.3.1 Phatic Obligation Acts

Utterances in the style of Let me know if you have any questions are very common in
workplace email. In some cases, these utterances actually carry the illocutionary force
of a request for the recipient to act and a commitment for the author to then respond.
In many cases, however, their presence appears intended to make the message appear
professional, polite or to conform with social norms. In such cases these utterances are
a form of phatic communication (Malinowski, 1923).

Phatic language has meaning decoupled from its literal meaning, and in this way
presents as a phenomenon with much in common with indirect speech acts. The pur-
pose of phatic language is often to indicate professionalism, friendliness or politeness
(Laver, 1981). When a sender asks How are you? in an email message, they are often
asking this phatically, as an extended form of greeting rather than as an interroga-
tive request for information. The sender often expects no response to that specific
utterance.

In the context of identifying requests and commitments, if an utterance resembles a
request or a commitment, either through its surface form or by convention, but does not
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Figure 3.18: An email containing a unanimously agreed phatic request, as highlighted.

convey any significant obligation, then we label the utterance as a phatic request
or a phatic commitment.13 Corston-Oliver et al. (2004) observed similar utterances
in their own corpus of workplace email, labelling them formulaic endings. Such
utterances can, however, appear anywhere in an email message; we therefore prefer the
more general phatic obligation act label.

An example phatic request is highlighted in Figure 3.18. In this message, the
utterance inquiries please call the Hour Ahead Desk was considered to be a phatic
request by all our annotators. Despite resembling a request, its form is very formulaic,
with identical utterances appearing in multiple email messages. More importantly, the
utterance does not appear to actually place any obligation on the recipient to act; while
clearly open to the possibility of the recipient replying, it is unlikely that the sender of
the message actually expects a reply.

For completeness, Fig 3.19 shows a phatic commitment. While the highlighted ut-
terance i’ll send you another nasty email next month shares the form of a commitment,
it is clearly meant as a joke, and thus carries no actual commissive intent.

Like Corston-Oliver et al. (2004), we believe that distinguishing between phatic
obligation acts and actual obligation acts requires consideration of the context of the
entire message. In our annotation experiments, annotators were instructed to exercise
their own judgement to distinguish when utterances such as the following function as
phatic utterances, and when they are expected to elicit action or response from the

13In earlier work (e.g., (Lampert, Dale, and Paris, 2008a; Lampert, Dale, and Paris, 2010)), we
referred to this class of utterances as Pleasantries. We found the term Pleasantry caused confu-
sion for some annotators, given its association with non-directive utterances such as Thanks for your
message. We avoid this confusion by using the terms phatic request and phatic commitment in
its place.
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Figure 3.19: An email containing a unanimously agreed phatic commitment.

recipient or sender:

(3.77) Let me know if you have any questions

Based on this approach, we found that considerable disagreement between our an-
notators stemmed from confusion between phatic requests and actual requests. We
experimented with creating separate categories for phatic requests and phatic com-
mitments to help focus annotators on distinguishing obligation acts from phatic acts,
and to help us quantify the disagreement that arises from this phenomenon. In our
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Figure 3.20: An email containing a more ambiguous utterance that may be a phatic
request: Call with questions or comments.

Span 2 experiment, disagreements between phatic and actual obligation acts impact
our overall F-score by approximately 1.5 points.

Even with explicit guidance to consider the entire context of a message in interpret-
ing utterances, there remain cases of unresolved disagreement between our annotators
around the interpretation of specific utterances. An example is the following utterance
from the email in Figure 3.20:

(3.78) Call with questions or comments

The directness of this utterance led to differing interpretations by our annotators of
whether it represents a genuine request that is attempting to elicit a response.

Taking all the above into account, our guidance for interpreting with phatic obli-
gation acts is that:

Phatic acts are not obligation acts.
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Figure 3.21: An example of an ongoing request for inaction in email.

3.3.2 Ongoing Action and One-time Action

In previous work analysing speech acts in email, request acts have sometimes been
defined as utterances that require a recipient to add an action to their task list (e.g.,
(Corston-Oliver et al., 2004; Faulring et al., 2010)). Such a definition, however, covers
only certain classes of requests. Figure 3.21 shows a humorous example of a request
that cannot be simply added to a task list and completed.

Importantly, there are a wide range of requests that do not satisfy an informal
‘to-do list test’. Consider, for example, the following request:

(3.79) Make sure you always send a copy to Wendy too.

The request in Example (3.79) requests ongoing action, in contrast with requests that
require a one-time action. A one-time action can be identified and undertaken, after
which the original request is considered to have been satisfied; an ongoing action,
however, requires continual action, and often has a less definite sense of completion.

A one-time version of the request from Example (3.79) is shown in Example (3.80).
This form of the request, while differing only by one word, is completable, while the
request in Example (3.79) is something that carries an ongoing obligation.

(3.80) Make sure you send a copy to Wendy too.

In this section, we focus on the distinction between obligation acts that impose an obli-
gation for ongoing action or inaction, which we call ongoing requests or ongoing
commitments (e.g., a request for behavioural change), and requests or commitments
that impose an obligation for once-off action that we call one-time requests or
one-time commitments. Ongoing obligation acts may or may not be unbound in
time; some apply for an indefinite or undefined period of time, as in Example (3.79),
while others have a defined period of action, as in Example (3.81).
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Figure 3.22: An email containing an ongoing request.

(3.81) While Liz is on leave, make sure you always send a copy to Wendy too.

Instructions, process descriptions and requests for inaction are common sources of on-
going requests. Figure 3.30, for example, contains the utterance Please, don’t distribute
it, which we interpret as a request for inaction. Depending on the context, this
particular request may be interpreted as open-ended in time, or may apply only during
a fixed time period, such as prior to a legal case being settled. In either case, we con-
sider this an ongoing request. Another example of an ongoing request is shown below
in Figure 3.22. The ongoing request is found at the end of the message: From now on,
I think I’d like to get a statement each month of all the estimated data when we get the
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bill, so we know what to look for. Its ongoing nature is flagged through the use of the
cue phrase From now on.

Vine (2004) explores a related distinction in her analysis of spoken requests in
the workplace. She distinguishes between now requests, which require immediate
compliance, and later requests, where the completion of action is delayed to another
place and time. This distinction captures a slightly different aspect of variance, and
is also less overt in email communication where, due to its asynchronous nature, the
sender and recipient rarely write and read the message at the same time. We could quite
readily distinguish now one-time requests, such as Please send me the document
ASAP, which require action now, from later one-time requests, such as Please
send me the document on Friday, which require action at some future time. The same
distinction could be drawn for ongoing requests, as shown in Examples (3.82) and
(3.83).

(3.82) Always include the office manager when you distribute this document.

(3.83) From next month, you’ll also need to include the office manager when you
distribute this document.

Exactly the same distinction between ongoing and one-time future actions can also
be drawn for commitments. An example of an ongoing commitment is: I promise I
won’t speak out of turn in future meetings. Such a commitment cannot be completed
and considered fulfilled; it is an ongoing and open-ended commitment to behavioural
change. In contrast, a similar one-time commitment is: I promise I won’t speak out of
turn in our next meeting.

Distinguishing between ongoing and one-time actions has important implications
at the application level for identifying one-time requests and commitments that might
be migrated to a to-do list. ongoing requests and commitments, however, might be
highlighted in situ within the text of a message to draw attention to them as actionable
content, but would not usually be imported into task lists, calendars or other structured
task management views.

After considering all of the above, our guidance for interpreting obligation acts
requiring once-off and ongoing action is that:

One-time and ongoing requests and commitments are all obliga-
tion acts that we wish to identify.

3.3.3 Separate Creation and Activation of Obligation

Consider the following sequence of utterances each extracted from a separate email
message within the same conversation thread:

(3.84) Ronan: Would you like me to help with the report?

(3.85) Finn: Sounds great!
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It is interesting to ask whether the utterance in Example (3.85) acts as a request for
Ronan. It seems unambiguous that Ronan is obligated to help with the report after
Finn includes this utterance in his response. The obligation for Ronan to help with
the report, however, is not defined or created by the utterance in Example (3.85).
Instead, the obligation is created when Ronan makes his preceding offer, shown in
Example (3.84). The commissive obligation created by Ronan’s offer is then triggered
by Finn’s acceptance of Ronan’s offer.

In many requests and commitments, there is no distinction between defining and
activating or triggering the associated obligation, as both are realised within a single
utterance. In such obligation acts, the obligation is created as soon as the utterance is
transmitted. For example, as soon as someone asks What time does the meeting start
on Friday? the obligation to respond is placed on the recipient or hearer. As we have
just seen above however, there are some utterances where the creation or definition
of an obligation and the trigger for activating that obligation are achieved in separate
utterances, often within separate email messages.

Figure 3.23, provides a second example of this phenomenon. We see a commitment
in the quoted message, an earlier message from Evelyn to a set of recipients including
Marc Joseph, that creates an obligation for Evelyn. The specific commitment utterance
is:

(3.86) I have attached them for your reference, but will not merge comments until we
have a “complete” set.

The obligation associated with the commitment in Example (3.86) is not activated
until people actually contribute comments. The response in the current message from
Marc Joseph provides comments that then activate or trigger the obligation associated
with the earlier commitment from Evelyn. Note that the utterance or action of pro-
viding comments does not itself create an obligation for Evelyn; it is not functioning
as a request. Rather, when Marc provides his comments, his message activates the
previously created obligation in Evelyn’s own commitment in her earlier message.

Analysis of our annotated datasets suggests that utterances which exhibit this tem-
poral separation of defining and imposing the obligation frequently function simulta-
neously as both a request and a conditional commitment. Offering and inviting,
along with some other more specialised speech acts such as tendering or bidding,
can all exhibit this property of simultaneously acting as both a request and a commit-
ment, and are sometimes said to act as hybrid speech acts, in that they combine
commissive (commitment) and directive (request) force. Some linguists have moved to
identify new categories of speech acts (e.g., commissive directives from (Hancher,
1979)) to describe these hybrid acts, though none of these categories have been widely
adopted in the speech act community.

In Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 we discuss offers and invitations in more detail, as
these are the most frequently occurring acts in workplace email which exhibit both
simultaneous request and commitment force, and the separate creation and activation
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Figure 3.23: Illustrating the phenomenon of separation of obligation creation and acti-
vation.

of obligation that we have presented here. We also briefly discuss threats in Sec-
tion 3.3.3.3, in order to distinguish them from offers, with which they have much in
common.

3.3.3.1 Offers

Consider the highlighted utterance shown in Figure 3.24. We refer to this utterance,
I’d be happy to provide either, as an offer. Offers are interesting speech acts, as they
function as both a conditional commitment and a conditional request. The conditional
request stems from the recipient of the offer needing to respond if they wish to accept,
or perhaps decline, the offer. The conditional commitment stems from the person who
makes the offer being obligated to fulfil the promised action if the offer is accepted.

In Figure 3.24, the highlighted utterance from Kim to Kevin acts as a request for
Kevin to respond with what he needs. It also acts as a conditional commitment for
Kim to provide either a 2–3 page narrative or some existing slides, if Kevin responds.
If Kevin fails to act to accept the offer or acts to decline the offer, then no obligation
is placed on Kim. In this way, offers that are not accepted fail to satisfy our definition
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Figure 3.24: An email containing an offer.

of commitments, as outlined in section 3.1.3. Instead, at least initially, an offer acts
more like a request, placing a conditional obligation on Kevin to respond if he wishes
to accept or reject Kim’s offer. Kim’s original offer act then becomes a commitment
if, and only if, Kevin responds and accepts her offer.

As the analysis of data from our annotation tasks highlights, the complexity within
offers frequently leads to ambiguity about whether a particular offer conveys a request,
a commitment or both. Deciding whether an utterance is phatic or actionable further
complicates this decision. This complexity and ambiguity is widely acknowledged when
we look into the speech act literature.

Offers are traditionally considered to have commissive force—e.g., (Austin, 1962;
Searle, 1976; Leech, 1983; Bilbow, 2002). In our terminology, this equates to offers
acting as commitments. In an email context, this seems reasonable given that when a
sender offers something to a recipient, they are indeed conditionally committing them-
selves to future action, if the recipient accepts their offer. The situation is, however,
more complex than this. As we have outlined above, a sender offering something also
places some obligation on the recipient to respond to the offer, and in this way, offers
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can behave like requests.
While Austin and Searle considered offers to be commitments, subsequent studies

have differed greatly over whether to categorise offers as commitments, requests—e.g.,
(Tsui, 1994)—or some hybrid category in between these—e.g., (Bach and Harnish,
1979; Hancher, 1979). As we noted earlier, Hancher argues for the creation of a sep-
arate, hybrid category which he calls Commissive Directives, a form of cooper-
ative illocutionary act. Hancher reasons that “to offer something to someone
is both to try to direct that person’s behaviour, and also to commit oneself to a cor-
responding course of behavior”(Hancher, 1979, p. 6). He argues that these qualities
make offers a form of hybrid speech act that combines a request and a commitment,
with neither act dominating. According to this view, offering is treated as both a com-
mitment and a request, and requires both participants to act. This coupling of speaker
and recipient obligations is what defines offers as a cooperative illocutionary act.

This cooperative aspect of offers, and of the other acts discussed in this section,
is what leads to the separation of the creation and activation of the associated obli-
gation. While an offer sets up a future obligation for action, no obligation to act is
triggered until a recipient accepts the offer. In this way, the action is conditioned on
the recipient’s acceptance of the offer. Because offers are a form of cooperative speech
act, both parties are required to act before the obligation takes effect. As email is an
asynchronous communication medium, this leads to the observed temporal separation
of the creation and activation utterances associated with the obligation.

We consider that an email user may legitimately want to follow up on offers that
are made. We recognise that it would be useful to be able to explicitly distinguish
offers separately from other commitments, but we leave this to future work. When
we asked annotators in our Sentence 2 annotation experiment to mark commitments
as conditional or unconditional, a key part of the distinction between promises and
offers, the level of inter-annotator agreement was substantially lowered from κ = 0.74
to κ = 0.65.14 We did not draw this distinction in any of our other annotated corpora
of messages and text spans.

Instead, our guidance for interpreting offers is as follows:

Offers are commitments. Offers can also function as requests,
which should be marked based on contextual interpretation.

3.3.3.2 Invitations

Invitations are similar to offers, conveying aspects of both a request and a commitment.
Consider the example below, drawn from an email about an upcoming seminar:

(3.87) Join us for what should be a fun evening!

Unlike his classification of offers, Searle considered invitations to be directives (Searle,
1976). There is clearly a request-like effect when an email sender invites a recipient

14Further detail about these finer-grained annotation results is provided in Section 3.2 and Ap-
pendix B.
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Message Commitment No Commitment Unsure % Commitment % No Commitment

1 23 26 4 43.40% 49.06%
2 36 16 1 67.92% 30.19%
3 34 17 2 64.15% 32.08%

Table 3.4: Agreement in ‘crowd-sourced’ classification of three email messages containing
different forms of meeting related invitations.

to do something, as they are indeed trying to direct the recipient’s behaviour. As we
saw for offers, however, there is also a commitment associated with the act of inviting.
If after inviting a recipient to a meeting, our email sender then refused to let them
into the meeting room, the recipient would have reasonable grounds to object. This
demonstrates the obligation that is also conveyed by an invitation that commits the
email sender to future action.

Given this, we would model the utterance shown in Example (3.87) as both a
request and a commitment, as shown below:

(3.88) UR = 〈Direct, Join us for what should be a fun evening!, R〉
R = 〈Action=Attend Seminar, Requestor=Michael Ellis,
Requestee=All Recipients〉

(3.89) UC = 〈Indirect, Join us for what should be a fun evening!, C〉
C = 〈Action=Allow Entry to Seminar, Committor=Michael
Ellis, Committee=Michael Ellis〉

To further explore how people interpret invitations, we surveyed more than 50 people
for their interpretation of commitments in three messages about meetings, shown in
Figure 3.25.15 The email in Figure 3.25(a) shows a clarification email about a meeting
that appears to reinforce a previous invitation or request to attend a meeting. Fig-
ure 3.25(b) shows a message requesting or inviting the recipient to a meeting, and the
third shows a reschedule of an existing meeting.

Table 3.4 summarises the results of our survey. The messages in Figure 3.25(b) and
Figure 3.25(c) were both similarly interpreted, with 64–67% of respondents identifying
that a commitment was conveyed.16 One respondent commented that “It depends if
I was expected to be in the meeting”, which again highlights that additional contex-
tual understanding may be required to reliably interpret the invitation. The email
in Figure 3.25(a) proved the most controversial, with our respondents roughly evenly
split over whether the email created any commitment for the sender. Our respondents
seemed to naturally focus more on the request component than the commitment for
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(a) Email One

(b) Email Two

(c) Email Three

Figure 3.25: A collection of email messages that contain meeting-related commitments
and requests.
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Figure 3.26: An invitation that functions as a commitment and, to a weaker extent, a
request.

this message.
As should be clear by now, invitations can be complex and subjective to interpret.

In some cases, including for the email shown in Figure 3.26, our human annotators
marked invitations as both a request and a commitment. They also commented, how-
ever, that, because the highlighted utterance was preceded by an explicit request, the
commissive force of the invitation was stronger than the request component. In our
corpus data, very few invitations or offers were marked as a commitment without the
request also being identified. One exception is the following example:

(3.90) If you had only afternoon available, I can meet with you.

The reverse, however, where only the request is marked, occurred frequently. This
suggests that the directive force is frequently more dominant and relevant for an email
recipient, which correlates with Searle’s original classification of invitations as requests.
It is also consistent with the responses from our survey for the messages in Figure 3.25.

A final remark about invitations is that responses to an invitation can also carry
commissive force, and thus can themselves be classed as commitments. Take the con-
crete example of an invitation to a meeting, a very common form of invitation in
workplace email. An acceptance to this invitation both obligates the person extending
the invitation to allow the recipient to attend the meeting and obligates the responder
to attend.

In summary, we provide the following guidance for interpreting invitations:

Invitations can function as both a request and a commitment; we
leave it to contextual interpretation to decide which obligation
acts are conveyed.

15More detail about this survey is included in Section 3.3.9.
16There are, of course, also potential requests conveyed, but we asked respondents to focus on the

commitments, if any, for these specific messages.
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3.3.3.3 Threats

Threats share many properties with offers and invitations, including the separation of
creation and activation of obligation. An example is shown below:

(3.91) I’ll fire you if you don’t finish that work today.

A threat is a form of conditional commitment, and, like an offer, tends to couple a
request and a commitment together. The undesirability of the action from the point-
of-view of the recipient is the key functional difference between an offer and a threat.
This is, for example, the primary distinction between the threat in Example (3.92)
from the offer in Example (3.93).

(3.92) If you do not help me, I will fire you.

(3.93) If you need assistance, I’d be happy to help.

This distinction can, however, be blurred when other intentions are delivered in the
form of threats for purposes of humour, as in the following utterance:

(3.94) If you keep working so hard, I’ll be forced to give you a promotion.

In our analysis of messages from the Enron corpus, threats are most commonly used
as instruments of humour or irony. Even where threats are earnestly conveyed, they
do not usually represent commitments that a recipient would want to follow up on; it
is difficult to imagine an email recipient voluntarily seeking the execution of a threat
that has been made against them. Our guidance for interpreting threats is, therefore,
simple:

Threats are not actionable commitments in workplace communi-
cation. They frequently function as phatic commitments.

3.3.3.4 Other Obligation Acts

The same separation of creation and activation of obligation that we have seen with
offers and invitations can also be observed for requests that do not have a duality of also
being commitments. An example of an utterance that creates but does not activate a
request obligation is:

(3.95) When I send you my edits, please post them to the website.

The utterance in Example (3.95) creates an obligation for the recipient to act, with
the action conditioned on further input from the sender. Later, when the sender
sends through a second message with the required information and an utterance such
as Here are my edits, the obligation is then activated for the recipient. As for the
commitment example, the utterance Here are my edits does not create the obligation
for the recipient, rather it triggers or activates the obligation inherent in the initial
conditional request. On this basis, we consider the initial utterance that creates the
obligation to be a request, but not the activating utterance.

Process instructions are another class of request that can regularly exhibit such
separation of creation and activation of obligation. We discuss process instruction
requests further in Section 3.3.5.
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3.3.4 Transitive and Direct Obligation Acts

Obligation acts, particularly in a written medium such as email, frequently occur as
both direct acts—authored and sent by the sender of the message in which they
appear—and transitive acts—authored or uttered by a third-party. One commonly
occurring type of transitive acts in email are reported speech acts, which include
forwarded acts, speech acts that occur within forwarded content in an email mes-
sage, as a specific sub-type.

Reported requests and commitment can be particularly sensitive to the context for
their interpretation. Some reported requests, for example, clearly function as requests,
as in the utterance in Example (3.96).

(3.96) Paul asked if you could put together a summary of your accomplishments in an
email.

Other reported requests, however, do not impose an obligation on the recipient, such
as the utterance shown in Example (3.97).

(3.97) Sorry for the delay; Paul requested your prize to be sent out late December.

Reported speech can similarly include commitments, as in Example (3.98).

(3.98) Paul said that he would attend.

In his influential work, Clark (1997) argues for a notion of layering in language use
that is useful for analysing transitive speech acts in email.

3.3.4.1 Layers in Language

People who take on one of the roles we have identified within email conversations in
Section 3.1.4 are either participants or observers to a particular email communication.
There may, however, be additional agents who contribute to the conversation content
at different places and times, perhaps without having knowledge or visibility of the
actual email communication. In our context of workplace email, an example of such
agents include people whose speech acts are included within an email conversation as
reported speech. An example would be the inclusion of an utterance like:

(3.99) Robert said that he would attend.

In this case, through his reported speech act, Robert is a participant in the conversation
without his knowledge.

Clark’s notion of layers in language use is much broader than our focus here (Clark,
1997), but his model is useful for our analysis of transitive speech acts in email. Each of
Clark’s layers is specified by its domain, notably who and what the participants are in
that domain. Layers are “like theater stages built one on top of another” (Clark, 1997,
p. 16). Clark posits that layer 1 represents the actual world, and is the primary layer
of any conversation. Although not directly addressed by Clark, such a characterisation
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Figure 3.27: A forwarded message that contains an attachment request that may or may
not place obligation for action on the current recipient, Lee Johnson.

equally applies to email conversations. Layer 1 is where the participants write as and
are addressed as themselves, and is where actual people do actual things.

In the case of reported speech, we require the introduction of at least one more layer:
the existing layer for the email sender and recipients to communicate, and another for
the world in which the person whose speech act is being reported actually produced
their utterance (outside of the email). Requiring the existence of this layer 2 is
therefore an indicator of reported speech acts.
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3.3.4.2 Reported Requests and Commitments

Reported speech acts, such as the two shown in Examples (3.96) and (3.97), are uttered
by a third party but reported by the sender, in either the original utterer’s or the
sender’s own paraphrasing words.

Email messages are frequently forwarded to other recipients in the workplace. In
the Enron email collection, surface-level cues suggest that approximately 11% of emails
are forwarded messages. The forwarded acts that occur within forwarded content are
usually written by someone other than the current email sender, and are included
in the current message through the forwarding function of the sender’s email client.
Forwarded acts can be thus be thought of as direct quotations from the original author.
In this way, forwarded utterances act as a special case of reported speech within the
context of email communication.

Requests and commitments that occur in forwarded content are a source of fre-
quent disagreement among our human annotators. Consider the email in Figure 3.27.
Is Lee Johnson, the recipient of this forwarded message, obligated to do anything with
the included content and attached documents? As our guidance makes clear, we leave
these judgements to the in-context interpretation of our annotators, rather than try-
ing to provide overly prescriptive instructions. Importantly, however, transitive acts
such as reported speech are clearly another source of complexity in how requests and
commitments function in email.

Our guidance for interpreting reported requests and commitments and related tran-
sitive acts is:

Some reported requests and commitments represent obligation
acts; use the context to decide whether a reported act is action-
able. Requests and commitments as forwarded acts are usually
not actionable.

3.3.5 Processes and Instructions

Email messages are frequently used to communicate instructions or descriptions of
processes. Sometimes these instructions are of the kind that one might ‘file for later
use’ and may never actually execute, such as in the email shown in Figure 3.28; at
other times, instructions are intended to be executed more promptly, as in the email
shown in Figure 3.29.

Our analysis of annotator disagreements about the status of instructions as requests
suggests that several attributes influence whether an instruction should be marked as
a request. One important factor is how soon after the message is received that action
is expected. An instruction that should be followed in the near future would be more
likely to be marked as a request. Another factor is the likelihood of the situation arising
that would lead to the execution of the described instructions. The instructions at the
bottom of the email in Figure 3.28 include:
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Figure 3.28: An email containing process instructions to be filed for possible later use.
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Figure 3.29: An email containing process instructions to be executed upon reading.
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(3.100) Wash your hands with soap and water to prevent spreading any powder to
your face.

(3.101) Do not try to clean up the powder.

(3.102) Remove heavily contaminated clothing as soon as possible and place in a
plastic bag, or some other container that can be sealed.

Utterance such as these have a low probability of being actioned. Our human anno-
tators were unlikely to mark these as a requests. Instructions for such low-probability
events function more as information to be stored and referenced if required. In contrast,
the instructions in Figure 3.29 require action from the recipient; they are instructions
to be followed unconditionally, rather than being instructions for a hypothetical and
unlikely situation.

Clark’s concept of layering in language use, that we discussed in Section 3.3.4.1,
neatly allows us to account for complex examples of instructions in email text. In-
structions or descriptions of processes can differ in terms of which layer they occur in,
which affects their interpretation and intention. Instructions that are addressed to the
current recipient and are intended to be actioned “here and now” would be considered
as part of Layer 1. More hypothetical instructions, or those filed for future use, could
be considered to occur in a separate layer (e.g., a Layer 2). Within this analysis, it
is only instructions or processes that occur within Layer 1 that would be marked as
requests.

After careful consideration, we consider that:

Specific instances of process instructions are considered requests
if they are intended to be actioned now and the local context
supports this interpretation.

3.3.6 Obligations for Inaction

Obligations for inaction involve requests or commitments that ask or promise not to
take some action. Requests for inaction are sometimes called prohibitives (Sadock
and Zwicky, 1985), and frequently occur as utterances that either prohibit action, as in
Example (3.103), or request negated action, as in Example (3.104), which is extracted
from the email in Figure 3.30.

(3.103) You may not charge this to your credit card.

(3.104) Please, don’t distribute it

Commitments to inaction are similar: they place obligation on the committee to not
perform some future action. An example commitment to inaction is shown in Exam-
ple (3.105):

(3.105) I won’t send you any further updates.
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Figure 3.30: An email containing a request for inaction: Please, don’t distribute it.

By definition, requests for and commitments to inaction do not require action, so one
would not expect such utterances to result in new tasks being created in either the
recipient’s or the sender’s task list. As a result, definitions based on the suitability
of an action for inclusion in a recipient’s task list fail to account for requests and
commitments for inaction. Clearly, however, such requests and commitments do place
an obligation on the recipient or the sender.17

It is worth noting, however, that utterances that merely request or commit to
action using a negated surface form, such as the utterances in Example (3.106) and
Example (3.107), are requests for action rather than requests for inaction.

(3.106) Don’t forget to send me your comments

(3.107) I won’t forget to send you my comments

The utterance in Example (3.106) is simply an alternate realisation of the utterance
Please send me your comments. Similarly, the utterance in Example (3.107) is an
alternate realisation of I will send you my comments. The contrasting use of negation

17Our inclusion of requests for inaction as requests stems from consideration of the application
end goals where requests for inaction should be identified. Note that this differs from our original
stance taken in (Lampert, Dale, and Paris, 2008b), which was to not interpret requests for inaction as
obligation acts. Our change in stance is due to broader thinking about the requirements for different
end applications, as discussed in Section 3.1.8.
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illustrates further complexity in the relationship between the surface text of an uttered
request or commitment and the underlying speech act.

Indeed, requests for inaction need not be expressed in a negated form, as we see in
the following examples that each contain a positively phrased request for inaction:

(3.108) Please keep to yourself at this point.

(3.109) I have sent a copy to Tom Zenner, but please keep this very confidential.

Our guidance for interpreting obligations for inaction is:

Requests for inaction and commitments to inaction are requests
and commitments respectively.

3.3.7 Justification, Elaboration and Other Supporting Text

As Sandra Thompson and Bill Mann noted in their work on Rhetorical Structure
Theory, “for a written directive to succeed and convince us to comply with a request
or accept an offer, there may be portions of text devoted to motivating us to comply
and to letting us know how to comply” (Thompson and Mann, 1987, p85).

We commonly see such supporting information accompanying requests and com-
mitments in email, perhaps being especially important given the lack of paralinguistic
cues such as gesture and intonation in email communication. An example of a request
being followed by a clause providing support in the form of justification is shown in
Figure 3.31. In this case, Vince includes the phrase shown in Example (3.110) as a
parenthetical justification for his request to Andreas to fix any mistakes in the material
he has provided.

(3.110) ... (no spell checker on my laptop for AOL).

When identifying obligation acts, a common disagreement that arises is whether infor-
mation that justifies, elaborates or otherwise supports the obligation act, such as that
shown in Example (3.110) should be included.

The same style of supporting justification can also be observed with commitments,
as shown in Figure 3.32. In this example, the negative commitment made by the
sender, Carolyn, and shown in Example (3.111), is followed by a justification of why
she cannot participate, as shown in Example (3.112).

(3.111) I’m sorry I will be unable to participate

(3.112) this meeting conflicts with an IEP Board meeting

As for the example from Figure 3.31, the justification occurs within the same sen-
tence, and our annotators commented on ambiguity around whether to include the
justification as part of the commitment.
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Figure 3.31: An email message with a highlighted request, followed by a justification
clause.

This complexity is not limited to justification phrases; utterances offering many
forms of rhetorical support for a request or commitment may be found in our email
datasets. Elaboration is another common form of supporting material that can accom-
pany requests and commitments, as illustrated in Figure 3.33. In this case, the core
request is:

(3.113) I’m writing to urge you to donate the millions of dollars you made from
selling Enron stock before the company declared bankruptcy

This request is followed by several clauses of elaboration and justification of exactly
what the request is:
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Figure 3.32: An email message with a highlighted negative commitment, followed by a
justification clause.

(3.114) ... to funds, such as Enron Employee Transition Fund and REACH, that
benefit the company’s employees, who lost their retirement savings, and provide
relief to low-income consumers in California, who can’t afford to pay their
energy bills

This supporting material in Example (3.114) is not a request, and should not be marked
as part of the request in Example (3.113).

Remembering that our goal is to identify each and every realisation of a request
or commitment, it can be particularly ambiguous whether a supporting utterance is
functioning as an implicit request or commitment, or simply as supporting material for
a more explicit realisation of the request or commitment elsewhere in the message. In
Figure 3.32, for example, consider the utterance:

(3.115) this meeting conflicts with an IEP Board meeting

Had Carolyn Baker’s message included only the justification utterance in Example (3.115),
it seems likely that this would have been interpreted in isolation as an implicit nega-
tive commitment to the original request. As it stands in the actual context, however,
the role of the utterance in Example (3.115) seems supporting, and thus it would not
be included or identified as a commitment. The distinction between these supporting
and implicit restatements of requests and commitments can, however, clearly be highly
context sensitive.

Given the complexity, our guidance for interpreting supporting information is:

Supporting material does not represent part of an obligation act,
where it exists only to elaborate, justify or otherwise support an
uttered request or commitment.
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Figure 3.33: An email message with a highlighted request, followed by several clauses of
elaboration.

3.3.8 The Effects of Message-Level Structure and Message
Genre

The functional layout of content in an email message can have complex effects on the
interpretation of requests and commitments. In this section, we briefly analyse how
this influences the interpretation of requests and commitments. We return to this issue
in more depth in Chapter 4.

Somewhat separate from the discourse structure of the message text, as we have
touched on in our discussion of supporting content in Section 3.3.7, the body text
of an email message also has a rich functional structure in terms of its layout and
presentation. For example, the content of an email disclaimer is functionally different
from the sender-authored content and from the quoted reply content automatically
included from previous messages in the thread of conversation.

When identifying requests and commitments, only content from some of these mes-
sage parts is relevant. If a request or commitment occurs in a replied-to message that
is quoted within the current message, for example, then it is likely that this request or
commitment was actionable for the original recipient, but not for a recipient of the cur-
rent message. Similarly, we may wish not to identify requests in embedded advertising
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Figure 3.34: An email message with a forwarded attachment request that may or may
not be actionable for Roseann Engeldorf, the current email recipient.

content given their likely low importance. The relevant characteristic of these requests
and commitments that we wish to ignore lies in the specific part of the message in
which they occur.

We refer to the different functional parts of a message as email zones, and the
task of identifying the different functional parts as email zoning. We discuss a
categorisation of email zones and techniques for automatically classifying email zones
in Section 4.4. For the purposes of our annotation tasks, and for our later automated
work, we only consider requests and commitments in a subset of email zones.

Even with an agreed segmentation of an email message into zones and an agreed
set of relevant zones whose content will be considered, however, there can still be
ambiguity. The most frequently observed source of disagreement about zone relevance
in our annotation experiments has stemmed from forwarded content, that is, content
that is quoted from an earlier email message and forwarded to a different audience.
In many cases, this content serves as context for the current sender’s content; in some
cases, however, forwards appear to be used as a form of delegation, as in Figure 3.34.

Our guidance on interpreting content from different functional parts of an email
message is as follows:

Any requests or commitments in text that appears in the content
of earlier messages should be ignored. Similarly, any requests or
commitments in boilerplate email zones should be ignored.18

18As we elaborate in Section 4.4, boilerplate zones include email signatures, legal disclaimers and
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In a similar manner to the way we ignore content in certain email zones, we also
consider that certain genres of messages should not be analysed for request and com-
mitment content. The most obvious of these are spam messages. Other message genres
that may be ignored include bulk marketing or promotional messages, automated no-
tification emails and many forms of so-called ‘organisational spam’ or bacn messages,
that do not generally contain actionable content. In general, however, we consider
this problem to be best addressed through separate message classification that would
exclude irrelevant message genres from obligation act processing.

3.3.9 Requests Related to Attached Documents

Interpreting utterances that make reference to reading, filing or otherwise acting on
an attached document were a significant source of complexity that led to disagreement
through some of our early annotation experiments. An example of such an utterance
is Please see attached, as shown in the email message in Figure 3.35(a).

To help us understand how people interpret utterances that either implicitly or
explicitly make reference to an attached document, we undertook a specific survey
to gather a wide range of interpretations for a small number of email messages which
contained a variety of forms of attachment-related requests. The setting for this survey
was a ‘Speed Paper’ session in a conference setting.19 The audience was polled for
their interpretations of six email messages, presented on an overhead projector after
being provided with some context and instructions for whose perspective to adopt,
and the broader goals of our work. We have discussed three of these messages back in
Section 3.3.3.2. The remaining three messages each contained an attached document
and utterances that contained possible requests related to the attached document.
These three messages are shown in Figure 3.35. The specific question posed for each of
these three messages was If you received this message, would you feel obligated to act,
schedule future action or respond?. More than fifty people submitted their responses
in written form along with free-form comments about their interpretation.

As illustrated, the email in Figure 3.35(a) contains an imperative utterance that ref-
erences the attached document, the second email, Figure 3.35(b), contains a declarative
utterance that references an attached document, and the third email, Figure 3.35(c),
makes no explicit reference to the attached document, beyond the phrase Meeting
Minutes in the subject text.

The results of this ‘crowd-sourced’ survey are shown in Table 3.5. There are several
interesting observations that can be drawn from this activity. Firstly, it is clear that
there is significant variation in interpretation across the three messages, with the best
agreement (87%) being achieved for the message in Figure 3.35(b). Most respondents
did not interpret the declarative utterance in this message as a request.20 A few

automatically inserted advertising.
19The specific conference was the 2008 HCSNet (the Australian Research Council Network in Human

Communication Science) Summerfest, held at the University of New South Wales.
20The number of responses for each message is not identical, as some participants failed to include
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(a) Email One

(b) Email Two

(c) Email Three

Figure 3.35: Three email messages with possible attachment-related requests, that were
presented for interpretation in a conference setting. The form of the messages shown here
is exactly the way these messages were presented for interpretation, one-at-a-time on an
overhead projector.

a judgement for every message.
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Message Request No Request Unsure % Request % No Request

1 42 10 0 80.77% 19.23%
2 6 47 1 11.11% 87.04%
3 15 37 2 27.78% 68.52%

Table 3.5: A table showing agreement in our survey of interpretations for three email
messages containing different forms of attachment requests.

respondents qualified their interpretation based on an assumed context of reading that
made them “too busy” to interpret the utterance as a request, but noted that otherwise
they might read it as a request. This reveals yet further complexity in the interpretation
of requests: to some degree, the recipient may modify their interpretation based on
their level of busyness.

A similar number of respondents (more than 80%) felt that the first message, with
an imperative form utterance making reference to a different attached document, did
represent a request. This was fairly universally interpreted as the request being a
variation of Please read the attachment. This confirmed for us that, under the ap-
propriate conditions, people do interpret explicit requests related to attachments as
genuine requests.

Finally, opinions were divided on the third message without an explicit reference to
the attachment. One person commented that they would mark it as a request “if I’d
been to the meeting”, while another observed that it “depends on events @ this meeting”.
Yet another respondent considered minutes to be a specific type of attachment that he
would always interpret as a request, noting that minutes need to be read and approved.
Clearly not all attached documents are equivalent in terms of how utterances that
create obligations related to them will be interpreted.

In addition to the quantitative data and specific comments about some of the mes-
sages, there were some interesting general comments made about the task, including:

• “Need contextual knowledge”

• “I found it difficult to make judgements. I think the on-going and historical
relationship between communicators, and the importance of the topic would play
major roles in these decisions.”

• “Much harder to determine whether R or C than I thought it would be!”

• “I found it interesting in terms of the judgement required—i.e., to what degree or
extent I would consider it a request/commitment.”

• “Interesting, but I’d like to know the solution :-)”

Collectively, these comments confirm that requests and commitments are more complex
phenomena to identify than people intuitively expect. Partly this is because the inter-
pretation of requests and commitments is deeply context-sensitive. This leads us to our
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discussion in Chapter 6 on in-context annotation, and the need for tools and processes
that can capture more nuanced judgements about human language use: such concerns
go beyond syntax and semantics to pragmatic aspects of language use, which explore
the meaning of language in its real-world context. In Chapter 6, we explore the devel-
opment of ecologically-valid tools that closely approximate the real-world environment
in which the documents under examination are created and used.

Overall, it is clear that attachment-related requests are another complex phe-
nomenon found in real-world email. Our observations and analysis from the additional
survey data, coupled with observations from our annotation experiments, has helped
us arrive at the following guidance for interpreting attachment-related requests:

Messages with attachments are requests to open, read, or act on
the attached document(s) if, on the basis of the content of the
email message, you believe you would feel obliged to open, read
or otherwise act upon the attached file(s).

3.4 Summary

As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, the task of identifying requests and com-
mitments in email involves recognising and interpreting an email author’s intentions.
This makes our task an instance of the more general problem of recognising the speech
acts behind an author’s utterances. As with other intention recognition problems, our
work has confirmed that the task of identifying obligation acts in email text can be
highly context-sensitive.

Throughout this chapter, we have carefully defined what we consider to be (and
not to be) requests and commitments in the context of workplace email. We have
done this based on a theoretical linguistic understanding of how requests and com-
mitments function coupled with explicit empirical evidence and observations largely
derived from the series of manual annotation experiments that we described in Sec-
tion 3.2. From the theoretical perspective, we have accounted for properties such as
conditionality, and considered important factors such as the audience and addressivity
within email text. The annotated data from our experiments supports this work, and
reveals further complexity and ambiguity in the way people create and interpret re-
quests and commitments. In Section 3.3, we identified and analysed the most common
complex phenomena that we observed in obligation act usage. As part of the analysis
of these phenomena, we have proposed principles of interpretation that define where
the boundaries lie between obligation acts and other speech acts.

Specifically, we have provided guidance on how we interpret obligations in each of
the following cases:

• phatic obligation acts;

• obligation acts that require ongoing action and one-time action;

• conversations where the creation and activation of the obligation is distributed
across different messages;
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• transitive obligation acts that are uttered by a third party and conveyed by an
email sender, such as reported and forwarded obligation acts;

• processes and instructions;

• obligations for inaction;

• additional utterances that provide rhetorical support, such as justification or
elaboration, for a request or a commitment;

• requests and commitments in different genres of messages and different functional
parts of an email message, such as in forwarded, quoted reply or email signature
content; and

• requests that make reference to reading, saving or otherwise acting on attached
documents.

Together, these phenomena blur the boundaries between utterances that represent
obligation acts and those that do not. Our observations and analysis reveal considerable
complexity in the way that requests and commitments are exchanged and employed in
real-world email. An important implication of this chapter is that the phenomena and
features that we have identified should be explicitly considered before one attempts to
either manually or automatically identify requests or commitments in email text. Our
review of related literature suggests that this complexity has often been overlooked.

The theoretical and empirical observations and analysis in this chapter lay the
foundation for the rest of this thesis, and provide a rigorous starting point for other
researchers exploring task-based language in email communication. In the following
chapters, we make direct use of the definitions, analysis and the annotated corpora
from the annotation experiments that we have described in this chapter to develop and
evaluate automated request and commitment classifiers.



“Most people treat the inbox as an on-line to-do list”

Wendy E. Mackay (1988)

4
Classifying Requests and Commitments at

the Message Level

As we have seen in earlier chapters, people are frequently overwhelmed by the number
of email messages arriving in their inboxes, many of which contain obligation acts—
requests and commitments—that require attention and action. Building on our analysis
of requests and commitments of Chapter 3, this chapter presents a computational ap-
proach to automatically identifying workplace email messages where people are placing
obligations for future action upon themselves and others. Such identification facilitates
more efficient triaging of actionable content from the incoming stream of email mes-
sages. For now, we focus on identifying obligation acts at the message level (i.e.,
identifying whether a message does or does not convey a request or a commitment);
Chapter 5 examines finer-grained classification (i.e., below the message level).

We approach identifying requests and commitments as a text classification task,
making use of supervised, statistical machine learning algorithms to identify messages
that convey requests or commitments. As we saw in Chapter 3, the function of con-
veying an obligation act does not neatly map to a particular set of language forms,
making automatically identifying these acts a challenging task.

The data we use to train our classifiers, presented in Section 4.1, is derived from the
annotation experiments that we described in Section 3.2. In Section 4.2, we present
the features we employ for both request and commitment classification. Section 4.3
then summarises the performance of the request and commitment classifiers in cross-
validation experiments over the labelled training data.

Analysing the errors made by these initial classifiers revealed a significant number
of errors that arose from the processing of content in parts of a message that were
not written by the current sender, such as quoted reply content and legal disclaimers.

127
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Empirically, we found such text was not likely to contain actionable information.1

Based on this analysis, we hypothesised that identifying and excluding some sections
of text from each email message would reduce confounding cues being detected in
irrelevant parts of these messages, and thus improve classification performance.

For request and commitment classification, we specifically wish to analyse text
within some parts of a message, such as content written by the current sender, and
ignore text from other parts, such as advertising content and email signatures. In
Section 4.4, we describe Zebra, an automated system we built to segment the body
text of email messages into their different functional parts or email zones. We began
the design of Zebra through the analysis of a separate collection of workplace email
messages, to identify the different functional roles that can be performed by sections
of text in an email message. This allowed us to empirically identify nine functional
roles that we describe in Section 4.4.3. We then manually annotated zone information
across a collection of messages drawn from the Enron email dataset to provide training
data for Zebra.

Despite acknowledgement in the literature of the confounding effects of text from
different email zones on various classification tasks, the effects of applying email zon-
ing to assist in classification have not previously been explored. In Section 4.5 we
demonstrate the performance lift we achieve when identifying request and commit-
ment messages by employing Zebra to filter out text from irrelevant zones prior to
classification. We find that using Zebra to focus the obligation act classifiers on only
the relevant sections of text in each email message improves both request and commit-
ment classification accuracy, even in the face of errors made during the email zoning
task. We also analyse the contribution of lexical features to request and commitment
classification, discuss classification learning curves, and present a detailed analysis that
explores the sources of classification errors.

Finally, in Section 4.6 we summarise the results of our message-level classification
experiments, and the insights we draw from the results to inform our approach to the
finer-granularity classification experiments that we present in Chapter 5.

4.1 Training Data for Message-Level Classification

Given an email message as input, complete with header information and body text, the
request and commitment classifiers output a binary prediction of whether the message
conveys either a request or a commitment. Usually, this equates to finding the presence
or absence of one or more request or commitment utterances within the message, how-
ever there are cases where an obligation act can be conveyed by a message without any
particular utterance performing the act. We saw an example earlier in Figure 3.35(c),
which presented an email containing an attached document with no other text in the
body. While far from unanimous, more than a quarter of our surveyed respondents
interpreted this message as conveying a request.

1This content can, however, act as context for interpreting the content written by the current
sender.
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Both our request and commitment classifiers are built on Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classification models, using the implementation available in the Weka machine
learning toolkit (Witten and Frank, 2005). SVMs have been previously shown to out-
perform alternate supervised machine learning methods for text classification in gen-
eral, and speech act classification in particular — e.g., (Joachims, 1998; Fernandez and
Picard, 2002; Khoo, Marom, and Albrecht, 2006). As SVMs are a supervised machine
learning method, we require labelled samples to train the models to be able to classify
requests and commitments. Training a Support Vector Machine builds a model that
classifies unseen data into one class or the other, in our case predicting either the pres-
ence or absence of requests/commitments in a message. The SVM model constructs a
hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in a higher-dimensional space and represents the la-
belled training examples as points in that higher-dimensional space. The example data
points are mapped so that examples of different classes (e.g., request and non-request)
are maximally far apart. A key insight is that mapping the original finite-dimensional
space into a much higher dimensional space can make this separation easier. A good
separation between different classes of examples is achieved when the hyperplane that
separates examples of each class is maximally distant from the nearest training data
points of any class. The model then assigns unseen examples to a predicted class based
on which side of the hyperplane they are mapped to.

The training data for both our classifiers is drawn from the labelled data generated
from our annotation experiments, as summarised in Section 3.2 and described in more
detail in Appendix B. Our request classifier uses the unanimously agreed annotated
messages from a set of 664 triply annotated messages as training data. The three-way
κ agreement for requests across the complete annotated corpus is 0.681, and after re-
moving messages where annotators disagreed, the training set for the request classifier
consists of 505 email messages. We remove messages where annotators disagreed in or-
der to mitigate the effects of annotation noise, as discussed in (Beigman and Klebanov,
2009), where the inclusion of hard cases with unreliable annotations in training data
can result in models that make incorrect predictions for uncontroversial cases.

Our commitment classifier draws its training set from a slightly larger collection of
699 email messages that were also annotated by three annotators.2 The unanimously
agreed subset used for training and evaluating our commitment classifier contains 650
messages.

It is interesting to contrast the training datasets used for the request and commit-
ment classifiers. Apart from the difference in size, the annotated data for commitments
is much less balanced than that for our request classifier, due to the lower frequency
of commitments in email messages; less than 24% of commitment training messages
contained a commitment, compared with our 52% of email messages that contain a
request in the request training set. The higher percentage of agreed messages in our
annotated datasets (93% for commitments vs. 78% for requests) largely reflects the fact
that more messages in the annotated corpus unambiguously contain no commitment.

2The commitment classifier was developed slightly later, when additional annotated data was
available. Its training data is drawn from a superset of the same annotated corpus as the request
classifier (i.e., the same annotated dataset with more examples annotated by the time we extracted
training data for the commitment classifier).
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Symbol Used Pattern

numbers Any sequence of digits
day Day names or abbreviations
pronoun-accusative Accusative pronouns: me, her, him, us, them
pronoun-nominative Nominative pronouns: I, she, he, we, they, you
file type .doc, .pdf, .ppt, .txt, .xls, .rtf
multi-dash 3 or more sequential ‘-’ characters
multi-underscore 3 or more sequential ‘ ’ characters

Table 4.1: The normalisation we apply to n-gram features

Despite this agreement on negative examples, our inter-annotator agreement remains
significantly lower for commitments than for requests.

4.2 Features for Message-Level Classification

In this section we first discuss the n-gram features used across both classifiers, then
focus on the more specific features used for request and commitment classification.

4.2.1 N-gram Features

Both our classifiers rely on lexical features and other cues to identify requests and
commitments in each email message. The primary form of these lexical features consists
of word n-gram features that are generated from the training data. Before generating
word n-gram features, we normalise the message text as shown in Table 4.1, in a manner
similar to Carvalho and Cohen (2006). We also add tokens marking the start and end
of sentences, detected using a modified version of Scott Piao’s sentence splitter (Piao,
Wilson, and McEnery, 2002), and tokens marking the start and end of the message body
text. This allows our classifiers to capture sentence position information for words in
the n-gram feature set. Importantly, our classifiers can then distinguish between a word
occurring as the first or last word in a sentence and the same word occurring in other
positions within the sentence. This turns out to be useful. For example, a sentence-
initial please, as in the utterance Please send me the document, is a more consistent
marker of a request than the same please found mid-sentence, as in the utterance I
hope that will please him!.

When generating our n-gram features, we discard words that, after normalisation,
occur less than 3 times in our training data. This cutoff value was identified empirically,
and is clearly dependent on the size of our annotated datasets, and reduces the set of
unique n-grams from approximately 83,000 to around 73,000 after pruning.

There are some sources of ambiguity that can lead to errors in our feature normal-
isation and abstraction. A case in point is the word you, which can occur as either an
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accusative or nominative pronoun. For the sake of simplicity, we assume all forms of
you are nominative. While this may seem questionable from a linguistic perspective,
empirical experimentation with more principled classifications or with a strategy that
assumes all instances are accusative made little difference to classification performance
overall. The former, principled approach was tested by hand-coding instances of you
as either nominative or accusative features, based on a manual analysis of a test set
of data. The differences in performance between using these hand-coded features and
using an approach that marked all instances of you as either nominative or all as ac-
cusative were not statistically significant. This led us to use our simple, if näıve feature
encoding for instances of you.

4.2.2 Request Features

The specific features we use for our request classifier are:

1. Message length in characters [Integer];

2. Message length in words [Integer];

3. Number of capitalised words [Integer];

4. Percentage of capitalised words [Integer];

5. Number of non alpha-numeric characters [Integer];

6. Percentage of non alpha-numeric characters [Integer];

7. Presence of Subject line reply or forward markers (e.g. Re:, Fw:) [Boolean];

8. Number of times sender name or initials appear in body text [Integer];

9. Number of times a recipient name or initials appear in body text [Integer];

10. Number of sentences that begin with a modal verb (e.g., might, may, should,
would) [Integer];

11. Percentage of sentences that begin with a modal verb [Integer];

12. Number of sentences that begin with a question word (e.g, who, what, where,
when, why,

13. Percentage of sentences that begin with a question word [Integer];

14. Number of sentences that end with a question mark [Integer];

15. Percentage of sentences that end with a question mark [Integer]; and

16. Binary word unigram and word bigram features for n-grams that occur at least
three times across the training set [Boolean].

These features are motivated by a range of intuitions and observations of requests in
email. Sentences that begin with modal verbs or question words or end with a question
mark, for example, are frequently associated with interrogative form utterances that
often represent requests. Features related to the message length aim to capture any
tendency for requests to occur in shorter or longer messages. The presence of recipients’
names or initials in the body text can indicate addressivity that may be related to
requests being made. Finally the word unigram and bigram features aim to learn
lexical patterns that are indicative of requests, such as a sentence-initial please.
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4.2.3 Commitment Features

The features used for classification of commitments are similar to those used for request
classification:

1. Message length in characters [Integer];

2. Message length in words [Integer];

3. Number of capitalised words [Integer];

4. Percentage of capitalised words [Integer];

5. Number of non alpha-numeric characters [Integer];

6. Percentage of non alpha-numeric characters [Integer];

7. Presence of Subject line reply or forward markers (e.g., Re:, Fw:) [Boolean];

8. Number of times sender name or initials appear in body text [Integer];

9. Number of times a recipient name or initials appear in body text [Integer]; and

10. Binary word unigram and word bigram features for n-grams that occur at least
three times across the training set [Boolean].

As for requests, these features are motivated by a range of intuitions and observations.
Messages that contain reply markers in the subject line may contain a commitment in
response to an initial request. Features related to the message length aim to capture
any tendency for commitments to occur in shorter or longer messages. The presence of
the sender’s name or initials in the body text can indicate a commitment expressed in
the third-person, sometimes seen as a list of action items assigned to specific people.
As for requests, the word unigram and bigram features aim to learn lexical patterns
that are indicative of commitments, such as I will or I promise.

4.3 Message-Level Obligation Act Classification Per-

formance

We created our initial classifiers using Weka’s SVM implementation, using the training
data described in Section 4.1. Because gathering labelled email data is an expensive
process, in terms of the time and effort involved, we do not have a held-out testing
set of labelled email messages. Instead, we use stratified 10-fold cross validation, a
widely accepted technique for repeatedly sampling training and test data from the
same underlying labelled dataset, and report the average performance of the classifier
across these runs.

4.3.1 Request Classification Results

Our initial request classifier achieved a classification accuracy of 72.28%. Table 4.2
shows accuracy, precision, recall and F-score results, calculated using stratified 10-fold
cross validation, compared against a majority class baseline. Given the well-balanced
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Majority Baseline Classifier without Zoning

Request Non-Request Request Non-Request

Accuracy 52.08% 72.28%
Precision 0.521 0.000 0.729 0.716

Recall 1.000 0.000 0.745 0.698
F-score 0.685 0.000 0.737 0.707

Table 4.2: Our message-level request classifier results.

nature of our training data (52.08% of messages contain a request), this is a reasonable
basis for comparison.

We performed a variety of feature-ablation experiments on our initial request clas-
sifier to determine the most salient features, and to examine the contribution of various
feature classes. As expected, lexical information was crucial to accurate request clas-
sification. We first experimented with removing all lexical (n-gram) features. When
doing so, our message-level request classifier accuracy dropped from 72.28% to 57.62%.
In contrast, when we apply only n-gram features, removing all other features, we still
achieve an accuracy of 71.49%. This emphasises the importance of lexical features for
this initial classifier; the remaining features together boost accuracy by less than 1%.

Using an Information Gain metric, we ranked the n-gram features in terms of their
usefulness. Table 4.3 shows the top-10 unigrams and bigrams for the request classifier.
Using these top-10 n-grams (plus our non-n-gram features), we achieve only 66.34%
accuracy. These top-10 n-grams include words and phrases such as parsing, iso final
and westdesk / that do not seem to align well with linguistic intuitions about the lexical
items we might expect to see in requests. When we examined these results further,
we discovered several similar, apparently automated, messages that were annotated
(as non-requests) in our training corpus which appear to be the source of several of
these unexpected top-10 n-grams. An example of one of these messages is shown in
Figure 4.1. That these messages are the source of a number of the highly ranked n-gram
features strongly suggests that the classifier is not learning features from the training
set at a useful level of generality.

One approach might be to attempt to filter out such messages before looking for
requests and commitments. This approach does, however, bring with it a significant
set of new challenges in terms of how to identify messages that should be filtered
and ignored. As we outlined in Section 4.4, we pursue an alternate approach that is
more widely applicable and that addresses the presence of such messages and other
confounding phenomena in a more flexible manner.

We also analysed the prediction errors from this initial request classifier, and un-
covered a series of classification errors that appeared to be due to request-like signals
being picked up from irrelevant sections of email text, such as email signatures and
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Word Unigrams Word Bigrams
Word 1 Word 2

pronoun-accusative let pronoun-accusative
please pronoun-accusative know

iso start-sentence no
pronoun-accusative start date

hourahead hour :

attached ; hourahead
let hourahead hour

westdesk start-sentence start
parsing westdesk /

if iso final

Table 4.3: The top 10 useful n-grams for our request classifier without zoning, ranked by
Information Gain.

quoted reply content. An example is shown below in Figure 4.2. In this example, the
highlighted utterance in the footer of the email, Do You Yahoo!?, looks like an inter-
rogative request. This section of content, however, has been automatically appended to
the message rather than deliberately added by the sender. Despite having the surface
form of a request, this utterance functions as advertising. If we were able to identify the
function of this section of text, our request classifier would never attempt to identify
obligation acts within this text.

Together with the feature analysis described above, this observation led us to believe
that our request classifier would benefit from a mechanism that could identify and
ignore some message parts. We describe our approach to identifying relevant and
irrelevant message parts in Section 4.4.

4.3.2 Commitment Classification Results

Our initial commitment classifier achieved classification accuracy of 82.76% against a
baseline majority class accuracy of 76.31%. These results are calculated over our corpus
of 650 unanimously annotated email messages. Table 4.4 shows the accuracy, precision,
recall and F-score results, compared against our majority class baseline results. Again,
all metrics are calculated using stratified 10-fold cross validation.

As we noted earlier, the data for our commitment classifier is more skewed than that
for our request classifier, due to only 24% of email messages conveying a commitment.
This imbalance leads to much better performance by the majority baseline system, as
it can achieve 76% accuracy simply by always predicting that messages do not contain
a commitment. Our initial commitment classifier does better than this baseline, as
shown in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: One example of a collection of similar email messages which were marked as
non-requests that were the source of several highly-ranked n-grams for our request classifier
without email zoning.

Majority Baseline All Features

Commit Non-Commit Commit Non-Commit

Accuracy 76.31% 82.77%
Precision 0.000 0.763 0.809 0.830

Recall 0.000 1.000 0.357 0.978
F-score 0.000 0.866 0.495 0.896

Table 4.4: Our message-level commitment classifier results.

Unlike the request classifier, where recall and precision for both request and non-
request messages was approximately equal, we see much more variation in the com-
mitment classification results. For commitment messages, recall in particular is much
poorer than for non-commitment messages. This is likely to be due to the weaker
lexical cues that exist for commitments. As discussed in Chapter 3, the surface form
of a commitment is frequently indistinguishable from a prediction or simple statement
about the future that conveys no obligation. For example, distinguishing between the
prediction in Example (4.1) and the commitment in Example (4.2) is difficult to do
based on surface features alone.

(4.1) Our luck will change tomorrow.

(4.2) Our meeting will be tomorrow.
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Figure 4.2: An email showing a highlighted interrogative utterance in the signature zone
of an email.

As the majority of our features are lexically based, the performance of our classifier is
therefore affected by such ambiguity. In contrast, there are stronger and more reliable
lexical cues for recognising many classes of requests.

Again, we used Information Gain to rank the n-gram features in terms of their
usefulness for commitment classification. Table 4.5 shows the top-10 unigrams and
bigrams for our non-zoning commitment classifier. Using these top-10 n-grams (plus
our non-n-gram features), we achieve only 78.30% accuracy, which is still 2% above
our baseline accuracy.

We also analysed the prediction errors from our initial commitment classifier, and
while the influence did not seem as significant as for requests, we did uncover several
classification errors that appeared to be due to commitment-like signals being picked
up from parts of messages such as email signatures and quoted reply content. An
example is shown in Figure 4.3, where a commitment-like utterance was identified in
the signature of an email. We confirmed that it was this utterance that triggered the
commitment classifier by removing it, and reclassifying the message, which resulted in
a negative commitment output.

These observations reinforced the formulation of our hypothesis that our obligation
act classifiers would benefit from an automated classifier that could identify and ignore
such message parts. In the next section, we present our email zone classifier that
identifies the different functional sections of text within an email message.
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Word Unigrams Word Bigrams
Word 1 Word 2

pronoun-nominative pronoun-nominative will
will would like
be will be
let let pronoun-accusative

would like to
discuss pronoun-nominative would

if the week
click pronoun-accusative know
the pronoun-nominative am

attending to discuss

Table 4.5: The top 10 useful n-grams for our commitment classifier without zoning,
ranked by Information Gain.

4.4 Email Zoning

Although not marked in any consistent or machine-readable manner, email message
bodies consist of different functional parts such as email signatures, quoted reply con-
tent and advertising content. We refer to each different functional section of text within
the body text of an email message as an email zone, and the task of identifying these
zones within a message as email zoning. Common zones within an email message
include email signatures, advertising, legal disclaimers and quoted reply text.

The task of identifying email zones takes the homogeneous block of body text
from an email message, like that shown in Figure 4.4, and automatically identifies the
structure shown in Figure 4.5.

Many language processing tools stand to benefit from better knowledge of this mes-
sage structure, facilitating focus on relevant content in specific parts of a message. In
particular, access to zone information would allow email classification, summarisation
and analysis tools to separate or filter out ‘noise’ and focus on the content in specific
zones of a message that are relevant to the application at hand.

Email contact mining tools such as that reported in (Culotta, Bekkerman, and
McCallum, 2004), for example, might access the email signature zone, while tools
that attempt to identify tasks or action items in email, as developed, for example,
in (Bellotti et al., 2003; Corston-Oliver et al., 2004; Bennett and Carbonell, 2007;
Lampert, Paris, and Dale, 2007), might restrict themselves to the sender-authored and
forwarded content. Despite previous work on this problem, there are no available tools
that can reliably extract or identify the different functional zones of an email message.

While there is no agreed standard set of email zones, there are clearly different
functional parts within the body text of email messages. For example, the content of
an email disclaimer is functionally different from the sender-authored content and from
the quoted reply content automatically included from previous messages in the thread
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Figure 4.3: An email message with a highlighted phrase that looks like a commitment
and was identified by our commitment classifier, but occurs in the email signature, and was
not marked by human annotators.

of conversation. Of course, there are different distinctions that can be drawn between
zones; in this section we explore several different categorisations based on a proposed
set of nine underlying email zones.

Segmenting email messages into zones is a challenging task. Accurate segmentation
is hampered by the lack of standard syntax used by different email clients to indicate
different message parts, and by the ad hoc ways in which people vary the structure and
layout of their messages. When replying to a message, for example, it is often useful
to include all or part of the original message that is being replied to. Different email
clients indicate quoted material in different ways. By default, some prefix every line of
the quoted message with a character such as ‘>’ or ‘|’, while others indent the quoted
content or insert the quoted message unmodified, prefixed by a message header.

Sometimes the new content is above the quoted content, as in Figure 3.24 (a style
known as top-posting); in other cases, the new content may appear after the quoted
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Figure 4.4: A standard email message
with unstructured body text.

Figure 4.5: The same email message
with email zones identified.

content (bottom-posting) or interleaved with the quoted content (inline reply-
ing). Confounding the issue further is that users are able to configure their email client
to suit their individual tastes, and can change both the syntax of quoting and their
quoting style (top, bottom or inline replying) on a per-message basis.

To address these challenges, in this section we describe Zebra, our email zone
classification system. We start by reviewing related work in Section 4.4.1. Sec-
tions 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 then present details of the email data we use for training our
zone classifier. In Section 4.4.4, we describe two complimentary approaches to zone
classification, one that is line-based and one that is fragment-based. Our classification
features are presented in Section 4.4.5, followed by an evaluation of Zebra’s performance
across two, three and nine email zone classification tasks in Section 4.4.6.

4.4.1 Related Work

Automating the zoning of emails into their functional parts involves both text seg-
mentation and classification. The main focus of most work on text segmentation is
topic-based segmentation of news text, as in the work of (Hearst, 1997; Beeferman,
Berger, and Lafferty, 1997), but there has also been recent work in applying both su-
pervised and unsupervised topic segmentation to email text (Joty et al., 2010; Joty et
al., 2011). This work has found that incorporating conversational structure into the
topic segmentation models produces more accurate topic segmentations.

Aside from topic segmentation, there have also been some previous attempts at
identifying functional zones in email messages. Chen, Hu, and Sproat (1999) looked
at both linguistic and two-dimensional layout cues for extracting structured content
from email signature zones in email messages. The focus of their work was on ex-
tracting information from already identified signature blocks using a combination of
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two-dimensional structural analysis and one-dimensional grammatical constraints; the
intended application domain was as a component in a system for email text-to-speech
rendering. The authors claim that their system can be modified to also identify signa-
ture blocks within email messages, but their system performs this task with a recall of
only 53%. No attempt is made to identify functional zones other than email signatures.

Carvalho and Cohen’s (Carvalho and Cohen, 2004) Jangada system attempted to
identify email signatures within plain text email messages and to extract email sig-
natures and reply lines. Unfortunately, the 20 Newsgroups corpus3 they worked with
contains 15-year-old Usenet messages which are much more homogeneous in their syn-
tax than contemporary email, particularly in terms of how quoted text from previous
messages is indicated. As a result, using a very simple metric (a line-initial ‘>’ char-
acter) to identify reply lines achieves more than 95% accuracy. In contrast, this same
simple metric applied to the Enron email data we annotated detects less than 10% of
actual reply or forward lines.

Usenet messages are also markedly different from contemporary email when it
comes to email signatures. Most Usenet clients produced messages which conformed to
RFC3676 (Gellens, 2004), a standard that formalised a “long-standing convention in
Usenet news . . . of using two hyphens -- as the separator line between the body and
the signature of a message.” Unfortunately, this convention has long since ceased to be
observed in email messages. Carvalho and Cohen’s email signature detection approach
also benefits greatly from a simplifying assumption that signatures are found in the
last 10 lines of an email message. While this holds true for their Usenet message data,
it is no longer the case for contemporary email.

In attempting to use Carvalho and Cohen’s system to identify signature blocks
and reply lines in our own work, we identified similar shortcomings to those noted by
Estival et al. (2007). In particular, Jangada did not accurately identify forwarded or
reply content in email data from the Enron email corpus. We believe that the use of
older Usenet-style messages to train Jangada is a significant factor in the systematic
errors the system makes in failing to identify quoted reply, forwarded and signature
content in messages formatted in the range of message formats and styles popularised by
Microsoft Outlook. These errors are a fundamental problem with Jangada, especially
since Outlook is the most common client used to compose messages in our annotated
email collection drawn from the Enron corpus. More generally, we note that Outlook is
the most popular email client in current use, with an estimated 350–400 million users
worldwide,4 representing anywhere up to 40% of all email users.5

More recently, as part of their work on profiling authors of email messages, Esti-
val et al. (2007) classified email bodies into five email zones. Their paper does not
provide results for five-zone classification, but they report accuracy of 88.16% using a
Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifier to distinguish three zones: reply, author

3Available from http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/.
4Xobni Co-founder Adam Smith and former Engineering VP Gabor Cselle have both published Out-

look user statistics. See http://www.xobni.com/asmith/archives/66 and http://gaborcselle.

com/blog/2008/05/xobnis-journey-to-right-product.html.
5Campaign Monitor regularly publishes statistics on email software usage at http://www.

campaignmonitor.com/stats/email-clients/.

http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
http://www.xobni.com/asmith/archives/66
http://gaborcselle.com/blog/2008/05/xobnis-journey-to-right-product.html
http://gaborcselle.com/blog/2008/05/xobnis-journey-to-right-product.html
http://www.campaignmonitor.com/stats/email-clients/
http://www.campaignmonitor.com/stats/email-clients/
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and signature. We use their classification scheme as the starting point for our own set
of email zones that we present here.

4.4.2 Email Zoning Data and Annotation

The training data for our zone classifier consists of 11881 annotated lines from almost
400 email messages drawn at random from the Enron email corpus that we use for our
request and commitment annotation experiments. Following Estival et al. (2007), we
used only a single annotator since the task revealed itself to be relatively uncontro-
versial. Each line in the body text of selected messages was marked by the annotator
(one of the authors) as belonging to one of nine zones. After removing blank lines,
which we do not attempt to classify, we are left with 7922 annotated lines as training
data for Zebra. The frequency of each zone within this annotated dataset is shown in
Table 4.8.

Annotation was performed using a modified version of the custom web application
used to annotate requests and commitments. This application displays email messages
using a look-and-feel that approximates the presentation used in Microsoft Outlook.
The standard header fields and values (From, Date, To, Cc, Bcc, and Subject) are
shown preceding the message content, which is presented as a sequence of lines. For
each line, annotators select a single annotation value from a drop-down menu.

4.4.3 Email Zones

As noted earlier, we refer to the different functional components of email messages as
email zones. The zones we propose refine and extend the five categories — Author
Text, Signature, Advertisement (automatically appended advertising), Quoted Text (ex-
tended quotations such as song lyrics or poems), and Reply Lines (including forwarded
and reply text) — identified by Estival et al. (2007).

We consider that each line of text in the body of an email message belongs to one of
nine more fine-grained email zones, which we describe in this section. We intend these
nine email zones to be abstracted and adapted to suit different tasks. To illustrate,
we present the zones below abstracted into three classes: sender-authored content,
boilerplate content, and content quoted from other conversations. This is the zone
partition we use to generate the three-zone results reported in Section 4.4.6. This
categorisation is useful for problems such as finding action items in email messages:
such detection tools would look in text from the sender-authored message zones for
new action item information, and could also look in quoted conversation content to
link new action item information (such as reported completions) to previous action
item content.

4.4.3.1 Sender Zones

Sender zones contain text written by the current email sender. The Greeting and
Signoff zones are sub-zones of the Author zone, usually appearing as the first and
last items respectively in the Author zone. Thus, our proposed sender zones are:
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1. Author: New content from the current email sender. This specifically excludes
any text authored by the sender that is included from previous messages.

2. Greeting: Terms of address and recipient names at the beginning of a message
(e.g., Dear/Hi/Hey Noam).

3. Signoff: The message closing (e.g., Thanks/Cheers/Regards, John).

4.4.3.2 Quoted Conversation Zones

Quoted conversation zones include both content quoted in reply to previous messages
in the same conversation thread and forwarded content from other conversations.6 Our
quoted conversation zones are:

4. Reply: Content quoted from a previous message in the same conversation thread,
including any embedded signatures, attachments, advertising, disclaimers, author
content and forwarded content. Content in a reply content zone may include
previously sent content authored by the current sender.

5. Forward: Content from an email message outside the current conversation
thread that has been forwarded by the current email sender, including any embed-
ded signatures, attachments, advertising, disclaimers, author content and reply
content.

4.4.3.3 Boilerplate Zones

Boilerplate zones contain content that is reused without modification across multiple
email messages. Our proposed boilerplate zones are:

6. Signature: Content containing contact or other information that is automat-
ically inserted in a message. In contrast to disclaimer or advertising content,
signature content is usually templated content written once by the email author,
and automatically or semi-automatically included in email messages. A user may
also use a Signature in place of a Signoff; in such cases, we still mark the text as
a Signature.

7. Advertising: Advertising material in an email message. Such material often
appears at the end of a message (e.g., Do you Yahoo!?), but may also appear
prefixed or inline with the content of the message, (e.g., in sponsored mailing
lists).

8. Disclaimer: Legal disclaimers and privacy statements, often automatically ap-
pended.

6Although we recognise the need for the Quoted Text zone proposed by Estival et al. (2007), no
such data occurs in our collection of annotated email messages. We therefore omit this zone from our
current set.
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9. Attachment: Automated text indicating or referring to attached documents,
such as that shown in line 16 of Figure 4.6. Note that this zone does not apply
to manually authored reference to attachments, nor to the actual content of
attachments (which we do not classify).

4.4.3.4 Other Zone Abstractions

Our nine email zones can also be reduced to a binary scheme to distinguish text au-
thored by the sender from text authored by others. This distinction is useful for
problems such as author attribution or profiling tasks. In this two-class case, the
sender-authored zones would be Author, Greeting, Signoff and Signature, while the
other-authored zones would be Reply, Forward, Disclaimer, Advertising and Attach-
ment. Note that in this binary partition, text which is automatically inserted by an
email client or other system, such as advertising content and legal disclaimers, is con-
sidered to be text authored by others. This is the partition of zones we use in our
two-zone experiments reported in Section 4.4.6.

Figure 4.6 shows an email message with each line marked with the appropriate
email zone. Zones are marked according to both the nine fine-grained zones and the
the abstracted three-zone scheme described above. Note, however, that not all of the
nine fine-grained zones, nor all of the three abstracted zones, are actually present in
this particular message. Finally, Figure 4.6 also shows the binary zone scheme, with
lines 1–11, bounded by the heavy black box, representing sender-authored text, and
the text in lines 13–35 representing text authored by others.

4.4.4 Zone Segmentation and Classification Methods

Our email zone classification system is based around an SVM classifier using features
that capture graphic, orthographic and lexical information about the content of an
email message.

To classify the zones in an email message, we experimented with two approaches.
The first employs a two-stage approach that segments a message into zone fragments
and then classifies those fragments. Our second method simply classifies lines inde-
pendently, returning a classification for each non-blank line in an email message. Our
hypothesis was that classifying larger text fragments would lead to better performance
due to the text fragments containing more cues about the zone type.

4.4.4.1 Fragment-based Zone Segmentation and Classification

Zone fragment classification is a two-step process. First it predicts the zone boundaries
using a simple heuristic, then it classifies the resulting zone fragments, the sets of
content lines that lie between these hypothesised boundaries.

In order to determine how well we can detect zone boundaries, we first need to es-
tablish the correct zone boundaries in our collection of zone-annotated email messages.
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Figure 4.6: An example email message marked with zone annotations. The heavy-edged
boxes show the two different zones under a three-zone annotation scheme, while the the
lighter-edged boxes show the seven different zones identified using our nine-zone scheme.

Zone Boundaries A zone boundary is defined as a continuous collection of one or
more lines that separate two different email zones. Lines that separate two zones and
are blank, contain only whitespace or contain only punctuation characters are called
buffer lines.

Since classification of blank lines between zones is often ambiguous, empty or
whitespace-only buffer lines are not included as content in any zone, and thus are
not classified. Instead, they are treated as strictly part of the zone boundary. In
Figure 4.6, these lines are shown without any zone annotation. Zone boundary lines
that are included as content in a zone have their zone annotation styled in bold and
underlined. The important point here is that zone boundaries are specific to a zone
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classification scheme. For nine-zone classification of the message in Figure 4.6, there
are six zone boundaries: line 2, lines 10–11, line 12, line 15, lines 17–20, and lines 30–
33. For three-zone classification, the only zone boundary consists of line 12, separating
the sender and boilerplate zones.

Based on these definitions, there are three different types of zone boundaries:

1. Blank boundaries contain only empty or whitespace-only buffer lines. Lines in
these zone boundaries are strictly separate from the zone content. An example
is Line 12 in Figure 4.6, for both the three- and nine-zone classification.

2. Separator boundaries contain only buffer lines, but must contain at least one
punctuation-character buffer line that is retained as content in one or both zones.
In Figure 4.6, an example is the zone boundary containing lines 17–20 that sepa-
rates the Attachment and Disclaimer zones for nine-zone classification, since line
20 is retained as part of the Disclaimer zone content.

3. Adjoining boundaries consist of the last content line of the earlier zone and the
first content line of the following zone. These boundaries occur where no buffer
lines exist between the two zones. An example is the zone boundary containing
lines 10 and 11 that separates the Author and Signoff zones in Figure 4.6 for
nine-zone classification.

Hypothesising Zone Boundaries To identify zone boundaries in unannotated
email data, we employ a very simple heuristic approach. Specifically, we consider
every line in the body of an email message that matches any of the following criteria
to be a zone boundary:

1. A blank line;

2. A line containing only whitespace; or

3. A line beginning with four or more repeated punctuation characters, optionally
prefixed by whitespace.

Our efforts to apply more sophisticated machine-learning techniques to identifying
zone boundaries could not match the 90.15% recall achieved by this simple heuristic.
The boundaries missed by the simple heuristic are all adjoining boundaries, where
two zones are not separated by any buffer lines. An example of a boundary that is not
detected by our heuristic is the zone boundary between the Author and Signoff zones
in Figure 4.6 formed by lines 10 and 11.

Obviously, our simple boundary heuristic detects actual boundaries as well as
spurious boundaries that do not actually separate different email zones. Unsurpris-
ingly, the number of spurious boundaries is large. The precision of our simple heuristic
across our annotated set of email messages is 22.5%, meaning that less than 1 in 4
hypothesised zone boundaries is an actual boundary. The underlying email zones aver-
age more than 12 lines in length, including just over 8 lines of non-blank content. Due
to the number of spurious boundaries, fragments contain less than half this amount—
approximately 3 lines of non-blank content on average. One of the most common types
of spurious boundaries detected are the blank lines that frequently separate paragraphs
within a single zone.
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For three-zone classification, the set of predicted boundaries remains the same, but
there are less actual boundaries to find, so recall increases to 96.3%. However, because
many boundaries from the nine-zone classification are not boundaries for the three-zone
classification, precision decreases to 14.7%.

Classifying Zone Fragments Having segmented the email message into candidate
zone fragments, we classify these fragments using the SMO implementation provided
by Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) with the features described in Section 4.4.5.

Although our boundary detection heuristic has better than 90% recall, the small
number of actual boundaries that are not detected result in some zone fragments con-
taining lines from more than one underlying email zone. In these cases, we consider
the mode of all annotation values for lines in the fragment (i.e., the most frequent zone
annotation) to be the gold-standard zone type for the fragment. This, of course, may
mean that we somewhat unfairly penalise the accuracy of our automated classification
when Zebra detects a zone that is indeed present in the fragment, but is not the most
frequent zone.

4.4.4.2 Line-based Zone Segmentation and Classification

Our line-based classification approach simply extracts all non-blank lines from an email
message and classifies lines one-by-one, using the same features as for fragment-based
classification. This approach is the same as the signature and reply line classification
approach used by Carvalho and Cohen (2004).

4.4.5 Features for Zone Classification

We use a variety of graphic, orthographic and lexical features for classification in Zebra.
The same features are applied in both the line-based and the fragment-based zone
classification (to either individual lines or zone fragments). In the description of our
features, we refer to both single lines and zone fragments (collections of contiguous
lines) as text fragments.

Graphic Features Our graphic features capture information about the presentation
and layout of text in an email message, independent of the actual words used. This
information is a crucial source of information for identifying zones. Such information
includes how the text is organised and ordered, as well as the ‘shape’ of the text. The
specific features we employ are:

• The number of words in the text fragment [Integer];

• The number of Unicode code points (i.e., characters) in the text fragment [Inte-
ger];

• The start position of the text fragment (equal to one for the first line in the mes-
sage, two for the second line and increasing monotonically through the message
[Integer];
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• The start position of the text fragment (as above) normalised for message length
[Integer];

• The end position of the text fragment (calculated as above) [Integer];

• The end position of the text fragment (as above) normalised for message length
[Integer];

• The average line length (in characters) within the text fragment (equal to the
line length for line-based text fragments) [Integer];

• The length of the text fragment (in characters) relative to the previous fragment
[Integer];

• The length of the text fragment (in characters) relative to the following fragment
[Integer];

• The number of blank lines preceding the text fragment [Integer]; and

• The number of blank lines following the text fragment [Integer].

Orthographic Features Our orthographic features capture information about the
use of distinctive characters or character sequences including punctuation, capital let-
ters and numbers. Like our graphic features, orthographic features tend to be inde-
pendent of the words used in an email message. The specific orthographic features we
employ include:

• Whether all lines start with the same character (e.g., ‘>’) [Boolean];

• Whether a prior text fragment in the message contains a quoted header [Boolean];

• Whether a prior text fragment in the message contains repeated punctuation
characters [Boolean];

• Whether the text fragment contains a URL [Boolean];

• Whether the text fragment contains an email address [Boolean];

• Whether the text fragment contains a sequence of four or more digits [Boolean];

• The number of capitalised words in the text fragment [Integer];

• The percentage of capitalised words in the text fragment [Integer];

• The number of non-alpha-numeric characters in the text fragment [Integer];

• The percentage of non-alpha-numeric characters in the text fragment [Integer];

• The number of numeric characters in the text fragment [Integer];

• The percentage of numeric characters in the text fragment [Integer];

• Whether the message subject line contains a reply syntax marker such as Re:
[Boolean]; and

• Whether the message subject line contains a forward syntax marker such as Fw:
[Boolean].

Lexical Features Finally, our lexical features capture information about the words
used in the email text. We use unigrams to capture information about the vocabu-
lary and word bigram features to capture short range word order information. More
specifically, the lexical features we apply to each text fragment include:
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2 Zones 3 Zones 9 Zones

Zebra Baseline Zebra Baseline Zebra Baseline

Lines 93.60% 61.14% 91.53% 58.55% 87.01% 30.94%
Fragments 92.09% 62.18% 91.37% 59.44% 86.45% 30.36%

Table 4.6: Zone classification accuracy compared against a majority baseline.

2 Zones 3 Zones 9 Zones

Zebra Baseline Zebra Baseline Zebra Baseline

Lines 90.62% 61.14% 86.56% 58.55% 81.05% 30.94%
Fragments 91.14% 62.18% 89.44% 59.44% 82.55% 30.36%

Table 4.7: Zone classification accuracy, without word n-gram features, compared against
a majority baseline.

• Each word unigram, calculated with a minimum frequency threshold cutoff of
three, represented as a separate binary feature [Boolean];

• Each word bigram, calculated with a minimum frequency threshold cutoff of
three, represented as a separate binary feature [Boolean];

• Whether the text fragment contains the sender’s name [Boolean];

• Whether a prior text fragment in the message contains the sender’s name [Boolean];

• Whether the text fragment contains the sender’s initials [Boolean]; and

• Whether the text fragment contains a recipient’s name [Boolean].

Features that look for instances of sender or recipient names are less likely to be specific
to a particular business or email domain. These features use regular expressions to find
name occurrences, based on semi-structured information in the email message headers.
First, we extract and normalise the names from the email headers to identify the
relevant person’s given name and surname. Our features then capture whether one or
both of the given name or surname are present in the current text fragment. Features
which detect user initials make use of the same name normalisation code to retrieve a
canonical form of the user’s name, from which their initials are derived.

4.4.6 Intrinsic Evaluation of Email Zone Segmentation and
Classification

Table 4.6 shows Zebra’s accuracy in classifying email zones. The results are calculated
using stratified, 10-fold cross validation. Accuracy is shown for three tasks—nine-,
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Total Au Si Di Ad Gr So Re Fw At

Author (Au) 2415 2197 56 9 4 14 31 43 53 8
Signature (Si) 383 93 203 4 0 0 20 28 31 4
Disclaim (Di) 97 30 4 52 0 0 0 2 9 0
Advert (Ad) 83 47 1 1 20 0 0 7 7 0
Greet (Gr) 85 8 0 0 0 74 2 0 1 0
Signoff (So) 195 30 5 0 0 0 147 11 2 0
Reply (Re) 2451 49 10 3 2 1 10 2222 154 0
Fwd (Fw) 2187 72 13 7 8 1 3 125 1958 0
Attach (At) 26 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 20

Table 4.8: The confusion matrix for nine-zone, line-based classification.

three- and two-zone classification—using both line and zone-fragment classification.
Performance is compared against a majority class baseline in each case.

Zebra’s performance compares favourably with previously published results. While
it is difficult to directly compare, since not all systems are freely available and they
are not trained or tested over the same data, our three-zone classification (identifying
sender, boilerplate and quoted reply content) is very similar to the three-zone task for
which (Estival et al., 2007) report 88.16% accuracy for their system and 64.22% accu-
racy using Carvalho and Cohen’s Jangada system. Zebra outperforms both, achieving
91.53% accuracy using a line-based approach. In the two-zone task, where we attempt
to identify sender-authored lines, Zebra achieves 93.60% accuracy and an F-score of
0.918, exceeding the 0.907 F-score reported for Estival et al.’s system tuned for exactly
this task.

Interestingly, the line-based approach provides slightly better performance than the
fragment-based approach for each of the two-zone, three-zone and nine-zone classifi-
cation tasks. As noted earlier, our original hypothesis was that zone fragments would
contain more information about the sequence and text shape of the original message,
and that this would lead to better performance for fragment-based classification.

When we restrict our feature set to those that look only at the text of the line or
zone fragment, the fragment-based approach does perform better than the line-based
one. Using only word unigram features, for example, our fragment classifier achieves
78.7% accuracy. Using the same features, the line-based classifier achieves only 57.5%
accuracy. When we add further features that capture sequence and shape information
from outside the text fragment being classified (e.g., the length of a text segment
compared to the text segment before and after, and whether a segment occurs after
another segment containing repeated punctuation or the sender’s name), the line-based
approach achieves a greater increase in accuracy than the fragment-based approach.
This presumably is because individual lines intrinsically have less information about
the message context, and so benefit more from the information added by the new
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features.
We also experimented with removing all word unigram and bigram features to ex-

plore the classifier’s portability across different domains. This removed all vocabulary
and word order information from our feature set. In doing so, our feature set was
reduced to less than thirty features, consisting of mostly graphic and orthographic in-
formation. The few remaining lexical features captured only the presence of sender and
recipient names, which are independent of any particular email domain. As expected,
performance did drop, but not dramatically. Table 4.7 shows that average performance
without n-grams (across two-, three- and nine-zone tasks) for line-based classification
drops by 4.67%. In contrast, fragment-based classification accuracy drops by less than
half this amount—an average of 2.26%. This suggests that, as we originally hypoth-
esised, there are additional non-lexical cues in zone fragments that give information
about the zone type. This makes the zone fragment approach potentially more portable
for use across email data from different enterprise domains.

Of course, classification accuracy gives only a limited picture of Zebra’s perfor-
mance. Table 4.9 shows precision and recall results for each zone in the nine-zone
line-based classification task. Performance clearly varies significantly across the dif-
ferent zones. For Author, Greeting, Reply and Forward zones, performance is good,
with F-score greater than 0.8. This is encouraging, given that many email tools, such
as action-item detection and email summarisation would benefit from an ability to
separate author content from reply content and forwarded content. The Advertising,
Signature and Disclaimer zones show the poorest performance, particularly in terms
of Recall. The Advertising and Disclaimer zones are almost certainly hindered by a
lack of training data; they are two of the smallest zones in terms of number of lines
of training data. The relatively poor Signature class performance is more interesting.
Given the potential confusion between Signoff content and Signatures that function as
Signoffs, one might expect confusion between Signoff and Signature zones, but Table
4.8 shows this is not the case. Instead, there is significant confusion between Signature
and Author content, with almost 25% of Signature lines misclassified as Author lines.
When word n-grams are removed from the feature set, the number of these misclassifi-
cations increases to almost 50%. These results reinforce our observation that the task
of email signature extraction is much more difficult that it was in the days of Usenet
messages.

4.5 Improving Obligation Act Classification with

Email Zoning

Requests and commitments in email do not occur uniformly across the zones that make
up the email message. There are specific zones of a message in which these obligation
acts are likely to occur. Indeed, requests and commitments that occur in some mes-
sage zones may almost always not be actionable, regardless of the utterance content.
For example, calls-to-action and rhetorical questions occur frequently in advertising
content, such as that shown in the highlighted section of Figure 4.7. Although they
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Zone Precision Recall F-score

Author 0.868 0.910 0.889
Signature 0.695 0.530 0.601
Disclaimer 0.684 0.536 0.601
Advertising 0.588 0.241 0.342
Greeting 0.822 0.871 0.846
Signoff 0.690 0.754 0.721
Reply 0.911 0.907 0.909
Forward 0.884 0.895 0.889
Attachment 0.625 0.769 0.690

Table 4.9: Precision and recall for nine-zone, line-based zone classification.

resemble the form of requests, such utterances would rarely be considered to convey
obligation for a recipient to act or respond. We employ the Zebra system described
in Section 4.4 to test our hypothesis that we can improve request and commitment
classification performance by first classifying the body text of each email.

Despite the likelihood of some noise being introduced through misclassification of
email zones, our hypothesis was that even imperfect information about the functional
parts of a message should improve the performance of our request classifier.

Based on this hypothesis, we integrated Zebra to identify the different functional
parts of email messages. To make our processing pipeline simpler, we configured Zebra
for line-based zone classification, and use it to extract only lines classified as author,
greeting and signoff text. We remove the content of all other zones before we evaluate
features for obligation act classification.

4.5.1 Request Classification with Email Zoning

Classifying the zones in email messages and then applying our request classifier to only
relevant message parts significantly increases the performance of the request classifier.
As detailed in Section 4.3.1, without zoning, our request classifier achieves accuracy
of 72.28% and a weighted F-score (weighted between the F-score for requests and
non-requests based on the relative frequency of each class) of 0.723. Adding the zone
classifier, we increase the accuracy to 83.76% and the weighted F-score to 0.838. This
corresponds to a relative increase in both accuracy and weighted F-score of 15.9%,
which in turn corresponds to an error reduction of more than 41%. Table 4.10 shows
a comparison of the results of the non-zoning and zoning request classifiers, generated
using stratified 10-fold cross validation. In a two-tailed paired t-test, run over ten
iterations of stratified 10-fold cross validation, the increase in accuracy, precision, recall
and F-score were all significant at p=0.01.
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Figure 4.7: An email message containing highlighted request-like utterances in an adver-
tising zone.

4.5.1.1 Lexical Feature Contribution

As expected, lexical information remains crucial to request classification. When we
previously experimented with removing all lexical (n-gram) features, the non-zoning
request classifier accuracy dropped to 57.62%. Our classifier with zoning also suffers a
significant drop in accuracy this time to 61.78%. In relative terms, the drop is similar,
but clearly zoning the messages first makes some of our non-lexical features (such as
the presence of sender or recipient names) more salient than before.

A bigger contrast is evident, when we apply only n-gram features. Our non-zoning
request classifier achieved accuracy of 71.49% while our request classifier with zoning
now achieves 83.36% accuracy. Clearly, lexical information is critical for accurate
request classification, regardless of whether email messages are zoned, but zoning the
message text first appears to increase the reliability of lexical cues. This is as expected,
as ignoring irrelevant text reduces the likelihood of erroneously identifying a request
in message zones such as email signatures and advertising. Advertising content in
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No Zoning With Zoning

Request Non-Request Request Non-Request

Accuracy 72.28% 83.76%*
Precision 0.729 0.716 0.849* 0.825*

Recall 0.745 0.698 0.837* 0.839*
F-score 0.737 0.707 0.843* 0.832*

Table 4.10: Request classifier results with and without email zoning (* indicates a sta-
tistically significant difference at p=0.01).

particular frequently contains directive utterances, in an attempt to persuade readers
to act or purchase, as we saw earlier in Figure 4.7.

We also see a marked contrast in the top-10 unigrams and bigrams, as ranked by
Information Gain, for the request classifier when coupled with our zone classifier. When
compared against the top-10 unigrams and bigrams for our initial request classifier,
presented in Table 4.3, the results for our zoning request classifier, shown in Table
4.11, appear to correspond much better with linguistic intuitions about the language
of requests. Using only these top-10 n-grams (plus our non-n-gram features), we achieve
80% accuracy. This suggests that, even with our relatively small amount of training
data, the zone classifier helps the request classifier to extract fairly general n-gram
features.

Although lexical features are very important, the top three features ranked by
Information Gain are non-lexical: message length in words, the number of non-alpha-
numeric characters in the message and the number of capitalised words in the message.
All these tend to trend towards longer messages being more likely to contain a re-
quest. This illustrates that our combination of lexical and non-lexical cues are both
contributing to the success of our request classifier.

4.5.1.2 Learning Curves

Figure 4.8 shows a plot of accuracy, precision and recall versus the number of training
instances used to build the request classifier. These results are calculated over zoned
email bodies, using the average across ten iterations of stratified 10-fold cross validation
for each different sized set of training instances, implemented via the FilteredClassifier
with the Resample filter in Weka. Given our pool of 505 agreed message annotations,
we plot the recall and precision for training instance sets of size 50 to 505 messages.

Unsurprisingly, there is a clear trend of increasing performance as the training set
size grows. It seems reasonable to assume that more data should continue to facilitate
better request classifier performance. This provides scope for further improvement in
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Word Unigrams Word Bigrams
Word 1 Word 2

please ? end-sentence
? pronoun-object know

pronoun-accusative let pronoun-accusative
if start-sentence please

pronoun-accusative if pronoun-nominative
let start-sentence thanks
to please let

know pronoun-nominative have
thanks thanks comma

do start date

Table 4.11: The top 10 useful n-grams for our request classifier with zoning, ranked by
Information Gain.

performance through the collection of more annotated data, suggesting that our ap-
proach will scale beyond the limited scope of annotated datasets that we have curated.

4.5.1.3 Error Analysis

To explore the errors made by our request classifier, we examined the output of our
request classifier coupled with Zebra, using its full feature set.

Approximately 20% of errors relate to requests that are implicit, and thus more
difficult to detect from surface features. Another 10% of errors are due to attempts to
classify requests in inappropriate genres of email messages. In particular, both mar-
keting messages and spam frequently include request-like, directive utterances which
our annotators all agreed would not be useful to mark as requests for an email user.
Not unreasonably, our classifier is sometimes confused by the content of these mes-
sages, mistakenly marking requests where our annotators did not. An example of a
message that was identified by our classifier, but not marked by our human annotators,
is shown in Figure 4.9. One way to resolve these classification errors would be to filter
out messages of particular genres before we apply the request classifier.

Another 5% of errors are due to request content occurring in zones that we ignore.
The most common case is content in a forwarded zone. Sometimes email senders
forward a message as a form of task delegation; because we ignore forwarded content,
our request classifier misses such requests. We discussed this issue more completely in
Section 3.3.4, and presented an example back in Figure 3.27.

We experimented with including content from forwarded zones (in addition to the
author, greeting and signoff zones), but found that this reduced the performance of
our request classifier, presumably due to the additional noise from irrelevant content in
other forwarded material. Forwarded messages are thus somewhat difficult to classify.
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Figure 4.8: The learning curve for our request classifier with zoning, showing recall,
accuracy and precision versus the number of training instances.

One possible approach would be to build sender-specific profiles that might allow us
to deal with forwarded content (and potentially content from other zones) differently
for different users, essentially learning to adapt to the different styles of different email
users.

A further 5% of errors involve errors in the zone classifier, which leads to incorrect
zone labels being applied to zone content that we would wish to include for our request
classifier. Examples include author content being mistakenly identified as signature
content. In such cases, we incorrectly remove relevant content from the body text that
is passed to our request classifier. Improvements to the zone classifier would resolve
these issues.

As part of our annotation task, we also asked annotators to mark the presence
of pleasantries, which we now refer to as phatic requests and phatic com-
mitments. As we discussed in Section 3.3.1, phatic obligation acts occur where an
utterance that could function as a request or a commitment in some other context,
but that do not convey obligation in the context of use under consideration. Phatic
acts in email are frequently formulaic, and do not place any significant obligation on
the recipient to act or respond. Variations on the phrase Let me know if you have any
questions are particularly common. The context of the entire email message needs to
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Figure 4.9: An email message containing request-like phrases that were not marked by
human annotators due to the marketing/spam nature of the email message.

be considered to distinguish between when such an utterance functions as a request
or a commitment, and when it should be marked as a phatic act. Of the errors made
by our request classifier, approximately 5% involve marking messages containing only
phatic requests as containing a request.

A little less than 5% of errors involve problems interpreting requests associated
with attached files. In some cases, it is clear than including an attachment conveys a
request to read or act on that material, however, in other cases it is less clear, leading
to ambiguity. We discussed this issue in more detail in Section 3.3.9.

The remaining errors are somewhat diverse. The balance of almost 50% of total
errors involve a wide range of issues, from misspellings of key words such as please to
a lack of punctuation cues such as question marks.

4.5.2 Commitment Classification with Email Zoning

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, our initial commitment classifier, without zoning, achieves
overall accuracy of 82.77% and a weighted F-score (weighted between the F-score for
commitments and non-commitments based on the relative frequency of each class) of
0.799. The headline result from adding our Zebra zone classifier to filter irrelevant sec-
tions of text from the messages before feature generation for commitment classification
is that we increase the commitment detection accuracy at the message-level to 86.62%
and the weighted F-score to 0.858.

This corresponds to a relative increase in accuracy of 4.6% and weighted F-score
of 7.4%, which in turn corresponds to an error reduction of 22.3%. Table 4.12 shows
a comparison of the results between our zoned and non-zoned commitment classifiers.
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No Zoning With Zoning

Commit Non-Commit Commit Non-Commit

Accuracy 82.77% 86.62%*
Precision 0.809 0.830 0.807 0.878*

Recall 0.357 0.978 0.571* 0.958
F-score 0.495 0.896 0.669* 0.916*

Table 4.12: Commitment classifier results with and without email zoning (* indicates a
statistically significant difference at p=0.01).

Word Unigrams Word Bigrams
Word 1 Word 2

pronoun-nominative pronoun-nominative will
will would like
be pronoun-nominative would
if will be

week like to
discuss if pronoun-nominative

tomorrow next week
let pronoun-accusative to
I’ll to discuss

next let pronoun-accusative

Table 4.13: The top 10 useful n-grams for our commitment classifier without zoning,
ranked by Information Gain.

Again, results are all generated using stratified 10-fold cross validation. In two-tailed
paired t-tests over ten iterations of stratified 10-fold cross validation, the increase in
accuracy, recall and F-score were all significant at p = 0.01. The differences in weighted
F-score (0.799 vs. 0.858) were also significantly different at p = 0.01

Table 4.13 shows the top-10 n-grams for our zoning commitment classifier. Unlike
for our request classifier, there is not a strong difference in the top features when Zebra
is applied before commitment classification. This suggests that there is less confusion
from commitments in irrelevantly zoned text than there is for requests. Intuitively,
this makes sense, as content that is zoned to be ignored, such as signatures and legal
disclaimers, more frequently contain requests and than commitments. The increased
performance from adding zoning, however, clearly must influence the efficacy of the
remaining n-gram and non-n-gram features, given the increase in accuracy.
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Figure 4.10: The learning curve for our commitment classifier with zoning, showing
recall, accuracy and precision versus the number of training instances.

4.5.2.1 Learning Curves

Figure 4.10 shows a plot of accuracy, precision and recall versus the number of train-
ing instances used to build our zoning commitment classifier. These results are cal-
culated over zoned email bodies, using the average across ten iterations of stratified
10-fold cross validation for each different sized set of training instances, implemented
via the FilteredClassifier with the Resample filter in Weka. Given our pool of 650
unanimously agreed message annotations, we plot the recall and precision for training
instance sets of size 65 to 650 messages, in 10% increments.

There is a relatively stable trend of increasing performance as the training set size
grows, but this is not monotonic, as in the case of our request classifier. It is likely that
further annotated data would lead to continued improvement in classification accuracy,
however, it is difficult to be confident of this given the fluctuations in performance. The
variance suggests that our training set may contain artefacts in the training/test splits
that are disproportionately influencing the results for our different training set sizes.
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4.5.2.2 Error Analysis

To explore the errors made by our commitment classifier, we examined the output of
our zoning commitment classifier using our full feature set, including all word n-grams.

Approximately 30% of errors relate to commitments that are implicit, and thus
more difficult to detect from surface features. Commitments are more challenging to
recognise than requests in this regard. Take, for example, the following utterance:

(4.3) The most intense heat will continue in the southwestern states, but the hot
weather will move into Texas and portions of the central Plains by early next
week, further boosting demand.

While this utterance has the syntactic form of a commitment, its meaning is actually
closer to a prediction; the weather is something that the author of this utterance
clearly does not have control over and cannot be reasonably be seen to be taking
on an obligation to ensure hot weather moves into Texas. The distinction between
predictions and commitments is frequently difficult to discern from the syntactic forms
alone, meaning that the lexical cues that can be used for classification are not as
consistent as those for requests.

As for requests, approximately 5–10% of errors are due to attempts to classify com-
mitments in inappropriate genres of email messages. In particular, both marketing
messages and spam frequently include commitment-like utterances which our anno-
tators all agreed would not be useful to mark as commitments for an email user to
follow up on. An example is shown in Figure 4.11. Not unreasonably, our classifier is
sometimes confused by the content of these messages, identifying commitments where
our annotators did not. As for requests, one way to resolve classification errors of this
type would be to filter out such messages before we apply the commitment classifier.

Less than 5% of commitment classification errors involve errors in the zone classi-
fier, which leads to incorrect zone labels being applied to zone content that we would
wish to include for our commitment classifier. Examples include author content being
mistakenly identified as signature content. In such cases, we incorrectly remove rele-
vant content from the body text that is passed to our commitment classifier. As for
requests, improvements to the zone classifier would be the most obvious way to resolve
this class of errors; however, the low frequency of these errors adds to the evidence from
our request classification experiments that further improvements to our zone classifier
will have diminishing returns for our obligation act classification.

The remaining errors are quite diverse, involving a wide range of issues, including
ambiguity and implicitness. There were also a small number of cases where com-
mitments that had been identified by our human annotators were in zones that were
correctly ignored, notably in forwarded content. This is the same issue that we have
seen arise for request classification and is difficult to resolve, as forwarded content
varies as to whether the sender intends to place obligations for action from forwarded
requests and commitments on the new recipient.
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Figure 4.11: An email message containing commitment-like phrases that were identified
by our commitment classifier, but not marked by human annotators due to the market-
ing/spam nature of the email message.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has described how we have built two message-level text classifiers that
identify whether an email message conveys an obligation act for the sender or recip-
ient. Request and commitment classification, like any form of automated speech act
recognition, is a difficult task due to the indirect relationship between lexical form and
speech act function.

Unlike previous work that has attempted to automate the classification of requests
or commitments in email, we introduce the novel step of zoning the email messages
without manual intervention prior to request and commitment classification. Our hy-
pothesis was that doing so would improve the performance of request and commitment
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classifiers. This hypothesis has been confirmed. The automatic classifiers that we de-
scribe in this chapter, when coupled with our automated email zoning system, correctly
identify requests and commitments at the message level in 83.76% and 86.62% of email
messages respectively. Specifically, we found that employing Zebra, our automated
email zone classification system, to focus our obligation act classifiers on relevant parts
of each message improves accuracy by between 4.6% and 15.9%, compared with the
performance of the same classifiers operating without the assistance of an email zone
classifier. Although some zone classification errors are made, our error analysis reveals
that only approximately 5% of errors are due to zone misclassification of message parts
for both request and commitment classification. This suggests that, although there
is clearly headroom to improve zone classifier performance, it is likely that focusing
instead on improving the request and commitment classifiers using the existing zone
classifier performance would lead to greater performance gains.

For both request and commitment classification, lexical features provide the strongest
cues. These cues are made more reliable through the coupling of Zebra, our zone clas-
sifier, to filter message text before classification. We leverage this knowledge in the
design of our finer-grained request and commitment classifiers in Chapter 5.
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“(I) automatically keep mails when I have sent them or received them
so I know that I have got a record. For example, ’you sent me an
email saying that you’ll do this so ...”

Quote from (Brown, Middleton, and Lightfoot, 2001, p. 135)

5
Fine-grained Classification of

Requests and Commitments

The message-level classifiers we developed in Chapter 4 can be applied in email soft-
ware to focus a user’s attention on email messages which contain actionable content,
thus helping to triage messages in their inbox. To further support email task manage-
ment, we also envisage future services that can automatically summarise the actionable
content in each email message or automatically extract requests and commitments into
a user’s structured task list. Such services require requests and commitments to be
identified at a finer granularity than the message level.

In this chapter we develop and evaluate techniques for identifying requests and
commitments at the paragraph level and sentence level. We choose paragraphs as a unit
that is likely to include sufficient context around each request or commitment utterance
that they can be extracted and presented, independently from the original message,
to summarise or collate obligations across a collection of messages. Sentence-level
identification is chosen as the finest granularity for which we could achieve acceptable
human annotator agreement in our data. Clause-based or text fragment classification
is left to future work.

Building on our message-level classification work, we approach this finer-grained
identification task using supervised machine learning methods within a text classifi-
cation framework. In Section 5.1, we describe how we derive our separate, labelled
corpora of paragraphs and sentences from our corpus of variable-length text spans
from 1000 business email messages that have been annotated by two independent an-
notators. We have made these corpora of labelled paragraphs and sentences available
publicly for use by other researchers.

In Section 5.2, we present our approach to fine-grained classification, built upon
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers with a range of lexical and syntactic features.
We also describe how we deal with the increased data skew observed in our annotated
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data at these finer granularities, specifically through the application of under-sampling,
over-sampling and cost-sensitive classification, and discuss how we evaluate classifica-
tion performance.

Section 5.3 then describes and evaluates our fine-grained request classifiers. We
discuss the features employed and present a detailed evaluation and analysis of clas-
sification performance over our derived corpora of request-annotated paragraphs and
sentences. We also perform experiments with the techniques described in Section 5.2
to combat imbalance in our labelled datasets, and discover that their applicability is
limited for the relatively low levels of data skew seen in our request corpora. Approxi-
mately 21–30% of paragraphs and sentences contain requests.

We then describe and evaluate an equivalent set of commitment classifiers in Sec-
tion 5.4, again operating at the paragraph and sentence levels. Data skew is a much
more significant problem for these classifiers, with only 4–10% of paragraphs and sen-
tences containing a commitment. We present a detailed evaluation of the efficacy of
under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification in improving the results of our baseline
SVM classifiers for paragraph and sentence classification.

In general, our attempts to combat data skew through the use of under-sampling
and cost-sensitive classification do not lead to a consistent improvement in performance.
To explore alternate ways of improving performance for our commitment classifiers, we
design and evaluate two ensemble approaches for combating fine-grained classification
errors in Section 5.5. These coarse-to-fine techniques are built on the recognition that
our message, paragraph and sentence classifiers all identify the same phenomena at
differing levels of detail. We leverage this insight by combining our classifiers at different
granularities into classifier ensembles. The ensemble technique, which augments the
feature space of finer-granularity classifiers, is able to provide significant improvement
over the standalone performance for both paragraph and sentence classification.

Overall, this chapter adapts our message-level classification approach to identify
requests and commitments at finer levels of granularity. We present and evaluate a
series of independent and ensemble classification techniques for identifying actionable
content in email messages at the paragraph and sentence level. Our resulting classifiers
provide the required functionality for the experimental email software integration that
we describe in Chapter 6. There, we embed our collection of request and commitment
classifiers at different granularities within Microsoft Outlook, both to provide useful
tools for users working with tasks in email and to create a platform for further research
and evaluation of tools and techniques for task management in email.

5.1 Creating Labelled Corpora of Paragraphs and

Sentences

In order to employ supervised machine learning techniques, we require labelled request
and commitment corpora to train and evaluate both our paragraph and sentence classi-
fiers. Our review of related literature suggests that no such corpus has previously been
made publicly available. We therefore created our own labelled corpora of paragraphs
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and sentences for both requests and commitments. This corpus has been made publicly
available for other researchers to use.1

In Section 3.2.4, we described how we undertook our Span 2 experiment which
involved two independent annotators marking all request and commitment spans in
1000 email messages. In this section we describe how we transform the resulting corpus
of identified and labelled text spans into separate corpora of annotated paragraphs and
labelled sentences. This involves two main steps. Firstly, we segment the full text of
each message body into paragraphs or sentences, as appropriate, and use gold-standard
zone labels to identify the correct zone labels for each paragraph/sentence. We then
discard paragraphs or sentences that do not occur in a relevant email zone. One
implication of this is that we discard annotations that occur in an irrelevant zone. In
practice, this occurs infrequently in our annotated corpus. Secondly, we generate a
gold-standard request and commitment label for each remaining paragraph/sentence,
based on the spans that have been annotated that overlap with the paragraph or
sentence. There is significant complexity within these processes, so we expand on each
of these steps below, including how we compute span overlaps, to explain exactly how
we generate our labelled paragraph corpus.

5.1.1 Segmenting and Selecting Relevant Paragraphs

The first step in generating our labelled paragraph corpus is to segment the message
body of the email into paragraphs. Mostly, paragraphs are separated by whitespace;
indenting the first line of a paragraph, which is a common marker in written text, is
extremely rare in email. One challenge when interpreting whitespace as a paragraph
separator is that whitespace can work at different levels of a document’s structural
hierarchy, and is not marked in any way to indicate the level at which it operates;
consequently, the function of whitespace in an email message is ambiguous. Figure 5.1
shows an example of whitespace operating at different levels within a message; some
whitespace indicates a paragraph boundary while other whitespace operates within a
paragraph as a separator between the list introduction and the first item in the list.

As part of our email zone classification work detailed in Section 4.4, we developed
techniques for segmenting email body text into zone fragments, which represent
contiguous lines of email body text separated by lines containing only whitespace or
punctuation. The ambiguity of whitespace means that it is possible for a paragraph
to span multiple underlying zone fragments, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, or for a zone
fragment to span multiple paragraphs, as shown in Figure 5.2. Despite this ambigu-
ity, in many cases this very simple notion of a zone fragment corresponds well to a
paragraph. Throughout this thesis we make the simplifying assumption that each zone
fragment maps to exactly one paragraph for the purposes of paragraph classification.
We rely on the zone boundary detection mechanisms described in Section 4.4.4 to find
the boundaries between paragraphs.

Although we see examples of paragraphs spanning multiple zone fragments, each
with the same zone label, none of our email corpora reveal any examples where a

1The corpus is available from http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php.

http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php
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Figure 5.1: A synthesised example of where a single paragraph spans more than one zone
fragment. In this case, the text covered by the two Author zones is arguably part of a single
paragraph.

single paragraph spans across multiple zone fragments with different zone labels. In-
tuitively, this is an expected result; the topical cohesion of a typical paragraph makes
the probability of spanning multiple functional zones of an email message quite low.

Where the reverse occurs, that is, where a single zone fragment spans multiple
paragraphs, we treat the entire zone fragment as a single paragraph. An example of
how this can occur is shown in Figure 5.2. In such cases, it is possible that the zone
segment would have different zone annotations; our segmentation code is set up to
create a separate instance of each identified paragraph for each gold-standard zone
associated with a paragraph.

After segmenting the text of an email into paragraphs, we keep only the paragraphs
from relevant zones of the email message. As in Chapter 4, relevant paragraphs are
those marked as: Author Content; Signoff Content; or Attachment Content.2

Because we align our notion of zone fragments and paragraphs, we simply consider
the gold-standard zone annotation associated with each paragraph to decide on its
relevance. In the small number of cases where a single paragraph has multiple zone
annotations, we keep exactly one instance of the paragraph if at least one of the gold-
standard zone annotations for that paragraph is a relevant zone.

2A reminder from our work presented in Chapter 4 that Attachment content refers to text within
the message body that refers to attached information; we do not have access to the attached content
in the version of the Enron corpus with which we work.
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Figure 5.2: A synthesised example of where a single zone fragment spans more than one
paragraph. In this case, the first zone fragment spans two different zones across the first two
paragraphs of the message (Hi Bob and Here’s the latest data you wanted.).

5.1.2 Generating a Gold-Standard Labelled Paragraph Cor-
pus from Annotated Spans

After segmenting the paragraphs and discarding those from irrelevant zones, we gen-
erate gold-standard, binary request and commitment labels for each paragraph that
indicate the presence of requests or commitments within the paragraph. Because our
annotated data is actually a collection of free text spans marked by multiple annota-
tors, determining the correct label involves two steps: first we reconcile our annotations
from multiple annotators into a single set of ‘true’ span annotations based on annota-
tor agreement; secondly, we map the agreed annotations for a collection of spans into
paragraph annotations. We explain each of these tasks in detail.

Measuring agreement between annotators for the span annotation task is signif-
icantly more complex than calculating message-level agreement, since selecting and
marking text is not purely a text classification task. Importantly, the task does not
have fixed units of annotation, as was the case when multiple annotators were labelling
the same message units. For each span annotation, the human annotator is actually
making at least two subjective decisions: which extent of text to annotate, and what
label to apply to the text extent.

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, without fixed units of annotation, we cannot easily
use traditional agreement measures of agreement such as Cohen’s kappa, since we are
not comparing independent labels being given to the same units of text. Instead, we
rely on F-score, which is frequently used to calculate agreement in tasks where the unit
of text being labelled is not fixed, e.g., (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005). To calculate
the F-score, we measure the precision and recall between each pair of annotators. We
treat the annotations of one annotator as the gold-standard and calculate the precision,
recall and F-score for the other annotator’s annotations against this reference.3 For our
task, we average the F-score across our pair of annotators. Across our 1000 messages,

3As already mentioned, it makes no difference to the F-score which annotator is selected as the
gold-standard—swapping annotators swaps the values for precision and recall, but the F-score remains
constant.
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our two annotators identify 3397 spans with agreement of 0.86 for requests and 0.72
for commitments, measured by F-score.

5.1.2.1 Finding Agreed Spans

In our span annotation tool, text spans within a document are defined by three prop-
erties: the offset of the first character of the span relative to the message body (start
offset), the span length, and the label annotated on the span.4 In order to calculate
the F-score between pairs of annotators, we require a metric for determining when two
spans of marked text represent the ‘same’ utterance. We refer to these as metrics of
span agreement.

The simplest possible span agreement metric is to require the start offset and span
length to match exactly. Unfortunately, there are subtle effects of the annotation pro-
cess that render such a measure unrealistic. For example, text spans marked by our
annotators frequently differ only by the inclusion or exclusion of leading or trailing
whitespace or utterance-final punctuation. We thus require a more nuanced metric to
identify annotated spans that humans consider to mark the ‘same’ underlying utter-
ance.

Before our span annotation task started, we ran a pilot annotation task to test
our annotation tool and processes. This involved three annotators marking spans in
50 email messages. For this pilot task, exact span agreement was poor, with only 7
of 185 spans satisfying this metric. Adding just 1 character of tolerance at each end
of the span, that is, allowing the start offset and end offset to differ by 1 character,
resulted in an almost 10-fold increase in agreement, with 54 spans finding agreement.
Human analysis of the additional matches was unanimous that all the spans should be
considered the ‘same’.

Figure 5.3 shows the number of agreed spans between three annotators using three
different metrics with a variety of threshold values. In all cases, we normalise an-
notations for direction of annotation (left-to-right or right-to-left) before calculating
agreement. The three metrics are:

1. Exact Match: Exactly equal values for start offset and span length;

2. Character Offset: Configured with a single threshold value that represents
the maximum difference in both start offset and text length that is allowed for
two spans to be considered the ‘same’; and

3. Word Overlap: Configured with a threshold value that represents the mini-
mum common word overlap required for two spans to be considered the ‘same’.

As an example of how these metrics are applied, Figure 5.4 shows two different span
annotations. Both have been labelled as a Request annotation. These would be
assessed as follows:

4We also capture the text of the span and an optional free text comment that allows annotators
to discuss issues of subjectivity or ambiguity for each annotation.
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Figure 5.3: The absolute number of agreed spans, from a corpus marked with 185 spans,
using each of three agreement metrics, with varying threshold values. The x-axis shows the
value of the threshold variable; the y-axis shows the number of agreed spans.

1. Exact Match: Not a match.

2. Character Offset: The length differs by two characters and the start offset by
21 characters. These would be considered the same span only when the threshold
value was greater than or equal to 21 (i.e., the greater of the difference in length
or start offset).

3. Word Overlap: The spans share a six word overlap. They would be considered
the same span only for a threshold value less than or equal to six.

For the Word Overlap metric, we also factor in the length of each span. If one text
span overlaps all the words in the other span, as in Figure 5.5, then the two spans are
considered the same, regardless of the overlap threshold. Elaborating on this example,
the spans in Figure 5.5 would be assessed as follows under each of the metrics:

1. Exact Match: Not a match.

2. Character Offset: The length differs by 44 characters and the start offset
differs by 7 characters. These would be considered the same span only when the
threshold value was greater than or equal to 44.
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Figure 5.4: Two span annotations that are considered equivalent under our a word overlap
metric with a threshold value of 6 or less.

Figure 5.5: Two span annotations that are considered equivalent under a word overlap
metric with any threshold value, since all the words in the second span overlap with the
first. These are considered to be different spans under both the exact match metric and the
character offset metric with a threshold value less than 44.

3. Word Overlap: The two spans have a five word overlap, which also represents
the entirety of span 2. They are considered the same span for any threshold
value.

As our two examples demonstrate, Exact Match is too restrictive. Figure 5.3
highlights this across our pilot task annotations, with only 7 of 185 annotated spans
finding exact agreement matching spans. Measured with Character Offset with
a two-character threshold5, the number of span agreements increases by an order of
magnitude, highlighting the frequent small differences that occur when marking the
‘same’ utterance. Further increasing the threshold value keeps increasing the number
of matches, but for our data, this plateaus at a 15-character offset. In our dataset,
this suggests that there are a collection of spans where some annotators have included
a small number of extra words or punctuation characters in the span. As we saw in
Figure 5.5, however, the start offset metric will not consider spans that mark a small
substring of a larger span to be the same, unless the threshold value is increased to
an unusually large number. Increasing the threshold to such a value is also likely to
consider spans that mark disjoint and genuinely different spans to be the same, for
example, annotations that mark separate short spans in sequential sentences. The

5Note that we use a single threshold value that captures the maximum allowable difference in both
length and start offset for two spans to be considered matching.
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plateauing in agreement numbers suggests that there is a reasonably wide gap be-
tween the threshold values required to identify the ‘nearly the same’ annotations, and
annotations that mark small subsets of larger span annotations by another annotator.

From both the examples and the pilot annotation results, the Word Overlap
metric is the most interesting. The metric is very stable, showing a complete lack
of sensitivity to its threshold value, across our range of 1 to 30 word overlaps. This
demonstrates that, while theoretically possible, we do not see any spans which overlap
by even a single word that represent different spans.

Based on these results, throughout this chapter, we use the Word Overlap metric
with its threshold set to 1 word to measure span agreement. A review of the literature
reveals that this single token overlap is commonly used in evaluating agreement for
named entity recognition— e.g., (Franzén et al., 2002; Tsai et al., 2006).

5.1.2.2 Calculating Gold-Standard Span Labels from Multiple Annota-
tions

Having settled on the Word Overlap metric for matching spans, we then need to con-
sider how to match span labels, remembering that our annotation scheme includes two
dimensions: requests and commitments. We use a label matching metric that enforces
agreement on the obligation act of interest (e.g., request), but ignores any disagree-
ments for the other obligation act (e.g., commitment). Consider, for example, the two
spans in Figure 5.5. Under our word overlap metric, these are considered to be the same
span of text. Annotator A marked it as ‘Request and Commitment’, and Annotator
B as ‘Request’. If we were considering an exact label match, these two annotations
would represent a disagreement. Under our looser label matching method, however,
we consider these two span annotations to represent an agreed request annotation on
the span, and a disagreed commitment annotation for the same span.

5.1.2.3 Generating Labelled Paragraphs

We use two different agreement metrics to aggregate our set of agreed annotated spans:6

1. Unanimous Agreement: only spans that are marked by both annotators with
an equivalent label are included as gold-standard positive paragraphs. Spans
where our two annotators disagreed are not considered to represent either an
agreed positive or an agreed negative annotation, and are discarded; and

2. Superset Agreement: any span marked by either or both annotators as a
positive span is included as a gold-standard positive paragraph. All other spans
are included and considered to be negative paragraphs.

As we discuss further in Section 5.2.3, we use both these agreement metrics to generate
training and test corpora to evaluate classifier performance. We convert a collection of
agreed span annotations to paragraph annotations by considering any paragraph that

6Note that we do not consider a majority agreement metric, since we only have two annotators.
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contains an agreed positive span annotation to have a positive annotation. All other
paragraphs, except those that have been discarded due to disagreement when using
the unanimous agreement metric, are labelled as negative paragraphs.

We refer to our derived corpora, including our paragraph corpora, as either unani-
mous or superset corpora, depending on the agreement metric used to generate them.
Thus, when we speak of a ‘unanimous request paragraph corpus’ later in this chapter,
we mean our corpus of paragraphs annotated for requests that contains only spans that
are agreed by both annotators.

5.1.3 Generating a Gold-Standard Labelled Sentence Corpus
from Annotated Spans

The process for creating a corpus of labelled sentences from our annotated span data
is very similar. First, we segment and select relevant sentences, ignoring those that
occur in irrelevant email zones. We then identify the correct gold-standard label for
each selected sentence.

Before we can generate labelled sentences, however, we should at least briefly grap-
ple with the notion of what constitutes a sentence. There are two main schools of
thought towards defining sentences as linguistic units. The first of these considers a
sentence as a grammatical unit, in which words are grammatically linked. Alterna-
tively, a more form-based definition can be proffered, that considers a sentence from an
orthographic perspective, where it is defined by anything contained between an initial
capital letter and a full stop, question mark or other terminal punctuation marking.
More than both of these, however, a sentence should also be internally coherent, mean-
ing that the concepts and relations that underlie the surface text of the sentence, are
linked, relevant and used to achieve the writer or speaker’s communicative intent. For
purely practical reasons of computational tractability, we approach sentences from the
orthographic perspective for this experimental work, relying on the syntactic cues to
distinguish boundaries between sentences so that they may be identified as units for
classification.

To generate a corpus of labelled sentences, we first segment the message body text
into sentences. Sentences generally do not span paragraph boundaries, so we build
on the work already done for paragraph segmentation by starting from the message
content that has already been segmented into paragraphs.

We split the text of each relevant paragraph into sentences, using the sentence split-
ter from the OpenNLP package (Apache Foundation, 2013), augmented with additional
rules to handle common email sentence boundaries not seen in the news text on which
the sentence splitter is trained. We classify email zones at the level of paragraphs, and
consider sentences to have the same zone annotation as the paragraph from which they
are extracted. We thus consider all sentences from a relevantly-zoned paragraph to
also be relevant.
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5.1.3.1 Calculating Gold-Standard Sentence Labels from Span Annota-
tions

After segmenting the sentences and discarding those from irrelevant zones, we generate
gold-standard binary request and commitment labels for each sentence. As for our
paragraph corpus, because our annotated data is actually a collection of free text spans
annotated by multiple annotators, determining the correct sentence label requires two
steps: first we reconcile our annotations from multiple annotators into a single set of
‘true’ span annotations, and secondly we map the agreed annotations for a collection
of spans into sentence annotations.

Again, we reuse the work done for paragraph corpus generation to identify the
agreed spans, using the word overlap metric with a threshold value of 1. We also use
the same metric to calculate agreed binary labels for each span.

Finally, we convert the span annotations to sentence annotations, using the same
unanimous and superset agreement metrics outlined in Section 5.1.2.3. Any sentence
that contains or overlaps with a positively-annotated, agreed span is given a positive
annotation. There are three main classes of overlap:

1. Span less than a sentence: where an agreed span marks only a phrase or other
part of a sentence. In this case, the sentence containing the agreed span is given
the relevant label from the agreed span;

2. Span equivalent to a sentence: where an agreed span marks the full extent of
a sentence. In this case, the sentence is given the relevant label from the agreed
span; and

3. Span more than a sentence: where an agreed span includes content from more
than one sentence. In this case, each sentence covered is given the relevant label
from the agreed span, generating more than one positively labelled sentence.

All other spans, except those that have been discarded due to disagreement under
the unanimous metric, are included in the sentence corpus as negative sentences.

5.2 Our Fine-grained Classification Approach

In this section, we describe our approach to paragraph and sentence classification,
including how we build and evaluate our paragraph and sentence classifiers, and the
techniques we employ to combat the increased imbalance that characterises some of
our labelled corpora.

5.2.1 Classification Framework

Our approach to paragraph and sentence classification is built on a text-classification
framework, using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers with a Gaussian Radial
Basis Function (RBF) as the kernel for the learning algorithm. Our selection of the
RBF kernel is based on cross-validation experiments that demonstrated a small but
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consistent improvement in performance for our text classification tasks over an SVM
employing a polynomial kernel. These results are consistent with Joachims’ early exper-
iments and published work on the use of SVMs for text classification—e.g., (Joachims,
1998).

For paragraph and sentence classification, we apply a range of mostly intra-paragraph
or intra-sentence features to predict the correct binary label for whether the paragraph
or sentence contains one or more requests and/or commitments. The exact features
used differ for requests and commitments and are described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
Most of the features are either lexical or based on shallow syntactic analysis.

We also pre-process the message text of each email message with our email zone
classifier, Zebra, before classification. This ensures that our classifiers only consider
content from relevant email zones when calculating features for classifying paragraphs
and sentences. This is consistent with how we generate the gold-standard corpora that
are used to train our classifiers, as described in Section 5.1.

5.2.2 Dealing with Skewed Data

A significant factor that affects the performance of our classifiers is that our fine-
grained training and evaluation corpora are all skewed to varying extents. This occurs
where one annotation label is significantly more frequent than other classes in the
training data. We see particularly highly skewed data for commitments, with only 4%
to 11% of paragraphs and sentences containing a commitment. Our data for requests
is less imbalanced, with approximately 20–30% of paragraphs and sentences containing
a request in our labelled corpora. Even these ratios are, however, significantly more
skewed than our message-level request corpus from Chapter 4.

Highly imbalanced datasets, such as our commitment corpora, can cause significant
challenges for automated classifiers. In this section, we describe how we adapt our
approach to combat high levels of data skew in the cases where this occurs. High
levels of imbalance also affect how we evaluate classifier performance. We are most
interested in performance on paragraphs or sentences that actually contain requests
and commitments. Ultimately, these are the paragraphs and sentences that we wish
to identify. These positive instances are also the minority class for both request and
commitment classification. Weighted F-score, a common metric for overall classifier
performance, can be heavily dominated by performance on majority class instances
under these circumstances. To combat this, we evaluate our classifier performance on
both weighted F-score, which takes into account performance across all data, and on
positive class F-score, which explicitly measures performance on instances that contain
requests or commitments.

We experiment with three common approaches to mitigating the effects of data skew
in our fine-grained corpora, which our review of related literature suggests are some of
the most common techniques—e.g., (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002; Akbani, Kwek, and
Japkowicz, 2004). These techniques are:

1. Under-sampling of the majority (negative) class;

2. Over-sampling of the minority (positive) class; and
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3. Cost-sensitive classification where we specify variable costs for particular
classes of errors. This can guide a classifier to compensate for data skew.

Under-sampling involves sampling a subset of instances that are labelled with the
majority class. This reduces the skew of data seen by the classifier for training, creating
a more balanced dataset, at the expense of discarding some labelled data from the
majority class. The sampling process may be implemented in a number of ways, ranging
from purely random selection of instances, through to ensuring that a representative
sample of instances remains, with reference to the vector space of features that apply
to each instance. For our experiments, we use the SpreadSubsample filter in Weka
to randomly sample instances from our datasets while maintaining a maximum ratio
between our minority and majority classes that is specified by a configurable threshold
value.

Over-sampling is the complimentary technique to under-sampling: it attempts to
balance the dataset by repeatedly sampling or synthesising additional instances that
are labelled with the minority class label. At its simplest, this can involve duplicat-
ing existing minority class instances to balance the frequency of class instances. More
usually, however, instances are synthesised by interpolating between existing instances
with reference to the chosen feature space. We employ a popular variant of over-
sampling called Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al.,
2002).

Finally, cost-sensitive classification involves weighting different types of errors dif-
ferentially, to bias the classifier towards or away from certain classes of error. In the
case of an imbalanced dataset, this can be a useful technique to boost the relative
importance of errors made on the minority class, despite their relative insignificance
in the face of majority class errors. Consider, for example, a dataset of 1000 email
messages of which 95% do not contain a commitment. Using accuracy as our metric,
increasing the accuracy on messages without commitments by 10% would result in a
9.5% boost in accuracy. The same improvement in accuracy for messages that do con-
tain commitments would boost overall accuracy by only 0.5%. In our case, however,
that improvement in performance on commitment messages may be much more mean-
ingful. Cost-sensitive classification allows us to bias the classifier towards or away from
particular types of errors. We apply it to increase the cost of positive class errors, to
counter the imbalance we see in some of our annotated corpora.

Each of these methods has its own advantages and drawbacks. Under-sampling,
for example, discards valuable training data that is labour intensive for people to an-
notate. Under-sampling can mislead the classifier about likely ratios of positive and
negative instances in unseen data. Over-sampling does not discard any data, but can
have the same effect of misleading the classifier about likely class ratios ‘in the wild’.
SMOTE, which synthesises additional minority-class instances between neighbouring
actual positive instances, also suffers from this limitation. Cost-sensitive classification
allows us to vary the relative weight or cost associated with different classes of error,
namely false positive or false negative classification predictions. Varying the cost as-
sociated with these error classes allows us to bias the classifier towards either higher
recall or higher precision.
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We experiment with all three methods in building and evaluating standalone classi-
fiers to identify requests or commitments. Where threshold values are required, such as
the maximum ratio of the majority to the minority class for under-sampling and over-
sampling, we use a standard grid search approach to systematically evaluate a range
of threshold values and pick the best performing values. Grid search is the de facto
standard way of performing parameter optimisation. It simply involves an exhaustive
search through a manually specified subset of the parameter space of the target param-
eter. A grid search algorithm must be guided by some performance metric, typically
measured by cross validation on the training set or evaluation on a held-out validation
set. In our case, we use cross validation over the same data to guide the parameter
selection for the maximum class ratios in under-sampling and over-sampling.

Unfortunately, as our results in the next sections demonstrate, these techniques
produced a disappointing lack of consistency in performance improvements. Despite
this, however, one extremely important use of techniques like under-sampling and cost-
sensitive classification is that they allow us to fairly directly control the trade-off be-
tween recall and precision in our classifiers. Later in this chapter, we leverage this
capability to create high recall component classifiers when building the classification
ensembles described in Section 5.5.

5.2.3 Evaluating Fine-grained Classification

One of the challenges in evaluating the performance of our fine-grained request and
commitment classifiers stems from the number of parameters that are available to vary
in training and evaluating each classifier.

Recall that our training and evaluation data for both our paragraph and sentence
classifiers is drawn from a span-annotated corpus. In inducing labelled paragraph and
labelled sentence corpora from these annotated spans, there are several variables that
need to be considered around how we generate the training and evaluation data, and
the variants of our classifiers that run over that data, including:

• the choice of unanimous or superset metrics for identifying agreed spans that are
then mapped to our set of labelled training paragraphs;

• the tuning of constant and kernel parameters for our Support Vector Machine;
and

• the tuning of parameters for under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification.

We tackle these dimensions of variation in a number of ways. Firstly, we evaluate the
use of both unanimous and superset metrics for identifying agreed spans, as described
in Section 5.1.2.3. Secondly, we experiment with feature selection to guide the number
of features we deploy in each classifier. We do not explore variations in the feature
set across experiments that seek to compare different classifier configurations (e.g.,
to compare our commitment paragraph classifier with and without under-sampling),
though the features obviously do vary across different granularities and between our
standalone and ensemble classifiers. Universally, however, we apply an information gain
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metric to select the top 5000 features for each classifier. Experiments with varying this
number from 500 to 10,000 features revealed low levels of sensitivity to the number of
features in our evaluation results, making us comfortable with running our experiments
with a fixed-size feature set.

Finally, we exhaustively search for optimal parameters for our SVMs and our skew-
reducing filters by undertaking a grid search across a well-defined search space to find
optimal values for these parameters in each circumstance. The results that we present
in this chapter, unless otherwise noted, represent the outcome of such grid search
processes.

5.3 Fine-grained Request Classification

Our fine-grained request classifiers are built within the framework described in Sec-
tion 5.2, using a Support Vector Machine as the learning algorithm, and trained with
different subsets of the labelled corpora derived from our corpus of annotated spans,
as described in Section 5.1.

In this section, we focus on classifying requests at two levels of granularity: the
paragraph level and the sentence level. At each level of granularity, we describe the
features used for classification, and then evaluate and analyse the performance of a
range of differently configured request classifiers.

5.3.1 Paragraph-level Request Classification

We begin our fine-grained request classification at the paragraph-level. This level of
granularity is useful to provide extracted summaries of actionable content in email
messages, since paragraphs often provide enough context to be read and understood
in isolation.

5.3.1.1 Paragraph-level Request Classification Features

We employ the following features for classifying requests in paragraphs:

• Lexical features in the form of binary word unigram and bigram features;

• Part-of-speech (PoS) information as binary PoS unigram and PoS bigram fea-
tures;

• Paragraph length in words and characters;

• Presence of a recipient’s name;

• Presence of the sender’s name;

• Presence of a closed-set of words indicating urgency (e.g., urgent, immediate, now,
soon);

• Presence of deadline feature, such as a day or date;
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Unanimous Superset

# Inst Baseline SVM Change # Inst Baseline SVM Change

Accuracy 3635 78.21% 91.58% +17.09% 4025 70.63% 87.01% +23.19%
Positive Precision 3635 0 0.900 - 4025 0 0.872 -

Positive Recall 3635 0 0.691 - 4025 0 0.653 -
Positive F-score 3635 0 0.781 - 4025 0 0.747 -

Weighted F-score 3635 0.782 0.912 +16.62% 4025 0.706 0.864 +22.38%

Table 5.1: Evaluation results for paragraph-level request classification.

• Presence of first- and second-person pronouns and possessives (e.g., I,me, my,
you, your);

• Presence of question marks;

• Presence of modal verbs (e.g., would, are, is, might, should ); and

• Presence of question words (e.g., who, what, how).

5.3.1.2 Paragraph-level Request Classification Evaluation

Table 5.1 shows the overall results for our paragraph-level request classifier. Results are
compared against a simple majority class baseline. As with all majority class baselines
for our fine-grained classifiers, the positive class precision, recall and F-score are all zero
for the baseline system (since every instance is predicted to not contain a request). For
comparing the performance of our SVM-based classifier against this baseline, we thus
focus on weighted F-score and accuracy.

The baseline accuracy is reasonably high, ranging between 70.6% and 78.2% de-
pending on which agreement metric we use to generate our training set. This, in turn,
means that between 21.2% and 29.4% of paragraphs are agreed to contain a request.
While this makes for a less balanced dataset than we saw for our message-level request
training set, where 52% of messages contained a request, our results presented later in
this section demonstrate that this level of imbalance has a relatively modest impact on
classifier performance.

Our request paragraph classifier significantly outperforms the baseline classifier in
terms of weighted F-score and accuracy at p=0.01. We report accuracy of 91.58%, over
a ZeroR baseline of 78.21% using our unanimously agreed training and cross-validation
dataset, and accuracy of 87.01% over a baseline of 70.63% for our larger dataset of
all positively-annotated paragraphs. These results represent an increase of 17% and
23% over the baseline accuracy, respectively. From an error reduction perspective, this
corresponds to a more than 60% reduction using our unanimously agreed dataset, and
more than 55% for our superset dataset. In terms of weighted F-score, our classifiers
outperform the baseline by between 16% and 22%.
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Unanimous Superset

Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive

Accuracy 91.58% 91.97% 91.86% 87.01% 87.08% 86.71%
De-skewing Boost - + 0.42% +0.31% - +0.07% -0.34%

Baseline Comparison +17.09% +17.59% +17.45% +23.19% +23.29% +22.77%

Positive Precision 0.900 0.858 0.886 0.872 0.847 0.836
De-skewing Boost - -4.67% -1.56% - -2.87% -4.13%

Positive Recall 0.691 0.756 0.718 0.653 0.684 0.681
De-skewing Boost - +9.40% +3.91% - +4.75% +4.29%

Positive F-score 0.781 0.804 0.794 0.747 0.757 0.751
De-skewing Boost - +2.94% +1.66% - +1.34% +0.54%

Weighted F-score 0.912 0.918 0.916 0.864 0.866 0.863
De-skewing Boost - +0.66% +0.44% - +0.23% -0.12%

Baseline Comparison +16.62% +17.39% +17.14% +22.38% +22.66% +22.24%

Table 5.2: Paragraph-level request classifier results, comparing the effect of under-
sampling and cost-sensitive classification using unanimously-agreed and superset-of-positive-
instance training datasets.

The data yielded by this evaluation provides strong evidence that we can reliably
detect paragraphs that contain requests. This is encouraging, and builds on the strong
results we achieved in Chapter 4 in identifying requests at the message-level.

We also quantify the headroom for further improving accuracy with techniques
to reduce or compensate for the higher levels of data imbalance. As outlined above
in Section 5.2.2, we experiment with three techniques: over-sampling our minority
class (the positive request paragraphs), under- sampling our majority class (the non-
request paragraphs), and configuring different costs for positive- class and negative-
class errors via a cost-sensitive classification framework (making errors for positive
request paragraphs more costly).

The headline results, generated via a grid search from a range of experiments con-
ducted with these techniques, are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 compares the performance of our initial request paragraph classifier
against the same classifier deployed with under-sampling and cost-sensitive classifi-
cation filters. Performance is measured using accuracy, positive class precision, recall
and F-score, and weighted F-score. We also compare performance against the original
baseline classifier, to provide context to the metrics reported for our various de-skewed
classifier configurations.

Readers may note that no results are included for over-sampling. Our experiments
using grid search to optimise the parameters for Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE) took multiple days to run on our available hardware, and produced
results that were universally worse than our baseline classifier in terms of accuracy,
weighted F-score and positive class F-score. As such, we halted our evaluation of this
technique and did not generate an evaluation of SMOTE.

The optimal threshold values for the ratio between our positive and negative classes
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for under-sampling were calculated based on an exhaustive set of experiments that ap-
plied a grid search technique. We applied grid search using F-score as our performance
metric, and applied the search across ten iterations of ten-fold cross validation for each
set of threshold values and then averaged the results.

The results of our grid search demonstrated that the biggest boost to performance
comes from under-sampling at a majority to minority class ratio of between 1.7 and
1.8 negative paragraphs for each request paragraph. For our classifier trained using
unanimously agreed annotated data, applying under-sampling with a ratio of 1.7:1
boosted overall weighted F-score performance by almost 17.4%. For our superset of
positively annotated request paragraphs, a ratio of 1.8:1 boosted weighted F-score by
22.66%. Accuracy results were increased by similar amounts. Positive class F-score—
i.e., the F-score for paragraphs that contain requests—is an important measure of
performance for such a skewed dataset. It was increased by between 1.34% and 2.94%
using the under-sampling approach.

The other de-skewing approach we experimented with was cost-sensitive classifica-
tion, which weights the cost of errors differently for each class. In our case, we want
to weight errors for positive class (i.e., errors that are made with paragraphs actually
containing requests) higher than errors that are made for paragraphs that do not con-
tain requests. This is to counter the natural tendency of the algorithm to discount
such errors, since they have a smaller effect on the overall accuracy due to the data
skew. Because we focus on improving the positive class F-score, however, we want to
avoid positive class errors as much as possible, while balancing this against the overall
classifier accuracy and weighted F-score. As for under-sampling, we derived an opti-
mal ratio of error costs for each class based on an exhaustive set of experiments run
using a grid search technique. The optimal ratio of the relative cost of errors for the
non-requests versus requests varied between 26% and 40% across our unanimous and
superset training sets. These values led to a very small increase in weighted F-score
of 0.44% for our unanimous dataset, and a drop in weighted F-score of 0.12% for our
superset dataset, neither of which were statistically significant from our standalone
classifier without cost-sensitive classification applied.

Overall, the performance increase gained from applying de-skewing techniques to
our paragraph-level request classifier were small. Given the relatively modest levels
of data skew observed, and the reasonably high performance of our paragraph-level
request classifier in the face of this data skew, this is not surprising. While impossible
to directly compare across different datasets, our paragraph-level weighted F-score of
0.912 is above even the F-score reported for many message-level request classification
systems in the literature, including those evaluated in (Cohen, Carvalho, and Mitchell,
2004; Bennett and Carbonell, 2005; Carvalho and Cohen, 2006; Goldstein and Sabin,
2006). Based on the data from our evaluation, future work to further improve the
performance of paragraph-level request classification would be best spent exploring
factors other than the reduction of data imbalance.
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Unanimous Superset

# Inst Baseline SVM Relative Increase # Inst Baseline SVM Relative Increase

Accuracy 5882 78.60% 89.24% +13.54% 6530 70.80% 85.05% +20.13%
Positive Precision 5882 0 0.912 - 6530 0 0.862 -

Positive Recall 5882 0 0.550 - 6530 0 0.582 -
Positive F-score 5882 0 0.686 - 6530 0 0.694 -

Weighted F-score 5882 0.692 0.882 +27.46% 6530 0.581 0.837 +44.06%

Table 5.3: Evaluation results for sentence-level request classification.

5.3.2 Sentence-level Request Classification

Sentence-level request classification allows us to look towards services that might ex-
tract tasks from a user’s inbox and reformulate them into a structured task list for
ongoing management. In this section, we develop and evaluate classifiers for identify-
ing sentences that contain requests.

The features that we apply for sentence-level request classification are the same as
those we used for paragraph-level classification. We do add, however, some positional
constraints on features we used for paragraph classification. These features include
whether a sentence begins with a modal verb or ends with a question mark. As we do
not attempt to segment paragraphs into sentences for paragraph classification, these
features are not available at the paragraph level.

Table 5.3 presents the results for sentence-level request classification. The headline
result when using our superset training set is that we are able to increase the accuracy
over a majority baseline system up to 20% and improve the weighted F-score by more
than 44%. This represents a highly significant 49% error reduction compared against
our majority baseline. Again, all these results are generated using 10-fold stratified
cross validation over the annotated data. For our classifier trained with our unanimous
request training corpus, we see an increase in accuracy of 13.54% and an increase in
weighted F-score of 27.46%, both of which are significant at p = 0.01.

The imbalance in our sentence corpus in terms of requests is very similar to the
levels seen at the paragraph level: between 21.4% and 29.2% of sentences contain
requests across our unanimous and superset training corpora. The lack of significant
improvements we observed at the paragraph level, coupled with the similarities in
features and levels of imbalance in our dataset, led us to not exhaustively evaluate
the range of parameter settings for under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification
techniques that we performed at the paragraph-level.

Using under-sampling with a maximum class ratio of 1.5, for example, we were
able to boost positive class F-score by 2.9% to 0.706, and marginally increase weighted
F-score from 0.882 to 0.883. Similarly, using cost-sensitive classification, we could
increase positive class F-score by 3.9% to 0.713, and weighted F-score to 0.888. This
increase in weighted F-score is, however, not significant, representing an increase of
only 0.68% over our unfiltered SVM classifier.
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Due to this lack of significant improvement when applying the various techniques for
combating data skew, coupled with the volatility of the results—small changes in the
threshold value resulted in relatively large changes in overall performance—we do not
report the full set of results. We also do not consider that results using these techniques
are likely to generalise to other datasets. As noted for our paragraph classifiers, these
results suggest that there are factors other than data skew that would need to be
focused on to further improve performance of our request sentence classifiers.

5.4 Fine-grained Commitment Classification

Like the request classifiers, our fine-grained commitment classifiers are built as de-
scribed in Section 5.2, using Support Vector Machines trained with different subsets of
the labelled corpora that are derived from our corpus of annotated spans, as described
in Section 5.1.

As we have discussed in earlier chapters, one challenge in commitment classification
is that there are weaker links between the surface form of an utterance and a commit-
ment speech act; we do not see the relatively high frequency of a small number of forms
as we do with imperatives and interrogatives for requests, for example.

Additionally, as our message-level classification experiments revealed in Chapter 4,
commitments occur substantially less frequently than requests. This difference is even
more pronounced at finer levels of granularity, which poses some additional challenges
for classification.

We work to address these and other challenges in this section and in Section 5.5,
where we look at building classifier ensembles to help counter the additional data skew
seen at finer granularities.

5.4.1 Paragraph-level Commitment Classification

As already noted, our datasets of commitments are distinctly more imbalanced than
those of requests, with the exact level of imbalance varying between our various different
permutations of training corpora. At the paragraph level, only 4.2% of paragraphs are
deemed to contain a commitment in our unanimous corpus; for our superset agreement
corpus, the percentage is slightly higher, with 10.5% of paragraphs deemed to contain
a commitment. Both these observed levels, however, are highly imbalanced, and are
much higher than those we observe for requests.

This acute imbalance makes classification challenging. Firstly, there is very lit-
tle headroom to outperform the high baseline that such data skew naturally dictates.
Secondly, as discussed in Section 5.2.2, even large improvements to classification per-
formance for the minority class (which we care most about) will have a relatively minor
effect on overall classifier performance. These issues are demonstrated by the results we
present in Section 5.4.1.2. We work to address them both later in this section, where we
apply dataset rebalancing filters similar to those we used for paragraph classification
in Section 5.3.1.
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Unanimous Superset

# Inst Baseline SVM Change # Inst Baseline SVM Change

Accuracy 3759 95.85% 97.77% +2.00% 4025 89.52% 93.84% +4.83%
Positive Precision 3759 0 0.909 - 4025 0 0.857 -

Positive Recall 3759 0 0.513 - 4025 0 0.495 -
Positive F-score 3759 0 0.656 - 4025 0 0.628 -

Weighted F-score 3759 0.938 0.975 +3.94% 4025 0.846 0.931 +10.05%

Table 5.4: Evaluation results for paragraph-level commitment classification.

5.4.1.1 Paragraph-level Commitment Classification Features

We employ the following features for classifying commitments in paragraphs:

• Lexical features in the form of binary word unigram and bigram features;

• Part-of-speech (PoS) information as binary PoS unigram and PoS bigram fea-
tures;

• Paragraph length in words and characters;

• Presence of a recipient’s name;

• Presence of the sender’s name;

• Presence of words indicating urgency (e.g., urgent, immediate, now, soon);

• Presence of deadline feature, such as a day or date;

• Presence of first-person future tense phrases (e.g., I will, I won’t, we’d be, we
would);

• Presence of singular or plural first-person pronouns and possessives (e.g., I,me,
my, you, your);

• Presence of continuing action with gerund verb form (e.g., am doing, are doing,
is doing); and

• Presence of specified first person continuing phrases (e.g., I am, we are).

Some of these features, such as the first-person future tense phrases, are clearly linked to
common forms of expressing commitments to future actions, such as We’d be delighted
to attend or I will send you the document tomorrow.
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Unanimous Superset

Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive

Accuracy 97.77% 97.77% 97.82% 93.84% 93.69% 94.09%
De-skewing Boost - 0.00% +0.05% - -0.16% +0.27%

Baseline Comparison +2.00% +2.00% +2.05% +4.83% +4.66% +5.11%

Positive Precision 0.909 0.840 0.902 0.857 0.746 0.815
De-skewing Boost - -7.59% -0.77% - -12.95% -4.90%

Positive Recall 0.513 0.571 0.532 0.495 0.604 0.564
De-skewing Boost - +5.80% +3.70% - +22.02% +13.94%

Positive F-score 0.656 0.679 0.669 0.628 0.668 0.667
De-skewing Boost - +3.51% +1.98% - +6.37% +6.21%

Weighted F-score 0.975 0.976 0.975 0.931 0.934 0.936
De-skewing Boost - +0.10% 0.00% - +0.32% +0.54%

Baseline Comparison +3.94% +4.05% +3.94% +10.05% +10.40% +10.64%

Table 5.5: Paragraph-level commitment classifier results comparing the use of various
de-skewing techniques.

5.4.1.2 Paragraph-Level Commitment Classification Evaluation

Table 5.4 presents the overall results for our standalone, paragraph-level commitment
classifier, before we employ any techniques for combating data skew. Results are again
compared against a majority class baseline.

The high level of data skew and correspondingly higher baseline accuracies of 95.85%
and 89.52% for our unanimous and superset classifiers is immediately noticeable. De-
spite the high baseline, our standalone commitment classifier manages to outperform it
on both accuracy and weighted F-score, for both our superset and unanimous training
and evaluation sets. These results are calculated using 10-fold stratified cross validation
over the training data.

In situations such as this, where there is very little headroom to increase accuracy
and weighted F-score, Error Reduction is often used as a metric for evaluating
performance. For our unanimously trained classifier, we see an error reduction of
46.27%, and for our superset trained classifier, we see a reduction of 58.78%. These
results provide strong evidence that our commitment classifiers credibly outperform
their respective baseline classifiers.

Given the extreme imbalance in the dataset, however, we also hypothesise that de-
skewing the data for classifier training should provide a further boost to performance.
We thus turn to the same range of skew-reducing classification techniques that we
applied to our request classifiers. The results of applying under-sampling and cost-
sensitive classification filters to our commitment paragraph classifier are reported in
Table 5.5.

We optimise the ratio of positive to negative classes for our under-sampling filters
using the same grid search approach that we applied with our request paragraph clas-
sifier. The optimal ratios of non-commitment paragraphs to commitment paragraphs
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Unanimous Superset

Headroom Actual Error Reduction Headroom Actual Error Reduction

Under-sampling Accuracy 2.28% 0.00% 0.00% 6.56% -0.16% -2.44%
Under-sampling Weighted F 2.56% 0.10% 3.90% 7.41% 0.32% 4.32%

Cost-sensitive Accuracy 2.28% 0.05% 2.19% 6.56% 0.27% 4.12%
Cost-sensitive Weighted F 2.56% 0.00% 0.00% 7.41% 0.54% 7.29%

Table 5.6: An analysis of performance headroom for paragraph-level commitment classi-
fication using different methods for combating data skew.

vary from 3.5:1 for our superset training data to 6.5:1 for our unanimous training data.
Using these ratios in our under-sampling filter results in a marginal improvement in
weighted F-score of between 0.10% and 0.32%. Overall accuracy is either unaffected
or drops slightly, by 0.16%. None of these differences are, however, statistically sig-
nificant. We do see substantial improvements in the F-score for our positive class,
compared against our standalone paragraph classifier, with gains of between 1.98%
and 6.21% for our unanimous and superset classifiers respectively. These gains come
from significant increases in positive class recall, at the expense of smaller drops in pos-
itive class precision. This is the same pattern of results that we observed when applying
under-sampling for request paragraph classification. It reflects the intended effect of
under-sampling, which is to cause more instances to be classified as commitments, some
of which will inevitably be incorrect classifications.

When we move to cost-sensitive classification, the optimal values for the relative
cost of errors for the non-requests versus requests varied from 6% to 9% across our
unanimous and superset training sets. This effectively makes a false positive error incur
6–9% of the weighting of false negative errors. These weight values were again derived
from an exhaustive grid search process across a wide range of parameter values. As
shown in Table 5.5, using cost-sensitive classification, we are able to lift accuracy by
between 0.05% to 0.27%. Weighted F-score remains unchanged or improves by 0.54%.
Positive class F-score is lifted by between 1.98% and 6.21%. The increase in positive
class F-score is particularly encouraging, since this was the main source of errors in
our commitment paragraph classifier.

As for our initial commitment classifier, the high levels of skew can make it useful to
analyse the comparison between our classifiers from the perspective of error reduction.
We do this in Table 5.6, explicitly drawing attention to the headroom for performance
improvement and the actual improvement observed. Under our unanimous dataset,
even a classifier with perfect accuracy can only lift accuracy by 2.28% and weighted
F-score by 2.56% over our initial standalone commitment classifier. For our superset
dataset, the headroom for improvement is 6.56% for accuracy and 7.41% for weighted
F-score. Taken in this context, our marginal improvements over the standalone baseline
still represent up to 12% of the best possible improvement in accuracy and weighted
F-score. Table 5.6 details the actual performance increases we achieved against these
theoretical maximums, and shows that, in the best case, we reduce the error rate for
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Unanimous Superset

# Inst Baseline SVM Relative Increase # Inst Baseline SVM Change

Accuracy 6106 95.89% 97.00% +1.16% 6530 89.66% 92.28% +2.92%
Positive Precision 6106 0 0.833 - 6530 0 0. 913 -

Positive Recall 6106 0 0.339 - 6530 0 0.280 -
Positive F-score 6106 0 0.482 - 6530 0 0.429 -

Weighted F-score 6106 0.939 0.964 +2.66% 6530 0.848 0.904 +6.60%

Table 5.7: Evaluation results for sentence-level commitment classification.

the weighted F-score by more than 7% when using cost-sensitive classification with our
superset training data.

Overall, our paragraph classifiers outperform the majority baseline. Despite our
application of a range of techniques to combat the reduced frequency of commitments
in our email datasets, however, we failed to significantly improve the performance of
these classifiers through the use of any skew-reducing techniques. While it is difficult
to definitively identify the reason for this, it may be that our feature set fails to capture
the essence of commitments as effectively as our request classifiers do. As we discussed
back in Section 3.1.3.3, commitments lack a consistent syntactic form, unlike requests,
which makes our task of classification using mostly surface-level lexical and syntactic
features a more difficult one. It may also be that further improvements require a
different approach, an hypothesis that we return to in Section 5.5 when we explore the
application of classifier ensembles to combat the data skew.

5.4.2 Sentence-level Commitment Classification

The features we apply for sentence-level commitment classification are the same as
those used for paragraph-level classification. Unlike our request classifiers, we do not
employ explicit positional features for either paragraph or sentence classification, since
there are no obvious lexical phrases that are highly indicative of commitments when
they occur in particular sentence or paragraph positions.

Table 5.7 shows the results of our sentence-level commitment classifier using both
our unanimous and superset training data, compared against our majority class base-
line. All results are based on 10-fold stratified cross validation. These results show
that our classifier manages to improve accuracy over the baseline by between 1–3%.
These results are primarily limited by the extremely skewed dataset and correspond-
ingly high baseline classifier accuracies of 95.89% and 89.66% for our two training sets.
These values are marginally higher than those observed for our commitment paragraph
corpus, illustrating an even higher level of data skew at the sentence level.

Weighted F-score is increased by between 2.5% and 6.6% over the baseline. Despite
these increases in accuracy and F-score being small, they represent a significant error
reduction of between 27% and 36.8%. That such small changes in accuracy and F-
score correspond with such large error reduction rates highlights the small headroom
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Unanimous Superset

Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive Existing Under-sampling Cost-Sensitive

Accuracy 97.00% 96.56% 97.05% 92.28% 92.57% 92.86%
De-skewing Boost - -0.45% +0.05% - +0.31% +0.63%

Baseline Comparison +1.16% +0.70% +1.21% +2.92% +3.25% +3.57%

Positive Precision 0.833 0.634 0.820 0.913 0.750 0.843
De-skewing Boost - -23.89% -1.56% - -17.85% -7.67%

Positive Recall 0.339 0.386 0.363 0.280 0.422 0.381
De-skewing Boost - +13.86% +7.08% - +50.71% +36.07%

Positive F-score 0.482 0.480 0.503 0.429 0.540 0.524
De-skewing Boost - -0.41% +4.36% - +25.87% +22.14%

Weighted F-score 0.964 0.962 0.965 0.904 0.916 0.916
De-skewing Boost - -0.21% 0.00% - +1.33% +1.33%

Baseline Comparison +2.66% +2.44% +2.77% +6.60% +8.02% +8.02%

Table 5.8: Sentence-level commitment classifier results comparing the use of various de-
skewing techniques.

for improvement given the extreme imbalance in the annotated data, as we observed
for paragraph classification.

Again, because of the extreme imbalance in the data, we turn to under-sampling
and cost-sensitive classification as techniques to combat the data skew. The results
of these experiments are reported in Table 5.8. We performed an exhaustive grid
search of weighting parameters for both cost-sensitive classification and under-sampling
to achieve the results reported in Table 5.8. Despite the extreme data skew, we do
not see a consistent significant improvement to performance. When different class
ratio and error cost values are applied, the results are highly variable. We see, for
example, that the best case found through our grid search for under-sampling with
our unanimously trained classifier was a ratio of 5 non-commitment sentences for each
commitment sentence. This optimal configuration, however, still resulted in a small
(and not statistically significant) drop in weighted F-score of 0.21% and of positive
class F-score of 0.41%. For our superset trained classifier, we saw improvements in
both weighted F-score (up 1.33%) and positive class F-score (up 25.87%) for under-
sampling, with the ratio selected by grid search being 3:1.

Such variation makes it difficult to extrapolate performance to other data sets or to
generalise the results. It is clear that under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification
can improve performance as measured by weighted F-score and positive class F-score,
sometime significantly. We do see consistency in the improvement in positive class
recall that we have observed across all our fine-grained classifiers when employing
under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification. There are equally, however, cases
where it appears to hinder rather than improve performance.
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5.5 Improving Fine-Grained Classification with En-

sembles

The performance improvements observed from our application of under-sampling, over-
sampling and cost-sensitive classification were inconsistent. While we saw an encour-
aging and consistent improvement in positive class F-score, performance measured by
weighted F-score was much more varied. In light of these results, in this section we
explore an alternative classification approach to boost the performance of our para-
graph and sentence classifiers. While we apply these techniques to both our request
and commitment classifiers, our primary focus is on commitment classification, given
the very high levels of data skew.

When considering our task of identifying actionable requests and commitments in
email, one important commonality across all the work in this thesis is that our message,
paragraph and sentence classifiers are all attempting to identify the same underlying
obligation acts in a given email message. Although the three types of classifiers are
abstracting the text at different levels of granularity, all three levels of classifier are
attempting to identify the same underlying signal, that is, some specific request or
commitment utterance that is conveyed. Given this commonality, we hypothesise that
we can share information between our classifiers, despite their different levels of gran-
ularity, to improve performance. Specifically, we explore the potential for improving
request and commitment classification at the paragraph and sentence level by using
information from coarser-grained classifiers to guide or direct the finer-grained classi-
fiers.

The motivation for constructing such classifier ensembles is an underlying hypoth-
esis that there are cues for classification available at the coarser message-level gran-
ularity that are not readily available for classification at the paragraph or sentence
level. Message-level features such as subject-line text, sender and recipient information
and choice of signoff phrase, for example, can be useful cues in classifying a message.
Similarly, there is some evidence that using Thanks in a message signoff is positively
correlated with the message containing a request. Such features are, however, generally
not available to be represented in the feature space for paragraph or sentence classi-
fiers, given that they are features of the message rather than any specific paragraph or
sentence.

Additionally, there is greater lexical redundancy in a message than in a paragraph
or sentence. This means that there may be more request and commitment words in
a message than in a paragraph or sentence, and thus more cues for a classifier to
recognise. On average, our data suggests that positive request messages have some-
where between 1.3–1.6 positive paragraphs per positive message. For commitments, we
see approximately 1.2–1.6 positive paragraphs per positive message. While the para-
graph classifier has visibility of cues of only a single paragraph for classification, the
message-level classifier clearly has more cues, on average, available to help make a cor-
rect classification decision. Finally, message-level classification data is less skewed than
paragraph or sentence classification. A more balanced dataset can make classification
easier for most if not all machine learning classifiers.
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Based on the additional cues and classification properties from the message level,
we expect that making use of this information should result in higher accuracy for
coarse-granularity classification. The results across our standalone classifiers confirm
this; performance, measured by F-score on the positive class, monotonically drops
as the granularity of classification is made finer for both request and commitment
classification. Our coarse-to-fine grained classifiers aim to exploit this performance gap
between our message and paragraph classifiers to improve paragraph classification.

We implement and evaluate two methods: the first, described in Section 5.5.2,
uses our message, paragraph and sentence classifiers in a filtered ensemble to remove
messages and paragraphs that are considered to not contain requests or commitments
before finer-grained classification; the second approach, described in Section 5.5.3,
augments the feature space of our paragraph classifiers with message-level predictions
and that of our sentence classifiers with both message- and paragraph-level predictions.

5.5.1 Related Coarse-to-Fine Classification Work

While our motivations are a little different than other work in the literature, the idea
of building ensembles of classifiers has been experimented with across a number of
domains. Coarse-to-fine classification techniques have been used with great success in
specific applications in areas such as computer vision (e.g., face detection) and to a
more limited degree in natural language processing (e.g., parsing, machine translation).
A workshop at the Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) Conference in 2010
focused on drawing together work in this field.7 One paper at this workshop involved
the coarse-to-fine classification of email for the purposes of spam detection (Pujara and
Getoor, 2010). While this problem has some aspects in common with our own work,
there are also important distinctions. Pujara and Getoor (2010) are motivated by
managing the expense of large-scale classification rather than improving performance
of a finer-grained task, and the disjoint nature of features that they applied at the
different levels of classification make the outcomes not directly comparable with our
own work. Their work focused on classification at four levels, listed below from cheapest
to most expensive in terms of their spam detection analysis:

1. Initial HELO SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) Connection: Attempt to
detect spam cheaply based on the IP address from which the mail originates;

2. Mail From SMTP Command: Attempt to detect spam based on the sending
address, as reported during the second command issued in an SMTP transaction;

3. Mail Subject: Attempt to detect spam based on the content of the email subject
line; and

4. Mail Body: Analyse the mail body as a last resort, to confirm or refute spam
classification.

7Information about the workshop is available from http://learning.cis.upenn.edu/

coarse2fine/.

http://learning.cis.upenn.edu/coarse2fine/
http://learning.cis.upenn.edu/coarse2fine/
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A coarse-to-fine approach is very appealing for their problem domain; email is gener-
ally delivered to Mail Transfer Agents (MTAs) using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP). This protocol defines a conversation consisting of a well-ordered set of com-
mands. The first data provided to the MTA is the IP address of the remote sender,
which is available as soon as the sender connects with a HELO command that is used to
initiate a mail delivery from another mail server. As the conversation continues, the
sender will send the MAIL FROM command and provide an originating email address.
The sender then provides one or more recipient addresses using the RCPT TO command.
Finally, the sender enters the DATA state and sends the body and full header content
of the message. The structure of this conversation lends itself well to coarse-to-fine
processing. In our case, we do not have the same structured sequence of data with
increasing detail available to us for classification, since we are working from a corpus
of already-delivered mail. Our goal is also different: we do not wish to reject mail
from acceptance but to assist users to prioritise where their attention is best spent
within their stream of delivered messages; all the messages we deal with fall into the
finest (most expensive) category above. Finally, although Pujara and Getoor focus on
multiple levels of classification, they do not explicitly look at cascading classifications
to improve performance, rather they are focused on discarding spam messages as early
and quickly as possible.

Zhang and Chow (2011) have also explored coarse-to-fine techniques for text classifi-
cation. Their focus is on plagiarism detection, and they use the finer-grained document
modelling primarily to retrieve other documents that should be analysed for possible
plagiarism, rather than rely on a whole-of-document representation that produces a
bigger set of less-relevant documents to analyse. Again, while their motivation dif-
fers from ours, the technique they apply to classify documents based on independent
information from classifying paragraphs clearly shares the classification of the same
phenomena at multiple levels of granularity in common with our approach.

Finally, work by McDonald et al. (2007) examines the classification of sentiment at
various levels of granularity within documents. Their domain shares more in common
with our own, in that the document-level sentiment classification should be reflected
in the sentiment of finer-grained sentences. They employ a joint-structured model that
factors the multiple levels of classification into a single model, rather than a cascaded
system of classifiers such as ours. A joint model approach is something that we aim
to consider in future work. McDonald et al. report encouraging results, including
that document-level sentiment classification improved their sentence-level classification
accuracy from 62.6% to 70.3%.

Ferguson et al. (2009) report similar findings exploiting paragraph-level classifi-
cation results to improve document-level sentiment analysis of blog posts. Our work
in this section aims to replicate and improve upon these results in the email domain,
though from the opposite perspective, that is, exploiting document-level obligation act
detection to improve finer-grained paragraph and sentence classification.

There is also other, more peripherally related, work on structured prediction—e.g.,
(Sapp, Toshev, and Taskar, 2010; Pedersoli, Vedaldi, and González, 2011)—and coarse-
to-fine inference—e.g., Petrov’s work in machine translation and parsing (Petrov and
Klein, 2007; Petrov, Haghighi, and Klein, 2008; Petrov, 2012). Work in both these areas
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Figure 5.6: The filtered classifier ensemble, showing how messages are processed through
a pipeline of message-level, paragraph-level and sentence-level classifiers, with negative in-
stances being discarded at each processing point.

shares some aspects in common with our work, however, the focus on coarse-to-fine
approaches tends to be as a method of making refined approximations due to intractable
computational complexity, at the expense of classification accuracy/correctness. In
contrast, we focus on improving fine-grained classification accuracy, rather than on
optimising complexity or run-time performance.

5.5.2 Filtered Classifier Ensemble

Our first ensemble approach involves filtering input through a coarse-to-fine pipeline,
as illustrated in Figure 5.6. We start by classifying each incoming email at the message-
level, discarding messages that our message-level classifier is confident do not contain
requests or commitments. The implicit assumption here is that messages that do
not convey actionable intent will not contain any actionable paragraphs. We pass
the remaining messages to our paragraph classifier for processing. This message-level
filtering allows us to reduce the classification workload at the paragraph level, and
more importantly, to reduce the skew of data for our paragraph classifier by ignoring
all paragraphs in those messages that our message-level classifier is confident does not
contain actionable content.

We repeat this process for sentence classification, filtering out paragraphs that
are predicted to not contain requests or commitments by our paragraph classifier, and
passing the remaining paragraphs to our sentence classifier for processing. This reduces
the data skew for our sentence classifier even further, and also reduces the number of
sentences that need to be processed.

False negative errors unavoidably propagate through such an ensemble; paragraphs
and sentences in messages that are mistakenly marked as not containing requests or
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commitments will never be processed and thus can never be correctly identified by
our paragraph and sentence classifiers. Because of this, we tune the coarser-grained
classifiers to bias towards higher recall at the cost of lower precision to reduce this class
of errors for fine-grained classification. We achieve this tuning using the techniques we
applied earlier for de-skewing our data, namely cost-sensitive classification and under-
sampling. This is equivalent to applying a confidence filter to our classifiers: only
messages or paragraphs that our classifier is confident contain no actionable content of
interest should be discarded.

5.5.2.1 Evaluating Filtered Classifier Ensembles

In all the classification results presented thus far, we have evaluated our classifiers using
10-fold, stratified cross validation, a widely accepted methodology for measuring the
performance of a text classifier based on averaging its performance over slices of a single
set of data that is repeatedly sampled for training and test data. We wish to evaluate
the performance of our fine-grained classifiers under different ensemble configurations
both intrinsically and extrinsically. The extrinsic evaluation is complicated by the way
our coarse-grained classifiers in our filtered ensemble modify the data being passed to
our paragraph and sentence classifiers at runtime. While incredibly useful for measuring
performance against a baseline system, evaluation based on cross validation does not
allow comparison across classifiers where the underlying dataset differs, as the results
are effectively generated from different test sets. In the case of our classifier ensembles,
because we filter out some instances, the set of data over which we evaluate our fine-
grained classifiers in our Filtered Classifier Ensemble effectively changes each time
different classification decisions are made at the coarse-grained level.

Given that we cannot use cross validation for evaluation, we instead create and use
a single, held-out test set of annotated email data that is used for evaluation across all
permutations of our ensemble classifiers. This test set is created from a separate set
of 205 email messages that were annotated at the text span level by two independent
annotators, using the same guidelines and annotation tool described in Section 5.1 to
produce the training data. We transform this raw span-annotated test data into a
consistent message-level, paragraph-level and sentence-level test set, using the same
processes described in Section 5.1. As with our training data, we have to make a
decision about the agreement we apply to generate our test sets. In order to provide a
dataset that is as free of annotation noise as possible, we include only the unanimously
agreed subset of annotated data, which makes the test set smaller than the original
205 messages, with the resulting test set size depending on the obligation act and
granularity in question.

As well as using a separate test set, we also need to consider that our filtered
ensemble offers two different ways in which we can measure classifier performance:
intrinsic evaluation and extrinsic evaluation. In this context, we use intrinsic
evaluation to refer to the performance of the classifier on the data which it actually
processes. In our filtered classifier ensemble, intrinsic evaluation refers to measuring
the performance of our paragraph classifier on the data that it processes, ignoring any
data that was discarded by the message-level classifier. Extrinsic evaluation refers to
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Filter Ensemble

Standalone Intrinsic % Diff Extrinsic % Diff

Positive Precision 0.750 0.765 +2.00% 0.765 +2.00%
Positive Recall 0.761 0.815 +7.10% 0.638 -16.16%

Positive F-score 0.755 0.789 +4.50% 0.696 -7.81%
Weighted F-score 0.806 0.822 +1.99% 0.765 -5.09%

Table 5.9: Paragraph-level filtered request classifier ensemble performance compared with
a standalone request paragraph classifier.

the overall performance of the paragraph classifier at a system level, including the
implicit negative classifications that are given to any messages that are discarded by
the message classifier.

5.5.2.2 Filtered Request Classifier Ensemble

As our request classifiers have less data skew to deal with than our commitment clas-
sifiers, there is less potential for our classifier ensembles to assist. The remaining
hypotheses about coarser-grained classifiers having access to stronger and more redun-
dant signals, however, still applies. It is for this reason that we build and evaluate a
filtered request classifier ensemble.

We first evaluate the performance of our filtered request classifier ensemble at the
paragraph level. Table 5.9 shows both the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation of our fil-
tered request classifier ensemble at the paragraph level, measured against our separate,
held-out test set of gold-standard paragraphs, derived from our separate annotated cor-
pus of 205 email messages.

Readers will note that the results for our standalone request paragraph classifier,
trained using our superset annotated paragraph corpus, differ from the results presented
in Section 5.3.1.2. This is because those results were generated using 10-fold cross
validation, while the results in Table 5.9 are calculated over our separate test set. All
the results in this section are calculated using the separate test set to allow direct
comparison of the results.

The performance of our classifier ensemble, as measured through the intrinsic eval-
uation results, is uniformly better than our standalone classifier, with weighted F-score
increasing by 1.99% and positive F-score by 4.50%. When measured extrinsically, how-
ever, our ensemble classifier shows a modest drop in both positive class F-score and
weighted F-score of 7.81% and 5.09% respectively.

A closer look at the data, through the lens of a confusion matrix, confirms the source
of classification errors. Table 5.10 clearly shows that false negative errors are the largest
class of errors. Of the fifty false negative paragraph classification errors, only 40% are
actually errors from the paragraph classifier; 60% of errors result are due to errors
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Intrinsic Results Extrinsic Results

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 88 27 88 27
Predicted False 20 172 50 297

Table 5.10: The confusion matrix for our paragraph-level filtered request classifier en-
semble.

Filter Ensemble

Standalone Intrinsic % Diff Extrinsic % Diff

Positive Precision 0.641 0.752 +17.32% 0.752 +17.32%
Positive Recall 0.641 0.783 +22.15% 0.516 -19.50%

Positive F-score 0.641 0.767 +19.66% 0.612 -4.52%
Weighted F-score 0.725 0.769 +6.07% 0.714 -1.52%

Table 5.11: Sentence-level filtered request classifier ensemble performance compared with
a standalone request sentence classifier.

made by the message classifier which the paragraph classifier has no chance to correct
or circumvent. This error analysis led us to explore alternate classifier ensembles that
allow our finer-grained classifiers the chance to recover from coarse-grained classification
errors where there is sufficient fine-grained evidence to discount the coarse-grained
decision. We describe and evaluate this second approach in Section 5.5.3.

At the sentence level, we are also able to improve the intrinsic performance of
our standalone request sentence classifier, as shown in Table 5.11. Positive class F-
score is increased by almost 20%, and weighted F-score by more than 6%. Despite
this, however, we again see a modest drop of 1.5% in extrinsically measured weighted
F-score, and a corresponding decrease in positive class F-score of 4.52%.

Error analysis again reveals that false negative errors are the largest class of error,
and that 70% of the extrinsic false negative errors stem from false negative paragraph
classification that are actually cascaded errors made by our paragraph and message
classifiers. It is also important to note that these results are generated after we have
tuned the recall of our message-level classifier to reduce false negative errors and to
maximise the weighted F-score for our paragraph and sentence classifiers through cross
validation.

5.5.2.3 Filtered Commitment Classifier Ensemble

As for requests, we developed an ensemble of filtered classifiers for commitments. The
configuration is the same, with our message, paragraph and sentence classifiers com-
bined into a pipeline, as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Intrinsic Results Extrinsic Results

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 112 37 112 37
Predicted False 31 115 105 572

Table 5.12: The confusion matrix for our sentence-level filtered request classifier ensem-
ble.

Filter Ensemble

Standalone Intrinsic % Diff Extrinsic % Diff

Positive Precision 0.507 0.696 +37.28% 0.696 +37.28%
Positive Recall 0.717 0.762 + 6.28% 0.604 -15.76%

Positive F-score 0.594 0.727 +22.39% 0.646 +8.75%
Weighted F-score 0.717 0.798 +11.30% 0.759 +5.86%

Table 5.13: Paragraph-level filtered commitment classifier ensemble performance com-
pared with a standalone commitment paragraph classifier.

We first evaluate performance at the paragraph level, with results summarised
in Table 5.13. The data from this evaluation lends support to our hypothesis that
ensemble classification was likely to provide more boost to commitment classification
than for requests. We see performance of our commitment paragraph classifier boosted
across all intrinsic metrics, and more importantly, we see extrinsically measured positive
class F-score and weighted F-score increase by 8.75% and 5.86% respectively. We see
a huge boost to positive class precision of more than 37%.

Our error analysis at the paragraph level, summarised in the confusion table in
Table 5.14, again reveals false negatives to be the largest source of errors under extrin-
sic evaluation, with 52% of these errors propagating from message-level classification
errors.

To explore the headroom for further performance improvement in our filtered clas-
sifier, we also tested it with a ‘perfect’ message-level classifier, one that would not
propagate any errors to the paragraph classifier. We do this by using gold-standard
message-level annotations to calculate feature values for finer-grained classifiers, rather
than relying on the output of our actual message-level classifier. These results are sum-
marised in Table 5.15. The headline result is that, measured extrinsically, the same
paragraph classifier can improve its own performance by more than 8% on weighted
F-score and by more than 14% on positive class F-score when coupled with a mes-
sage classifier that makes no message-level classification mistakes. This validates our
hypothesis that a filtered classification ensemble approach has a strong potential to
improve fine-grained classification accuracy.
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Intrinsic Results Extrinsic Results

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 32 14 32 14
Predicted False 10 141 21 374

Table 5.14: The confusion matrix for our paragraph-level filtered commitment classifier
ensemble.

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Filter Gold Msg % Diff Filter Gold Msg % Diff

Positive Precision 0.696 0.760 +9.20% 0.696 0.760 +9.20%
Positive Recall 0.762 0.717 -5.91% 0.604 0.717 +18.71%

Positive F-score 0.727 0.738 +1.51% 0.646 0.738 +14.24%
Weighted F-score 0.798 0.801 +0.38% 0.759 0.821 +8.17%

Table 5.15: Paragraph-level filtered commitment classifier ensemble performance with
gold-standard message-level classification

A closer look at the results in Table 5.15 reveals the expected pattern that results
for positive class precision, recall and F-score do not vary from intrinsic to extrinsic
results for our ensemble with gold-standard message classification. We do, however, see
a boost in weighted F-score, when the non-commitment messages that were correctly
discarded by our message classifier are included in the extrinsic evaluation results.
Interestingly, the positive class recall for our gold-standard ensemble is actually lower
than that measured intrinsically in our baseline filter commitment paragraph ensemble.
This result suggests that some of the commitments that are discarded at the message-
level in our filter ensemble are genuinely difficult for our paragraph classifier to detect,
even when they are not discarded at the message-level.

Moving to commitment sentence classification, we are interested to measure whether
the positive results and potential we have seen at the paragraph level are repeated at
the sentence level. The results of our filtered commitment classifier ensemble at the
sentence level are summarised in Table 5.16.

Unfortunately, although our intrinsic sentence classifier results show an increase in
positive class F-score of more than 30% and in weighted F-score of 11.5%, the extrinsic
evaluation of both positive class and weighted F-score is weaker than our standalone
commitment sentence classifier, showing a drop of 6.02% and 2.60% respectively.

Again, our error analysis reveals that the biggest source of error is an increase in
false negatives, leading to a positive class recall for our filtered classifier that is 43%
lower than the intrinsic results and 23.90% lower than that of our standalone classifier.
As can be seen from the confusion matrix results in Table 5.17, more than 70% of these
false negatives stem from the cascaded errors from the earlier pipeline classifiers.
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Filter Ensemble

Standalone Intrinsic % Diff Extrinsic % Diff

Positive Precision 0.575 0.729 +26.78% 0.729 +26.78%
Positive Recall 0.523 0.700 +33.84% 0.398 -23.90%

Positive F-score 0.548 0.714 +30.29% 0.515 -6.02%
Weighted F-score 0.693 0.773 +11.54% 0.675 -2.60%

Table 5.16: Sentence-level filtered commitment classifier ensemble performance compared
with a standalone commitment sentence classifier.

Intrinsic Results Extrinsic Results

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 35 13 35 13
Predicted False 15 99 53 682

Table 5.17: The confusion matrix for our sentence-level filtered commitment classifier
ensemble.

This result provides further evidence that our filtered classification ensemble ap-
proach struggles at finer granularities, due to cascaded errors. At the sentence level
in particular, there are two levels of classification which cascade errors to the finer-
granularity classifiers that are unrecoverable. This is the major constraint on classifi-
cation performance at the sentence level, with more than 57% of all errors made at the
sentence level stemming from cascaded errors in earlier stages of the filter ensemble.
This can be clearly seen in the confusion matrix in Table 5.17.

Just as for our commitment ensemble at the paragraph level, we are interested to
further quantify how much our sentence classification results are affected by cascaded
errors, and to understand the headroom for improving sentence-classification perfor-
mance through improvements in our coarser-grained classifiers. To achieve this, we
re-evaluated our sentence-level classification results using ‘perfect’ message-level and
paragraph-level classifiers, that is, classifiers that do not propagate any errors to the
sentence classifier. These results are summarised in Table 5.18. The headline result
is that, measured extrinsically, the same commitment sentence classifier can improve
on its own performance by more than 17.7% on weighted F-score and by more than
35.5% on positive class F-score when coupled with message and paragraph classifiers
that make no message-level or paragraph-level classification mistakes. Coupled with
the evidence already seen at the paragraph level, this provides overwhelming evidence
to corroborate our hypothesis that a filtered classification ensemble approach has a
strong potential to improve fine-grained classification accuracy.

Even in the face of the encouraging results around the potential of our filtered
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Intrinsic Extrinsic

Filter Gold Msg % Diff Filter Gold Msg % Diff

Positive Precision 0.729 0.728 -0.14% 0.729 0.728 -0.14%
Positive Recall 0.700 0.670 -4.29% 0.398 0.670 +68.34%

Positive F-score 0.714 0.698 -2.24% 0.515 0.698 +35.53%
Weighted F-score 0.773 0.728 -5.82% 0.675 0.795 +17.78%

Table 5.18: Sentence-level filtered commitment classifier ensemble performance with gold-
standard message-level and paragraph-level classification

classifier ensemble for sentence-level commitment classification, the fact remains that
the real-world results of our filtered commitment classifier at the sentence level are the
most disappointing results so far. From a pragmatic perspective, our filtered ensemble
failed to outperform our standalone commitment sentence classifier.

The take-away message from our filtered classification ensemble experiments is that
we see strong results and even stronger potential for commitment classification at the
paragraph and sentence level using a filtered classifier ensemble. For requests, the
results are less positive, with real-world performance showing a drop in positive class
and weighted F-score for both paragraph and sentence classification. In the case of both
requests and commitments, however, the data from our experiments strongly suggests
reducing the number of cascaded false negative errors is the most pressing issue to
address to further improve results across all four fine-grained classifiers.

In the next section, we address exactly this issue, developing and evaluating an
alternate approach to our classifier ensembles that attempts to avoid cascaded errors
from coarse-grained classifiers.

5.5.3 Feature-Augmented Classifier Ensemble

The results from our series of experiments in Section 5.5.2 clearly demonstrate that
the primary weakness of our filtered classification ensemble approach stems from errors
in coarse-grained classifiers that compound through the classifier levels to reduce the
performance of finer-granularity classifiers. For paragraph and sentence classification,
every false negative error made by our message classifier is unrecoverable; it is impos-
sible for either paragraph or sentence classifiers to correctly identify positive obligation
paragraphs or sentences in a message that our message classifier mistakenly marks as
negative, because these are never passed to the finer-granularity classifiers for process-
ing. As a result, finer-grained recall of the ensemble system is negatively affected to
coarse-grained errors, often dramatically so.

To combat this limitation, we modify our classifier ensembles to embed coarse-
grained classification predictions in the feature space of finer-grained classifiers, rather
than using the coarse-grained classifiers to filter out negatively predicted instances. For
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Figure 5.7: The feature-augmented classifier ensemble, showing how messages are pro-
cessed through a pipeline of message-level, paragraph-level and sentence-level classifiers, with
features being added to the feature space at each processing point.

example, the message classifier adds its message classification prediction as a feature
for each paragraph from that message. This means that our paragraph classifier has
access to the predicted message classification for each paragraph, as an attribute in
the feature space for each paragraph. The process is repeated for finer granularities,
meaning our sentence classifier has access to both the predicted message classification
and the predicted paragraph classification for the message and paragraph from which
each sentence is drawn. We refer to this as a feature-augmented classifier
ensemble, and the basic configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.7.

From an evaluation perspective, each classifier in our feature-augmented classifier
ensemble processes every message or paragraph or sentence, so does not require the
same distinction that we drew between intrinsic and extrinsic performance for our
fine-grained classifiers in our filtered classifier ensembles.

Given the promising results we saw in Section 5.5.2 for boosting the performance of
our fine-grained commitment classifiers, we focus solely on commitment classification
in this section. Coupled with the disappointing performance in our filter classifiers,
the lower levels of underlying data skew for requests strongly suggests that even our
augmented ensemble classifiers will have less positive impact for request classification
than for commitments. Of course, our request classifiers also already have very credible
performance in a standalone configuration.

To further test the hypothesis that feature-augmented classifier ensembles do not
provide significant assistance for request classification, we did briefly evaluate the per-
formance of a feature-augmented request classifier ensemble. While we do not present
the full results here, we did observe moderate improvements in weighted F-score over
the filter ensemble performance of 1% or less at the paragraph and sentence level, sug-
gesting that our feature-augmented classifier ensemble does go some way to correcting
the propagation of false negative errors. Measured against the standalone request clas-
sifier performance, however, the differences were not statistically significant for either
sentence or paragraph classification. We do not explore these results for request classi-
fication further, as the results indicate that standalone classification provides the best
trade-off in terms of complexity and performance for request classification.
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Feature-Augmented

Standalone Filter Ensemble Extrinsic % Improvement

Positive Precision 0.507 0.696 0.912 +31.03%
Positive Recall 0.717 0.604 0.585 -3.15%

Positive F-score 0.594 0.646 0.713 +10.37%
Weighted F-score 0.717 0.759 0.806 +6.19%

Table 5.19: Paragraph-level feature-augmented commitment classifier ensemble results
compared against the equivalent filtered ensemble and standalone paragraph classification
results.

5.5.3.1 Feature-Augmented Commitment Classifier Ensemble

We first focus on paragraph-level results for a feature-augmented commitment classifier
ensemble. Table 5.19 shows the paragraph classification performance of our feature-
augmented commitment classifier. The first column of Table 5.19 shows the results
for our standalone commitment paragraph classifier. The second column shows re-
sults for the same classifier configured in a filtered classifier ensemble, as we presented
in Section 5.5.2.3. The third column shows results for the same paragraph classifier,
configured in our feature-augmented classifier ensemble. Finally, we show the relative
performance improvement, compared against the filtered ensemble classifier. We mea-
sure the improvement against the filtered ensemble classifier instead of the standalone
classifier, since this provides a higher baseline than the standalone classifier, and re-
flects the performance boost over our highest performing classifier configuration thus
far.

As we see from the results, our feature-augmented classifier outperforms our stan-
dalone paragraph classifier by more than 12% and our filtered classifier ensemble by
more than 6%, measured by weighted F-score. An additional positive result is that the
feature-augmented classifier outperforms the filtered classifier by more than 10%, and
the standalone classifier by more than 20% on positive class F-score. These represent
the best performance figures attained for commitment classification over our held-out
test set of all the approaches explored in this thesis.

Error analysis of these results shows that the feature-augmented classifier actually
does not reduce false positive errors as expected. To the contrary, we see a very slight
increase, with one additional false negative prediction. Interestingly, the paragraphs
given a false negative classification are different from those that were incorrectly clas-
sified in the filtered classifier. This suggests that in retraining our paragraph classifier
with the additional message-prediction feature, we have naturally repositioned the sup-
port vector in our SVM, and thus different classification decisions are being made for
the same data. Given that we also see false positive prediction reduced by more than
78%, the data suggests that the lack of decrease in false negatives is a trade-off made
by the classifier to achieve the much lower level of false positive classifications. On the
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Filtered Ensemble Augmented Ensemble

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 32 14 31 3
Predicted False 21 374 22 385

Table 5.20: The confusion matrix for our paragraph-level feature-augmented commitment
classifier ensemble contrasted against our filtered commitment classifier.

Feature-Augmented

Standalone Filter Ensemble Extrinsic % Improvement

Positive Precision 0.575 0.729 0.552 -4.00%
Positive Recall 0.523 0.398 0.602 +15.11%

Positive F-score 0.548 0.515 0.576 +5.11%
Weighted F-score 0.693 0.675 0.711 +2.60%

Table 5.21: Sentence-level feature-augmented commitment classifier ensemble results
compared against the equivalent filtered ensemble and standalone sentence classification re-
sults.

basis of this data, our feature-augmented classifier does appear to address the weak-
ness of our filtered classifier ensemble at the paragraph level, despite the overall false
negative classification rate not being reduced. Additionally, our predicted message
classifications do appear to help guide the paragraph classifier away from false positive
predictions that it otherwise makes.

When we move onto commitment sentence classification results, the results are
equally encouraging. As summarised in Table 5.21, the headline result is that our
feature-augmented sentence classifier outperforms both our filtered classifier ensemble
and our standalone commitment sentence classifier by 5.33% and 2.60% respectively,
when measured by weighted F-score. Measured by positive class F-score, the results are
even more positive, outperforming the standalone classifier by 5.11%, and the filtered
classifier by 11.84%. These represent the highest level of performance in classifying
commitment sentences across all the experiments in this thesis.

We perform an error analysis using the confusion matrix presented in Table 5.22.
Unlike at the paragraph level, we see a significant decrease of almost 34% in false
negative classifications. This data strongly supports our hypothesis that our feature-
augmented ensemble should reduce the false negatives observed in our filtered ensemble.
Coupled with this decrease in false negatives, we see a corresponding rise in false
positives, but obviously this increase is low enough that both positive class F-score
and weighted F-score are higher for sentence classification in our augmented ensemble.

In summary, the results of our feature-augmented classification ensembles confirm
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Filtered Ensemble Augmented Ensemble

Actual True Actual False Actual True Actual False

Predicted True 35 13 53 43
Predicted False 53 682 35 652

Table 5.22: The confusion matrix for our sentence-level feature-augmented commitment
classifier ensemble contrasted against our filtered commitment classifier.

this as the most accurate approach for classifying commitments at the paragraph level
and sentence level in the email data we have worked with in this thesis. This result
confirms our hypothesis that leveraging coarser-grained classifiers that are built on
data with less skew can provide useful signal to classifiers working to identify the same
commitments phenomena at finer levels of granularity.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have systematically developed and evaluated a range of fine-grained
classification methods for identifying paragraphs and sentences that contains requests
and commitments. As part of this activity, we have presented a series of approaches
to deal with the data imbalance at these finer levels of granularity that particularly
affects commitment classification.

We began by describing the process and outputs from our span-level annotation task
that generated the fine-grained annotations required for training supervised machine
learning classifiers at the paragraph and sentence level. Section 5.1 describes, in detail,
how we determine agreement between annotators from the free text spans identified
and labelled, and how we map these into labelled corpora of paragraphs and sentences
for both our request and commitment classifiers.

Using datasets derived from this corpus, we train and evaluate several fine-grained
request classifiers, which we present in Section 5.3. Our results clearly demonstrate
that we can achieve very satisfactory performance at the paragraph level with a stan-
dard SVM classifier, achieving a weighted F-score of 0.912 in 10-fold cross validation.
Additional work to apply under-sampling, over-sampling and cost-sensitive classifica-
tion made, at best, a marginal difference to performance. Based on the data from
our evaluation, we can conclude that future work to further improve the performance
of paragraph-level request classification would be best spent exploring factors other
than the reduction of data imbalance. Our request sentence classification results tell a
similar story. Our SVM-based classifier was able to outperform our baseline system by
between 27% and 44%, with a larger relative improvement being achieved when train-
ing and testing with a gold-standard dataset based on superset agreement between
annotators. Largely, however, the difference in performance between superset and
unanimous datasets can be ascribed to differences in majority baseline performance,
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with superset training and test sets leaving more headroom for improvement due to
lower levels of data skew. We saw marginal, but not significant, improvements in ap-
plying cost-sensitive classification and under-sampling. Again, in cross validation, the
classifier performs at a level that is high enough to deploy for real-world use, although
we acknowledge that performance on unseen data will undoubtedly be lower.

For commitments, discussed in Section 5.4, the story was quite different. Our an-
notated commitment paragraph and sentence corpora are highly skewed: less than 5%
of sentences and 10% of paragraphs contain a commitment. Given this skew, we again
applied techniques such as under-sampling, over-sampling and cost-sensitive classifi-
cation with the expectation that they should lead to performance improvements. We
performed exhaustive grid search of a range of tuning parameters for these filters.
Unfortunately, none of these techniques made a significant difference to our classifica-
tion performance; sentence classifier performance was either significantly worse or not
significantly different from unfiltered performance.

Despite the variability in the results of our attempts to tackle data skew within
our request and commitment classifiers, one thing that is consistent across all our
under-sampling and cost-sensitive classification experiments at both the paragraph
and sentence level is that positive class recall is significantly increased, at the expense
of lower positive class precision. In the context of the end applications of our work,
where our goal is to identify all actionable content in email, this bias of increasing
recall at the expense of precision is likely to be an acceptable and even desirable trade-
off, as the cost of missing an obligation is higher than the cost of filtering through
some spuriously identified actions. This makes our under-sampling and cost-sensitive
classification techniques applicable for our problem domain, not only for specific cases
where they can directly increase overall performance, but also for their ability to bias
our classifiers towards increasing positive class recall.

The coarse-to-fine classifier ensembles that we describe and evaluate in Section 5.5
leverage exactly this capability to tune positive class recall. Their performance con-
firmed our hypothesis that additional information and lexical cues are available at
coarser granularities and that this additional information can be successfully exploited
to improve finer-granularity text classification. Our filtered classifier ensembles collec-
tively demonstrate we can improve the intrinsic performance of paragraph and sentence
classifiers so that they exceed the standalone classifier performance. Their performance
is hampered, however, in terms of overall extrinsic performance measured by weighted
F-score and positive class F-score, which often fails to meet or exceed standalone clas-
sifier performance. Error analysis clearly identifies that the most significant source of
errors for all our filtered ensembles stems from false negative classifications compound-
ing through the classification pipeline, errors that are caused by errors propagated from
coarser-grained classifiers.

This insight led us to experiment with feature-augmented classifier ensembles that
reliably improve on the performance of both filtered ensemble and standalone classifiers
for commitment classification at both the paragraph and the sentence level. Thus the
feature-augmented commitment classifier ensemble represents our highest performing
fine-grained commitment classification mechanism.
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Summarising the ground covered in this chapter, we have produced two sets of clas-
sifiers for reliably identifying requests and commitments at the fine-granularity required
to enable the development applications, such as automated, task-focused summarisa-
tion and automated task extraction from email messages, that we envisage could help
support task management in email. We begin exploring some of these applications in
the prototype software that we present in Chapter 7. For requests, our fine-grained
classifiers strongly resemble the approach we successfully applied for message classi-
fication in Chapter 4. For commitments, however, our novel coarse-to-fine classifier
ensemble, built on augmenting the feature space of fine-grained classifiers with coarse-
grained predictions, outperforms all the other approaches we evaluated. This is an
important result that may well have application in areas beyond our own work. While
the related work that we surveyed in Section 5.5.1 explores coarse-to-fine processing
ideas to reduce the processing load while incurring the smallest possible drop in perfor-
mance, our work pushes these ideas towards a different boundary. Our results suggest
that coarse-to-fine classification approaches may well have a role to play in boosting the
performance of fine-grained classifiers where data skew makes classification challenging.



“One of my pet-peeves is when someone does not get back to me,
but I am one of the worst offenders.”

Email user, quoted in (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996, p. 277)

6
Integrating Obligation Classifiers with

Email Client Software

Having developed and intrinsically evaluated a series of request, commitment and email
zoning classifiers in Chapters 4 and 5, in this chapter we present a software plug-in
that we have designed and implemented which integrates our automatic request and
commitment classifiers within Microsoft Outlook, the most widely-used business email
habitat.1 The plug-in creates a software platform that offers a range of features for
identifying, displaying and interacting with obligation acts in email messages. We
describe these features in Section 6.1.

To understand how the plug-in is being used, and how users are interacting with
identified tasks, the plug-in is deeply instrumented, allowing the detailed recording
of user actions and feedback. We present details of this instrumentation and logging
functionality in Section 6.2. The data that is captured through this instrumentation
and logging can be used to iteratively improve classifier performance, and can also
enable use of the tool for in-context annotation.

In Section 6.3, we then discuss current and future applications of the plug-in. Pri-
marily, the plug-in functions as an application for email task management, to improve
task handling within a user’s inbox. It does so by enabling requests and commitments
to be both automatically and manually identified. It uses our request and commit-
ment classifiers for automatic obligation act identification, and users can also manually
identify additional obligation acts or correct automatically identified tasks.

We also envisage the plug-in being used for manual annotation, as a natural environ-
ment for manual, in-context annotation of speech acts or other pragmatic phenomena

1Statistics for email client software usage are regularly published at http://

emailclientmarketshare.com/; last accessed here 27th May 2013.
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Figure 6.1: The Email plug-in shown within Microsoft Outlook.

in email messages. In this use, the instrumentation and logging allows for annota-
tion judgements to be recorded for each message in which a user identifies obligation
acts. Building on this capability, we have also considered the plug-in as a platform for
extrinsic evaluation of automatic request and commitment classifiers. The plug-in is
designed to support real-world email use to make both the annotation and evaluation
functionality as ecologically valid as possible. It does so for evaluation by allowing the
assessment of a range of automated classification and email processing tools within real
users’ email habitats. While we apply the plug-in to working with obligation content
in email, it could also be readily adapted and used to identify, label and display other
phenomena in email text, such as topics or sentiment. These extensions, along with a
complete execution of an extrinsic user evaluation of our automated classifiers, are left
to future work.
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Figure 6.2: The Message View Panel, shown below the Outlook message window.

6.1 Features of the Outlook Plug-in

The overall appearance of the main plug-in interface is as shown in Figure 6.1.

6.1.1 Message View Panel

The Message View Panel (Figure 6.2)2 is displayed at the bottom of the standard
Outlook message window when an email is opened. The Message View Panel shows all
the requests and commitments within the email message being viewed.

Accompanying the requests and commitments are a set of controls, similar to those
in the Task Sidebar that we describe in Section 6.1.2, for the user to interact with

2Content is blurred for privacy.
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Figure 6.3: The Request and Commitment Buttons in the Microsoft Outlook ribbon. The
coloured Request Flag and greyed-out Commitment Flag indicate that the message contains
at least one request and no commitments.

and manage this set of tasks. For any request or commitment, the user may set a due
date, mark it as complete, or delete it (if it has been identified in error, or if the user
simply does not want to identify that request or commitment as a task to be tracked).
Additionally, as described further in Section 6.2.3, the user is able to inspect and modify
the current logging policy associated with the message. The logging policy is how the
user controls whether the current email message will have its content and actions logged
for the purposes of iteratively improving classifier performance, capturing annotations,
or evaluating classifier performance. The user can opt-out from such logging for any
specific message, or using rules that automatically exclude matching messages from
being logged.

To support the Message View Panel, three buttons are added to the standard
Outlook ribbon that is visible while an email message is being read: a Request Button,
a Commitment Button and an Add Task Button, as shown in Figure 6.3. In Figure 6.3,
the coloured Request Flag and greyed-out Commitment Flag indicate that the current
message contains at least one request and no commitments.

When no message text is selected, clicking on either the Request or Commitment
Button while reading a message annotates a message-level request or commitment for
that message, without specifying any specific associated text span. To identify a specific
text span as a request or commitment, the user highlights some text (e.g., a phrase
or a sentence) and clicks on the request or commitment button. This identifies a fine-
grained request or commitment, along with a message-level request or commitment if
one has not already been marked. The Request and Commitment Buttons also function
as status indicators, showing whether a request or commitment has been manually or
automatically identified. These Request and Commitment Buttons also work while
working in the inbox, while a user views a list of messages in the current folder or
inbox, as shown in the left-hand pane of Figure 6.1. In this context, when clicked, the
Request and Commitment Buttons create message-level requests or commitments for
messages that are selected in the current folder. It is only possible to identify message-
level requests and commitments in this way; fine-grained obligation acts can only be
identified while viewing the content of a message.

Finally, the Add Task button also shown in Figure 6.3 allows the selected text to
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Figure 6.4: An email message containing requests and commitments that are extracted
and illustrated in the Current Email Pane in Figure 6.5.

be used to create a structured Outlook task that is managed separately from the user’s
email messages. This button was added on the basis of user feedback, but we have
very little insight into how widely such a function would be used.

6.1.2 Task Sidebar

The Task Sidebar, shown on the right-hand panel of Figure 6.1, provides an overview
of obligations from the user’s mailbox. It contains five separate information panes. The
top three panes are used to display and interact with the requests and commitments
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Figure 6.5: The Current Email Pane showing a task-focused summary for the email mes-
sage in Figure 6.4. The email shown contains three requests (in green) and one commitment
(in blue).

that have been either manually annotated or automatically identified in email messages
in the user’s inbox and other selected folders. The final two panes are the Search Pane,
which allows the user to search through the identified requests and commitments, and
a Word Cloud Pane that provides an overview of the frequent words in the requests
and commitments identified.

We describe each of the five information panes below.

6.1.2.1 Current Email Pane

The Current Email pane, shown in Figure 6.5, contains two flags which indicate
whether the currently selected message contains any requests and commitments,3 along
with a list of any specific text spans that have been identified as containing requests or
commitments. The message in Figure 6.4 contains three requests and one commitment
that have been identified and displayed in Figure 6.5. Each of these obligation has a
due date specified, and none have been marked as complete.

The purpose of this pane is to provide a short, task-focused summary of the obli-
gation content in a single message, to give the user a quick, browsable sense of the
obligations to which they might need to respond or which they might wish to follow
up. Within the Current Email pane, the user can interact to mark a request or com-
mitment as complete, by clicking on the green tick next to each extracted obligation
act. To delete a request or commitment that has been mistakenly identified, the user
can click on the red cross next to each obligation act.

Finally, to set or modify the due date for each sentence-level task, the user can click
on the current date. Sentence-level tasks with a due date show that date alongside, as
in Figure 6.5. Clicking on this date allows the user to edit the due date. Message-level
displays of tasks do not display dates or allow due dates to be set, as can be seen
in Figure 6.6. Sentence-level tasks without an associated due date display a single -

character in the place of a due date, as can be seen next to the each fine-grained task

3Here, green for requests and blue for commitments.
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Figure 6.6: The Requests Pane showing tasks at the message level for a collection of
email messages.

in Figure 6.7. This character can be clicked to associate a due date with each task.
In the current implementation, the Current Email pane shows the message-level

classification, as well as a simple list of any request and commitment spans that have
been identified. In future work, it should be possible to integrate functionality to
automatically rewrite the text of extracted requests and commitments to ensure the
obligations listed in this pane makes sense as standalone text, for example, by resolv-
ing pronouns and potentially combining multiple realisations of the same underlying
request or commitment into a single obligation. This task rewriting functionality could
also be applied when extracting requests and commitments to a separate, structured
task list.

6.1.2.2 Requests Pane

The Requests Pane, as shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, displays the outstanding
messages with obligations that are awaiting action by the mailbox user. Requests can
be shown at the message level, as in Figure 6.6, or can include detail of the specific
request utterances within each message, as in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. Where a
message-level view is offered, the email subject is displayed to indicate that one or more
obligations for the mailbox user are contained in that message. The finer-granularity
displays allow for the display of more than one obligation act per email message, as is
shown for some messages in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: The Requests Pane showing grouping of tasks by person.

Requests can also be managed at either the message or sentence level; the user
can click on the green tick icon next to an action, as shown in Figure 6.7, to mark
that action as complete. Alternately, a user may delete a previously identified task by
clicking the red cross icon.

The Requests Pane is populated with both incoming requests from other email
senders, and outgoing commitments made by the mailbox user. Outgoing commitments
are included in the request pane, since they place the same obligation on the mailbox
user as an incoming request, as we discussed in detail back in Section 3.1.

By default, requests are displayed in reverse-chronological order. This ordering can
be inverted, or the requests can be grouped by the person to whom the task relates,
as in Figure 6.7. The person with whom a task is associated in this view is either the
sender who made the request, or the recipient to whom the mailbox owner made the
commitment.

6.1.2.3 Commitments Pane

The Commitments Pane shows the outstanding tasks waiting for someone else’s
action. As with the Requests Pane, these include both incoming commitments from
other email senders, along with outgoing requests sent by the mailbox user which also
create obligations that the mailbox user may wish to follow up on. The aim is to help
the mailbox user keep track of actions that they are waiting on other people to fulfil.
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Figure 6.8: The Commitments Pane.

Figure 6.8 shows a chronologically ordered list of outstanding commitments ex-
tracted from the user’s incoming and outgoing mail. As with the Requests Pane, com-
mitments can be displayed at the message or utterance level, and can be optionally
grouped by the person responsible for fulfilling the outstanding action.

6.1.2.4 Search and Word Cloud Panes

There is no existing capability in Microsoft Outlook, or any other email software that
we are aware of, to search specifically within obligation content, separately from other
email text. The Search pane in our plug-in contains a familiar search box that allows
the user to search the content of all requests and commitments that have been either
manually or automatically identified. Matching messages are presented back in a stan-
dard list, ranked in reverse-chronological order. This means that messages containing
the most recent obligation act content that matches the search query are displayed
first. The search functionality is intended to bring more of the features of a separate,
structured task list to the email client, without removing the tasks from their original
email context.

Separately, the Word Cloud pane, illustrated in Figure 6.9, shows a word cloud
visualisation (Kaizer and Hodge, 2005; Halvey and Keane, 2007; Sinclair and Cardew-
Hall, 2008) of words contained in the message(s) which are currently selected in the
main message window in Outlook, which is shown in the left-hand pane of Figure 6.1.
Word clouds are a popular way of visualising the frequency of words in a document or
other textual content. We use the word cloud to show the frequency of words within
both obligation and non-obligation content in the selected messages. Words that occur
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Figure 6.9: The Word Cloud for a group of selected messages. Frequent request words
are in blue; frequent commitment words are in green; and frequent non-obligation words are
in black.

frequently in requests are shown in green, words that occur frequently in commitments
in blue, and other frequent words that occur in non-obligation act content are shown
in black, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. In that example, we see just as a frequent
commitment word, mary and reading as frequent request words, and remaining black
words such as markists and puzzling as frequent words that occur in non-obligation acts
within the selected messages on the left-hand side of Figure 6.9. We do some simple
stemming and filtering of stop words to try to keep the display as relevant as possible.

Within the email plug-in, the word cloud is intended to function as an alternate
summary of a single message or a collection of messages that provides a general overview
of both their obligation content, and the context around the requests and commitments.
Clicking on any word in the word cloud opens the message(s) in which the word occurs.
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Figure 6.10: The Folder View showing request and commitment fields.

6.1.3 Folder View Indicators

The Folder View Indicators (Figure 6.10) integrate request and commitment infor-
mation into the standard Outlook folder views. Message-level requests and commit-
ments may also be annotated within the folder view using the toolbar buttons shown
at the top of Figure 6.1.

When a user views their inbox or folder content, two additional columns are dis-
played. These indicate the presence of requests and commitments in each message.
Because of the nature of the interface, only message-level presence is indicated; no
detail of the specific request and commitment text spans is shown. The field indicators
are three-state, indicating that a message contains either:

1. No Request/Commitment: a blank Request or Commitment field;

2. One or More Unfulfilled Requests/Commitments: an unchecked tickbox in the
appropriate field; or

3. One or More Completed Requests/Commitments: a checked tickbox in the ap-
propriate field.

These fields allow folders or other collections of messages to be easily sorted based on
their request or commitment content and enable the user to quickly obtain an overview
of the outstanding tasks in even a large collection of messages.
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6.1.4 Summary

Together, the features of the Outlook plug-in are designed to allow users to fluidly and
simply identify, manage and track unfulfilled requests and commitments across their
incoming, outgoing and stored email messages.

We envisage that the novel tools provided for viewing, searching and navigating
task-related content should lead to greater effectiveness in managing ongoing tasks, and
fewer requests and commitments that remain unintentionally unfulfilled. We installed
the plug-in for four individual email users, and their feedback was positive, especially
in terms of the flexibility with which they could identify and view tasks in their email.
None, however, used the plug-in for the extended period of time that would be required
for more ecologically-valid evaluation. A formal evaluation of the effectiveness of the
plug-in is left to future work.

6.2 Instrumenting and Logging User Actions

In order to understand how users interact with tasks in their email and to improve
the performance of our automated request and commitment classifiers, we have instru-
mented many features of our plug-in to record user feedback and interaction.

6.2.1 Logging User Actions

Most user interactions with our plug-in are instrumented and recorded. For example,
each time a user identifies a request or commitment, this is recorded, along with meta-
data about the identified obligation and the surrounding message. We also log the
specific interaction within the plug-in that resulted in the identification (e.g., whether
the message-level button was pressed).

In terms of user actions, we log:

• all request and commitment annotations made by the user, either at the message
level or at the text span level;

• all request and commitment deletion actions, which we interpret as corrections if
a user deletes an automatic annotation;

• all request and commitment completion actions;

• message send and receive events;

• email message opening actions; and

• email reply actions.

6.2.2 Logging Process

Our logging framework for capturing this data is described in Figure 6.11. Fig-
ure 6.11(a) shows that we first capture user interactions from the Outlook plug-in
and record this information into a local database, stored on the user’s hard disk. Infor-
mation is persisted in this way, because we cannot rely on users always having network
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(a) User Interaction and Data Capture.

(b) Remote Network Data Upload.

Figure 6.11: The processes for data capture and data transfer that underpin the logging
for the Outlook plug-in.

access while reading and interacting with their email. Outlook has wide-ranging sup-
port for offline email usage, with the ability to synchronise changes and send/receive
new messages once connectivity is again available.

When the plug-in detects that network connectivity is available, Figure 6.11(b)
shows how we periodically package up all the persisted user data since the last confirmed
log delivery, and sends it as structured data (in CSV format) over an encrypted HTTPS
session to our remote secure log server. At the log server, the received data is persisted
into a central database that captures usage data for all email users who have the plug-
in installed and logging enabled. This allows us to aggregate observations across a
collection of users, as well as to drill-down into specific behaviour for an individual
user.

Once we have persisted the user’s interaction data to our central data store, we
execute two additional steps to use this data to refine our classifiers: extracting an-
notations; and using this new data to retrain the request and commitment classifiers.
This can be done on both a user-specific and a global level. Initially, we can tune
the request and commitment classifiers to suit the data and preferences of the specific
user. This process is not automatically triggered in the current plug-in, but could be
improved to retrain at regular intervals (e.g., every night), or after receiving a threshold
number of new pieces of implicit or explicit feedback on obligation acts. Over time, we
can also build better baseline classifiers for all users based on the aggregated user data
that is collected. We discuss these steps for retraining classifiers in the Section 6.3.1,
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Figure 6.12: The Logging Opt-in Screen shown to the user after plug-in installation.

where we focus on use of the plug-in for email task management, and how we can
improve performance through iterative feedback.

Importantly, while we have broadly instrumented the plug-in, we have implemented
this logging carefully and deliberately to preserve the user’s control and privacy. Below,
we discuss the details of the privacy-preserving plug-in features.

6.2.3 Privacy and User Control

Privacy is an extremely important consideration when dealing with email data. Our
desire to gather useful data from plug-in users must be balanced against the need to
adequately protect people’s privacy and to leave people in control of their data.

The plug-in continually logs interaction data into a local database on the user’s
computer. If the user opts-in to allow us to collect their usage data, we periodically
transfer a batch of this data to a remote logging server for aggregated analysis.

To provide users with control over their data, we offer a range of opt-in and opt-out
mechanisms. When the user first installs the plug-in, they have the choice to opt-in to
allow their interactions and message content to be logged; the full opt-in text is shown
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Figure 6.13: The Logging Exclusion Screen.

in Figure 6.12.
If the user chooses not to opt-in, no interaction data is remotely logged. If, however,

the user opts-in to contribute their interaction and message data, we provide fine-
grained opportunities to exclude specific messages. The first method is via an exclusion
list, shown in Figure 6.13, that allows a user to exempt messages sent to or from
particular people, email addresses or domains. All messages which match the exclusion
list are not logged. The user is able to add or remove addresses from the exclusion
list at any time. Additional privacy controls are provided in the Message View Panel;
these allow the user to see whether the current message will be logged, and to choose
to exclude the message from logging. If the message has already been remotely logged,
then deselecting logging for the message, by clicking on the computer network icon
shown at the right-hand side of the Message View Panel in Figure 6.2, will delete the
logging data for that message at the next transfer of message data. The user can also
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Figure 6.14: The Remote Logging Confirmation Screen that details messages which are
about to be remotely logged.

optionally add that sender’s email address to their exclusion list to exclude all future
email with that person from being logged.

Finally, prior to transferring any data to our remote server, the user is presented
with a dialogue, shown in Figure 6.14, that confirms exactly which messages are about
to be remotely logged. At this point, the user can inspect and exclude any or all
of these messages before any data is transferred. Any data that the user agrees to
contribute is encrypted during transit to the remote server, to ensure it cannot be
easily intercepted. All logged data is stored securely, accessible only by the small
group of researchers working directly on the Outlook plug-in project.

In future work, we plan to provide users with access to a secure web application
through which they can login and view or delete any or all of their data that has
previously been logged to our remote logging server.

6.3 Applications of the Outlook Plug-in

Having described the details of the plug-in features and instrumentation, in this section
we discuss current and future use cases for which the plug-in has been developed: email
task management; in-context email annotation; and extrinsic evaluation of novel email
technology.
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6.3.1 Using the Plug-in for Email Task Management

The primary drivers for integrating our request, commitment and zone classifiers within
Microsoft Outlook is to allow them to be used for real-world email task management.
The features described in Section 6.1 have each been specifically designed to provide
task management support for email users. Our obligation act classifiers attempt to
provide automated assistance in identifying tasks, and their predictions can be aug-
mented by users manually identifying additional tasks, and correcting tasks which have
been mistakenly identified.

Given the context-sensitivity and subjectivity around identifying requests and com-
mitments,we install the plug-in with generically trained request and commitment clas-
sifiers for all users. Request and commitment classifiers are then retrained and adapted
through ongoing feedback from each individual user to tailor the classification to suit
their specific data and preferences.

One approach to gathering the feedback required for adapting our obligation act
classifiers would be to employ detailed ethnographic interviews, coupled with physical
observations and recordings of users in their natural work contexts. Unfortunately,
this approach is impractical on any significant scale due to the resources required,
and the limitations of not having physical access to users’ real work environments for
confidentiality, privacy and other reasons. Instead, we have focused on recording as
much useful feedback as we can obtain automatically, based on the explicit and implicit
user interactions with our plug-in, through our instrumentation and logging capability.

Unlike the RADAR system (Freed et al., 2008) that we discussed in Section 2.4.2.5,
our plug-in has no model of the specific tasks or sequences of expected activity that
occur in our users’ email. This precludes our plug-in from offering the detailed, pre-
emptive workflow support that RADAR offers. It does, however, allow our plug-in to
function independent of any particular domains, making the plug-in applicable for any
email user, regardless of the nature of their tasks. In this way, our plug-in shares a lot
in common with the SmartMail system (Corston-Oliver et al., 2004) that we explored
in Section 2.4.2.3. The SmartMail system presents automatically identified tasks to
users, but does not allow users to create, delete or interact with tasks with the same
richness that our plug-in provides. In this way, our combination of automated and
manual task identification provides users with a level of flexibility beyond SmartMail
and related systems.

In Section 6.2, we described the types of data that is captured, with the user’s
permission. This data and interaction logging functionality is an extremely important
part of the plug-in. We can, for example, use data about automatically identified
obligation acts that the user deletes as indicators of false positive classifications, and
create additional training data that captures this insight. Similarly, we can use data
about additional manual annotations to generate new training data that allows our
classifiers to adapt the classifiers to this input. Task completions can be used as
confirmation of correct automatic classifications, which can increase our confidence in
those classification decisions. In all these cases, the logging and instrumentation within
our plug-in allows user corrections and confirmations to be fed back to the classifiers
to iteratively improve performance and to customise the classifiers to suit the users’
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specific preferences and data.
In this way, as well as providing a tool for improved task management in email, the

plug-in also provides an in-context, manual annotation tool, which allows users to guide
and improve the performance of our automatic request and commitment classifiers over
time. We talk more about the use of the plug-in as a dedicated in-context annotation
tool in Section 6.3.2.

Like our obligation act classifiers, our zone classifier is also deployed with a gener-
ically trained model. In contrast, however, we envisage less need to tune the zone
classifier to specific users, and have no mechanism in the plug-in to capture user an-
notations of email zones, nor to iteratively refine and retrain our zone classifier. The
zone classifier is, of course, deployed to help guide our request and commitment classi-
fiers to consider only content from relevant email zones when automatically identifying
obligation acts.

In future work we intend to employ active learning methods (Tong and Koller,
2002) to pro-actively prompt users to annotate specific messages that would provide
maximum information to the automated request and commitment classifiers as training
data.

6.3.2 Using the Plug-in for In-Context Email Annotation

We can extend the idea that we discussed above in Section 6.3.1 of using the plug-in for
individual correction and tailoring of classifiers to think of the plug-in as a dedicated
annotation tool. As we have discussed throughout this thesis, identifying requests and
commitments (or other speech acts) is fundamentally concerned with pragmatic aspects
of language. These are generally distinguished from syntactic and semantic aspects:
syntax is concerned with the structure of language, semantics with its meaning, and
pragmatics with language use within a given context (Morris, 1946). This context
includes the linguistic context, the physical context in which the utterance is made, the
personal, social and organisational context including the relationship between the email
sender and recipient(s), along with other cultural and cognitive contexts, including
the shared background knowledge of the participants in the interaction. All these
elements figure into the appropriate pragmatic interpretation of an utterance; this
dependence on context thus significantly increases the difficulty of classifying requests
and commitments. Importantly, pragmatic annotation tasks such as the identification
of requests and commitments, by the very nature of these tasks, can never be as reliably
performed without access to such contextual information.

To gather human interpretations of the requests and commitments for this thesis,
we have reported on a series of human annotation experiments. These experiments
were conducted using the Enron email corpus, since it is the only large-scale collec-
tion of real-world email messages that is publicly available for research use. Together
with annotation experiments performed by other researchers, these experiments have
demonstrated that asking human annotators to identify particular speech acts (such
as requests and commitments) in an isolated annotation task using a generic dataset
such as the Enron email corpus can lead to considerable inter-annotator disagreement
(Scerri, Handschuh, and Davis, 2008; Ulrich, Murray, and Carenini, 2008; Lampert,
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Dale, and Paris, 2008a).
A major reason for such disagreement is the out-of-context nature of the annotation

task: the annotators do not have access to the wider context around the email messages
in the Enron corpus as they were originally created and consumed. This makes inter-
preting and classifying the text of email messages much more difficult and ambiguous.
In the absence of the real-world context, annotators bring their own differing assump-
tions and interpretation biases to the task, none of which may be obviously right or
wrong. Thus, while using the Enron corpus provides real-world email data and allows
other researchers to replicate our experiments, it also leaves annotators to guess at the
context when interpreting and annotating messages. Additionally, the out-of-context
nature of the Enron messages means we are unable to extrinsically evaluate the utility
of the requests and commitments we identify, in terms of how useful the results are in
helping people manage their real-world email tasks.

One solution to these problems is to capture the intuitions of annotators as they
work with real emails in contexts where they are fully aware of their meaning and
import. By integrating an annotation tool into Outlook, the plug-in provides an
ecologically-valid environment that can be used for both out-of-context annotation ex-
periments, such as those we have performed using the Enron email data, and in-context
experiments that can use email messages from the annotators’ own email mailboxes.
We refer to this as in-context annotation, because the user understands the full con-
text around the messages, including the people involved, the subject matter, the prior
history of interaction, the environment in which the messages are being interpreted,
and the relative importance of any tasks identified. When considering email messages
in their own inbox, annotators are able to implicitly consider all of these contextual
factors in assessing the intention and importance behind utterances in incoming email
messages. This should lead to interpretations that are better able to reflect the real
intentions of the sender and obligations for the recipients.

Working with annotators’ personal email data, as in-context annotation implies,
brings with it a host of challenges. Unlike in Section 6.3.1, where we looked primarily
to exploit user data to improve and tailor classifier performance to suit the individual
user, in-context annotation looks to gather and aggregate annotations from across
users to look at issues of inter-annotator agreement and aggregated insights that can
be drawn from in-context annotation of real-world email. This presents significant
privacy challenges due to working with data that frequently contains confidential and
personal information. There are also significant limitations in experimental replicability
when working with such data, since each single annotator is likely to have access to
different underlying email data, making it difficult to explicitly measure inter-annotator
agreement, and to confirm or refute any experimental findings.

Importantly, however, in-context annotation of individual collections of email data
provides the only ‘natural’ annotation environment that offers an ecologically-valid
way of interpreting speech acts in email in a truly context-appropriate manner. More
generally, the plug-in offers an example of the type of in-context tools that we believe
are required for creating valid human judgements for complex document processing
tasks.
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6.3.3 Using the Plug-in for Extrinsic User Evaluation

Closely related to providing users with interfaces for annotating and interacting with
requests and commitments in their email messages, the plug-in can also be used to
observe and record how users interact with identified obligations within their email
messages for the purposes of evaluation. Through measuring user actions and feed-
back, the plug-in provides a platform to both intrinsically and extrinsically evaluate
automated request and commitment classifiers.

More importantly, we can start to gauge the actual effectiveness and utility of our
classifiers, in ways that are not possible using the evaluation techniques we employed in
Chapter 4 and 5. We can see, for example, how often automatically identified requests
or commitments are explicitly or implicitly confirmed or corrected. Such confirmation
can be explicit (the user re-identifies the same task), or implicit (the user marks the
task as complete). Similarly, deletion of a task may indicate a mistakenly identified
request or commitment. Measurements such as these start to tell us about the accuracy
of our classification predictions in a real-world context, rather than measured against
an ideal, but never perfect, gold-standard corpus.

The utility of the requests and commitments that we identify can also start to
be assessed, through a combination of implicit and explicit user feedback. There are,
however, challenges that remain in interpreting user actions as indicators of classifica-
tion correctness and usefulness. If a user never interacts with a request that has been
automatically identified, for example, what does that tell us about that classification
prediction? Perhaps the obligation is spurious or unimportant, or perhaps the user has
already dealt with the obligation. Without further information, it seems impossible to
discern. What if a user adds a due date to a request and then later marks that request
as complete? Does that confirm that the task was a useful one to identify? It seems
likely that if a user goes to the effort of adding a due date to an obligation, that this
is confirming the validity of that obligation. Similarly, marking a request as complete
might validate that the task was relevant and now complete. There are other possible
approaches to reduce such ambiguity. We could, for example, occasionally ask the user
explicitly about whether a specific request or commitment was worth flagging.

There is no doubt that much more work is required before we develop sufficient
understanding to be able to mitigate the inevitable ambiguity that arises from mapping
user actions within the plug-in to observable feedback that we can use to evaluate the
overall performance of our classifiers, or other novel email technology. It seems clear,
however, that there is great potential to use the plug-in to assess the real-world utility
and accuracy of our request and commitment classifiers in ways that are impossible
without it.

In future work, we are also interested in exploring higher-fidelity evaluations that
make use of the plug-in. We can side-step ambiguity in interpreting user actions by
performing ethnographic observations of people as they work. This would provide an
even richer context around evaluating how people work with tasks in email and the
accuracy and utility of our automated request and commitment classifiers.
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6.4 Summary

The plug-in we have developed for Microsoft Outlook provides an environment for
deploying the range of request, commitment and zoning classifiers which we have de-
veloped in this thesis. We focused primarily on its use as an email task management
environment to assist users in working with task content in email. We also recognise,
however, that there are other use cases that this plug-in enables, including in-context
annotation to capture the subtle and context-sensitive aspects of pragmatic meaning,
and the extrinsic evaluation of the accuracy and utility of our tools for email task
management, or indeed for other novel email tools.

In future work we aim to complete a user-centred evaluation of the effectiveness of
our classifiers, and potentially of other techniques that we develop for presenting and
interacting with obligation content in email. One specific such experiment will be to
assess whether guiding the selection of text towards obligation content for inclusion in
automatically generated summaries of email messages provides a more useful overview
than the existing, first n-character email summaries that feature in Microsoft Outlook.
Also left to future work are a range of additional technology advances, including an
exploration of techniques for rephrasing extracted request and commitment sentences
to provide better standalone task list entries, along with experimenting with approaches
for the automatic extraction of task due dates.
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“I dedicate somewhere between minimally two hours at the outlying
range, up to ten hours on any given day trying to stay on top of
email”

Email user, quoted in (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996, p. 277)

7
Conclusions, Limitations and Future Work

The identification of requests and commitments (or other speech acts) is fundamentally
concerned with pragmatic aspects of language. As discussed in Chapter 2, these are
generally distinguished from syntactic and semantic aspects: syntax is concerned with
the structure of language, semantics with its literal meaning, and pragmatics with
language use within a given context (Morris, 1946). Within pragmatics, it is widely
recognised that it is very difficult to establish a definitive set of surface forms that
correlate with a particular speech act (Searle, 1975). Winograd and Flores (1986, p.
159) went further, and posited that it is actually impossible to formulate a precise
correspondence between the surface forms of utterances in a conversation and the
structure of obligations that are conveyed. This is largely because, in the normal
course of human communication, the complete intent of any piece of discourse cannot
be determined by lexical or semantic analysis alone, but must be determined by context.
This is especially true for indirect speech acts, which are particularly common in email
text (Hassell and Christensen, 1996).

Throughout this thesis, we have worked to combat these challenges to establish how
request and commitment speech acts, which form the basis of task-oriented communi-
cation, are realised and used in workplace email communication. Our aim throughout
has been to build on this analysis of requests and commitments to create practical
tools that assist email users to identify, manage and react or respond appropriately to
obligation acts in both incoming and outgoing email messages.

Our approach has been built on detailed manual analysis of real-world email data,
driven by a series of annotation experiments that we have used to bridge the gap of
indirect mapping between surface forms and pragmatic meaning. These collections of
human judgements about requests and commitments have also allowed us to analyse
and account for the significant complexity that lies in how people actually exchange
requests and commitments, with nuances of indirectness, context-sensitivity and am-
biguity that we have analysed and worked to accommodate.
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Building on the insights drawn from our annotated corpora, we have sought to
design, build and evaluate effective tools and systems that can automatically identify
requests and commitments within email messages. We have done this at the mes-
sage, paragraph and sentence levels, assisted by our zone classifier which we use to
understand the functional segments within each message before we seek to identify
task-related content. Particularly at the finer levels of granularity, we had to deal
with significant imbalance in our training and testing datasets: challenges which, to
some extent, we have mitigated using techniques for controlling recall and precision,
and through a novel system for building ensembles that combine classifiers at differ-
ent granularities. As part of this work, we have demonstrated that ensembles of fine-
and coarse-grained classifiers working together can outperform the same fine-grained
classifiers working independently. This is an important result that has implications for
other classification tasks which have different hierarchical levels at which classification
can be performed.

Finally, we have applied and integrated our message, paragraph, sentence and zone
classifiers into Microsoft Outlook, one of the most widely used software products for
business email. Our goal with this work has been three-fold: to increase the visibility
and role of tasks within email clients relative to commonly used commercial email
applications; to provide an environment for in-context annotation; and to provide a
platform for future in-context, extrinsic evaluation of novel email technology.

Together, this thesis offers a comprehensive account of techniques for identifying
requests and commitments in workplace email communication.

7.1 Summary of Thesis Contributions

As discussed above, this thesis forms a body of work that explores the nature of requests
and commitments in email. Together with this analysis, we have also designed, built
and evaluated technology for automating their detection in real-world, workplace email.
Within this body of work, there are a range of specific contributions which we hope
will prove useful for other researchers in ongoing email research. We discuss the major
contributions below.

Taken together, our contributions of detailed analysis, annotated corpora, auto-
mated classifiers and prototype integration software provide a well-grounded founda-
tion for other researchers to conduct further empirical task-related email research with
real-world data and in real-world contexts.

7.1.1 Empirical Definitions of Requests and Commitments

Throughout Chapter 3, we presented a detailed analysis of real-world usage of requests
and commitments in workplace email. Our insights there are drawn from human judge-
ments across a range of annotation experiments. As detailed in Chapter 3, we consider,
for example, that offers and invitations can function as commitments, but threats usu-
ally do not. We also consider that both one-time and ongoing requests and commit-
ments should be identified, as should requests and commitments for inaction. Phatic
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obligation acts, however, should either be ignored or marked as distinctly different phe-
nomena from actionable requests and commitments. The resulting set of definitions
account for the complexity observed in actual usage of requests and commitments in a
more comprehensive manner than has been done in related work in the literature.

7.1.2 Automated Request and Commitment Classifiers

In Chapters 4 and 5, we presented a series of classifiers that automatically identify
requests and commitments at the message, paragraph and sentence levels.

Our message-level classifiers can identify requests with an accuracy of 83.76% for
requests and 86.62% for commitments. At the paragraph level, we achieved a peak
weighted F-score of more than 0.91 for requests, and 0.80 for commitments; at the
sentence level, we saw weighted F-scores of 0.88 for requests and 0.71 for commitments.

While it is always difficult to compare performance against systems that use differ-
ent data for training and testing, our classifiers significantly outperformed the baseline
systems, and reached F-scores that compare favourably with related work.

7.1.3 A Coarse-to-Fine-Grained Ensemble Approach to Clas-
sification

Part of the work we presented in Chapter 5 included a novel coarse-to-fine classifier
ensemble to counter high levels of data skew. Our ensemble approach, which drew
on our message, paragraph and sentence classifiers to improve performance, reliably
increased the weighted F-score for automated commitment identification by 5–12% at
the paragraph and sentence levels. Beyond the encouraging performance improvement
we saw for commitment identification, our hope is that this technique may have ap-
plication in related problems where there is information that can be better exploited
through combining classifiers at different levels of granularity.

7.1.4 A System for Email Zoning

In Chapter 4, we developed and presented a novel system for automatically identifying
functional zones within email messages. This system demonstrated cross-validation
accuracy of more than 90% in two-zone and three-zone configurations, and accuracy
of 87% when classifying all nine zone types that we proposed. Even more importantly,
our evaluation results provided evidence that performing automated zoning prior to
identifying requests or commitments in an email message can improve request and
commitment classification accuracy by 5–16%.

7.1.5 A 1000 Message Annotated Email Zoning Corpus

As the basis of our email zoning work, we developed an annotated corpus of 1000 email
messages, in which each line of text was annotated with one of nine zone categories.
This annotated email zone corpus has been made publicly available for research use,
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under a Creative Commons licence,1 and as of July 2013 has been downloaded by
almost 100 different people and organisations since its release.

7.1.6 A 1000 Message Span-Annotated Email Obligation Act
Corpus

To support our automated request and commitment classification work, as well as to
provide the corpus data for our manual analysis of these phenomena, we conducted a
series of annotation experiments. The annotated email corpora from these experiments
provided us with a rich collection of pragmatically annotated data, culminating in a
corpus of 1000 email messages that was annotated by two annotators at the text span
level. This span-annotated corpus has also been made publicly available for research
use, under a Creative Commons licence.2

7.1.7 A Prototype Software Plug-in for Microsoft Outlook

To embed our research back in the real world of email users, we developed a prototype
software plug-in for Microsoft Outlook. This plug-in integrated our message-level and
sentence-level request and commitment classifiers into the world’s most widely used
business email software.

The plug-in provides users with an integrated task management capability that al-
lows them to directly interact with and manage tasks, without having to leave their
message context. The plug-in also offers a platform for evaluating the accuracy and
effectiveness of automated classifiers in real-world contexts, and will enable extrinsic
evaluation of the identification of pragmatic phenomena such as requests and commit-
ments. As well as providing an environment for real-world use and evaluation of our
classifiers, we have also designed the plug-in as a platform for in-context annotation
of future email corpora, to provide higher fidelity and more context-aware judgements
of email data for further improvement of our request and commitment classifiers. The
plug-in is adaptable, in the sense that it can be used to deploy and evaluate other novel
email technology.

7.2 Future Work

There are many avenues along which to continue and extend the work that we have
presented in this thesis.

While we have extensively evaluated the intrinsic performance of our automated
classifiers, we have not performed an extrinsic user evaluation. Such experiments could
be conducted by deploying our Microsoft Outlook plug-in to a group of evaluation users,
and observing behaviour and feedback over a series of controlled and open tasks. This
evaluation could be completed with any novel email technology that can be integrated
into the Microsoft Outlook plug-in.

1Available from: http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/data.php.
2Available from: http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php.

http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/data.php
http://zebra.thoughtlets.org/spans/data.php
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As noted in Chapter 2, unsupervised and semi-supervised methods of obligation act
recognition are an area of increasing research. While current methods have significant
limitations relative to supervised methods, there is a lot of scope to exploit implicit
data from email users to develop better unsupervised and semi-supervised methods for
recognising pragmatic phenomena such as patterns of obligation acts in email. Given
the high expense, in both time and effort, of gathering manually labelled corpora of
human judgements as we have done in this thesis, it is likely that these techniques will
have an increasing role to play in future research.

There are also many related tasks which we have not focused on in this thesis. Such
tasks include automated task deadline identification and extraction, determining the
urgency and importance of identified tasks, and rewriting requests and commitments to
be easily interpreted when extracted to a standalone task list. All these tasks provide
further research challenges that could be readily explored by building on the work we
present here.

Finally, there is an ongoing need to perform ethnographic studies of workplace email
usage, to understand how people are adapting their behaviour in the face of changing
technology and work practices. We have seen Fisher et al. (2006) revisit the seminal
work of Whittaker and Sidner (1996) as an example of this type of work. There is
clear scope for further study of work practices and task-oriented email usage inside
and outside the workplace. Such studies provide the foundation on which work such as
our own is based; ensuring that our understanding of email practices remains current
will help ensure that future email research will remain relevant to the changing real
world needs of email users.
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A
Annotation Guidelines

This appendix contains a copy of the annotation guidelines that we provided to our
human annotators. The guidelines below represent the instructions that were followed
in generating the data used for training our computational algorithms for request and
commitment detection in Chapter 4 and 5.

A.1 Span-Annotation Guidelines

Thank you for participating in this experiment.

You will be presented with a series of unconnected email messages, and should annotate
every span1 in each message which contains:

1. A request;

2. A commitment;

3. A phatic request;

4. A phatic commitment; or

5. Some combination of the above.

You may also record the reasons for your decisions, or other matters you consider
worthy of note, in the Comments field. Definitions of requests, commitments and
phatic obligation acts are provided below.

1The guidelines included are for our span-annotation task. Our annotation guidelines for message-
level annotation differ in minor ways. These variations, and copies of earlier versions of annotation
guidelines, are included in the discussion of our annotation experiments in Appendix B.
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Please:

• Annotate on the basis of the text written by the current email sender, and not
on the basis of included or replied-to text: in other words, ignore any requests,
commitments, phatic requests or phatic commitments in text that appears in
the content of earlier messages. Only consider such quoted content in order to
interpret or clarify the intent of new content in an email message.

• Annotate from the point of view of the recipients for each email message: in other
words, ask yourself whether at least one recipient would consider the message to
contain a request or a commitment, or a phatic request or phatic commitment.

• Note that a text span may contain any combination of requests, commitments,
phatic requests and phatic commitments.

• Provide explanation or justification for your annotation choice in the Comments
field if you believe determining the presence of a request, commitment is partic-
ularly context-dependent or open to subjective interpretation.

• You may stop annotating and logout at any time. All submitted annotations will
be saved. You can return and continue annotating at any time. Once you have
read and understood the annotation instructions below, please begin.

A one-page summary of these guidelines2 is also provided for you to print out and
reference during the annotation task.

Requests

We explain what a request is below. There are various different kinds of requests, so
the comments here are intended to demonstrate the variety of these; but note that you
are not required to explicitly distinguish between these in any given instance. You only
need to indicate whether a request of any of the described types is present in the email
message.

1. A Request is an utterance from the email sender that places an obligation on the
email recipient to:

• schedule an action (e.g., by adding something to a calendar or task list);

• perform (or not perform) an action; or

• respond with some speech act (explained below).

2We include this one page guideline below in Section A.2 of this Appendix.
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Examples:

(A.1) Please come along to the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(A.2) Make sure you finish the report today.

(A.3) Are you in the office tomorrow?

2. A request to perform a speech act response may involve communicating with the
email sender or another agent. Speech act responses can include any type of
speech act, but often involve informing, permitting, committing, accepting and
refusing.

Examples:

(A.4) What time are we meeting today?

(A.5) Please let John know whether you’ll be attending.

(A.6) Is it ok if I come in late on Friday?

3. Requests may be conditional or unconditional.

Unconditional requests require action or response without consideration of any
preconditions.

Examples:

(A.7) Please come along to the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(A.8) Can you please send me the plan?

4. Conditional requests only oblige action or response from the email recipient if
some stated condition is satisfied. The stated condition is often in the same
utterance as the request, but may be elsewhere in the email message.

Examples:

(A.9) If you want comments, I need the project plan completed today.

(A.10) You’ll need to finish the plan today if you want my feedback.

5. Requests may also be direct or indirect. Note that this distinction is independent
of the conditional-unconditional distinction.

Direct requests state the request for action or response explicitly, either as an
imperative command or as a question whose literal interpretation would result in
a speech act that responds with the required content.
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Examples:

(A.11) Please send me the project plan today.

(A.12) What time is the meeting today?

6. Indirect requests do not explicitly instruct the recipient to act, or do not explicitly
instruct the recipient to respond with the required speech act; but an action is
still expected.

Examples:

(A.13) I need you to send me the project plan today.

(A.14) Do you know what time the meeting is today?

(A.15) I was wondering if you might be able to introduce me to John.

7. Requests for inaction prohibit action or request a negated action, but are still
considered to be requests.

Examples:

(A.16) Please, don’t distribute this: It’s an internal document.

8. Meeting Announcements are considered to be (indirect) requests, even if no ex-
plicit request to attend the meeting in question is made.

Examples:

(A.17) Today’s Prebid Meeting will take place in EB32c2 at 3pm.

9. Messages with Attachments are considered requests to open, read, or act on the
attached document(s) if, on the basis of the content of the email message, you
believe you would feel obliged to open, read or otherwise act upon the attached
file(s).

Examples:

(A.18) Document for review is attached.

(A.19) Please open the attached document to view a list of products.

(A.20) Please review the attached document.

10. Requests that commit a third party are only considered to be requests if the
agent being committed is a recipient of the message. Mail aliases, mailing lists
and group email addresses do not identify an individual as a recipient.
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Examples:

(A.21) Robert will send around an agenda before the meeting.

The above utterance is a request if and only if Robert is a direct recipient of the
email message. It is not a request if the message is sent only to a mail alias or
mailing list, since it is not possible to determine the recipient set. Note that in
either case, the above utterance is considered a commitment.

Commitments

We explain what a commitment is below. There are various different kinds of com-
mitments, so the comments here are intended to demonstrate the variety of these; but
note that you are not required to explicitly distinguish between these in any given
instance. You only need to indicate whether a commitment of any of the described
types is present in the email message.

1. A commitment is an offer or promise by the sender of the email for future action or
response on behalf of an identified agent. The person on whom the commitment
is placed is usually the sender, but it may alternatively be some other assigned
person, group of people, or organisation. You might expect to find the action on
the responsible person’s task list or calendar.

Examples:

(A.22) I’ll be at the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(A.23) I can book a meeting room if you like.

(A.24) Liz will book the meeting room for us.

(A.25) Please let me know where you are located, and I’ll try to get it over there
today.

(A.26) Our finance department will pay the invoice by the end of the month.

2. If the agent committed to the future action is not identifiable, the utterance is
not considered to be a commitment.

Examples:

(A.27) The briefing will be in Room F on the first floor.

3. Commitments may be conditional or unconditional.

Unconditional commitments commit to future action without imposing any pre-
conditions.
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Examples:

(A.28) Either Sean or I will forward the e-mails to you.

(A.29) I’ll keep you posted on any changes.

4. Conditional commitments only commit to future action if some stated condition
is satisfied. They can often be considered as offers for future action. The stated
condition is often in the same utterance as the commitment, but may be elsewhere
in the email message.

Examples:

(A.30) If you wish, I could provide you questions in advance.

(A.31) Katherine will give you the report if I’m not at my desk.

5. Commitments may also be direct or indirect. Note that this distinction is inde-
pendent of the conditional-unconditional distinction.

Direct commitments explicitly state the commitment to future action.

Examples:

(A.32) I’ll book a room.

(A.33) I’ll do it.

(A.34) John will book a room if we need one.

6. Indirect commitments do not explicitly state the commitment to future action,
but imply that it will take place. They may or may not state the future action.

Examples:

(A.35) More details to follow.

(A.36) John can book a room.

(A.37) Leave the room arrangements to me.

(A.38) Leave it to me.

7. Commitments to inaction are considered to be commitments.

Examples:

(A.39) I won’t send any further updates.

(A.40) John won’t be in the office on Friday.
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Phatic Requests and Phatic Commitments3

1. Phatic requests are utterances that could function as a request in some other
context, but are not requests in the context of use. Similarly phatic commitments
are utterances that might function as a commitment in a different context of us.
Phatic requests and phatic commitments are frequently formulaic in their form,
and they do not place any significant obligation on the recipient or other identified
agent to act or respond.

Phatic requests are not requests and phatic commitments are not commitments.

Examples:

(A.41) How are you?

(A.42) Let me know if you have any questions.

Variations on ’Let me know if you have any questions’ are particularly common
in email messages. The context of the entire email message should be consid-
ered to distinguish between whether such utterances function as a request or
commitment, or represent a phatic request or phatic commitment.

A.2 Single-Page Annotation Instructions

Below is an additional single-page guide that we made available to annotators as a
convenient reference during annotation. It was designed to fit on a single A4 page to
be printed and referred to during annotation.

Summary of Email Span Annotation Guidelines

1. Annotate each text span that expresses a request.

2. Annotate each text span that expresses a commitment.

3. Annotate each text span that expresses a phatic request.

4. Annotate each text span that expresses a phatic commitment.

5. Record reasoning and other observations for each annotation in the Comments
field.

Annotate based on the content written by the current email sender, unless you feel
strongly that obligation is implied from other message parts. By default, use quoted
content only to interpret or clarify the intent of new content in an email message.

Annotate from the point of view of the set of identified recipients for each email
message; mark all requests that place obligation on at least one recipient.

3In earlier versions of our annotation guidelines for message annotation we referred to phatic
requests and commitments as pleasantries. The definitions were equivalent.
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Requests

Any utterance from the sender that places an obligation on one or more recipients to
schedule an action (e.g., by adding something to a calendar or task list), execute an
action, or respond with some speech act is a request.

1. Can be Conditional or Unconditional.

2. Can be Direct and Indirect.

3. Include Requests for inaction.

4. Include Meeting announcements and Meeting requests.

5. Include Process instructions / Hypothetical Requests.

6. Include Attachment Requests

Do NOT consider as requests:

1. Phatic Requests.

Commitments

Any utterance from the sender that offers or promises future action or response for an
identified agent is a commitment. The person on whom the obligation for future action
or response is placed is often, though not always, the sender.

1. Can be Conditional and Unconditional.

2. Can be Direct and Indirect.

3. Include Commitments to inaction.

Do NOT consider as commitments:

1. Utterances where the agent committed to future action is not identifiable.

2. Statements about Future State without assigned responsibility.

3. Statements of intention or desire without promise or offer of future action.

4. Phatic Commitments

Phatic Requests and Commitments

Resemble the form of requests and/or commitments, but are often formulaic, their
function is not to promise or elicit action or response.

Phatic requests and commitments are not considered to be requests or commit-
ments. Please annotate them with the separate phatic annotation categories.



B
Annotation Experiments

This appendix contains further information about the series of annotation experiments
that we conducted to gather insights into requests and commitments, and to generate
gold-standard training data to train supervised machine learning algorithms.

A high-level overview of this series of experiments is described in Section 3.2.2.
Here, we describe each annotation experiment in more detail, focusing on variations in
the annotation guidelines provided to annotators in each experiment. The final set of
guidelines that was used for span-level annotation is included in Appendix A.

B.1 Sentence 1: A Pilot Sentence-Level Annota-

tion Experiment

The first annotation experiment was undertaken as a pilot annotation task, to develop
and test annotations processes and guidelines. The data we used in this experiment
consisted of 54 email messages containing 310 sentences that were manually extracted
from the Enron email corpus. For this exploratory stage of annotation, selected mes-
sages were constrained to contain less than twelve sentences, to avoid the effort associ-
ated with coding longer messages. Email messages were selected to represent a variety
of syntactic styles of expressing possible requests and commitments.1 In particular,
we attempted to select examples of sentences representing both explicit and implicit
requests and commitments, and sentences with and without explicit task addressivity
(i.e., sentences that do and do not address requests to a specific, named recipient).

1Note that in this early experiment, we referred to requests as requests-for-action and commit-
ments as commitments-for-action. We revised this terminology in later experiments, recognising
that requests and commitments are frequently more varied than this—e.g, requests-for-response,
requests-for-permission, commitments-to-permit.

241
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B.1.1 Processing Email Body Text

We automatically pre-processed the text in the body of each email message to try to
remove email signatures and all quoted or forwarded email content, leaving only text
written by the author of the current email message, also called author text. As we
discuss in much more detail in Section 4.4, we refer to this task of segmenting email
messages into different functional blocks of text as Email Zoning.

At the time of running this first annotation experiment, we had not developed our
Zebra system for email zoning. Instead we used the Jangada software (Carvalho and
Cohen, 2004) to identify signature blocks and reply lines. In using this software, we
identified similar shortcomings to those identified recently by Estival et al. (2007) who
used Jangada on their own email corpus. In particular, Jangada did not accurately
identify forwarded or reply material in the email messages we used for our annotation
task. We posit that at least one factor in the poor performance of Jangada is due
to it being trained on data from Usenet newsgroups, which generally uses different
syntactic markers for forwarded and quoted material. We believe this is a significant
factor in the systematic errors that Jangada makes in failing to identify quoted reply
and forwarded content represented in the style used by Microsoft Outlook. Outlook is
the most common email client used to compose messages in the Enron corpus. Given a
lack of other available email processing tools, we used the Jangada software despite its
shortcomings, and allowed annotators to flag processing errors during the annotation
process. As described in Section 4.4, we subsequently implemented our own system to
perform email zoning, and thus only used Jangada for this initial experiment.

B.1.2 Sentence Splitting

Because we wanted annotations at the sentence level, once we had attempted to remove
quoted reply content, forwarded content and email signatures, we then segmented the
body of each email message into sentences. For this purpose, we used the SentParBreak
sentence and paragraph segmenter (Piao, Wilson, and McEnery, 2002). SentParBreak
uses heuristic rules for identifying the boundaries of sentences and paragraphs. For
this pilot task, we did not attempt to refine these rules for email data, and instead
used SentParBreak without modification. In later experiments, we added further rules
and heuristics to improve performance on email data. We applied SentParBreak to the
bodies of all 250,000 email messages in our corpus and produced just over 3 million
sentences of probable author text. Due to the Jangada processing errors, however,
we know that some proportion of these sentences actually contain quoted reply or
forwarded email content.

We did not formally evaluate the performance of the SentParBreak as a sentence
segmenter; instead, we allowed annotators to flag sentence segmentation errors during
the annotation process, using the same human-centred approach as applied for dealing
with Jangada processing errors.
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Figure B.1: The web-based annotation tool used in the Sentence 1 annotation task.

B.1.3 Annotation Task Details

A primary goal of this pilot annotation task was to explore the level of human agree-
ment in identifying requests and commitments within email messages. We gave three
annotators a set of annotation guidelines, described in Section B.1.4, and asked them
to independently identify requests and commitments within our corpus of 310 sentences
from 54 email messages. The guidelines vary from our final guidelines in Appendix A,
mostly in terms of containing less overall detail, attempting to define different strengths
of request and commitment, and lacking guidance around specific phenomena such as
how to interpret conditional requests and commitments.

The pilot annotation task was performed using a custom web-based tool, developed
using Ruby-on-Rails, shown in Figure B.1. This annotation tool displays email mes-
sages using a look-and-feel that approximates the way email messages are displayed
in Microsoft Outlook. Each email message is presented with the usual header fields
and values: From, Date, To, Cc, Bcc, and Subject. Below the header informa-
tion, in the email content pane, the author text of the email message was presented
as a sequence of sentences to be coded. Paragraph breaks in the original email were
represented by a single uncodable blank line in the annotation tool.

For each sentence, annotators were required to select annotation values from a
number of aligned drop-down menus. Using these menus, annotators performed three
actions for each sentence:

1. First annotators indicated whether the sentence expressed a request for the spec-
ified recipient, and, if so, whether the request was weak, medium or strong. (See
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below for an explanation of how we defined the specified recipient.)

2. Next, annotators indicated whether the sentence expressed a commitment from
the sender, and if so, whether the commitment was weak, medium or strong.

3. Finally, annotators could optionally flag any processing errors with the sentence.
Flaggable processing errors included sentence segmentation problems, and the
inclusion of quoted or forwarded email material (non author text).

Annotators were instructed to interpret each sentence in the context of the entire
email message, rather than in isolation. At the top of each message, one recipient
to whom the email message was originally sent – the specified recipient – was
noted, and annotators were instructed to approach the annotation task from the point
of view of that person. This instruction is shown at the top of Figure B.1. For the
purposes of this pilot annotation task, the first non-sender recipient of the message was
chosen as the specified recipient. The ‘non-sender’ constraint was introduced to counter
cases where the first recipient was actually the sender (presumably copying their own
email to themselves for action or recall purposes). Where no explicit recipients were
identifiable, as in the case of an email message whose recipients are all blind carbon
copied, annotators were instructed to interpret the email message from the point of
view of a generic recipient of the message. In general, requests and commitments in
such messages tend to be addressed to all recipients, meaning that annotating from
the point of view of a generic recipient is acceptable. Annotators were instructed
not to mark any requests directed explicitly to recipients other than the specified
recipient as requests. Our explicit instruction around whose point-of-view to adopt
during annotation was intended to increase annotator agreement. Recognising that
our task involved pragmatic-level interpretation and annotation, it was important to
fix as much of the context as possible to encourage more consistent interpretation.
Figure B.1 also shows some additional annotator instructions that were provided to
guide new annotators during the first few messages that they attempted to annotate.

To qualify, explain or otherwise comment on any aspect of their interpretation,
annotators were able to make notes using a comments field for each email message. This
comments field was also used in combination with the Other category of processing
errors to highlight processing or display problems other than segmentation and author
text related issues. Annotators were instructed to use the comments field to explain
any annotation decisions which they felt were conditional, subjective or particularly
context-sensitive. For example, if an annotator’s decision depended on potentially
ambiguous interpretation of the email message or its context, they were instructed to
explain the basis for their annotation.

Finally, we also noted to annotators that it was possible for a single sentence to
contain both a request and a commitment (e.g., Please send the document today, so I
can get comments back to you by Monday). The annotation tool made it possible for
any sentence to be annotated as both a request and a commitment.
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B.1.4 Annotation Guidelines

Annotators were instructed with the following definitions and guidelines for the pilot
annotation task.

A request places some form of obligation on the recipient to respond or act. A
simple test for a request is: Is this sentence asking me to do something? Examples of
actions can include, but are not restricted to:

• answering a question, in email or otherwise;

• forwarding the message to a new recipient; or

• performing some action in the real world, such as preparing a document or gath-
ering some data.

You should annotate every sentence that carries an expectation that the specified
recipient of the email message should respond or take some action as a request-for-
action. When you mark a request-for-action, you should also indicate its strength, as
follows:

• Strong: Action or response from the specified recipient is considered important
and/or mandatory.

• Medium: The sender expects a response or action from the specified recipient.

• Weak: Action or response from the specified recipient is optional or conditional;
the sender would find it reasonable if the specified recipient took no action.

• None: No request is expressed.

Commitments by the sender represent a promise from the author that some future
action will be taken. A simple test for a commitment is: Is this sentence promising to
do something?

Commitments occur both when an action is to be taken by the sender, or when
the sender promises action on behalf of another person. The reason for including such
Commitments is based on the intuition that delegated promises might occur frequently
because of the hierarchical nature of many workplaces, and are likely to be an important
part of workplace conversations for action. An example is:

(B.1) Peter will call to let you know the final arrangements.

You should annotate any sentence that carries an expectation that the sender of the
email message will take responsibility for some action being taken as a commitment.

As for requests, you should indicate the strength of each commitment, as follows:

• Strong: Action from the Sender is considered important and/or mandatory.

• Medium: The specified recipient expects a response or action from the Sender.

• Weak: Action or response from the Sender is optional or conditional; the
specified recipient would find it reasonable if no action was taken.

• None: No commitment is expressed.
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A & B κ A & C κ B & C κ 3-Way κ

Message Types B S B S B S B S

All 0.83 0.57 0.79 0.66 0.74 0.56 0.78 0.60
Single Recipient 0.85 0.54 0.79 0.66 0.80 0.55 0.81 0.58
Closed Group 0.79 0.55 0.79 0.58 0.66 0.61 0.75 0.58
Broadcast 0.82 0.66 0.77 0.70 0.70 0.53 0.76 0.63

Table B.1: Pairwise and three-way κ agreements for classifying requests in the Sentence
1 annotation experiment (B=Binary Agreement, S=Fine-grained Strength Agreement).

A & B κ A & C κ B & C κ 3-Way κ

Message Types B S B S B S B S

All 0.45 0.30 0.62 0.44 0.55 0.37 0.54 0.37
Single Recipient 0.51 0.28 0.76 0.54 0.52 0.41 0.60 0.41
Closed Group 0.14 0.06 0.51 0.32 0.41 0.19 0.35 0.19
Broadcast 0.52 0.41 0.52 0.40 0.66 0.41 0.57 0.41

Table B.2: Pairwise and three-way κ agreements for classifying commitments in the Sen-
tence 1 annotation experiment (B=Binary Agreement, S=Fine-grained Strength Agreement).

B.1.5 Audience Types

For each email message in our pilot annotation corpus, we also manually classified the
nature of the recipient audience. Each email was classified with one of the following
message types:

• Single Recipient: Addressed to a single recipient. We also consider email
messages that are addressed specifically to a single recipient but carbon copied
or blind carbon copied to another recipient to belong to this group.

• Closed Group: Addressed explicitly to a specified group of recipients. Each
recipient must be identifiable from the email headers.

• Broadcast: Addressed to an unspecified group of recipients, such as a group
alias or mailing list.

We used information about the audience type of email messages in analysing inter-
annotator agreements for our annotation task, as we describe below in Section B.1.6.
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B.1.6 Results and Discussion

The inter-annotator agreement for our pilot annotation are shown in Table B.1 and
Table B.2. Note that all κ values referred to in this section, apart from the pairwise κ
values in Tables B.1 and B.2, refer to agreement between all three annotators calculated
using the generalisation of Cohen’s Kappa to more than two annotators, as specified
by Krippendorff (1980).

The results in Table B.1 show pairwise and three-way inter-annotator agreement
for marking requests in our pilot annotation task. Separate binary and strength κ
values are given for each measurement.

Binary agreement refers to inter-annotator agreement about which sentences con-
tain a request, ignoring any indication of strength. To calculate these κ scores, we
collapsed all three strengths of annotated requests into a single request class. Thus,
disagreement about the strength of a request is ignored in binary κ scores.

Strength agreement, which is always lower than binary agreement, refers to inter-
annotator agreement for the more fine-grained strength categories of requests. Thus,
it represents agreement between annotators over which sentences contain a strong,
medium, weak or no request. Disagreement about the strength of an identified
request is considered a complete disagreement for the strength κ scores.

The results in Table B.2 similarly show both pairwise and three-way inter-annotator
agreement for classifying commitments. The same separate measures of binary and
strength agreement are used.

Finally, both Table B.1 and Table B.2 also show separate κ scores for subsets of the
annotation corpus, grouped according to the email audience type (see Section B.1.5).

From these results, we can draw several tentative conclusions about human agree-
ment for identifying requests and commitments in email:

1. There is good agreement (κ = 0.78) about which sentences embody a request.

2. There is some tentative agreement (κ = 0.60) about the strength of requests.

3. There is poorer agreement about which sentences embody a commitment (κ =
0.54) and poor agreement about the strength of those commitments (κ = 0.37).

4. The level of agreement appears to vary depending upon the audience type of the
email message.

A particularly interesting aspect of our results is the variation in inter-annotator
agreements across the different audience types that we identified in Section B.1.5. As
can be seen both in Tables B.1 and B.2, agreement between our three annotators
about the presence and strength of both requests and commitments is highest for
Single Recipient email messages, and lowest for Closed Group email messages. In
the case of commitments, this difference is particularly marked. Analysing the cases of
disagreement did not revealed a recurring reason for these differences. Some annotators
did make observations that the strength of requests may be determined, to some extent,
by the probability that it would apply to the specified recipient when an email message
has multiple recipients. It is unclear how to objectively judge such a probability, but
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perhaps observations such as this shed some light on the reduced agreement for Closed
Group email messages.

In addition to the annotations made regarding requests and commitments, we al-
lowed users to flag segmentation errors, as noted in Section B.1.2. Although we do not
consider this method a rigorous way to evaluate the SentParBreak sentence splitter, it
is interesting to note that the results from this error flagging suggest that segmentation
error for our pilot annotation data was at least 10%. This is a much greater error rate
than the 0.997352 precision and 0.995093 recall results that were apparently achieved
using SentParBreak over the Genia corpus (Piao, 2007). Such a difference in perfor-
mance served to highlight the need for standard NLP tools like sentence segmenters
to be retrained, retuned or otherwise tailored when working with email data, due to
differences in the nature of textual content.

B.2 Sentence 2: A Second Sentence-Level Annota-

tion Experiment

Following on from the pilot sentence annotation task described in Section B.1, we
performed a second sentence-level annotation task. This second annotation task used
the same approach as the first, with refinements to:

• The guidelines provided for recognising requests and commitments. We provided
annotators with more explicit guidance for marking conditional and implicit re-
quests and commitments.

• The fine-grained categories for annotation. Rather than marking strength, which
we found weak agreement for in our pilot annotation task, we asked annotators
to explicitly identify conditionality and explicitness of the requests and commit-
ments they marked.

• The annotation tool. We modified the annotation tool to support the different
annotation categories required, as shown in Figure B.2.

B.2.1 Annotation Guidelines

The annotation guidelines included modifications to the first set of guidelines focused
on the inclusion of information about explicitness and conditionality.

The revised guidelines noted that both requests and commitments may be condi-
tional, in the sense that scheduling or executing the specified action is expected only if
some stated condition is satisfied. For both requests and commitments, the condition
is usually stated in the utterance containing the request or commitment. It may, how-
ever, be stated elsewhere in the email message, and understood to apply to the request
or commitment utterance, as in the following example:
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Figure B.2: The modified web-based annotation tool used in the Sentence 2 annotation
task.

(B.2) Are you coming to the meeting? If so, send me items for the agenda by 2pm.

Note also that conditional commitment binds the relevant party to action only when
the stated condition is satisfied:

(B.3) I’ll send a draft if Harry responds before Friday.

Direct requests state the actual request explicitly, either in the form of an imperative
command, as in:

(B.4) Please attend the meeting tomorrow.

or as a question where a response to the literal interpretation of the question would
result in a speech act with the required content, as in:

(B.5) What time does your flight arrive tomorrow?
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Conditional Unconditional

Explicit Please complete the project
plan by Thursday if you want
comments

Please complete the project
plan by Thursday

Implicit If you want comments, I need
the project plan by Thursday.

I need the project plan by
Thursday.

Table B.3: Minimal pair examples of requests, highlighting conditionality and explicit-
ness, as defined for the Sentence 2 annotation experiment.

Note that the content may be information, permission, interpretation and so on, as
noted in our definition.

Indirect requests may or may not state the required action, but do not explicitly
instruct the recipient to act or respond with the required speech act. Thus, Exam-
ples (B.6) and (B.7) are direct requests, while Example (B.8) is indirect, since a literal
response would be a yes/no answer.

(B.6) Please send me my curves and trades for Jan 18.

(B.7) What were they?

(B.8) Can you send my curves and trades for Jan 18?

Similarly, direct commitments state the promise for future action explicitly. Indirect
commitments do not state the promise to complete future action. Note that in ei-
ther case, as for requests, the actual action may or may not be stated explicitly. So,
Examples (B.9) and (B.10) represent direct commitments, while Example (B.11) is
considered indirect.

(B.9) I’ll send you the document today.

(B.10) I’ll do it.

(B.11) Leave it to me.

In the annotation guidelines, we also provided tables of minimal pair examples to
help clarify conditionality and explicitness of requests and commitments. These tables,
drawn directly from the annotation guidelines, are shown in Table B.3 and B.4.

B.2.1.1 Results and Discussion

Agreements for our second experiment (using the same three human annotators as our
first annotation task) are summarised in Table B.5. We discuss these results further in
Section 3.2.3.
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Conditional Unconditional

Explicit If you need me to, I’ll book a room I’ll book a room.
Implicit Let me know if you need a room. Consider the room booked.

Table B.4: Minimal pair examples of commitments, highlighting conditionality and ex-
plicitness, as defined for the Sentence 2 annotation experiment.

A & B κ A & C κ B & C κ 3-Way κ

B C E B C E B C E B C E

Request 0.85 0.82 0.57 0.63 0.60 0.52 0.73 0.53 0.71 0.74 0.65 0.60
Commit 0.87 0.80 0.83 0.74 0.79 0.69 0.79 0.73 0.61 0.80 0.77 0.71

Table B.5: Pairwise and three-way κ agreements for classifying requests and commitments
in the Sentence 2 annotation experiment (B=Binary Agreement, C=Fine-grained Condition-
ality Agreement, E=Fine-grained Explicitness Agreement).

B.3 Message 1: An Initial Message-Level Annota-

tion Experiment

This annotation experiment was conducted to explore the effect of the different unit
size on human agreement.Specifically, we were interested in the effect of moving from
sentence-level annotation to message-level annotation. As expected, inter-annotator
agreement for both requests and commitments increased over the sentence-level exper-
iments.

This experiment was conducted with a different set of 100 messages, again drawn
from the Enron email dataset. Three annotators marked these messages independently,
using another modified version of our web-based annotation tool. This time, annota-
tors indicated binary annotations at the message level, without regard for specifically
indicating strength, explicitness or conditionality.

B.3.1 Annotation Guidelines

Annotators were provided with the following annotation guidelines.
Thank you for participating. You will be presented with a series of email messages,

and should annotate each message as follows:
First indicate whether it expresses a request. Second indicate whether it expresses

a commitment. Finally, record reasoning for your annotation decision, or any other
issues in the Comments field. Definitions of request and commitment are provided
below.

When annotating, please:

• Annotate based on the content written by the current email sender. Any quoted
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or forwarded content that may be present should only be used to help interpret
or clarify the intent of new content in an email message.

• Annotate from the point of view of the specified recipient for each email message.
The specified recipient is noted above each email message.

• Provide explanation for your annotation in the Comments field if you believe the
presence of a request or commitment is context-dependent (e.g., on the relation-
ship between sender and receiver).

• You may stop annotating and logout at any time. All submitted annotations will
be saved. You can return and continue annotating at any time. Once you have
read and understood these instructions, please begin.

Choosing the Right Annotation

Annotate messages independently for both requests and commitments, and note that
a single message may contain both a request and a commitment.

Requests

Mark as a request any email message that requires the recipient to execute or schedule
an action or to respond.

The following further define utterances that are considered to be requests:

1. A request is an utterance from the email sender that places an obligation on the
email recipient to:

• schedule an action (e.g., by adding something to a calendar or task list);

• perform (or not perform) an action; or

• respond with some speech act.

Examples:

(B.12) Please come along to the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(B.13) Make sure you finish the report today.

(B.14) Are you in the office tomorrow?

2. A speech act response to a request may need to be directed to the email sender
or to another party. Speech act responses are not limited to any specific type of
speech act, but often include informing, permitting, committing, accepting and
refusing.
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Examples:

(B.15) What time are we meeting today?

(B.16) Let John know whether you’ll be attending.

(B.17) Is it ok if I come in late on Friday?

(B.18) Please tell me when you’ll be in Sydney.

3. Conditional requests oblige action or response from the email recipient only if
some stated condition is satisfied. The stated condition is often in the same
utterance as the request, but may be elsewhere in the email message.

Examples:

(B.19) If you want comments, I need the project plan completed today.

(B.20) You’ll need to finish the plan today if you want my feedback.

(B.21) To order a new laboratory notebook, talk to Andy in the store.

4. Unconditional requests require action or response without consideration of any
preconditions.

Examples:

(B.22) Please come along to the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(B.23) Can you please send me the plan?

5. Direct requests are surface-form realisations which express the request for action
or response explicitly, usually as an imperative command or a question where a
response to the literal interpretation of the request would result in a speech act
with the required information or content.

Examples:

(B.24) Please send me the project plan today.

(B.25) What time is the meeting today?

6. Indirect requests are surface-form realisations that do not explicitly instruct the
recipient to act or to respond with the required speech act. For scheduling or
executing action, the requested action or speech act itself may be stated, but not
the instruction to act or respond.
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Examples:

(B.26) I need you to send me the project plan today.

(B.27) Do you know what time the meeting is today?

(B.28) I was wondering if you might be able to introduce me to John.

7. Requests for inaction are considered to be requests.

Examples:

(B.29) Don’t discuss this project with anyone outside the organisation.

The following are not considered to be requests:

1. Pleasantries are utterances that resemble a request, but place little or no obliga-
tion on the recipient to respond. Pleasantries are not considered to be requests.
Their presence is largely formulaic, and their function is primarily to conform to
social conventions rather than to elicit action or response.

Variations on Let me know if you have any questions are particularly common in
email messages. The context of the entire email message needs to be considered
in order to distinguish between when such a statement functions as an actual
request for action or response, and when it is merely a pleasantry.

Examples:

(B.30) How are you?

(B.31) Let me know if you have any questions.

Commitments

Mark as a commitment any message that promises to execute or schedule a future
action or response. The agent obliged to act or respond may be the sender or an
identifiable third-party.

The following further define utterances that are considered to be commitments:

1. A commitment is any utterance in an email message written by the sender that
promises or offers future action by someone other than the email recipient. In
particular, the future action should be something that the email recipient might
be waiting for someone to do or cares about and might want to follow up with
the responsible person. Given that a commitment refers to future action, you
might expect to find the action on the responsible person’s task list or calendar.
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Examples:

(B.32) I’ll be at the meeting next Friday at 2pm.

(B.33) I can book a meeting room if you like.

(B.34) Please let me know where you are located, and I’ll try to get it over there
today.

2. The obligation to complete the promised or offered action may be on the email
sender or some other person, group of people, or organisation (not including the
email recipient).

Examples:

(B.35) I will do my best to finish the report today.

(B.36) John will send through the report as soon as it’s finished.

(B.37) Our finance department will pay the invoice by the end of the month.

3. Conditional commitments only commit to future action if some stated condition is
satisfied. The stated condition is often in the same utterance as the commitment,
but may be elsewhere in the email message.

Examples:

(B.38) If you wish, I could provide you questions in advance.

(B.39) Katherine will give you the report if I’m not at my desk.

4. Unconditional commitments commit to future action without consideration of
any preconditions.

Examples:

(B.40) Either Sean or I will forward the e-mails to you.

(B.41) I’ll keep you posted on any changes.

5. Direct commitments are surface-form realisations that state the commitment to
future action explicitly. They may or may not state the future action explicitly.

Examples:

(B.42) I’ll book a room.

(B.43) I’ll do it.

(B.44) John will book a room if we need one.

6. Indirect commitments are surface-form realisations that do not explicitly state
the commitment to future action. They may or may not state the future action.
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Examples:

(B.45) More details to follow.

(B.46) John can book a room.

(B.47) Leave the room arrangements to me.

(B.48) Leave it to me.

7. Commitments to inaction are considered to be commitments.

Examples:

(B.49) I won’t send any further updates.

(B.50) John won’t be in the office on Friday.

The following are not considered to be commitments:

1. If the party committed to the future action is not identifiable, the utterance is
not considered to be a commitment.

Examples:

(B.51) The briefing will be in Room F on the first floor.

2. Pleasantries are socially-oriented utterances that resemble the form of a commit-
ment, but place little or no obligation on the sender (or other assigned party)
to act. Pleasantries are not considered to be commitments. Their presence is
largely formulaic, and their function is not primarily to commit to any future
action or response.

Variants on Let me know if you have any questions are particularly common in
email messages. The context of the entire email message is considered in order
to distinguish between when such a statement is present due to social convention
and when it functions as an actual offer or commitment for future action or
response, usually from the sender.

Examples:

(B.52) Let me know if you have any questions.

(B.53) Please call if you require any further information.
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Type 3-Way κ

Request 0.84
Commitment 0.78

Table B.6: Three-way κ agreements for classifying requests and commitments in the
Message 1 annotation experiment.

Type 5-Way κ 3-Way κ2 Best 3-Way κ 3

Request 0.66 0.70 0.79
Commitment 0.66 0.66 0.80
Pleasantry 0.71 0.70 0.77

Table B.7: Three-way κ agreements for classifying requests, commitments and pleas-
antries in the Message 2 annotation experiment.

B.3.2 Inter-Annotator Agreement

Across the 100 message corpus we observed good agreement for both requests (κ=0.84)
and commitments (κ=0.78), as shown in Table B.6. The annotators were the same three
people who originally completed both the ‘Sentence 1’ and ‘Sentence 2’ annotation
experiments, so had no doubt benefited from discussion and consideration of the issues
that arose from analysis of the disagreements in those experiments.

B.4 Message 2: Message-Level Annotation with Five

Annotators

This experiment used the same guidelines as the ‘Message 1’ experiment, and expanded
the pool of annotators to five people, two of whom had no introduction to the problem
of identifying requests and commitments before they started the annotation task. The
only instructions they received were the set of annotation guidelines included above in
Section B.3.1. The corpus annotated in this experiment was a separate set of 209 email
messages randomly extracted from the Enron email corpus with no human filtering.

B.4.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

The agreement levels from this experiment were mixed. We found the best agreement
was not actually between the three experienced annotators, but between two experience
and one novice annotator. The main cause of disagreement among our experienced
annotators stemmed from differing interpretations of requests related to attachments,
and commitments related to meetings.
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Type A + B κ B + C κ A + C κ 3-way κ

Request 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.85
Commitment 0.78 0.86 0.93 0.86
Pleasantry 0.48 0.69 0.80 0.66

Table B.8: Pairwise and three-way κ agreements for classifying requests, commitments
and pleasantries in the Message 3 annotation experiment.

B.5 Message 3: Expanding Message-Level Annota-

tion

To consolidate the data gathered in the Message 1 and Message 2 experiments, we
conducted an annotation experiment with a larger set of email messages from the Enron
dataset. This resulted in a collection of 664 annotated messages that had been selected
at random from the full Enron dataset.

Each message was annotated by three annotators, with overall kappa agreement of
0.681.The unanimously agreed data set consists of 505 email messages.

B.5.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

The inter-annotator agreements for the Message 3 experiment are shown in Table B.8.
The average agreement across the three annotators was 0.85 for requests was 0.86
for commitments, which represents better message-level agreement than was achieved
in any of our other, smaller-scale annotation experiments. Notably, agreement on
pleasantries, as we were still calling phatic requests and commitments during this
experiment, was significantly lower, with a three-way κ agreement of 0.66.

B.6 Span 1: A Pilot Span Annotation Experiment

As requests and commitments are not realised with fixed-sized units of text, we under-
took this experiment as our first, pilot free text annotation task that required annota-
tors to both identify the extent of text they wished to annotate, and then choose the
appropriate label. We refer to this tasks as a span annotation tasks.

This was the first of our annotation experiments that did not fix the unit of anno-
tation. Our interest in requiring annotators to identify both the extent of the request

2This measures three-way agreement for the annotators involved in the Sentence 1, Sentence 2 and
Message 1 experiments.

3This measures the best three-way agreement between triples of annotators selected from our five
annotators.
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Figure B.3: A screenshot of our web-based span-annotation tool, built to gather fine-
grained annotations on the specific location of requests and commitments in the body text
and subject lines of email messages. The user selects the relevant text in the mail message,
and the relevant fields in the bottom half of the window are automatically populated.

or commitment as well as its label was two-fold:

1. We wanted to explore the nature of text extents that were used to realise requests
and commitments;

2. We wanted to generate annotated email data that could be used to train fine-
grained request and commitment classifiers. Using span-level data gave us maxi-
mum flexibility to be able to generate fine-grained training corpora at a range of
different granularities, as detailed in Section 5.1;

Our review of related literature also suggested that no such corpus had previously been
made publicly available. We therefore saw value in creating our own labelled corpus of
span-level requests and commitments that could be publicly released for use in other
email research.
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This tasks was performed using another custom-built annotation tool, shown in
Figure B.3. This tool allows annotators to mark textual units of any size, from a single
character up to the entire content of an email message, and then to label the span as a
request, a commitment, a phatic obligation act, or combinations of these. As shown in
Figure B.3, an annotator first highlights a span of text in the message body or subject,
and then selects a label from the closed set of available annotations.

The available annotations that can be used to label each span, are:

• Request Only;

• Commitment Only;

• Request plus Commitment;

• Phatic Request;

• Phatic Commitment;

• Request plus Phatic Commitment;

• Commitment plus Phatic Request;

• Phatic Request plus Phatic Commitment; and

• None.

It may seem unexpected that we include a ‘None’ category label, as we would ex-
pect text spans that do not represent either a request or commitment to simply not
be identified. Certainly, the vast majority of non-obligation act text spans are not
marked. We explicitly include a ‘none’ category, however, to allow our annotators to
remove ambiguity about utterances for which they considered their interpretation as
a non-obligation act subjective, ambiguous or otherwise controversial. In this way,
annotators could explicitly signal a negative interpretation. In contrast, the absence
of annotation does not rule out possible oversight of the text span, rather than a neg-
ative interpretation. In practice, 62 spans were labelled with a ‘None’ label, including
utterances that represented rhetorical questions and directive utterances in unsolicited
commercial email that were not considered actionable.
Annotators were also instructed to add a free text comment in the event of any am-
biguity, uncertainty or context-sensitivity. This process can be repeated as often as
necessary to allow each annotator to mark all request and/or commitment spans within
each message before moving to the next message.

In this Span 1 experiment, three independent annotators used the span annotation
tool to mark all request and commitment spans in a collection of 50 business email
messages, drawn from the Enron email corpus. The annotation guidelines which anno-
tators were given are provided in Appendix A.1. This task was used largely to identify
any flaws in our annotation process or tools. As no significant short-comings were
identified, and our annotation guidelines remained consistent across our Span 1 and
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Annotators Request F-score Commitment F-score

A + B 0.949 0.850
B + C 0.882 0.845
A + C 0.906 0.896

Average 0.912 0.864

Table B.9: Pairwise and three-way F-score agreements for annotating request and com-
mitment spans in the Span 1 Pilot annotation task.

Span 2 experiments, we were also able to use the annotated data from this experi-
ment as a separate corpus of test data for our fine-grained classification experiments
in Chapter 5.

B.6.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

Measuring agreement for span annotation is different to our previous annotation ex-
periments, since it cannot easily be interpreted as a text classification task. This
makes inter-annotator agreement measures like Cohen’s kappa inapplicable for mea-
suring agreement on the task of text-span agreement. Instead, a brief review of the
literature suggests that F-score is frequently used in such cases, where the unit of text
annotation is not fixed. One way to approach calculating precision and recall between
two annotators is to treat the annotations of one annotator as the ’gold standard’ and
calculate precision and recall for the other annotator against this reference. In prac-
tice, it makes no difference (to F-score) which annotator is selected as the gold-standard
(precision and recall are simply inverted between annotators).

Calculating these results, using an agreement metric that allows a fifteen character-
window threshold for text span start character and overall text span length differences,
gives us the following results:

B.7 Span 2: A Large-scale Span Annotation Ex-

periment

The resulting annotated corpus contains 3397 labelled spans of text. The longest
annotated span was 2198 characters long, containing a sequence of instructions to
follow in the event of receiving a package suspected of containing Anthrax, marked
as a request; the shortest agreed span was 7 characters, consisting of the utterance
cancel?, in response to an interview request email, which was marked as a request by
both annotators.

This experiment involved two annotators marking all request and commitment
spans within 1000 email messages drawn from the Enron corpus.
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Obligation Act Distinct Spans F-score

Request 2318 0.855
Commitment 644 0.723

Table B.10: Pairwise F-score agreements for annotating request and commitment spans
in the Span 2 annotation task.

As for the Span 1 experiment, this task was performed using the custom-built
annotation tool, shown in Figure B.3.

The annotation guidelines for our Span 2 experiment were the same as those used
for the Span 1 experiment, and are included in Appendix A.

B.7.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

We measure agreement using the same F-score mechanism that we employed in the
Span 1 experiment. As shown in Table B.10, we achieve an F-score agreement of 0.86
for requests and 0.72 for commitments, using a word-overlap span agreement metric
with a minimum threshold of one word.
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